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ABSTRACT 

At the theoretical level, the thesis seeks to confirm the significance 
of stigma and to analyse its social composition, classifiability and 
influence on certain occupational groups, an earlier research topic of 
the author, focussed here on death work. It begins with a critical 
review of recent theorists' attempts to grapple with the applications 
to and implications for socially discredited groups and practitioners. 
A synthesized model is then presented to reflect the crucial variables 
in stigmatization. 

The occupational stigma concept as such, whilst the subject of a deeper 
theoretical examination in relation to such phenomena as status, 
prestige, public image and self-perception of incumbents exposed to it, 
:must also be capable of empirical verification. This is provided by an 
examination of the changing social structure of the 'death industry'. 
Key ethnographic elements associated with the work of funeral 
directors, embalmers and gravediggers derived from fieldwork material 
are elaborated to establish attempts to enhance prestige and counter 
occupational stigma. 

Further chapters focus particularly on forensic pathologists as 
professional doctors in death work, made most acutely aware of their 
marginality by medical colleagues' denial that they are healers. The 
reasons for the demise of the forensic pathology profession are 
critically examined with regard to how incumbents perceive their work 
and their propensity to manage stress. Stigma-alleviating factors are 
identified which attach themselves also to a recognised profession as 
distinct from other death occupations. 

The thesis concludes by providing the wider cultural and social policy 
context for the changes that have occurred within the death industry 
and by offering a reassessment of the concept of stigma in the light of 
the empirical findings. The five-part appendix includes matters 
methodological, a discussion of stigma origins, cases studies, some 
detailed responses from the forensic pathologists and ideas for 
measuring stigma. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCING THE SCOPE OF THIS 
RESEARCH 

The Concept of Stigma and its Semantic Complexities 

One of the principal aims of this study is to make sense of the term 

'stigma'. In literature and the media it has in general been given a 

substantive meaning <see Appendix 2) which is to taint individuals or 

groups with a blemish or discredit. One is reminded of the concept of 

'alienation' similarly treated until Kelvin Seeman (1959)()) attempted 

to split the term into a number of measurable psychological states. 

Likewise, stigma is much too complex a term to be used in a mere 

umbrella fashion and simply pass up shades of meaning. varying 

dimensions and possible categories in its application. Of the various 

stigma types such as archaic <branded marks on slave or criminal); 

pathological <characteristic of some disease); anatomical <natural 

mark on the body); botanical <part of pistil receiving pollen); and 

the plural term stigmata (denoting wound marks on the crucified body of 

Christ), it is the social meaning implying a mark of disgrace, infamy, 

opprobrious epithet, degradation, humiliation or other blemish, that 

will be of major concern in this study. Even in this context stigma is 

not completely explained for it may also embrace static or dynamic 

dimensions, constitute a phenomenon of varying strength and be capable 

of specific categorisations. 
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Socio-structural Aspects of Stigma 

In terms of its origin, the term 'stigma' is traceable to the Greeks, 

and refers to marks on the human body that expose a blemished person as 

ritually polluted and to be avoided in public places. In the later 

Christian period, stigma referred to either skin eruptions as prima 

facie evidence of God's punishment or physical deformities. 

Additionally, most societies of the world have traditionally regarded 

varying disabilities as stigmatizing and the so deprived considered as 

an economic burden. Their communities subjected them to degrading 

treatment by placement in an asylum or otherwise withholding ordinary 

rights and benefits and, in this way, pronouncing these disadvantaged 

morally inferior. In the 20th century, however, enlightened industrial 

societies which could manage their resources have accepted greater 

responsibility for rehabilitation of the genetically and 

psychologically afflicted and for those whose abilities the economic 

organisation rejects. In this context, a number of American and 

English sociological researchers became alerted to the erstwhile 

neglected field of social stigmatisation and their published findings 

illuminated the problems of mental disabilities, ethnic group 

relations, deviance, poverty, class differentiation and community care. 

Further, social anthropologists have contributed to studies of 

contemporary cultures, particularly of the social behaviour of castes 

in India, of special relevance as a dimension of rigid stratification 

in Hindu society and the idea of 'pollution', when certain substances 

so conceived attach low status to those whose work requires them to 

handle these. 
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How my Interest in this Research Emerged - Scenes of Early Childhood. 

Early life experiences during turbulent growing-up times may often 

account for the seeds of one's specific interest. Ny curiosity about 

work, lack of work I hospital and cemetery occupations (to introduce a 

personal note) is all bound up with childhood days in Vienna during the 

two decades from 1920 and the depression years. The dark picture about 

to be drawn is not meant to detract from the prevailing cultural milieu 

and the rich heritage of medicine, science, music, literature and 

architecture at that time which, however, tends to bypass a small 

child, whilst political strife and economic hardship leaves a much more 

profound impression. The Social Democrats saw their good intentions 

for social reform endangered by the reactionary 'Greenshirts' (A Home 

Defence Force) and to counter this formed their own protective corps of 

uniformed volunteers. Before long the unavoidable demonstrations 

resulted in street fighting and armed conflict with many casualties, 

all visible from looking out of the window of one's home. 

Over-shadowing these events was the great world economic crisis 

affecting Austria, and the ruling Social Democrats could not solve 

their problems by the orthodox means of deflation and spending cuts. A 

coalition government was refused and desperate measures had to be taken 

to avert collapse. In 1931 the most influential banking house went 

bankrupt and the country was close to financial and economic disaster, 

this constituting one of the reasons for Nazi support by 1932. Not 

long after, the Social Democrats lost power to the authoritarian 

conservative Christian Socialists whose own basis of a conservative 
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social order was by then threatened by their two ideological enemies, 

the Nazis and the Xarxists, with the Social Democrats now outlawed and 

driven underground. 

The Stigma of !ass Unemployment 

The above projected overview of general instability undermined the 

democratic basis of the First Republic and produced a number of serious 

political and social side effects. At the time of the Hapsburgs, 

Austria was a melting pot of different races, all competing for the 

limited work to be had. In the year 1932, the Federal Chancellor 

invoked strict controls under a resurrected war-time law and the 

consent of his political party, which not only curbed civil liberties 

through regulating the distribution of basic necessities, but also 

prohibited meetings and parades, as well as censuring the socialist 

press. Out of a population of just over 6 million, unemployment had by 

1938 risen to very nearly 500,000 people. Of those who were in jobs, 

many did not work full-time. No matter the high aspirations of mothers 

in particular for their offspring to train for one of the established 

professions, or even for a commercial education or craft 

apprenticeship, very few such opportunities existed. It was less a 

question of what career to choose than being in work to survive, and 

for most of those available for work, any job would do. (Note 1) 

Special permits were needed for guest workers, and those working for an 

employer at home, as for example assembling jewellery or machining 

garments, received the poorest of pay. Completed apprenticeships meant 

dismissal as the employer wanted to avoid making increases in pay. 
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Even in those days the lowest status - and frequently stigmatized -

occupations were sewerage workers, dustmen, roadsweepers, kitchen 

porters, grave diggers and rat catchers. Only about 5~ of the 

workforce were to be found in the professions, and study to become a 

Doctor, lawyer or teacher needed money. Being out of work with no 

prospect of obtaining work was for many a citizen a depressing and 

desparate situation, with widespread anomie reflected by a crop of 

daily suicides, reported in a special column by one of the newspapers 

on every single day. 

How Biographic Dramas and Inspiring Writers can Engender Hew Research 
Avenues 

](y recollections of the Viennese depression years include a range of 

personal dramas, to some extent a direct derivation of the social 

conditions already described. To give just one example, the (then) 

existing factory legislation did not sufficiently protect work people 

from harmful substances. Xany months of inhaling the vapours of paint 

spray caused the corrosion of my father's lungs and later his premature 

death. The many visits to the hospital, followed by excursions to the 

cemetery, allows a young child the fateful opportunity to observe the 

culture of a hospital setting (the curious smell of ether, praying nuns 

and the buzz of officious people in white coats) as also the general 

ambience of a cemetery (men in black, preaching melodically to small 

groups of the bereaved amidst an atmosphere of smoke and burning 

leaves), Such memories, long stored away in my subconscious, came to 

the surface when reading Orwell's 'Down and Out in Paris and London * 
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during vacation work in Butlin's kitchen, and soon after, the 

prescribed University reading of Hughes' 'Xen and Their Work'. 

Goffman's 'Stigma' and 'Asylum', and Durkheim's 'Suicide'. Durkheim's 

work was a forceful reminder of the pathological condition of Austria's 

anomic unemployed, some of whom when nothing was left for the 

pawnbroker and begging failed (Begging Day from shops allowed only on a 

Friday>, no longer had the moral stamina to carryon with life and took 

to gassing or drowning as the most used method of suicide. 

Orwell provided the inspiration for my research of kitchen porters, and 

Goffman an awareness that stigma could sociologically be related to 

certain kinds of work. It was a golden opportunity to convert a 

dormant interest into the modest endeavour of conceptually relating the 

two. IDreover, Hughes clarified for me the social means of work 

itself. I became aware that the very mention of such unsatisfactory 

designations as assistants, hands, labourers, service workers and 

indeed porters, at once attaches a discrediting label upon the job 

holder. It tends to project a social image of diminishing competence, 

inferior intelligence, minimal (if any> training, the lowest levels of 

skills and a reduced capacity to make a useful and telling contribution 

to the overall wealth of society. Added to this are the apparent 

characteristics of a limited educational requirement, the often heavy 

physical, dirty or socially demeaning work, unpleasant working 

conditions and not untypicaly casual or low income. Hence, the social 

stigma of occupations and the lower-grade worker in service 

organisastions became my research objectives aside from the full-time 

lecturing positon in Wolverhampton during that period. Aston was the 
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nearest to interest in my project and I registered as the first part

time mature research student in the Behavioural Sciences of that (then 

newly established) University. 

The key theme was occupational stigmatization in the British Hotel and 

Catering Industry (Saunders, 1981) (Hote 2) as a pilot study, although 

the hospitality industry intimated that a study of kitchen porters 

could never succeed. The (so-called) plongeur in the hotel and 

catering industry is variously described in the 'trade' as vagrant, 

unemployable, scum, crook, dodger, alcoholic and similar, drifting in 

and out of the industry, and with every manager, chef, cook, 

apprentice, having their own story to tell of the kitchen porters they 

have met. However, my pioneering research did succeed. It tackled 

firstly work values - the function and centrality of work, evolutionary 

perspectives, subjective meanings and theoretical approach to work. It 

investigated the concept of 'occupational stigma', its causal elements, 

its anatomy and composition, and the social reactions towards the so 

contaminated. It introduced the idea of stigma continuum in relation 

to the occupational ideologies of individuals. The eventual findings 

pointed strongly to a universal and persisting tendency (cutting even 

across cultures) to attach a low social evaluation to certain types of 

work and to certain categories of incumbents associated with such work. 

The project may be seen as a study in depth which, in sequence, 

diagnosed the existence of sti.gma, seeking to establish its origins 

from an evolving work ethic; traced the effects of its perpetuation 

through occupational evolution; and offered authentic empirical 
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evidence from the target population by means of a representative sample 

of an exposed occupational group - that of the kitchen porter. The net 

of the project was then spread wider. It presented a sociological view 

of the institutional components of the hotel structure and specific 

levels of behaviour in hotel kitchens as social systems, together with 

an ideal-typical model of the hotel system at micro-level as an on

going organisational unit and its institutional elements. This view 

found support in a wider context by the inclusion of a diagrammatic 

presentation of the entire structure of the hotel and catering industry 

in Britain and its diverse segmentation. Another part of the project 

extended the earlier theoretical treatment of occupational 

stigmatization by an examination of the characteristics of stigmatized 

industries and their occupational afflictions - concentration and 

fragmentation, seasonal fluctuations, environmental influences, 

tradition and change. Apart from the individual (lowly ranked) 

occupations such as janitor, night-watchman, hospital porter, car 

parking attendant and dustman, and their exposure to stigma, the study 

appraised whole industries - the Clothing Trade, the Building Industry 

and Household Service, which were examined in terms of their stigma 

effect. In a narrower sense, the hotel kitchen provided a particularly 

fertile field for investigation. Two examples will offer a good 

illustration. The discussion of roles, tension and informality in such 

kitchens has shown how the menu structure on offer to guests can 

determine the hierarchy of statuses. Whyte's sociological research of 

the American restaurant industry and its problems during the war years 

was of particular interest here. It discovered that the ingredients 
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handled by the less skilled assistants on food preparation influences 

their status and the privileges accorded them. 

Secondly, the recipe affects the various grades of chef also. Ky 

research discussed how the recipe determined strategic social action in 

the kitchen. Not only does it standardise the ingredients, mode of 

preparation, size of portions, quality and cost, but also determines 

the status hierarchy of staff. If there is a recipe bank of stock 

choices involving a repetitive cycle of fairly routine operations, its 

effect is a downward progression of skills and the employment of semi

skilled personnel. By this means, intrinsic creative enjoyment is 

drained away, only to be replaced by drill and functionality. So, the 

erstwhile chef elite tended to be substituted by a kind of shop floor 

routine, where artistry gave way to motion study, measurement, speed 

and monotony. I have referred to this development as the 'Recipe 

Effect'. 

Whyte's other important contribution <which my research has confirmed) 

is the so-called principle of 'Originating Action'. The chefs and 

cooks performing specialised functions in large kitchens are very 

sensitive to status. They do not take kindly to someone, such as a 

waitress or commis waiter originating action for them. For example, 

the kitchen is part of a communication system which operates to get the 

food to the customer. In small places, friction is less likely as 

coordination and communication are simple, but when a restaurant 

operates on several floors, face-to-face relationship may not be 

possible. The cooks work under pressure as food is demanded quickly 
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from several stations while the quantity they are allowed to prepare in 

advance is limited by cost and waste. Thus, when cooks fall behind, a 

chain reaction is set in motion, from customer to waitress, then to 

service pantry and to runner who supplies the cooked food. If a runner 

asks the cook to prepare some more salmon salad, hell may break loose. 

The low-status runner has attempted to initiate action for a cook. 

Chefs are still an autocratic breed. It is a custom accepted and 

tolerated by kitchen staff. Historically, status systems were distinct 

when French chefs ruled the world of fine cooking. The ranking order 

revealed iself by a variation in uniform or dress. In more recent 

times, the chef's influence has weakened with the advent of the modern 

kitchen where female cooks and food technologists playa more prominent 

part. The general social standing of kitchen staff has been found to 

rest on social background, skill, earnings, seniority and the flow of 

work. Those working on the finished product enjoyed a higher status 

than those working on the earlier stages of production. But it may be 

noted that in comparison with a factory, the restaurant combines the 

production and service function. Whilst my findings confirmed the 

prestige value (or otherwise) of the materials used and the enhancement 

(or loss) of status, with its consequential effects on intrinsic work 

attitudes or conflict, my model of the common stigma characteristics in 

selected low-status occupations includes also the tools to be 

identified with the work tasks as the means by which occupational 

stigmatization is pronounced and identified with a particular 

occupation. The example of the role of kitchen porter illustrated this 

forcefully. 
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Other than perhaps one or two occupations that suffered a moral dilemma 

<and the oldest profession may be a case in point), most of the social 

writers and researchers over the last few decades have concentrated 

more on high--prestige occupations whilst the atypical groups at the 

bottom of the heap have not been looked at. In the case of the kitchen 

porter, as a core occupation around which I chose to research the 

hospitality industry, I wanted to discover whether the well-known 

discrediting attributes accorded him were in fact an undeserved 

blemish. The occupation and its individual members were all found to 

be subject to stigma although only a small proportion appeared to 

justify the derogatory image. It consisted in the main of a large 

floating population of some hundred thousand in number, of which many 

have no permanent home, are poorly educated, suffered the break-up of 

family or have experienced the hospitality of an institution. But it 

was most startling to find that near 50% adndtted to having a serious 

physical or mental disability, 21% suffered from minor disorders and 

20% did not admit a disability at all although interviews revealed a 

large number to be incapacitated in some way. Ny examination of the 

Registrar's Decennial Supplement for England and Wales for 1971 showed 

the kitchen porters' rate of suicide to be higher than that of hospital 

porters, caretakers, service workers, cooks, clothing workers, building 

workers, waiters, nightwatchmen, car parking attendants, dustmen and 

head hall porters, whilst the mortality rate was the fourth-highest of 

all these listed occupations. 

Xy investigation also pointed to the significance of tools, such as a 

scrubbing brush. washing-up cloth, pot cleaner and detergents; these 
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are tangible objects as well as concepts, as we can identify them with 

the work tasks of an occupation and a vision of the incumbent. The 

kitchen system also has a work flow in reverse: a mass of dirty 

plates, dishes and pots. In rush periods these rain upon the (usually) 

understaffed dishwashers and plongeurs. Such people work long hours in 

hot and steamy sculleries and often serve as outlets and scapegoats at 

moments of bottlenecks or frustration in the organisation, and as butts 

of bad-tempered kitchen staff. These porters are rarely consulted by 

management, receive little or no training, have no customer contact, 

perform their work behind the scenes in isolation, and do not normally 

have the benefit of a career structure. That part of the study traced 

kitchen porter work through some 800 years of history to show how 

during the successive stages of time stigmatizing influences remain 

attached to incumbents to transcend events, social settings and 

culture. This was followed by an exhaustive survey in eleven Midland 

towns and cities. A special grading was devised for a sample of 70 

hotels, and from kitchen porters' information in thirteen areas of 

their life/work experiences and attitudes obtained, which produced a 

hitherto unsuspected stereotype and validated a number of my 

propositons. A typology of subjective socialisation patterns for 

occupational stigma was also constructed which can be applied as a 

scheme for categorising lowly-evaluated occupations, such as road 

sweepers, railway porters, lavatory attendants, drainage workers, shoe

shiners and refuse collectors, among others. The study included a 

chapter on methodological problems also, and the concluding 

observations offered some thoughts on a possible re-orientation of 

managerial attitudes towards a work-related socialisation process that 
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may eventually reverse discriminating public images towards lowly 

esteemed occupations in society. 

Death-related Work - A lew Dimension of Occupational Stigma 

At the time of my hospital porter research some 19 years ago, one 

respondent described to me some of his experiences in the job. The 

police, for example, often bring in drowned people fished out of the 

river. Some corpses are large and bloated and have to be punctured 

before they can go into a standard sized coffin. The undertaker should 

really do this, but for a small tip such work is left to the porters. 

Tall people are also a problem. To get them into the box they have to 

be shortened and a porter would amputate the feet. Hunchbacks present 

the biggest difficulty because their backs have to be broken to get 

them into the coffin. <McIntyre, 1971) (Hote 3) For years these 

stories bothered me. I also pondered the definition of death, about 

which to my mind there was a paradox. Blood, bones, kidneys, livers, 

and hearts have been removed from dead animals and transplanted 

successfully. Evidently death of the whole organism does not mean the 

death of each constituent part. The general practitioner and the 

funeral director relate death to the whole patient, but a transplant 

surgeon sees the death of an organ simply as its failure to function in 

a recipient body. Rogers and Hillman (1970)(2) confirm that a 

biochemist's perspective is different yet again, where death may be 

the failure of a slice of brain, liver or kidney the size of a postage 

stamp. (See also Hillman, 1978)(2) The upshot of these thoughts 

generated questions to myself; Buch as what it must be like to perform 
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sustained death work as a career. It opened up for me another 

dimension in the sociology of occupations research. 

If death occupations are seen as a continuu~, one may place at one end 

a coffin maker, or laboratory assistant helping in the manufacture of 

embalming liquids, both somewhat remote from contact with a cadaver. 

At the other end are the forensic pathologist and the embalmer, 

handling in some way dead bodies virtually every single day. In 

between these extremes may be found a variety of skills spread over all 

the segments of the death industry from coroners, policemen and 

chaplains to hospital workers, pallbearers and stonemasons. In this 

research I have chosen four occupations whose work is in close 

proximity to the body and permits at the same time a graduation of 

relative standing in terms of status and prestige: the grave digger in 

manual work, the embalmer as technician, the funeral director as mainly 

an administrator, and the forensic pathologist, formally recognised as 

a fully qualified professional. Separate chapters are devoted to each 

of these occupations as a study in some depth. 

Death itself is surely an emotionally-laden subject that conjures up 

all sorts of fearful images and engenders particularly in those in 

daily contact with it visions of disease, contamination, dissected 

parts and decomposed bodies, as well as serving as a reminder of their 

own mortality. So the more we can avoid contact with this breed of 

people the better we seem to like it. It is psychologically a normal 

reaction born out of the images and the uncertainty of the concept of 

death and its effect from a variety of experiences and hearsay upon us. 
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The association of death in the consideration of occupational stigma is 

thus an additional dimension to other stigmas bearing on some kinds of 

work and I must shortly allow some space for discussing the causes of 

these death apprehensions more fully. The link between death as such 

and death-work, and its effect upon the perception of incumbents in 

death occupations will need to occupy us first. 

Secular Anxieties of Death - Some Social Constructions 

The meaning of death has now moved from the sacred to the secular. 

Instead of an afterlife, it is seen as the final part of this world, so 

that without a sacred meaning to neutralize its evil, the idea of death 

has become almost 'dirty'! not fit for polite society. If death has to 

be confronted, it must either be avoided or denied. A good way to 

avoid it (and not having to layout bodies in the home for viewing, as 

was the case in the past), is to hand over the unpleasant contact to 

the funeral director. In another sense, death can also be avoided by 

dying out of sight, that is dying in institutions. Relatives cannot be 

in a hospital all the time and children are not allowed to view the 

process in any case. Hence, death is removed to special or specified 

areas and when it occurs elsew.here (in a train or in the street, or 

even at home), it shocks us all the more. As Fulton (1967)(3) has 

said, those close to death and the elderly in particular are, like 

lepers once were, removed from view to await their fate. Death is a 

taboo subject in conversation also and many people try to banish it 

from the everyday arenas of their lives. It has been suggested by 

Kamerman (1988)(4) that denial is another response to the shift from a 
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secular orientation towards death. It can take two forms. One is for 

an embalmer to make the corpse seem life-like and give the viewer the 

impression that the 'loved one' appears healthy and radiant. Euphemism 

is another form of denial with the aim of calling someone distasteful 

or objectionable by a less offensive name in pretence that it is not so 

bad after all. The idea of the dear departed or our beloved having 

gone on a trip, is an example of presenting death in a more palatable 

way. 

As to the fear of death, Dr. Wilkins (1990),(6) a Psychiatrist, has 

recently identified ~ kinds: the fear of being buried alive; the 

fear of posthumous indignitYi the fear of bodily disintegrationi the 

fear of being forgotten; and the fear of ignominious death. A few 

comments on each of these fears seem appropriate at this stage. 

Premature burial is a fear that stretches back to ancient times but 

reached its height in the 19th Century. The medical profession is 

deeply suspicious of these claims, although the possibility of this 

ever occuring (if rare) is conceded. Wilkins quotes a number of 

instances from history of people diagnosed by their doctors as dead, 

who were subsequently deemed to be alive. Doubters have their own 

explanation of muffled cries for help from the coffin (just a post

mortem belch), of contorted facial agonies (only the effects of rigor 

mortis), or of coffin noises (merely caused by gases from the 

putrefying body). Certain states like 'Thanatomimesis' or 'Catalepsy', 

faints or trances, may revive from a sentient corpse to escape the 

grave. There is not, so far, an absolutely foolproof test for death 

and transplant surgeons in particular need to be vigilant that hasty 
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diagnosis does not occur. As concerns the second fear, everyone has a 

right to be laid to rest undefiled. The fear that one's carcase may be 

exposed to indignity is deep-rooted and primitive. Wilkins has no 

doubt that the chances in Britain during the period 1780 to 1830 of 

being dug up and removed from one's coffin were infinitely greater than 

being placed in one's coffin whilst still alive. It was, of course, a 

time of grave-robbing. as surgeons could not legally procur an adequate 

supply of dead bodies for dissection and the teaching of medical 

students. The famous were often defiled. In Wilkin's words, the more 

pious a man's life, the more likely were the chances of his anatomical 

parts being stolen or venerated after death. Among the more recent 

examples is the theft of Karia Callas' ashes, Charlie Chaplin's body. 

the attempt to steal Elvis Presley's remains from its marble mausoleum, 

and the auction of Napoleon's mummified penis at Christie's, which had 

gone through many previous owners, but did not reach its reserve price. 

Necrophilia <sexual intercourse with a corpse), a greatly reviled 

perversion, also comes into this category of posthumous indignity. 

lany a fear is of bodily disintegration. People who can face death 

with a certain amount of composure abhor the vision of slow body 

disintegration in its grave. Various civilisations have attempted to 

arrest or delay this process. Chapter V, dealing with embalming, 

touches on the early methods of mummification in Egypt. This art 

evolved over a time scale since before 1500 BC and often required the 

removal of internal organs. The brain was never preserved as the 

Egyptians considered it a part of no importance, Other organs, prone 

to putrefaction, like the eyes for example, were removed at the initial 
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stage. Female reproductive organs were always removed whilst a man's 

penis and testicles were usually left in place. Dehydration of the 

body, stuffing and bandaging were some of the early embalmlng methods, 

not always successful. Xost experts now distinguish between naturally 

desiccated mummies and artificial creations. Head shrinking as a form 

of preservatlon was more usual among the head-hunters in South America. 

The widow of the Elizabethan explorer and writer Slr Walter Raleigh, 

for example, carried hls embalmed head around in a leather bag. Today, 

embalming is essentially a process of short-term preservation. 

Xany people are anxious to leave something behind them when they 

depart. If there are no children, it may perhaps be a piece of 

artisitic or literary work which they can bestow and by which they can 

be remembered. In other words, the fear of being forgotten after death 

grips many of us. It would be as lf we had never existed, a most 

disturbing realisation. And yet, as Wilkins rightly points out, in 

human history billions have departed this world, unlamented, unrecorded 

and unremembered, and countless will no doubt follow. There have been 

through the centuries many diverse strategies to increase the 

likelihood of being remembered by future generations, such as imposing 

or eccentric memorials, burial close to the famous, or close to living 

relatlves. The rlch and the famous used to demand burtal in the 

church, or churchyard as the next-best thing. As a result, churches 

became crowded with the bodies of the dead, and all the attendant risks 

to the health of the living. For those who had to be content with a 

place in the Churchyard, the existing status hierarchy posited the 

favoured close to the altar wall to accord the deceased the best view 
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of the rising sun on Judgement Day. Suicides were not often buried in 

consecrated ground, but if they were, it was to the North as a symbol 

of public reproach. Memorials require, however, space of which this 

country is particularly short. During the 19th century cholera 

epidemic there was talk of a single necropolis for London, which could 

accommodate 1500 bodies, but the (then) Bishop of London was just one 

of the voices that disapproved of the dead from widely different social 

backgrounds travelling on the same Necropolis Railway and regarded it 

as 'offensive'. Wilkins' book makes reference to a certain Thomas 

Willson who wanted to erect a giant pyramid on Primrose Hill in London 

to house 5 million bodies in many rows of alcoves and the whole 

structure to resemble a beehive, but we are not told why that venture 

never came to fruition. Presumably, it was the novelty of space-saving 

cremation that gained favour, although opposing forces (on other than 

religious grounds) to reduce the body to ashes do so on the groundS 

that this step makes it even less likely that it will be remembered. 

To deal with the fifth kind of fear, that of ignominious death, one may 

distinguish between good and bad death. Our cultural norm assumes 

dying pain-free, in one's own home, surrounded by family and friends 

<who would ensure dignified interment) is probably what most people 

would choose. Wilkins discovered Xiddle Age treatise about the art of 

dying well (ARB IORIEIDI) and describes some cases where this applies. 

Of greater interest, however, are his historical examples which 

illustra.te the ignominy of death (IORS IJ{PROVISA), or shall we say, 

sudden death, which incidentally will become a significant variable in 

the forensic pathology chapters of this study. A general perception is 

that Royalty die with composure and serenity, but this is not always 
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the case. Charles II died of violent convulsions whilst twelve 

physicians and blood-letting could not revive him, but his effigy at 

Westminster Abbey gives him eternity. Richard II's corpse was stripped 

naked to a horse, following brave death in battle, and exposed so in 

public before burial in an unmarked grave. Elizabeth I's body exploded 

to split the coffin's wood, lead and care-cloth, which was attributed 

to gaseous decomposition, George II experienced the indignity of 

bleeding to death in his lavatory, and Edward II was tortured to death. 

Suicides could be added to this category, but the fears which prompt 

this act arise from the problems of life rather than death. It is a 

deliberate decision to avoid the indignities of old age, senility, 

physical or emotional pain. Wilkins points to mental imbalance as one 

of the reasons for suicide and in the macro sense regards it as a 

disease of civilisation (since members of primitive societies have not 

been found to kill themselves). Attitudes vary with country, religion 

and historical time. It is in this country no longer a criminal 

offense. Durkheim's classic work alone makes this a big subject. 

Although his work is not under review here, his groupings make an 

interesting comparision with those of Wilkins, who classifies suicides 

as honourable, imitative, exhibitionist, eccentric, revengeful or 

romantic, and also includes an analysis of suicide pacts (illegal in 

certain circumstances under the 1961 Suicide Act as revised in 1978), 

and mass suicides. 
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Careers in Death-WorK, Social Attitudes and Stigmas 

Chapter III offers a broad view of the 'Death Industry' in context to 

show its structure and functions. Metaphorically speaking, its various 

segments represent the oceans in which my ~ researched occupations 

<Forensic Pathologist, Funeral Director, Embalmer and Grave Digger) are 

the fish that sustain it - those that are in immediate or close contact 

with the cadaver. My investigation observes the scenes and actions in 

sociological waters so that matters of interest will emphasize in 

discussion such aspects as professional autonomy, professional ethics, 

colleague relatIonships, ideological matters, occupational 

socialisation, power relations, mistakes connected with the work, 

alienation, distinguishing factors between profession and occupation, 

occupational marginality, ethnographic experiences of incumbents, de

skilling, self-perceptions relative to the nature of death work, 

occupational histories and most of all the association of the work 

acti vities with stigma and the forces that tend to counteract it. But 

to round off my introductory picture there is yet another connection 

wi th the fear of death briefly to touch upon which I would call the 

'integrity of the species'. It demonstrates how some fears of death 

and death work are directly related, and how this link provides the 

basis for branding such occupations with the ')[ark of Cain' (Hote 4), 

One could postulate firstly that stigma is a phenomenon that derives 

directly from the need of a species to survive, where the term 

'survival' may be taken to include the propagation and preservation of 

life, and the capability to perform such normal activities that are a 
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part of it, if that species is not to be stigmatized by other species. 

It would further include the need to ward off predators <harmful germs, 

perhaps), the ability to reproduce, to be able to maintain the quality 

of one's life and the endeavour to avoid mutation of the species. A 

second postulate, (one could argue) may be that many stigmas do not 

necessarily spring from the rational or higher part of the brain, but 

can come from one's subconscious and give rise in humans to feelings of 

discomfort or threat. Thus instinctively, and often irrationally, our 

perceptions are (for example), that a depressive can't fend for 

himself, that the violent harms the quality of life, the ugly 

interferes with the physical form, and the dirty and germ-laden 

contaminates others. Similarly scientists are stigmatized because they 

dissect facts <inventing the bomb), which suggests they care more about 

facts than the well-being of people. Some Darwinian associations in 

this reasoning are not denied. Translating the, at least partial, 

irrationality of such public views into an occupational perspective of 

death work, a forensic pathologist may be labelled psychopath or 

weirdo, who wants many bodies to cut up; the funeral director may be 

seen as rejoicing in the good fortune of his booming business at what 

is after all traumatic for his clients, competing moreoever, with other 

undertakers for bodies and exploiting the bereaved with overpriced 

funerals, although being kind to them as the clients of the future. 

Similarly, the embalmer, like Dracula, is then perceived as draining 

blood from bodies, pumping formaldehyde into them (extracted from 

boiling ants), as more interested in their appearance than medical 

value, and as contaminating others by the neglect of protective action, 
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whilst the grave digger, devoid of intelligence and possessing the same 

skills as a murderer, then tries to hide the body. 

Clearly folk wisdom (the social) and not infrequently mild phobias (the 

psychological) make people receptive to certain, not always rational, 

culturally-adopted assumptions about death. In communication and 

interaction with others these beliefs and fears are acted out by a 

general public actively dissociating itself from particular social 

contacts (or at least feeling apprehensive of them) when dealing with 

members of particular social groups. With the death occupations, 

stigmas therefore result from irrational fears and attitudes - 'they 

all want my body' - which is not to say that members in these 

occupations do not experience similar fears and perceptions about death 

themselves. Although not within the premise of this study, one is 

aware of the connection between cultural and genetic phenomena with its 

many complexities still unsolved. Instinctive fears surface in the 

mind of a lay public as soon as death-work is mentioned, well before 

the same public reflects upon the necessity and usefulness of these 

jobs. 

Chapter Content in Outline 

Chapter II introduces some landmark~ relating to the origins of stigma 

<of which a detailed version will be found in Appendix 2),attempts to 

define the meaning of the concept and its various types, and critically 

reviews the approaches of a number of writers <Spicker, Page, Titmuss, 

Goffman, Shoham, Ainley and Jones) during the last two decades, who 
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have grappled theoretically with its implications for and the 

applications to target groups and individuals in a variety of social 

settings ~ than the world of work. Xy concluding comments then 

present a synthesized model of the crucial variables embedded in such 

marked relationships as a version of the anatomy of stigma, showing the 

dimensions affecting the degree of discredit, the process involved in 

the projection towards the objects of blemish and a typology of 

stigmatized behaviour. Chapter III presents a profile of the changing 

structure of the 'Death Industry', not previously subjected to a 

systematic analysis, of all its varied segments and examines its 

contribution as an on-going economic and social mechanism within which 

a relatively small labour force of fewer than 10,000 people, active in 

heterogeneous occupational and professional grades, handle the 

adEdnistration and disposal of some 600,000 cadavers per year. 

Chapters IV, V and VI deal with occupations concerned with the actual 

disposal of the dead. Funeral Directors love to see themselves as 

truly professional, although the designation of 'quasi-professionals' 

might be more appropriate, so long as they have not fully met some 

sociologically-defined attributes that make a profession. 

Chapter IV looks into how undertakers emerged, their fortunes in 

transition and the ghastly side-lines that may enhance their prestige 

and counter the stigma and abuse (in some cases not unjustified) with 

which this specialism is having to cope. Five case profiles presented 

in some depth give an authentic view of how undertakers perceive the 

job of transforming dead bodies into living memory, and a substantive 

model at the end indicates how status-diminishing criteria can be 
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offset by enhancing ones. The big boys (sic) of funeral directing have 

absorbed many of the smaller ones and not only practise economies of 

scale (where fixed costs can be as high as 80%), but also attempt to 

conquer new markets and diversify into insurance, funeral homes, 

cemeteries, cremation, masonry, coffin production and embalnung. 

As to embalmers, discussed in chapter V, they are indeed at the sharp 

end of things, performing not only routine cosmetology on some 10 or 

more bodies each and every day, but have also to deal (in undertakers' 

language) with 'bad remains' as a result of an autopsy or accident, to 

produce some kind of normality of the visible parts at least, to enable 

the presentation of a peaceful image to the viewing relatives. The 

embalmers themselves see their art <and science) as almost a revival of 

the practice in ancient civilisations. However, there is no comparison 

with the realities of today, which involve the scientific treatment of 

the body of a deceased, to ensure it is free from infection and at the 

same time giving a sense of consolation to the bereaved until the time 

of the funeral. Thus, the purpose of modern embalming is esentially a 

hygienic, but short-term means of preservation. Similarly to funeral 

directors, there are examinations to pass to gain professional 

membership. The former see the embalmer as a technician to whom the 

less pleasant and often gruesome tasks can be delegated. At best it is 

as yet only a 'semi-profession' without the elevated status of a 

doctor, although the examination syllabus compares favourably with that 

of first-year medical college. EmbalnErs do suffer traumas, especially 

during the early stages of their training, attempting to erase 

psychologically their hurtful experiences by elaborate ceremonials at 
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Eeetings and conferences and excessive jollity during social occasions. 

The grave digger (presented in chapter VI) is also ancillary to the 

task of disposal of the body. His reputation was spoiled long before 

the heyday of the (so-called) 'resurrection men' or body snatchers 

Burke and Rare, most often by the way in which this occupation has been 

caricatured in English literature, and is today still without an 

occupational identity in the 1981 Census classificastion. This chapter 

relates the work experiences and self-perception of the grave digger, 

based on five case profiles and ends with an examination of his social 

position, taking in also some positive aspects of the work that emerged 

from the research evidence gathered. 

Chapters VII and VIII focus on the profession of forensic pathologists 

as a major part of this study. This kind of work is held in awe by the 

wider public. The laity is known to fear and distrust corpse handlers 

in whatever capacity. It is the plight of the pathologist to face the 

body wherever (and in whatever condition) it is found. Relatives can 

be consoled by undertaker and clergy, but for the pa.thologist there is 

no escape once the morgue door closes, and he is faced with the 

gruesome task of violating the most intimate individuality of the 

cadaver. The science of forensic pathology has a proud record, 

however, and in theory this small band of experts (under 50 for the 

whole country) should enjoy the highest of statuses, having regard to 

the ever increasing violent crime against the person, as it also did in 

the years when such charismatic figures as Spilsbury, Camps, Simpson 

and Teare dominated the scene. Instead, one observes lapsed chairs in 

universities, a fragmentation of specialisms in the field, and so 
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consequently a decline of this profession's power and prestige within 

medical science, where this body of people are perceived as 'non

healers', Recruitment has declined and career structures are 

criticised as inadequate, whilst these overworked enthusiasts carry the 

profession forward despite the fears and limitations. Of course, there 

is evidence of a regular stream of case papers and some sophisticated 

research, to counter the image of a marginal profession, but the aging 

membership and its leaders are most concerned about the very survival 

of the specialty and the delay in the imp1imentation of the Wasserman 

Proposals (HXSQ 1989) designed to tackle its various problems. The 

concluding chapter (Chapter IX) is divided into two parts and discusses 

also some contemporary issues. It profiles first the historical and 

theoretical aspects of stigma, gives recognition to the emerging 

speciality of the sociology of occupations and explains how the concept 

of stigma can be applied to lowly-evaluated work roles in society. as 

well as to roles associated with death work and its effects on 

incumbents in particular. The disruptive potential of death is then 

concentrated on the four specific occupations which have been the 

subject of this research so as to establish their current status and 

future prospects, indicating that they needed to be seen in the context 

of the structural setting in total of a hitherto unresearched death 

industry gleaned from a social perspective. In the second part, the 

chapter then illuminates some related areas from a wider perspective: 

it identifies distorted cultural perceptions of death in the community; 

detects a neglect of death education in schools; questions whether we 

are a death-denying society; illustrates how mental health 

professionals are affected by 'deviant' work; contrasts the English 
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way of death with the American scene, and focuses once more on the four 

occupations examined in this project to portray their (so-called) 

marginality and assess their future prospects. The chapter also dwells 

briefly on the complexities of the discrediting stigma attribute once 

more and ends with suggesting avenues for extending this research as 

well as offering ideas on how methods of measuring stigma could be 

further developed. 
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FOOTJOTES 

1. This brings to mind a well-known study by a group of Viennese 
social scientists entitled 'The Unemployed of Marienthal' (1932) 
translated into many languages and still a standard teaching aid 
in many social science schools around the world. 

2. Conrad Saunders (1981), Social Stigma of Occupations: The Lower 
Grade Worker in Service Organisations, Gower. This book was based 
on the Aston University Thesis under the title of Occupational 
stigmatization in the British Hotel and Catering Industry for au 
K. Phil. and completed in 1976. 

3. John KcIntyre (1971-1991), continuing exchange of letters with an 
old friend who in his younger years (circa 1938/9) worked as 
washer of dead bodies and grave digger. He is now self-employed 
in Hamburg as translator and linguist for international and other 
patent agencies and industrial undertakings. His most recent 
letter was received on 3rd January, 1991. 

4. This quotation relates to the famous legend about the eldest son 
of Adam who killed his brother Abel. According to Gen. 4, the 
first act of fratricide. Related to occupations, Cain became a 
fugitive thereafter and moved with wife to Hod where a son, Enoch, 
was born to them. The genealogy which follows sets the descent 
from Cain to Lamech and their occupations of cattlekeepers, 
musicians, and workers in metal. The quotation is further 
discussed in the Appendix Part 2, dealing with the Origins of 
Stigma on pages 3-5. 
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Problems of Definition 

Selec:ted 

There are several difficulties to begin with in an attempt to provide 

an adequate definition of the concept of stigma: it is variable, 

ambiguous, bound by history, culture and environment. Social analysts 

of society in their endeavours to make sense of it have testified to 

its elusiveness and definitional complexity. For example, the late 

Erving Goffman, addressing himself to the topic in 1963, gave barely 

half a page to its definition, although (as will be noted later in this 

chapter) he deserves to be credited with an attempt to segment the term 

into subdivisions. We cannot be certain of how stigma originated. Its 

origins are characterised by many levels, dimensions, directions, 

faiths, nations, races and distinctions of gender, all ranging over a 

vast historical space. Possibly, the ambiguous nature of the concept 

might be overcome by crossing the disciplinary boundaries of Ancient 

History, Biblical Xythology and Social Anthropology, when considering 

its equivocal nature from different vantage points. This I have 

attempted in my detailed investigation of the stigma origins in 

Appendix 2, of which in this introductory part to the sociological 

theory of stigma, I offer only a brief survey. 
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The Relevance of Classic"al Greek Literature and the Testaments 

In classical Greek literature around 484-347 B.C., the term 'BTIZO' 

denoted some phystcal mark or brand on cattle as a safeguard against 

theft, but could also be applied to the human body as a sign of 

disgrace if a deserttng solder, or mark of punishment upon those guilty 

of a criminal act, as apparently the first known social slur on 

individuals or groups, although Herodotus has also referred to 'sacred 

marks' as a sign of religious devotion to honour the Gods. Another 

point of entry is via the biblical mythology and to scour the 

htstorical incidents of physical disti.nction that would be symbolised 

by some ktnd of stigmata. By these means one discovers stigmas to 

convey the badge of slave ownership, inscriptions of God's name on the 

palm of a man's hand as a promise of fidelity, or the practice of a 

fertility cult in apostate times. The rubric of Leviticus expressly 

forbade the imposition of real stigmata, but pagan symbols were 

forcibly stamped upon the Jews at the Hellenic persecution during the 

inter-Testamental period. The loyal Jew regarded tattooing with 

disfavour in any case and saw no need for other religious marking as a 

badge of election than circumciston. The biblical story of 'The Mark 

of Cain' also bears relevance, not only to Cain as the accursed 

wanderer with God's mark on his forehead, but to an account of the 

deep-rooted antagonism of the farmers towards the nomadic shepherds as 

well, whose flocks menaced the crops. There are in the New Testament 

some references to stigmata from the Galatians and Philippi.ans as the 

Christian counterpart to Jewish circumcision, marking out the new 
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Israel as a sign of messianic hope for the ultimate eschatological 

fulfilment. 

Other Indicators in the Origins of Stigma 

Apart from the physical marks of bondage, the Greeks attached also a 

moral failing to bodily marks of the bearer if he or she were maimed, 

lame, or impaired in some other way. Deafness, for example, was 

equated with a mental defect and the act of adultery invited the 

stoning of women for breaking this norm. Such historical incidents as 

cited so far demonstrate some of the earlier forms of stigmatization, 

now to be supplemented by examples of other kinds of blemishes, such as 

pollution, dirt, defilement and impurity. Whilst the founders of 

sociology probed the causes of social harmony and social change, 

pioneering anthropologists interested themselves in directly observing 

other cultures and. compiling ethnographic data with a view to 

contributing something substantive in the way of concepts and theories. 

Sacrifices, magic, totemism, rituals and pollution were some of the 

practices that captured their interest. Such attributional 

characteristics as bodily filth, forms of sexuality and the various 

purifying rites, sanitary disposal of the dead and dietary codes, can 

once more be traced back to classical Greek culture and the theology of 

the Testaments. Individuals who are in some way exposed to, or 

contaminated by, dirt or other kinds of impurities upon their person, 

are liable to be shunned or discredited by those others for the time 

being not so affected, particularly so if the offending attribute can 
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be smelled, can be seen, is known to be contagious or discrediting. 

Goffman's studies, shortly to come under review, amply testify to that. 

Among the sociologists who have been interested in the phases of the 

civilising process were Weber and later Gouldner. The former's 

interest in the rise of capitalism led him into the monumental study of 

the religions of India and China and of their difference from Ancient 

Judaism. He managed to show that the principal low status groups 

during these times were the slaves and women, but also that Israelite 

legislation required the practice of benevolent slavery, which at that 

time was a natural and indispensable instititution. Gouldner 

interested himself in the social division of classical Greece where, he 

suggested, large areas of social disorder needed to exist to enable a 

cheap supply of slaves to be maintained at a time when religious 

ambience was still one of belief in a divine influence on human life in 

a society with a small privileged elite, marked out by talent, leisure, 

vocational choice and all the intrinsic benefits of Athenian life. 

Discrediting Attributes of a Racial IatuDa 

Stigma, as an umbrella term, embraces a large number of labels to 

include physical as well as social discrediting attributes, which by 

itself is a good reason for giving more detailed attention to 

definition and meaning of the term in the later parts of this chapter. 

Xy attempts to delve into the stigma origins was also encouraged by the 

fact that this had not been considered from the vantage point of 

ancient cultures before. Appendix 2 gives detailed attention to this 

area of research, as well as clearing up the long-standing confusion 
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between 'race' and 'ethnicity' and enlarging upon the subject by a case 

study of racial stigmatization which, in tracing the origins of 

antisemitism from one of its earliest recorded instances (that of the 

burning of the Jewish temple circa 400 B.C.), takes the discussion 

right through over Greek and Roman attitudes towards assimilation, 

Christian charges of deicide, Islamic restrictions and the popular lore 

of the Middle Ages depicting the Jews as having horns, a tail like the 

Devil, and a distinctive smell. It was also an era which marked the 

beginnings of accusations of ritualistic sacrifice and desecration of 

the Communion host. At the time of the Black Death (1347-1350), the 

Jews were accused of causing it by the poisoning of food and wells. 

The discussion then touches upon the subject of Ghettoes in Italy, 

dominating the Jews over three Centuries, and on the intensified 

Lutherian hatred by the vigour of his faith, but does not extend to 

Xodern Europe and the most vicious 20th Century manifestations of 

antisemitism and systematic genocide that swept through Germany, said 

to have had its roots in biblical times. 

Concluding Discussion 

To address oneself adequately to explaining the concept of stigma in a 

theoretical sense it is necessary to breach the boundaries of 

disciplines. Equally, historical landmarks can be illuminating. For 

example, the Bible may be seen as an enlightening repository of events 

during the crucial stages of human development. Established myths tn 

the minds of people can become the outltnes of culture and in general 

represent stories that characterise a given society. Myths have often 
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aided anthropologists like Malinowski and Levi-Strauss in their 

explanation of tribal beliefs. If one considers the classical times of 

Greece, one discovers victorious Olympian gods over the barbaric 

Titans, then ideals of polytheism, aristocratic indlvidualism and 

finally militarism. There is, however, also a sociological 

perspective. Greek society was based on exploitation and class 

differentiation in the triadic form where the highest status was 

accorded to the 'full citizen', with resident aliens and groups of 

slaves of a much lower order. 

By another line of theoretical argument, this discussion is not just 

about the recognition of paradigms. Stigma, as will be seen later in 

this chapter, involves the dramas of life events and the related pains 

and triumphs of real people. Equally, stigma is not just about 

stigmata, the physical branding and marking that has been described. 

Its multiple dimensions embrace questions of morality, devaluation by 

disfigurement, character blemishes and the behavioural responses to 

these; and of sociological relevance, the attachment of a social label 

upon the affected and their propensity to cope. The Greeks ostracised 

individuals and groups as a result of disgrace and enforced exile for 

long periods often occurred. Women and slaves were in a subordinate 

position in law by reason of their dependence on others for their 

existence and status; similarly the poor could not compete. The 

status of women was altogether ambivalent as, on the one hand, they 

were seen as the source and providers of life and on the other the 

physically, morally. socially and intellectually weaker sex, the she

monsters of Pandora-like outrage and devilish cunning. 
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In sum, the more detailed discussion in Appendix 2 comments in the 

context of stigma on the influence of the Testaments, discusses the 

intellectual impact of sociological interpreters, includes the concerns 

of rituals, pollution and dirt; and it probes the limitations of the 

civilising process. Finally, in focusing on racial stigmatization, not 

only are the xenophobia, the fear and hatred of minorities, the 

misunderstanding of religious teachings which represent the marked as 

deicides (and in Freudian terms, the "displacement" of rebellion 

against moral law, that dares not be directed against Jesus the Jew, by 

hate of the people of Jesus, the Jews) seen to touch upon the roots of 

antisemitism and the Jews, attention is also given in subsequent parts 

to ritual conduct in the caste-structured world of India. 

Theological Clarification 

(a) stigmas and Taboos. Pollution, dirt and defilement in a religious 

context would be questions of taboo, which by themselves may not 

often cut across different faiths and racial boundaries, being 

particular to a faith <such as sacred cows in Hinduism). Breaking 

a taboo may, however, set stigmata in motion. Religious stigmata 

were seen as a sharing in the marks of shame suffered by Christ. 

The crucifixion was a death reserved for criminals, so the marks 

of the nails in feet and hands were marks of a criminal death. 

Psychologists say that it has never been indicated that stigmata 

are anything other than psychosomatic in origin. Taboos are 

subject to psychological and anthropological interpretations. To 

Freud these arise because of conflicts between instinctual forces 
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which led to the most potent or 'desirable' of the instincts being 

repressed. For Levi-Strauss the taboo is just a message, or 

symbolic system, to give expression to an interchange between 

nature and culture, animality and society. In theology, there is 

a difference bet wen the branding (as for slaves) which imposes 

symbols that are not religious stigmata. In Christianity (Roman 

Catholicism> religious stigmata are thought to be done by 

supernatural means, are a blessing and not a stigma or disgrace. 

The 'Mark of Cain' in Christianity belongs to a period of myth. 

It may also be noted that there is no Christian counterpart to 

circumcision. Entrance to Christianity is by baptism. 

(b) Accusations of Ritual Sacrifice. The early Christians were also 

accused of ritual sacrifice of children. They were not persecuted 

primarily because of their rel:Lgion but because their religion was 

seen as a threat to the State. They put God in front of the 

Emperor. Sim:l.larly, the Catholics were persecuted in Elizabethan 

England because they were seen as likely to be on the side of 

Spain and not primarily because of their Catholicism. 

THE SOCIOLOGY OF STIGMATISATIOH - Some Introductory Comments 

1. .eeting socially, it has been suggested in discussion by a group 

of academics of whom I was a part, that one third of all people in 

the world are in some way stigmatized. Of course, such statements 

are suspect. To begin with, the subject has not been extensively 

researched; nor is there any kind of agreement on what the term 
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actually means. The first task is clearly beyond the means of one 

individual investigator, hence my eventual purpose will be to 

research, in some depth, just one aspect of stigmatisation, that 

relating to certain occupations. But before embarking on this 

task a good deal of spade work needs to be done to prepare the 

ground and this includes a semantic clarification of the meaning 

of stigma. 

2. A cursory look at newspapers during August, 1985, shows that this 

stigma is all around us. I will recount purely anecdotal media

reported cases and follow this up with some personal experiences 

of mine, to illustrate my point before delving into the 

theoretical complexities of the subject. 

(a) Derek's home for the last twenty years was the men's lavatory 

under the main concourse of Waterloo Station. New 

'superloos' cost the 65 year old bootblack from Lambeth his 

abode. He lived and brewed his tea in that changing cubicle 

before beginning his daily work handing freshly-laundered 

towels to clients and keeping washbasins, baths and copper 

pipes sparkling, for ~5 per week. He has long lost touch 

with relatives. "I cannot really invite anyone down here for 

an evening, so my social life is not very busy". 

(b) "It was just a blemish", said Nancy Reagan, about the piece 

of irritating skin removed from her husband's nose. The 

(then) President's spokesman, Larry Speakes, was playing down 
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the earlier cancer scare: "It was submitted for routine 

checks for infection and no further treatment was necessary". 

(c) The Spastics Society has taken space to display large posters 

on the London Underground and inserts in the press. A recent 

one shows a man in a wheelchair trying to reach the top 

button of the lift. The caption reads: "Everyone assumes I 

won't get to the top. Our biggest handicap is other people's 

attitudes". 

(d) A boy who has been found to have the Auto-Immune Deficiency 

Syndrom (A.I.D.S.) has been barred from attending school by 

his headmaster. 

(e) A group of Paraplegics, already excluded from normal sports 

by their disability, have been made to feel unwanted at the 

recent stoke Mandeville Games. (Report on the Paraplegics 

from South Africa, in England to compete in the Games). 

(f) The London Asian Times reports from New Delhi that violence 

erupted after 'higher caste' Hindus protested against a 

government proposal to increase job and educational 

opportunities for 'lower caste' Hindus. 

(g) Doctors are striking old people off their lists because they 

take up too much time and trouble. Others, GP's among them, 

are refusing to take the old on to their list, the Patients' 
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Association claims. "Today in the NRS there are second-class 

citizens. They are the people who find it well-nigh 

impossible to get on to a IHS list of a GP", reports the 

Association's journal Patient Voice. 

(h) A drug addict interviewed in Croxteth, Liverpool: "I don't 

know where to go. All we do is rob, rob, rob. I need £20 a 

day to keep going. If I don't get sent into care or to 

Borstal, I'll end up dead like Jason". 

(i) Police cadets were beginning a new search today of the arson 

house that claimed the lives of a pregnant Asian woman and 

her three children. One theory is that the blaze was the 

result of a racist attack ..... this year there have been 144 

"racially motivated" incidents recorded by the Tower Hamlets 

police alone, ranging from threats, abuse and graffiti to 

criminal damage and assault. In each case, the victims are 

Asian: prima facie of racial harassment if anything is, 

comments the Standard. 

(j) A little further back in time, cases of sex discrimination 

have also received a good deal of publicity. Two instances 

are given. One relates to a famous Fleet Street Wine Bar 

that operated a rule that women were not allowed to stand and 

drink at the bar. Two women entered, stood at the bar and 

ordered two glasses of wine. In accordance with this 

establishment's rules, service at the bar was refused. In 
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another case, a married woman with four children applied for 

a job as a waitress. The proprietor's policy was not to 

employ women with young children since he took the view that 

they were unreliable. 

All these ten illustrations, based on fact, could be seen as 

stigmatising experiences in term of what is visible about the 

actors concerned or what is known about them. Is it really stigma 

we are talking about or is there a semantic confusion in hawaII 

these cases might be seen? That remains to be clarified in due 

course. 

3. Following this tour of newspaper reports, I will add some personal 

experiences to show not only the ubiquity of the blemishes 

referred to as stigma, but also how counteracting influences and 

responses in certain situations can and do add to the complexity 

of this phenomenon. 

Case A refers to INDIVIDUAL STIGMA. 

This case concerns George from Durham, now approaching 70 years of 

age, but once a mature fellow student of mine. Working in the 

mines, he contracted Pneumoconiosis, so that by the time I got to 

know him, the softening bone structure deformed the erstwhile tall 

man to turn him into a near dwarf who can now drag himself about 

only with the aid of sticks. However, counter-acting forces 

operated to minimise the stigma. George became a librarian and 
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was quite highly mobile in his invalid car. When that became too 

much, he helped out in the local church and preached the 

occasional sermon also. Xuch in demand for scoring at the local 

cricket ground, George reinforced his popularity in the locality. 

When these activities became too demanding as George's condition 

worsened, particularly in the severe winter weather, he got down 

to write a local history book. When George circulates on his home 

ground, where he is a familiar figure and highly regarded. 

managing the stigma of disability is not difficult. George likes 

chatting and can recollect and tell good local stories. Were he, 

however, to venture outside his territory he would be exposed to 

all the negative responses his appearance and functional 

limitations cannot conceal. 

Case B deals with GROUP STIGMA 

This is a case where personal experiences of childhood generate a 

research interest in later life, as with the topic of 

stigmatisation. Xy father died from an industrial disease. The 

vapours from spraying paint destroyed his lungs. I was put into 

an orphanage. There was no Goffman in those days, so perceptively 

to analyse "total institutions", but that is what it was: 

rigorous disciplinei physical punishment for transgressorsi long 

periods of enforced silence. Xost relevant to the discussion here 

was, however, the presentation of the orphans to the outside 

world. Our identities were reshaped through appearance as well as 

conduct. The induction process included an issue of leather 
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shorts, green jackets, same for every boy, and all hair off the 

head. The "orphies" were well known in this part of Vienna, being 

seen walking in groups of twos every morning under supervision on 

their way to the local school. Except for their size and shape, 

all the boys looked the same. 

Inside the classroom was worstj clouts on the bald head from 

behind and much teasing were quite common occurrences. But, here 

too, there is another side to the story. The rigors of enforced 

study encouraged application, which in turn earned good grades in 

school. They also sparked off extra energy once the boys were let 

loose on the playground and they tended to shine in the sports, 

earning a degree of respect and admiration. Thus, here too, a 

mechanism operated to counter stigma which the symbols of 

deprivation and differentiation imposed. 

WHAT DOES STIGXATISATION MEAN? - The Problems of Semantic Confusion 

1. In this part of the discussion I am concerned with the many 

different words used to express some kind of mark upon a person or 

group whose affliction is at least partially discrediting. I have 

agonised over the differences between the stigma label and other 

terminology often used instead. Xy central concern in this 

research is self-perception and public images of the blemIshed. 

These two perspectives convey a so-called normal and a deviant, so 

that one could quite conveniently think of a continuum where these 

are the extremes at each end and various degrees of blemishes in 
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between, for which certain meaningful words are designated. If 

one thinks of an able-bodied and a disabled, various kinds of 

disability could be placed along the continuum; but in 

determining the place, how is one to decide about one disability 

as against another? The blind as against the leg-less, for 

example? 

2. Over and above that some afflictions may be of a permanent nature. 

Equally, character blemishes may make a person socially 

undesirable but this mayor may not result in a person being 

permanently discredited. Using the idea of a continuum for 

explaining the problem of semantics does not seem quite 

satisfactory if one now considers racial prejudices, where the 

great variety of perpetrators on the one hand and victims on the 

other, in any cultural and/or geographical setting is such that a 

sensible location on the line would be quite impossible even if 

the apparently flawed were not able to conceal the cause. Thus, 

reference to victimisation would not do either, because a victim 

may not be victimised or the disabled may be quite able. 

3. It may further be noted that such words as 'marks', 'labels', 

'designations', are almost neutral rather than clearly derogatory. 

A person may be marked out for promotion, carry a label of whizkid 

in his circle or be designated to marry into aristocracy. Where 

then does all this leave us in deciding whether someone is 

stigmatised or not so identified? The range of conditions which 

gives rise to stigmastisation is so varied that no satisfactory 
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label appears to be at hand to articulate it. Vords such as 

disadvantaged, underprivileged, inferior, discriminated against, 

lowly-evaluated, disgraced. of disrepute, tarnished, etc, may not 

in every case suggest that stigma is present or potentially 

present. This will be more clearly established when my own and 

other empirical findings are linked to analysis in a theoretical 

context. 

4. For the moment, therefore, one may define stigma as a mark of 

shame, discredit or blemish but at the same time suggest that 

there are synonymous words which neither oppose nor negate the 

original word, of which slur, stain, blot or brand, are examples. 

Then there are further words, although slightly more remote by the 

strict definition of synonym, which have such a close relationship 

to the original that they can scarcely be used without suggesting 

a similar meaning. Examples here would be taint, shame, 

dishonour, disfigurement, in all instances hurtful to the target 

person. 

THE APPROACHES OF OTHER RESEARClffiRS 

Although the discussion thus far bas helped to throw more light on such 

questions as what stigma is taken to mean, what conditions are likely 

to give rise to it and what form it might take in a variety of 

situations, there remains still the need for a greater theoretical 

elaboration step-by-step-wise, and to this end I will now review the 

ideas and approaches of previous studies on the subject as a further 
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link in the identifications of such key variab~ as will allow a 

synthesis as well as a comparative picture to be drawn and/or 

divergencies established. Nonetheless, the subject matter is of such 

complexity that further probing will eventually lead me to cross the 

recognised disciplinary boundaries of social psychology, social 

anthropology and sociology, in the search for a more substantive 

framework for subsequent researchers to refine and extend. 

PAUL SPICKER'S RESEARCH< 1 ) 

In his discussion of the nature of stigma, Spicker sees it as an 

essential attribute of a person or group that places a label of 

discredit, stain, flaw, failure, degradation, differentness, 

inadequacy, upon the affected. He is not, however, happy with this 

implied pathological view that a mark is inherently discrediting and 

holds that it is the social interpretation which imposes it, with a 

natural consequence of felt shame, Related to claimants of welfare 

benefits, recipients lose respect and experience discrimination, the 

latter term being closely linked to stigma and coined by Cumming & 

Cumming (1965)(2) as 'situation stigma' whereas the mentally ill have 

been found to perceive their disability as equivalent to failure and 

accepted this as discrediting (Landy & Singer 1968)(3). Spicker then 

discusses other instances of shame, such as being gossiped about by 

neighbours or being misclassed as a low status recipient. Stigma iJ2. 

thus seen as a complex concept bound together by certain discrete. but 

interrelated elements, such as the attributes of the stigmatised, the 

attitudes of others and the feelings of the affected. Next, the author 
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focuses on those attributes that bring about social rejection, relying 

here on Goffman's classification (The Presentation of Self in Everyday 

Life j 1959)(~) of the PHYSICALLY DEFORMED <corresponding to problems of 

individual performance); DEFECTS OF CHARACTER <mental illness, 

unemployment, reflecting a team role); and those experiencing TRIBAL 

STIGMAS (Low classes and statuses, constituting a group position), 

relating thereby stigma to role performance to emphasise (according to 

Spicker's understanding) the similarities of stigmas rather than to 

distinguish between them. This, the author thinks, limits its 

usefulness as a guide to social policy as it tends to confuse the 

issue: black skin can generate both physical and tribal stigma; and 

character defects blur the distinction of a stigma arising from status 

and class - the single parent, the unemployed, the welfare recipient. 

Are all these defective as individuals or as members of wider society? 

Furthermore, physical defects may also be attributed character 

blemishes <the obese are often blamed for eating too much). 

Spicker then draws attention to Pardo's twofold classification 

(1974)(5), that of the PHYSICAL and that of the KORAL stigma. This he 

criticises as too specific and as a social rather than a person 

distinction; that is, some societies (the Kuba, for example) regard 

certain skin diseases as moral. Also on the moral side, norms can be 

broken without blame - cripples are not usually considered immoral, nor 

do such disabling behaviours carry sanctions because they breach no 

expectations. If the classification were to be refined to allow for 

less specific interpretations, it might lend itself better to the 

provision of a necessary framework for the analysis of the problems 
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stigmas present. For example, included under physical stigmas are 

illness, disability, old age and race. This takes in infection, 

disease, disfigurement, loss of function and such, but has little in 

common with racej whereas those of advanced age are a special group of 

deviants in a society with strong concerns for consumption, money, work 

and youth (Sussman, 1969)(6). The aged are therefore doubly rejected: 

on physical and on social grounds. Mental stigmas relate to behaviour 

and capacity. They differ from physical stignas in that they are 

associated with patterns of behaviour rather than personal traits and 

would include handicaps, illness and addiction. It is the mental 

rather than the moral state that is the discrediting factor, although 

with moral conduct, drug-taking is possible. Poverty and moral stigmas 

must also be distinguished. Poverty stigmas extend over a whole range 

of deprivations: homelessness, unemployment, low pay, financial 

dependency, even slumrliving. The link is lack of resources, which not 

only discredits a person on the grounds of poverty, but also reflects 

upon him because he is dependent on social welfare support. Finally, 

moral stigmas are altogether different, suggests Spicker, although they 

can overlap with problems of poverty and dependency. In general, a 

person is so stigmatised when he has committed an act of which society 

seriously disapproves and he is believed to bear responsibility for it. 

Disability, illness, mental handicaps, or epilepsy are not factors of 

blame; but mental illness or poverty may be so in the view of some who 

argue that the question of responsibility is crucial if a moral 

principle is involved. Illegitimacy, sexual and criminal acts and 

divorce, are given as examples of breaches of moral rules. 
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THE WORK OF ROBERT PAGE(7) 

Under his chapter heading jThe Anatomy of Stigma'; the author points to 

the now common media usage of the term "stigma", and offers some 

similar definitions to Spieker's: that it is a visible or invisible 

mark, acquiring meaning only through the emotion of bearer and 

affirmerj that the so--called normals perceive the stigmatised 

negatively and different from themselvesj and that it is a deeply 

discrediting attribute, counter to the congruous stereotype. (Cumming. 

English, Kando).<8, 9, 10) To cope with the elusiveness of this notion 

which these differently emphasised definitions signify, one must 

distinguish clearly between the various aspects of the concept. The 

first task is to explain what social normality is, says Page, and he 

quotes the six Merton and Nisbet(ll) norm dimensions: those relating 

to preferred behaviour, expectation, commitment, implicit and explicit 

support. sanctions, and elasticity. Although useful, one cannot from 

these identify what the prevailing norms are although a loose consensus 

does exist. Hence those who steal, murder, rape, are deaf, blind or 

mentally ill, are (mainly) aware that they are violating such norms 

(Plummer, 19'75), (1:2) although reactions to norm infractions may vary 

considerably in interpersonal encounters and not all involving blemish. 

The time element is also important. Physical handicaps have for 

centuries attracted stigmatic connotations, whilst others have caused 

more negative responses over a shorter space of time. Social changes 

may also make certain acts more acceptable in a later historical period 

(divorce, unmarried mother, for example), Like Spicker, Page then 
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enlists Goffman's three ways(13) in which stigmas may be carried, but 

shows also the latter's refinement that there is a distinction between 

blemishes that are 'discredited' and those that are 'discreditable'. 

Those with physical or tribal stigmas are in general more likely to be 

discredited because concealment is more difficult, although there are 

exceptions (such as the paraplegic sitting at an office desk, for 

instance, when the disability is hidden). Conduct stigmas, on the 

other hand, refer to what is publicly known about an individual, and if 

information about the discrediting attribute can be limited (e.g. a 

lesbian decides to 'pass' as heterosexual among colleagues and 

acquaintances) then the term 'discreditable' may be applied. 

On the question of blame attached to carriers of the various types of 

stigma, physical and tribal carriers are likely to be granted more 

social acceptance because they are not deemed to be responsible for 

their failings. The obese may be an exception, as previously 

suggested, (Cahnman).<14) Conduct stigma carriers, on the other hand, 

are considered more blameworthy, although here too are exceptions (rape 

in the case of an illegitimate birth). Stigma need not always be 

associated with norm-breaking: Reisman's findings (15) are quoted, who 

found stigma to attach to General Practitioners because they are 'less 

technically expert' than, say, a consultant of a big hospital. 

Similarly, Tony Benn has stated that stigma tends to attach to Labour 

Party politicians with 'intellectual' reputations. From this premise, 

it would seem that stigma can just as easily attach to the Queen, 

doctors, clergymen, mothers, children, manual and non-manual workers, 

as it can be to groups such as the disabled, homosexuals or ex-
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prisoners. However, argues Page, this squeezes the useful life out of 

the concept and he maintains that the term 'stigma' should be used 

exclusively in connection with inferior as opposed to normal or 

superior attributes. In this, he and Goffman are not at one. In the 

end <holds Dinitz, 1969)(16) it is not the freakishness itself (as for 

example a midget or an overendowed female), that defines social 

deviation. It is society that has to evaluate the extreme in a 

negative fashion. 

PROFESSOR TITXUSS DISCUSSING STIGMA AND SOCIAL POLICY(17) 

Professor Titmuss discusses stigmatization in the context of social 

policy (1974). His chapter on 'Laissez-Faire and Social Policy' 

subjects the American Residual Welfare Xodel (Action, Cloward & Fox

Piven 1971)<18) where the erosion of the work role in the private 

market place is seen as the fundamental problem with which relief 

reform has to cope, to a most critical analysis. He concurs with Cohn 

(1971)(19) that the private sector in total has failed to make an 

effective contribution to the problems of such marked sections as the 

blacks, the school drop-outs, the unemployed, those with prison records 

and the handicapped, despite the Federal Government's appeals to the 

business community to employ, retrain, rehabilitate and provide social 

services for these groups. Xoralist debates such as this are quite 

relevant to an examination of the way in which a society treats its 

disadvantaged. For example, private social service schemes, quite 

widespread in the United States and increasing, operate on the 

principle of excluding 'bad risks' and the social casualties of change 
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- the money losers - and so are therefore not much interested in the 

most depri'ved - the chronically sick, the disabled, the elderly, the 

mentally handicapped and the unmarried mothers. One beneficial 

consequence that is claimed for such private institutions is that the 

problems of 'stigma' are not applicable since few black people or other 

poor can afford the cost of such medical care. Societal reactions to 

the stigmatised is a topic that needs to be further considered later. 

It is at this point that the views of Titmuss on the question of stigma 

are of prime interest. 

The interpretation that stigma today refers to an imputation attaching 

to a person's reputation or standing is similarly accepted here, when 

to stigmatise is to describe one's behaviour in culturally offensive or 

unacceptable terms. What matters is who is talking (or thinking) about 

society - and in Britain - when high-born Hindus think of Xuslims as 

workshy and dirty; or the case of manual workers who think of 

university students as pampered layabouts, and civil servants, 

according to many businessmen, seen as bureaucrats, inveterate tea

drinkers and red-tape makers. The elusiveness and complexity of the 

stigma concept is readily admitted in common with other key concepts 

like class, alienation, poverty and democracy. It is, at least, partly 

what one thinks it is and partly what others think it is. A society's 

perception of a man's role in life is significant as is also the self

perception of his own status and role. MIf men and women come to think 

of (and feel) themselves as inferior, subordinated persons, then in 

part they stigmatize themselves, and in part they are reflecting what 

other people think or say about them". Titmuss also draws attention to 
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Goffman's research (here on mental institutions) but he is highly 

critical of him and other American writers when it comes to theorising 

about the subject of stigma and social policy, which seems to Titmuss 

extraordinarily parochial. I intend to go into the nature of this 

criticism in a later section when comparing and evaluating the views of 

these different writers. 

GOFFXAN'S IDEAS ON DEVIANCE-GENERATING SITUATIOHS(20) 

Goffman's book on the subject of stigma(21) is one of his earlier works 

to explore the process of secondary deviance, aimed at the analysis of 

the effects on individuals of physical and other kinds of stigma that 

cause them to be labelled as 'deviant' by society. His first move is 

to impart to the reader an electric shock in publishing the desperate 

letter of a girl wishing to commit suicide because instead of a nose, 

she has a big hole in the middle of her face. As is Goffman's way, he 

succeeds in causing alarm and consternation before the reader has had a 

chance of even glancing at the preface. I shall give an outline of 

Goffman's key concepts, which are so important and illuminating in 

their insight into 'spoiled identity management' that more space needs 

to be devoted to presenting them than that I have given to the other 

studies. I shall follow this discussion with an evaluation of and 

critical comments on all these writers' contributions and then attempt 

the construction of my own conceptual scheme. 

The first part of the book deals with the historical origins of stigma 

and attempts to clarify the meaning of the terms SOCIAL IDENTITY, 
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divided into VIRTUAL and ACTUAL identities of a person. In the former 

situation, assumptions are made by others, concerning what a particular 

individual ought to be whilst in the latter, about what he actually is. 

Social identity is the socially agreed view of the categories into 

which an individual can be fitted and the sum of attributes which he 

possesses. The double perspective of DISCREDITED and DISCREDITABLE is 

also used, that is, whether the stigmastized person feels that his 

differing characteristics are known and evident, or alternatively, that 

they are not plainly perceivable to all who see him or hear him. A 

further part of the analysis then types stigma in three specific ways, 

as was noted from the use the first two authors have made of Goffman's 

ideas: PHYSICAL, CONDUCT and TRIBAL stigmas. The first and the third 

with racial and ethnic labels. Goffman goes on to discuss the 

sociological features of differentness relative to the stigmatised and 

the rest of us, the NORXALS, who do not depart from societal norms and 

the attitude towards persons with a stigma - their apparent inhumanity, 

their reduced life chances, and the various forms of discrimination we 

exercise. 

Goffman's main concern is also the situation where there are NIXED 

contacts. This occurs when the stigmatized and the normals are in each 

other's presence. The various responses on the part of the affected 

may include such reactions as status uncertainty and self-isolation. 

On the part of the normals, they may regard minor accomplishments of 

the stigmatized as noteworthy. The relationship with OTHERS can be of 

two kinds: the SYNPATHETIC others, who share the stigma, find a 

rational explanation for it and provide an affinity group if the 
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afflicted want it. A variation of this are those sympathetic others 

who make a profession of their stigma and manage to break out of the 

circle of their own kind. As Goffman so elegantly puts it: "instead 

of leaning on their crutch, they get to play golf with it and thereby 

cease in terms of social participation to be representative of the 

people they represent". The second group are the WISE-others. These 

are normals but have for some reason gained an insight into the 

problems of the stigmatized and thereby obtained access into their 

circle as COURTESY members. They are those with whom the stigmatized 

need not hide their faults, need feel no shame, need exert no self

control because the wise see them as just ordinary others. A normal 

can graduate to become a wise, but this involves a process of 

acceptance whereby the potential wise must undergo heart-changing 

personal experience and make himself available to the stigmatized in 

the hope that eventual validation and clan membership by courtesy will 

follow. Who then are those that have achieved wiseship? They may be 

nurses, physiotherapists, the police, even sales people in delicatessen 

or bartenders. Other types of wise may be those who by reason of 

social or personal relationship are closely identified with the 

stigmatized - the parent of the cripple, the loyal spouse of the mental 

patient, the daughter of the ex-convict. All these share the discredit 

of the stigmatized. In a truly symbolic interaction mode Goffman then 

interprets the doubts of the blemished - can he trust the wise? Why do 

they carry the burden which is not theirs? Will they revert to type? 

Next Goffman makes the point that the history of the stigmatized must 

be distinguished from the history of the stigma itself. He proposes 
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that the stigmatized have similar XORAL careers in terms of an 

adjustment and socialisation process. They acquire on the one hand the 

wider beliefs of the normal and on the other the implication of 

possessing the stigma. These two phases of :moral career interplay and 

help the stigmatized to distinguish the moral careers available. Four 

patterns are identified: those with an inborn stigma (the orphan who 

learns how to be a father, having first had to do without one); those 

placed in a protective neighbourhood (the stigmatized remains in a 

charmed and protected circle); those learning late in life that they 

had always been in a discreditable position (the Jewish refugee); and. 

those socialised in an alien community and learning a new way of being 

like those around them (pre-stigma and post-stigma acquaintances). 

With this construction of patterns, Goffman is amazingly accurate here 

as my personal experiences discussed earlier will testify. Once the 

stigmatized becomes part of a group, his relationship can be FORNAL or 

INFORMAL. The former lack identification (the new-we), whereas the 

latter need loyalty from membership, observed tradition and are well 

organised. Also, new friends can often be more human than pre-stigma 

friends. 

Goffman now comes to discuss identities. A whole range of terms with 

special meanings are employed here which are used as if they were well 

known. That, however, is not the case. The DISCREDITED has firstly to 

be distinguished from the DISCREDITABLE. In ord.er to make this clear, 

a number of possible identities in social interaction are coined, 

whilst some knowledge about the person that is of disrepute, the 

stigmatized, will make him the discredited person. If as normals we 
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give no open recognition to what is discrediting him, such pretence can 

make a situation tense, uncertain and ambiguous. Goffman refers to 

this as a discrepancy between an individual!s actual social identity 

and his virtual one. I shall clarlfy the meaning of these terms now 

before dealing with that of a discreditable person. The SOCIAL 

identity is the socially agreed view of the categories into which the 

individual fits, as well as the complement of the attributes which he 

has. PERSONAL identity is the means by which people distinguish one 

individual from all others, taking into account the entire life history 

which they attach to him. If others anticipate a later meeting with a 

person about whom they have preliminary information, they will form a 

rudimentary idea of the category into which he might fit and what sort 

of attributes he will display. In other words, anticipate his social 

identity. This, according to Goffman, is VIRTUAL SOCIAL identity. EGO 

identity can also be defined now and is seen as the indlvidual's 

subjective sense of his own situation as a result of his social 

experiences. 

If there is undisclosed lnformation about one it is discreditable. 

This excludes from discussion certain stigmas where no one, not even 

the stigmatized, knows of the disability. Where a stigma is invisible 

but known only to the possessor who keeps silent about it, in contrast 

to the other extreme where stigma is always apparent in contact with 

others, the range of cases between these extremes of interacting 

situations either disguises or temporarily hides the effect of the 

belmish. Goffman calls this PASSING. If others can identify 

inconsistencies with what the stigmatized currently claims, credibility 
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can be questioned and, suggests the author, personal identification 

then bears strongly on social identity. Various farms of identity are 

suggested: DOUBLE LIFE <leaving a community and acquiring a second 

biography); unintended passing, passing for fun, routine and off

routine passing. unwitting passing and completely disappearing from the 

social rounds; learning to pass in the various places where passing 

occurs is also discussed. Goffman rarely defines his terms with any 

degree of clarity. so that one has to read one's own interpretions into 

them. As one reads an, one encounters a multiplicity of terms which 

some examples will demonstrate. IN-DEEPERISX (elaborating a lie to 

prevent disclosure); or the CINDERELLA SYNDROXE <where a discreditable 

refurbishes his disguise to keep control of the situation). There is 

also the possibility of REVERSE PASSING (when creditable facts are 

concealed e.g. my awn experience of knowing a qualified doctor crossed 

off the professional register). DISIDENTIFIERS serve to disguise 

stigma when, for example, an illiterate dresses up as a stereotype 

professional with horn-rimmed glasses. Social information (different 

from moods and feelings) can reveal stigma via ather symbols also. If 

a sign claims prestige (say, military rank), it is called POINT. If it 

discredits (say, pack marks), it is called a SLIP. Such signs are nat, 

however, always reliable in the social information they convey: 

compulsory shoulder patches are used in the USA for escape-prone 

convicts as well as for indicating the rank of army officers. There is 

also in Goffman's vocabulary a VITH-RELATIONSHIP (nat the English 

'with-it'), meaning that a companion of the stigmatized can at times 

help to disclose the latter's social identity. A distinction is drawn 

between EVIDENTNESS and KNOVN-ABOUTNESS of the stigma, as distinct from 
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a visibility of it, which in turn must be distinguished from a 

PERCEIVED FOCUS (a disqualifying element, like ugliness). COVERING is 

not the same as passing. (A girl, much better at getting about on a 

wooden peg, uses an artificial limb when in company), Or in another 

case, dark glasses can serve to indicate blindness as well as covering 

up defacement. In Goffman's gifted articulation, "a case of revealing 

unsightedness while concealing unsightliness". 

I have just demonstrated here the many words to which Goffman gives his 

own specialised meaning. Is this perhaps the reason why so many 

sociology texts quote isolated passages from his book on "Stigma" but 

no text attempting to summarise and adequately discussing the book? 

The subject of the management of stigma will assume further relevance 

later, when my attention turns to "occupational stigmatization", 

In analysing stigma responses, Goffman finds it useful to look at 

deviation as something connecting the individual with the social world. 

Iinority groups such as Jews and Negroes may encounter problems in 

face-to-face interaction which must be understood in terms of past 

history and subsequent policies concerning such groups. According to 

Lemert (1972)(22) most of us commit deviant acts at sometime or other, 

but we ride them out as far as societal reaction is concerned. That he 

coins 'primary deviance'. But is is when others respond to a deviant 

act ('secondary deviance') and that response has the effect of 

modifying further behaviour into (possibly) other deviant acts, that 

one can look upon this as 'reactive self-conception', Goffman also 

argues that all normals have some partly hidden failing which may loom 
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large at times and leave a shameful gap between virtual and social 

identity. Hence there is a continuum when those with even a minor 

'differentness' located on some point on it, know how the stigmatized 

feel. The differentness with which the book is concerned is therefore 

better understood by looking at the normals. In view of this, suggests 

Goffman, one might concern onself more with 'ordinary deviations from 

the common than with the uncommon deviations from the ordinary'. 

It is the special norms concerning identity, which also affect the 

psychological integrity of the individual that is of interest to 

Goffman. Conforming is not enough as it is a question of condition 

rather than will. It is therefore assumed that if an individual knows 

and keeps his/her place, wilful action provides an equivalent for 

his/her social condition. Some norms such as literacy can be sustained 

by most individuals, whilst others <physical for example) may form 

standards not attainable at all times. The vast number of existing 

norms disqualifies many - there is only one complete unblushing male in 

America, states Goffman, a young, married, white, urban, northern, 

heterosexual Protestant father of college education, fully employed, of 

good complexion, weight and height and a recent record in sport. 

American males look up to such a value system, and if any male fails to 

reach this standard, he is likely to view himself (at times) as 

'unworthy, inferior and incomplete', In static situations, it is 

obtrusiveness and not just visibility that matters. If even minor 

norms in social situations are not sustained, this can have a pervasive 

effect. But why single the stigmatized out? The number of defaulters 

would be as high as one would like to make it. Identity norms breed, 
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however, conformity as well as deviation and Goffman advances two 

solutions for this predicament: one, avoiding an attachment to one's 

community and 80 becoming alienated (but that is a costly solution for 

society as well as for the individual)i the other, supporting the 

norms but treating them as not applicable to a particular category. A 

third idea for normrbreaking is also offered: this is a constituent of 

the processes already mentioned and involves the sustaining of norms by 

means of passing and covering, as well as endeavouring to control one's 

image. It means further tacit cooperation with normals who either 

respect the deviator's secret or take the disclosure lightlYi the 

deviant may then not press for greater acceptance than normals are 

prepared to give. 

Goffman's approach in his consideration of response and adaptation 

patterns of the stigmatized is not averse to moving back and forth 

between the psychological and sociological perspectives, but some 

clearer theoretical assumptions begin to come through in these next 

sections. He claims at this point in his discussion that the role of 

the afflicted and the role of the normal are cuts from the same 

standard cloth. (That may be disputed later>, He also suggests that 

persons with different stigmas are in a similar situation and respond 

in a similar way. This he supports by a <somewhat unlikely) 

proposition that a person will not venture into the local drugstore for 

fear of gossip. (One asks here whether this is sufficient evidence to 

claim that persons with a different stigma respond in a similar way, 

given their need to control information about themselves>, It is also 

possible, says Goffman, to have abnormal feelings but to react quite 
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normally in actions intended to conceal - an ageing person avoids his 

close friends because he has forgotten their names. If such a 

sttgmatized individual is then regarded as a deviant, he or she should 

be called a NORMAL DEVIANT. 

The author gives as an illustration in support of the normal

stigmatized unity idea the case of an individual, following good 

plastic surgery, who sees himself (and is so seen by others) to have 

acceptably altered his personality. There is also some evidence of the 

reverse, where a defect is assumed and acted out, with all the 

reactions of a real handicapped person. This means that we all have an 

inbuilt psychological capacity (with training) to handle this 

situation. Stigmatization need not therefore derive from confusion of 

identity. Reasoning in this way, Goffman seeks to show that an 

individual is able to play both parts in the normal-deviant drama and 

that roles are similar, parallel and complementary. Individuals can 

pass in and out of stigmatized roles, it is claimed, and PSYCHODRAXA 

(such as switching parts) is one source of evidence for this. Another 

is what Goffman calls BEHIND-THE-SCENES-JOSHING, which is jokingly 

enacting scenes like a stigmatized person imitating someone. All this 

demonstrates for Goffman that the stigmatized is like everyone else, 

trained to view himself as others view him, but wanting to resist 

stigma derogation. Some more illustrations are offered how an 

afflicted person who wishes to protect his or her privacy about a 

handicap, often does so without regard to tact: a girl who l()st a leg 

and wished to avoid questions how she lost it answered that she 

borrowed some money for which the lender required the leg for security. 
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Another response found was PUTTING THE OTHER ON. This means 

fabricating a story. If an encounter is to be avoided entirely, a cold 

stare has been used to achieve it, as (Goffman seems to have observed) 

in the case of a dwarf at a show, in order to anaesthetize himself 

against peekers and chatterers. 

Goffman is quite generous with hypothetical statements and concepts 

which he leaves the reader to make sense of. He believes that stigma 

involves not so m.uch a set of concrete individuals, who can be 

separated into two piles (the normal and the stigmatized), as the 

existence of a pervasive two-role social process in which every 

individual participates in both, at least in some connection or some 

phase of life. The normal and the stigmatized are seen, not as 

persons, but as perspectives generated in social situations during 

mixed contacts, and this by virtue of unrealized norms that are likely 

to play upon an encounter. Since roles, rather than concrete 

individuals apply in this interaction, it will not be surprising that 

often a person who is stigmatized in one particular regard, exhibits 

nicely all the stigmatizing prejudices towards those who are tainted in 

a different way. Here, Goffman gives recognition to the fact that a 

stigmatized-free individual hardly ever exists. He is not averse, 

however, to intermingle anecdotal comments with conceptual 

suppositions, as the discussion will show when he decides to widen his 

interpretative perspective. He ends by making two im.portant 

observations: firstly, that visible stigmas in face to face 

interaction can cause instabilities in society (meaning here American 

society) with a pervasive effect; but the stigma-normal process has a 
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history of its own which social action can, however, change or modify. 

Secondly, he argues that in addition to a general social function of 

the change-resisting stigma process (that is largely by the enlisting 

of support by society for those not supported by it), there is also the 

additional function of social control (varying with the type of 

stigma). This can best be seen where racial and ethnic groups are 

concerned, and where it seems to have served as a means of removing 

such minorities from areas of competition, 

The question of differentness, discussed so far as a feature of social 

life, now takes Goffman into a related field - that of deviance. His 

propositions here cannot be ignored as these will have relevance in my 

later investigation of 'occupational stigmatization'. He suggests that 

deviators differ more from one another than they have characteristics 

in common, and that the degree of such deviance of a member in a group 

would depend on whether that group were large or small. Coser's 

research is quoted (on page 168)(13) to make the point that a 

recognised high position in a closely-knit group can be associated with 

a licence to deviate. This has been found to apply also when a member 

is defined as physically sick. Thus, properly handling this status, 

the eminent or those with a physically sick condition, can free 

themselves from the normal performance standards of the group. In 

other words, they can get away with their deviance in the sense that it 

is discounted by the group. In closely-knit groups deviants can also 

play special roles - a clown may lose status by acting that way Dr he 

may well be regarded as a mascot; but in either case retains the 

membership of the group. (The fat boy, the platoon clown, the village 
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idiot, the town drunk, provide further examples of this type of role>, 

As an in-group deviant, who may count on group help against outsiders, 

he is to be distinguished from the group isolate. Goffman identifies 

also other performers of social roles - those that are unknown social 

deviators, although they may have broken morality norms; or, the 

reference system can be shifted to larger groups where more role 

specialisation is practised: examples of this would be a priest 

(symbolising righteous life above the norms), or the law officer 

<treating other people's infringements as work routines). In large 

populous areas, deviation of a further variety can be found: namely 

indi.viduals who decline voluntarily in order to meet the social place 

society has accorded them. These are the DISAFFILIATES, seen as rebels 

in basic institutional terms. Class or race segregation and age 

grading come into these categories. As individuals alone, they are 

seen as eccentric; if organised, they may be called CULTISTS, whilst 

social deviants in corporate activity may be looked upon as a deviant 

community. 

Social deviance should be the core in studies of deviance, Goffman 

says. He includes ... prosti tutes, drug addicts, delinquents, criminals, 

jazz musicians, bohe.mians, gypsies, carnival workers, hobos, winos, 

show people, full-time gamblers, beach dwellers, homosexuals, and the 

urban poor. It is also possi.ble to find groups collectively denying 

the social order by showing disrespect, lacking piety, or failing to 

use opportunities for advancement in a way approved by society. From a 

core of social deviance one could go along a periphery: the travelling 

rich who drift about, political radicals, expatriates, ethnic 
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assimilation backsliders (he means presumably the ultra-religious 

orthodox), the married who refuse to raise a family. All these cases 

show some disaffiliation as do the eccentrics and the cultists 

mentioned above. Yet different from all these are the HOBBYISTS, who 

are so devoted to their vocation that little is left for civil 

attachments <example, the ardent stamp collector>. Social deviants are 

tolerated as rebels in their own community whereas there is actually a 

place for them on equal terms in social ghettos, where it is often felt 

that their life is better than the way of the normals. It is a 

theoretical possibility for a whole deviant community in relation to 

the rest of society at large to function similarly to an in-group 

deviant for his group. Additionally to in-group and social deviants, 

further types in a like social category are ethnic and racial minority 

groups, those with a presumed common history and culture. They too are 

in a disadvantaged posi ton, as are such lower-·class people who display 

status marks in speech and manner (frequently seen as second-class 

citizens). All these may at times function as stigmatized in groups, 

or they may be exposed to all kinds of face-to-face situations as 

individuals with normals, where the treatment conforms to ideal middle-

class values. <Uniform treatment by civil servants, for example). 

Fuller analysis of all these types, says Goffman, would lead him beyond 

the concern with stigma problems, as in the case of the 'ageing-young', 

who are not yet contaminated by work; deviant con~unities who are not 

worried about social acceptance; or the disadvantaged, who are not 

stigmatized (someone married to a mean and selfish spouse). 
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Goffman's analytic conclusions are on the short side and make the 

interpretation of what he really means to say rather difficult. 

Perhaps the sub-title of the book (Notes on the management of spoiled 

identity) allows him licence for this. He suggests in his concluding 

remarks that stigma involves not so much a set of concrete individuals 

who can be separated into two piles, the stigmatized and the normals, 

as a pervasive two-role social process in which every individual 

participates in both roles, at least in some connections and in some 

phases of life. One can accept this as a reasonable proposition, but 

he then goes on to say that the normals and the stigmatized are not 

persons but rather perspectives generated in social situations during 

mixed contacts by virtue of unrealized norm that are likely to play 

upon the encounter. The lifelong attributes of a particular individual 

may cause him or her to be type-cast ... but since interacting roles are 

involved, and not concrete individuals, it should come as no surprise 

that in many cases an individual who is stigmatized in one regard 

nicely exhibits all the normal prejudices held towards those who are 

stigmatized in another regard. Other conclusions meshed within 

Goffman's discussion in various places are the propositions: 

(i) that the stigmatized warrant a common classification for the 

purposes of analysis on the basis of a few common assumptions 

about human nature; 

(ii) (it is argued) that stigma processes seem to have a general 

social function - that of enlisting support for society among 
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(iii) 

those who aren't supported by it - and to that degree 

presumably are resistant to change; 

that additional functions seem to be involved which vary with 

the type of stigma, so that, for example, stigma attaching to 

a person on moral grounds, can clearly act as a means of 

formal social control; and finally 

(iv) that stigmatization of those in certain racial, religious and 

ethnic groups has apparently functioned as a means of 

removing these minorities from various avenues of 

competition; another is added 

(v) that of the bodily disfigured, who (according to a quoted 

suggestion from Xatza(23) are seen as contributing to a 

needed narrowing of courtship decisions. 

Goffman's message seems to be, when he refers to the normals and the 

stigmatized as 'not concrete persons but perspectives', that it is not 

the roles as such (however they play them) but how the norms of a 

particular society prescribe that these roles are to be played. It is 

thus the discredited roles themselves that attract the stigmatizing 

blemish. In an urban-industrial society, where a powerful media over 

time shapes, influences and reinforces values held, people more 

personally distant from the content of particular roles, may either 

perceive them in a distorted way or vastly different from that of the 

incumbents themselves. This has been found to be so in the case of 
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certain occupational roles such as grave-diggers, janitors, dustmen, 

kitch~n, hotel and hospital porters. (Saunders, 1981). <:2.<1) High

status roles can also be the subject of ambivalent perceptions as my 

investigation of forensic pathologists will show. 

7 & 8). 

Evaluating the Thoughts of these Writers 

(See below, chapters 

Xy general theoretical and empirical aims will be later to show how 

occupational stigmatization can form an extension to the general 

framework arising from Goffman's creative contributions already 

identified. I could trace no author who has produced a coherent 

summary of Goffman on 'Stigma', whilst at the same time I found his 

other works widely quoted. Having been through the book more than 

once, I have taken the opportunity to do this myself, not least because 

of the need to test out the validity of Goffman's contribution for an 

investigation of occupational stigma. Undertaking the summary is also 

an essential task if one attempts an evaluation of the most recent work 

on the subject, as all other writers (with the exception of Goffman) 

have discussed the subject of stigma in the context of welfare and 

social administration. 

Titmuss' views (1974),(17) although more concerned with social welfare 

than with a sociological interpretation, have made such an impact here 

and in America that his critical observations on stigma cannot be 

passed over. He lumps Goffman with other unspecified American writers 

on this theme of stigma and social policy, claiming that they 
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generalise and develop sophisticated theories on the basis of American 

values and mythologies about independence, work. thrift, private 

enterprise, the self-made man and the self-made President. There is 

thus an implication that governmental bureaucracies are inferior and 

stigmatize and coerce those who make use of the public services, who in 

turn are socialised to see themselves as 'pauperised' failures, and 

others on welfare (but not themselves), as 'chisellers, cheaters, 

welfare bums and abusers of the system', Theoretically then, there is 

a social process of spiralling stigmatization in operation. The more 

the public services are said or believed to stigmatize, the more its 

staff may think it is their function to do so, and in this way the 

attitudes of both, claimant and staff, reinforce each other and so are 

actually creating that fear. 

Titmuss believes the American middle-class (including the academics) 

need scapegoats to sustain their values, with the welfare system the 

sacrificial lamb par excellence. His point is that theorising and 

generalising in any universal sense on the basis of American values and 

experiences is no more possible than is the case when discussing the 

caste system of India. How justified is this criticism as far as it 

applies to Goffman's views? If one takes Gouldner's critique of 

Goffman's social theory. that it dwells on the episodic and sees life 

only as it is lived in a narrow, interpersonal circumference, 

ahistorical and non-i.nstitutional, an existence beyond history and 

society, then Titmuss' accusations clearly run dry since by this 

interpretation Goffman's perspective gives no attention to the 

institutional matrix within which everyday life occursi to say nothing 
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of attacking such views. Gouldner then inclines in a new direction and 

argues that Goffman's dramaturgical view of social life resonates the 

sentiments and assumptions of the new middle class, the 'swinger' in 

the service-producing sector of the economy of status-conscious white

collar workers and professionals, with the bureaucratic functionary 

very much included. Titmuss may have had Gouldner's analysis in mind. 

(Gouldner, 1970).(25) Goffman is not seen by other writers to be 

attacking social institutions in the sense in which Titmuss implies. 

(See Bottomore & Nisbet, Eds., 1979,(26) Rogers,(27) Collins,<2e) in 

Jason Ditton Ed. ,<2e) 1980). Nor is it suggested here that his 

insights do not reveal an understanding of the broader context of 

American life. It is probably more correct to speak of the early 

Goffman's critical reaction to the then life styles and ideology of the 

new middle classes as part of the social changes and experiences in the 

1950s brought about by the giant corporations which (as put by Rogers) 

propelled Goffman's early sociology, but with situations more the 

concern than perspectives. Thus, his deeper purpose on the themes of 

power, hierarchy, unequal distribution of information, constraints on 

self-respect and opportunity, lack of autonomy for the lowest-level of 

subordinates, in formal organisations and in wider society, is not 

always seen to come through in his output. Total institutions rather 

than welfare agencies captured his interest most. He recognised the 

forms of power bureaucracies exercise through rules and control devices 

to place the self under pressure, to take away a person's 

individuality, initiative and free expression. 
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Nonetheless, for Goffman, the human self is constantly bobbing up to 

the surface no matter how many times it is trampled on by the formal 

structure of institutions, and will find a way of asserting itself. 

Ordinary macro-level social theory tends to take such organisations for 

granted (says Collins), as if they were things with a permanence that 

exist apart from the people who perform in them. Organisations and 

positions are thinglike in their solidity only because they are 

repeatedly enacted in a series of micro situations. Where Titmuss does 

agree with Goffman is that people in a mental institution where 

identity is spoiled or stigma imposed can adapt, as they also can to 

physical handicap, poverty or old age. If it is the case that the 

period of dependency persists, it is more likely that those affected 

define their total social life in terms of stigma. Thus if the mass 

media, political consensus, a younger generation, occupational pension 

schemes or whatever, define old age as anyone over 50, then, in time, 

people would accept a dependent status at that age and the so-called 

'sanction of stigma'. But what it feels like to be a public assistance 

recipient would be very different in, say, places like Copenhagen, 

Oslo, Amsterdam or Stockholm. 

Titmuss defends the position of public services also on the grounds 

that they have a great propensity to be criticised for obvious reasons: 

they are accountable services; much information about them is made 

public; and more research is done on public than on private markets; 

also when bureaucracy is talked about in public, it always means the 

agenCies of Government and never ICI, Marks & Spencer or the Prudential 

Insurance Company. On this point at least, he is not in dispute with 
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Goffman. But, although the National Health Service in Britain is 

universalist, Titmuss thinks it is questionable, despite all the 

criticisms, whether those who used the service have actually felt 

'dependent' and 'stigmatized'. The Supplementary Benefits Sector is, 

however, at the bottom of the hierarchy and he sees it as a repository 

of all the consciences of society and the guilts of the middle classes 

who at one and the same time dislike stigma, but indulge in the process 

of stigmatization. 

Vere Titmuss living today (he wrote his essays on the Velfare State 

during the early 1960s), he would find a different society entirely: 

one of extreme demand on the existing services commensurate with a 

depleted staff; a stringency of financial resources and new 

bureaucratic rules to ensure eligibility of need. Pressures such as 

these make friction between claimants and administrators in the day-to

day operation of the service virtually inevitable. At the same time, 

such sociological problems as stigma and the general role of social 

welfare, have attracted mounting interest among researchers (Pearson, 

1979,(29) Pilgrim, 1984,(30) Page, 1984,(7) Spicker, 1984(1». Some 

questions new to the sociology of interaction are being asked: do 

welfare agencies enlarge human freedom or restrict it; should not 

deviant theory in the context of social welfare be re-appraised, taken 

out of the professional mystique and returned to the difficult area of 

how human beings construct their lives together; is it enough for 

social welfare just to process society's waste-products and should it 

nat also interrogate a society which defines the deviant imagination as 

a waste product; should the sa-called misfits nat be understood as 
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individuals trying to place themselves in a world in which they are 

said to have no place; and what of the human oddities <people with 

severe physical deformities who work and make their livelihood by 

exhibiting themselves) and their self-perception? All this would seem 

to me to be very much in line with the sentiments and analyses fitting 

Goffman's classic discussion of stigma. 

Goffman the academic is a highly controversial figure whose work is 

accorded the highest respect by some sociologists and wholly discounted 

by others (Lee & Newby, 1983). (31) Among the chief criticisms levelled 

are that he writes extensively about people's relationships at what 

seems to be a low level of theoretical abstraction (Atkinson, 

1971),(32) that his perspective lacks fundamentally on attention to the 

historically conditioned institutional matrix within which everyday 

life occurs (Gouldner, 1970),(25) that he denies any psychiatric or 

trait psychology explanation of seemingly non-normal behaviour <Fisher 

& Strauss, 1979);(33) that he appears to neglect the concept of power 

and does not see hi.mself a scholar of power (Rogers, 1980). (27) 

Goffman is, however, morally as well as rhetorically on the side of the 

mentally ill, the stigmatized, and the deviant, against the 

stigmatizers, the accusers, and the profeSSional moralizers, say Fisher 

and Strauss. I do not see Goffman's aims in a condemnation of welfare 

agencies although his writings reveal an acute awareness of how 

bureaucratic rules can put an incumbent's self under pressure by the 

creation of an environment which militates against individuality and 

free expression (Goffman, 1968),<34) Some institutions can be semi

total, like work-places, where an individual may be subject to strict 
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codes or routines and behaviour for the whole day and every day, but in 

cunningly subtle ways manages to circumvent formal procedures to create 

so~ personal space in which the self can find respite. Iy 

investigation into some death-related occupations will provide evidence 

for this when the work routines in the later chapters and the case 

studies in the appendix are described. 

It is, however, Goffman's views on stigma that are of most concern as I 

come to discuss the nature and disagreements of the other two studies, 

by Spicker and Page respectively. Their works are the most recent by 

English authors and deal mainly with stigma in a welfare context, 

although they endeavoured also to delve more deeply into its 

theoretical implications for the discredited, and the range of 

responses by 'others'. In doing so they rely in good measure on the 

perceptive dramaturgy of Goffman, who must be recognised as a 

pathbreaker of the stigma theme. 

Page probes some of Goffman's propositions in qualifying terms and 

enlists the research findings of others to make his point. For 

example, if Goffman attributes the same sociological features to his 

three different stigma types, as he does, they all will attract adverse 

responses from 'normals', but such responses may differ according to 

type. Additionally. there are finer distinctions in the way the mark 

is handled in encounters. Physical and tribal stigmas are granted a 

greater measure of social acceptance if no personal responsibility 

attaches to that failing. (Davis, 1972),(35) but this generalisation 

may not apply if a subject is presumed to be able to influence his or 
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her own fate. Cahnman (1968)(14) has argued that blindness is 

considered a misfortune, but obesity a defect. There is usually a 

personal responsibility attached to conduct stigmas but Pardo 

(1974),<5) the Canadian researcher, identifies exception here also. 

Surveying undergraduates, he found predictably that the blind man was 

evaluated more favourably than the ex-convict and would compensate a 

blind victim of an accident more generously than an ex-convict who has 

experienced an identical mishap. There are, as Page quite rightly 

points out, methodological objections about this kind of research: the 

group is selective and Pardo's case studies hypothetical. At the same 

time, the blameless-blameworthy dimensions for the study of the stigma 

concept is considered important by Page. 

Some writers, Page points out, do not agree that the notion of stigma 

needs to be associated exclusively with negative norm infractions. 

Goffman also has reservations here, although he agrees that certain 

attributes are almost everywhere in our society discrediting. He is in 

any case not entirely convinced that the word 'attribute' is the most 

appropriate to use since an attribute stigmatizing one person can 

confirm the 'usualness' of another. What Goffman prefers is a language 

of relationships in place of attributes. Other writers such as 

Reisman, Benn, Posner and Dinitz have alreay been quoted in my earlier 

summary of Page's views. They all detect discomfort, guilt and stigma 

about those who breach norms through the achievement of excellence. To 

Dinitz, for example, it is not the extreme, the variation or the 

freakishness that defines the social deviation, but how society 

evaluates an extreme negatively, be it the genius, the seven-foot-tall 
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fDDtball player Dr the DverendDwed female. Page then discusses 

recDgnitiDn and self-recognitiDn Df the stigma. He pDints to GDffman's 

view that those with inborn physical Dr tribal stigmas can becDme 

sDcialised into their disadvantageous situatiDn even while they are 

learning and absorbing the standards which others accept as nDrmal 

(45/46), Various reactions by others, says Page, can also make 

individuals aware that they possess a stigma. This may be direct 

(awareness Df homosexuality thrDugh being called a queer, <Beks, 

19'7'1) I (36) indirect (woman hearing friends discussing agDraphDbics and 

then worries abDut her own mental state); or it may be a combination 

of self-recognition and audience reaction. 

Page suggests that if those with conduct stigmas pose no threat <e.g. 

the elderly or acknowledged homosexual), they may not be exposed to 

stigma in their local community. Also, if those with a known physical 

abnormality observe certain forms of social etiquette, they might be 

able to avoid explici ty stigmatization and remain unobtrusive. <The 

visibly physically disabled is not expected to dance with the bride at 

a wedding party; the arrival of a group of paraplegics in wheelchairs 

will cause an exodus of other dancers, Davis, 19'72,(36) Berk, 

19'77(37). These examples by Page arise from his elaboration of what 

GDffman has called the 'known-about-ness, unobtrusiveness and perceived 

focus. of a particular stigmatizing attribute'. (p.6'7). Page is very 

careful to stress the speculativeness of such distinctions as 

embarrassment, shame with stigma. He feels that in general and in 

academic discourse such terms are often used as if they were synonymous 
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and quotes instances where authors have used meanings in this way. 

(Goffman, 19'72, tiller, 19'78). (38) 

Page has some further comments to make on responses to the 

acknowledg~ment of stigma. A marked person may accept or reject that a 

particular mark 1s evidence of inferiority. Acceptors may concur with 

an audience that the stigma label is accurate (Goffman, p.18), or 

alternatively, that acceptance is the first step back to normality 

(Humphreys, 19'72).<39) According to Goffman, repa1r or correct1on is 

not tantamount to an acquisition of normal status (pp.19/20). Another 

possibility, states Page, 1s for the blemish to be looked at 

instrumentally, as, for example, concede to staff of a Salvation Army 

hostel that heavy drinking is a social evil in order to get booked in. 

lle goes on to discuss the various poss1bilities of reject10n. Some of 

the stigmatized may resort to a passive reject10n of this label of 

inferiority (Sagarin & Kelly, 19'75),(40) whereas others may draw 

special attention to it. (Goffman, pp.19/20, offers examples: the 

prostitute referring to her professional status or the Jew, displaying 

prominently the Star of David necklace, thereby both, confronting the 

stigma of their public as well as of their private selves). 

Page then elaborates on the collective responses to rejection. This 

refers to possible political militancy by the groups or movements 

concerned to counter existing negative stereotypes by providing this 

kind of mutual support. Reference has already been made to the 

advertising campaign of the Spastics Society to change public attitudes 

on a greater measure of social acceptance of this group. Page 
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contrasts this by other examples where a militant homosexual 

organisation may use collective action to challenge the existing social 

systemj or where such groups as the hippies demonstrate their own 

rejection of the prevailing social norms. (Brake, 1980).<41) 

Goffmanfs arguments come once more into the picture: the removal of 

the stigma from those that are different can be an ultimate political 

objective with a pressure group set up to serve this end. This kind of 

politicization could have certain implications for involved individuals 

in that it renders life even more different from the so-called normal 

life initially denied the stigmatized. Reither Goffman nor Page go 

into the nature of these differences nor the possible implications of 

the politicizing process for an individual member of such a collective 

that undertakes the protest. Two important group effects are, however, 

indicated: one, that the next generation of their fellows may profit 

from the efforts of individuals in respect of greater social 

acceptabilitYi and two, that the process of alerting the public to the 

problems of the stigmatized will in some way consolidate their 

constitution as a real group and change public image in its favour. 

(p.139). 

As a final point in his discussion of stigma reaction, Page deals with 

the attempts in which labels can be neutralized. Whilst a group may 

accept that certain attributes are evidence of inferiority, it may 

nevertheless deny its applicability in its case. Two kinds of 

neutralization are then possible: the formal, which involves appeals 

to an official body (the Kental Health Review Tribunal by a mental 

patient or a convicted prisoner campaigning via the media for a re-
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trial)j or the informal, where adverse labelling can be contested by 

reason of personal or accessible influence through class, status or 

power position in the community, even if the law has been infringed. 

Spicker also probes but Goffman's basic concepts are not easily 

punctured. What then is his theoretical position on stigma? Important 

an idea as it is in the context of social administration, Spicker does 

not believe stigma to be an academic term but rather a part of common 

speech, without a precise definition, uncritically and vaguely used and 

accepted in the literature, without the benefit of reason or evidence. 

(Page 3 and 4). Also disputed. is the conventional belief (and rightly 

so) that the stigma phenomenon originated in the British Poor Law. It 

has attached itself to people through physical, mental and moral 

deficiencies in history long before the 'poor' in this country in the 

late 19th century had been transformed from (as Jack Katz, 1985,(42) 

would have it) an age-old moral adjective of sympathy into a noun of 

disgust and disgrace. 

Nor is Spicker in agreement with Goffman's definition of stigma as a 

personal flaw, shortcoming Dr handicap in an individual. This cannot 

be so if one focuses on homelessness or unemployment as the implied 

blemish on character does not apply here. Thus, his implied 

pathological view of social problems is not appropriate and there is no 

cause to mark an individual as inherently discrediting. Yet the 

individual is so discredited by the interpretation of others who see 

the stigma as a social defect. To attach a special relationship 

between attribute and stereotype as Goffman does emphasizes in 
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Spicker's view the characteristics of the marked person far too much. 

He prefers to see in the stigma just negatiave social reaction, as 

though even this definition is incomplete because it fails to take 

account of his feelings of the stigmatized as an important element in 

the concept of stigma. 

Goffman's threefold classification of the stigma components (Physical, 

Xoral and Tribal) also does not find favour on the grounds that it 

stresses more the similarities between these stigmas than it 

distinguishes between them. It seems to Spicker that such discrediting 

attributes as deformity, personal defect or tribal (racial) stigma, 

depend on the social context in which such an attribute is viewed. The 

possJ.bility of someone with black skin exposed to both, physical and 

trJ.bal stigma (as in the case of Sammy Davis) is offered as an 

illustration. Likewise, character defects are not easily distinguished 

from the stigma of status and class (single parents, the unemployed, 

welfare recipients). All these can be labelled as defective 

individuals of the wider sectors of society. 

The following question is now posed: is Goffman right in suggesting 

that the stigmatized have enough in common to merit being grouped 

together for the purpose of analysis? In other words, is stigma a 

unifying' concept? If stigma cannot be seen solely in terms of a 

stigmatized person's characteristics <and the feelings of the blemished 

and those of others towards them can also not be ignored), do such 

feelings create a common experience of stigma? And what of the concept 

of prejudice?, asks Spicker. This adds yet a further dimension to 
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stig~ as it hel~s to explain some common misconceptions and social 

rejection. But, the stigma cannot be seen as a direct result of 

prejudice, mainly because the term is so vague and reactions and 

attitudes so diverse. One finds not infrequently the same prejudices 

directed at different kinds of stigma. 

Spicker's probing of the word 'stigma' continues. Some writers equate 

it with social inferiority (Fabrega. 1971,(43) p.284i Titmuss, 

1974,(44) p.44; Griffiths, 1975,(45) p.9) and Goffman says that we are 

all stigmatized to some degree. To Spicker, such views understate the 

force of the term and to some extent devalue it. Stigma is a much more 

extreme and at the same time a more restricted idea compared with that 

of low status because it contains not only elements of degradation, but 

also of rejection and humiliation. 

This author has a message. He sets out and succeeds in showing that 

the recipients of social welfare benefits carry a stigmatizing label, 

of which they themselves are acutely aware. lIfureover, when reciprocity 

for a benefit is absent, dependency tends to dissolve the moral worth 

normally attained by those who are seen to contribute something to the 

social system. Labels exclude persons so marked from their in-groups, 

to which the labeller belongs and so increases the social distance and 

isolation from a society which clearly does not find a functional niche 

for every member (Spicker, 1984, p.174).<1) Whilst stigma is the core 

concept which runs through his entire discussion of the poor as a caste 

in the period of rapid industrial change, Spicker rejects the Xarxist 

view which interprets the role of social welfare as the disruptive 
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social effects of capitalist economic crises <p.86). The reciprocity 

and exchange factor in Durkheim's approach to charity as a moral 

dimension, on the other hand, tends to reinforce social belonging and 

social solidarity, By this particular premise I the status of the moral 

poor is qualitatively distinguished from the paupers (the deserving and 

the undeserving), but where also the poor have legal rights. If this 

is to be taken as the sociology which Goffman applies in his micro-

interaction studies of stigma research, one feels that Spicker has some 

sympathy with it. 

One can now observe a trend whereby the dependent groups succeed in 

forming associations for the purpose of exercising a greater political 

voice with a view to countering victimisation and disadvantage in the 

quality of their lives. This can be gleaned from pressure groups, 

media presentations and large posters in prominent public places. 

Spicker may wish to give some space in his next edition to this 'coming 

outt process of the stigmatized that is gathering momentum. 

STIGIA THEORY - Additional recent relevant publications briefly 
considedred 

Professor Shoha~ contribution to the understanding of social stigma 

some 18 years ago has in 1982 been revised and enlarged. The two 

authors (S. G. Shoham and G. RahaV)(46) offer in this second edition an 

extension of the popularly-known 'labelling' theory of the 1960s 

sociology of deviance in America, which emphasized the micro-aspects of 

a rule breaker's spoiled moral identity and the manner of various 
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stages in his societal processing. In his foreword to the second 

edition, Cohen sees also a macro-political dirrension whereby society 

needs to categ·od.ze deviance in order to clarify its own normative 

boundaries, and so ironically 'needs' its deviants and criminals, as 

Durkheim and J(arx (by adjustment and stability and con£lict theory) 

acknowledge at an earlier time from different political perspectives. 

The authors do not attempt to link these two sets of historically

spaced theoretical interests directly. but present a concentrated 

exploration of the distinction between the 'normal' and the 'abnormal', 

The nature of the stigma is viewed in the 1982 work as closely related 

to the attitude of the group towards the deviant. The historical 

changes attaching social labels are briefly traced. - the criminal, the 

morally-polluted, the heretic - and the various social sanctions all 

these attracted. As is also the case today, the individual who differs 

in behaviour, personality make-up or infringes a group's norm, is 

liable to be stigmatized as a deviant. Sanctions are determined by the 

strength of the norm and the severity of the violation. 5boham shows 

how the force of the stigma can generate social deviance by means of a 

model containing three variables: (a) value deviation - the 

individual's detachment from the value system of the group; (b) 

deviant behaviour - often predisposed by the detachment; and (c) 

social stigma - defined as a derogatory attribute imputed to the social 

image of an individual or group, which functions as a means of social 

control. The model suggests an interrelationship of these variables 

and linkage to social deviance in a descending order of significance. 

The stigma can be a tool by which stereotyping takes place and on a 
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second level can generate further deviance if norm values are totally 

rejected. The self-concept also enters into this interactionist 

approach whereby the deviant tags branded on the deviant by the 

agencies of social control are internalised by a need to be accepted 

but where an absence of reciprocity hinders fruitful interaction. 

Shoham's study excludes physical and tribal (racial) stigmas. Social 

image (as used in (c) above) means the sum total of an individual's 

social roles and statuses as perceived in a given time by his or her 

membership or reference group. Thus, the analysis of social stigma is 

related to its effect on the aetiology of crime and deviation and how 

agencies of social control use it to curb infraction of norms. The 

process works in phases. The group is the 'norm sender' and oversees 

their observance of the 'norm receivers', who may be either sanction

oriented <when stigma will be very effective) or norm-oriented 

(conformist), when the stigma will be less influential. Visualising a 

continuum of extremes, there are clearly variations of behaviour along 

the line to affect the stigma as a control mechanism. Indeed, fear of 

the stigma may deter more than the actual sanction and its strength can 

often measure the importance of a norm. The authors are fully aware of 

the prevailing cultural influences of a particular society (as for 

example peer group orientation towards achievement), They also relate 

stigma to pollution in a moral context and draw on examples of ancient 

social and religious norms where sanction as an expiatory act was 

supposed to cleanse and purge the pollution and stigma incurred. 
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Discussing the process of social stigma, the authors present a model 

which elaborates the previously basic anatomy of the stigma components 

by other authors (e.g. Goffman), It is, however, only a model 

configuring probabilities that an individual or group will be 

stigmatized. The model, which forms a key part of the analysis, 

distinguishes ~ main categories: (1) Psychogenic processes, (2) 

Object of blemish, (3) Stigma as an act of power. By way of 

illustration, the authors single out (as independent variables) a set 

of four forms or typologies of stigmatized behaviour under each of the 

first two categories. Thetr meaning is here indicated briefly and will 

later be integrated into our suggested substantive stigma model. The 

psychogenic motives include the following probabilities: 

(a) Stigmatizers can proj ect their OWD. guilt feelings and 

aggression upon others and so brand the )(ark of Cain on them. 

Gossip is one of a numbers of ways. The authors hypothesize 

that the righteous indignation at someone else's behaviour or 

wrong-doing inherent to stigma helps the superego of the 

stigmatizeI' as it battles constantly with his or her 

aggressive and deviational tendencies. 

(b) Scapegoating. Here the frustrated stigmatizeI' redirects 

these emotions from the causal to the substitute object. In 

this way, hostility is channelled towards the powerless. The 

Appendix on stigma origins demonstrates how scapegoating as a 

stepping stone to stig:ma. can be traced back to ancient rites. 
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Si:milarly. ShohaDl includes some telling illustrations from 

history to make his point. 

(c) Devaluation on an interpersonal level, which is a 

stigmatizing function in our status-oriented culture, 

designed to reduce the status of others, individuals and 

groups. Here again. excellent examples are given from ethnic 

relations, Nazi ideology, class, crime, violence and the law. 

(d) Maintaining one's self-esteem by discrediting (explaining 

away> some other's achievement. In this way, the gap between 

ego and alter is narrowed and ego's failure explained by the 

neutralisation of alter's success. Ego's consciousness of 

stigma may thus be explained. 

The probabilities suggested in the second category under objects of 

blemish are: 

(a) Conspicuity. It is hypothesized that if a person is 

conspicuous or different, he or she may arouse fear and/or 

suspicion in others. It is therefore easier for stigmatizers 

to project guilt upon the former by means of thH social 

stigma. 

(b) Symbolic Relevance. The stigmatized here are presented as 

symbolically relevant to threat. As such kinds of object, 

they are seen as blameworthy (though innocent) and abused by 
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the stigmatizers. The threat can be real or an imaginary 

form of danger, misdeed or predisposed event. 

(c) Powerlessness. The powerless are prone to projection of 

hostility and aggression and thus to stigmatization. In some 

societies, powerlessness, misery and misfortune are 

considered to be evidence of guilt and the plight of the 

victims deserved. Thus, the stigma of deviation often 

attaches to those who are too weak to fight back. 

(d) Self-selection. Some individuals are victim-prone and 

attract (perhaps even seek) aggression and antagonism. This 

mechanism is likened to stigmatization. The victims remain 

passive and even accept the moral judgement placed upon them 

by others. 

In the third category, which the authors classify as stigmas imposed by 

acts of power, they say that the criterion which triggers off the 

process that separates the non-conforming from the law-abiding and 

conforming is the 'power' element of social stigmatizing. Thus, if 

individuals or groups are too conspicuously different in that their 

existence or behaviour is detrimental to the power-backed agencies, 

successful stigmatization will take place. Justice, ethics, piety and 

'positive' values are at best only formal, idealized criteria for 

differentiating between tbe misfit, the adjusted, the delinquent and 

the good. The authors show from quoted evidence how degrading labels 
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are reserved for the relatively powerless and how it is the criteria of 

the powerful that determine what is appropriate conduct. 

Subsequent chapters <of a lesser concern for the purposes of my 

research) discuss prostitution, institutionalisation and effects of 

crime and deviance, and finally, Jean Genet's ideology of crime 

(1964) (47) as major deviant and outcast. The original Shoham in his 

noble attempt to enlarge the parameters of this complex concept of 

stigma has not escaped criticism. Comments have been on the lack of 

references to :more recent works O(ukherjee, 1973), <4.8) the lack of 

formal mathematical specification of the relationships posited to exist 

between the variables discussed (KcFarlane, 1972),<49) the view that 

the embellished presentation of theory obscures rather than enhances 

the text and there is not enough care and attention given to logical 

precision in the presentation of ideas (Lemert, 1971).<50) However, 

the same people recognise good documentation and imaginative employment 

of a variety of illustrations and cases from various sources. The many 

strengths of the book include a major contribution in the relatively 

new area of criminology and its integrated approach in offering, from 

this almost pioneering attempt, a sound conceptual framework and uDdel, 

which the author would like to see tested. AlslJ praised are the wide 

range of variables included in the discussion of stigma, the 

illustrations cited from seldom used non-American historical sources, 

and smooth style of the author. The ideas expressed should stimulate 

others who share the interest in social stigma even though the book is 

not a definite presentation of social theory. However, Shoham properly 

tries to set the process of stigmatization into a larger theoretical 
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context, not perhaps succeeding in a clear-cut way with such a 

difficult task. As an essentially mainly qualitative study, the 

criticisill of demanding formal mathematical treatment seems to gain weak 

credence. What is particularly impressive in this work is what Stanley 

Cohen in the Foreword to the second edition calls 'the rich 

intellectual memory' of Professor Shobam's study into such territories 

as Xythology, Literature, Philosophy, Anthropology and Clinical 

Psychology, from which exploration and exploitation ample illustrations 

are given. With this attempted synthesis of theoretical concepts 

affecting those which society labelled as the bearers of shame and 

despair, this author bas indeed helped those who follow in the search 

to understand and endeavour to aid refinement of what we know about 

stigma. 

One of the most recent works of relevance to stigma research to reach 

this country is 'The Dilemma of Difference', a multi-disciplinary view 

of stigma, edited by stephen C. Ainley, et. al., (1986),(Sl) to which 

fifteen researchers have made a contribution. The expressed aims of 

this reader are: to extend, elaborate and qualify Goffman's original 

ideas, and indeed, add impetus to theory and research in this area. 

This book arose out of a project on stigma organised by the Centre for 

Advanced Study in the Behavioural Sciences at Stanford, California, 

during 1980-81, when a group of psychologists and sociologists met for 

one whole year to attempt a consolidation of research and theory on 

stigma, and to map out some new directions for future research. In 

turn, this project gave rise to a Conference late in 1982 on 'Stigma 

and Interpersonal Relations' I at which 20 young scholars from a variety 
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of behavioural science disciplines were brought together with a view to 

'examine a wide variety of stigmas from a multi-disciplinary 

perspective', Thus, with the help of financial sponsors, a forum was 

provided to enable investigators to work on such specific stigmas as 

blindness, deafness, ethnicity, gender, criminality, physical illness, 

illiteracy, heresy and witchcraft, old age, mental illness and mental 

disability. Xembers had the opportunity to discuss and explore the 

commonality and distinctiveness of stigmastization under different 

conditions and decided, after the conclusion of the conference, to 

write up in a series of papers the product of these discussions. 

These authors do not see stigmas as attributes inherent under 

particular conditions of a case, or for that matter, that a person must 

have such attributes because he or she has somehow acquired potentially 

discrediting qualities, They focus on how stigmas develop and what 

forces sustain and diminish these. Emphasis is on variability, change, 

generation over time and reversibility of stigmas as social constructs. 

Some of the multi-disciplinary essays stress the importance of the 

interpersonal context in which stigmas are said to be embedded; others 

single out such influences as culture, norms, or the broader historical 

and economic contexts in the creation of stigmas. It is suggested. that 

by conceptua.lising stigmas as 'ordinary processes of social learning 

and social interaction', one is able to begin to appreciate their 

affinity with more familiar forms of social differentiation, as for 

example, stereotyping and labelling, exercising power and control. 

Thus, the authors see stigma as an instance of a larger class of 
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phenomena and the multi-disciplinary approach as a gateway to asking 

questions and mapping out new lines of investigation. 

The book discusses some important conceptual issues in greater detail, 

which makes Stafford and Scott's chapter 5 a significanat one. The 

many different kinds of stigma are recognised as is their common 

denominator that they are all said to generate ridicule and scorn. The 

reader is, however, cautioned against the vague and uncritical use of 

the term (stig'ma) which is at once linked to deviance and social 

control, and controversial; in that the latter do not cover as wide an 

area as those different stigmas listed in their first paragraph above. 

The prime question is therefore how to define stigma. VIe are given the 

definitions of six writers (Jones et aI, 1984,(62) Pfuhl, 1980,(63) 

Schur, 1983,(64) Birenbaum and Sagarin, 1976,(55) Davis, 1980,(56) and 

Katz, 1981(67) which all involve a 'disvaluation' of persons. At the 

same time, questions are posed: must disvaluation have a certain 

intensity; is disvaluation the same as inequalitYi is it associated 

with particular customs; and in any other case, whose disvalution is 

relevant? The definitions offered by these six writers do not answer 

such questions. Clearly, argue Stafford and Scott, stigma is to be 

seen as relative and collective in its meaning - relative in that it 

differs in dtfferent social units (obesity in women tn some parts of 

Africa is highly thought of), and collective, because the social 

quality of disvaluation directed at an individual can come from a 

group. 
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What is needed; therefore; 1s a definition which avoids these problems, 

e.g. STIGMA IS A CHARACTERISTIC OF PERSONS THAT IS CONTRARY TO A NORK 

OF SOCIAL UNIT. Characteristics may entail what people do (or have 

done), what they believe in, or who they are (given their physical or 

social characteristics>. The 'norm' is the key, but stigma is 

distinguished from deviance <defined as a norm violation) by its wider 

meaning than just 'behaviour', At the heart of the issue is the 

conceptualisation of stigma. Xany stigmas do not originate from 

behaviour (ugliness, cancer, paralysis). A norm is a shared belief of 

what behaviour ought to be in a certain situation, It is a broader 

concept than deviance. The authors argue for a wider or broader 

conception, such as norm, because the notion of 'norm' recognises the 

relativity and collective nature of stigma, whereas rules or standards 

may be formulated and imposed by an individual. Thus, norm includes 

behavioural and non-behavioural violations and its use in defining 

stigma in such broader terms justifies (in the view of these authors) 

treating stigma and deviance as synonyms. Illustrations are given to 

support the argument, such as premarital sex where chastity is valued, 

receiving welfare where self-sufficiency is esteemed and alcohol use 

where the sobriety is a requirement. 

Nonetheless, this line of conceptual ising <behavioural versus non

behavioural> into a single category (norm) brings with it complicattons 

as no etiological theory is adequate. Why, for example, do some 

characteristics of a person constitute norm violations and not others? 

(Why shortness and not blond hair?) That line of reasontng brings the 

issue of 'responsibility' into it. Blameworthiness can be viewed as 
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the essence of deviance. At the same time, if a characteristic is 

beyond a person's control, the norm violater would appear to be free 

from blame. Then, there is also the question of 'permanence'. The 

obese can slim, the unemployed can find work. But other norm 

violations are lasting: blindness, ugliness. Behaviour can also be 

changed over time. If in a society theft and being black are stigmas, 

a thief can be rehabilitated, bei.ng black is ineffaceable. A 

complication in such reasoning would be one-time events, which may and 

often do, assume a permanent character or quality. (The rapist is 

stigmatized as an ex-rapist). Further, one quoted writer (Sagarin, 

1975)(59) points out that the seriousness of the behaviour in question, 

whether the act is as threat to others if repeated, and whether that 

behaviour is viewed as involving the entire moral character of a 

person, is also of relevance. 

Another part of this chapter perceives stigma as an abstract concept 

which cannot be identified systematically without ~ULing it. Hence, 

some procedure is necessary for doing that. Two ways are proposed. 

One would be to solicit responses from all members of a group or 

alternatively from a representative sample - the upholders of norms. 

Respondents would be given a list of typical stigmas and rank these 

according to most and least disturbing (Schur,1979).(S'9) The other way 

is to have respondents state what they consider to be the 

characteristics of an ideal person and then assess from a given list of 

traits possessed by actual persons whether the deviation is 

substantial. less so, or not at all. The reader is reminded that when 

framing such questions, care is needed to distinguish personal beliefs 
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and a perception of the beliefs of others. (For example. how far, if 

at all, paraplegia detracts from an ideal would depend on this 

distinction). In either case, stigmatization is identified by a 

deviation from the norm. 

By reason of its collective quality (say the authors), there is a 

likelihood of agreement on what is considered a stigma. This is 

probably so whether we talk about child molesting or physical 

attractiveness. The problem is the quantitative measure before an 

e~pressed belief can be regarded as a norm. If it is held by a 

majority, then how much of a majority? Or should we believe Meier 

(1981) <60:' when he says' a norm is when two or more persons share the 

same evaluation'? Then there is also the question of 

occupational/social status of a respondent to be considered. The 

beliefs about paraplegia and how far it detracts from an ideal person 

may differ whether the status is that of corporate executive or 

janitor. 

If the former believed the disability does not detract from the ideal, 

he would be influenced in employing such persons. Thus, the authors 

quite rightly hold that normative beliefs vary according to ethnic, 

class, age, gender, geographic and occupational lines. Whose opinion 

counts, or who is in a position to stigmatize is therefore also 

associated with status and power. What constitutes an ideal person 

needs also clarification. This would depend on role expectations and 

socially-sancationed demands. For example. premarital sex may not 

detract from it; but the perceived position may vastly differ if we 
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talk about people below the age of 14. The same characteristics may in 

certain circumstances generate more or less stigma and for some roles 

(suggest the authors) stigma may even be a requirement. (A previously 

stigmatized person counselling others with the same affliction). 

The last part of this analysis deals with social control, but leaves 

the term undefined in context. Ve are told it involves reaction to 

stigma, of which a number of illustrations are given; and, that a 

stigma can spread by associaton, already established by Goffman's 

'courtesy stigma'. The outcome is either restriction or termination of 

social relations, although positive reactions (that is, help or 

redemption) are also possible, as are a mix of reactions (the mentally 

ill can be viewed as obstructive as well as blameless victim), Stigmas 

can vary also between different social units and over time, which the 

authors amply illustrate with examples of adultery, deformed infants 

and a quotation from Christ's time; but. it is claimed, social 

scientists have not explained the causes of the variations. Further, 

one must distinguish between reactive norms and actual reactions, which 

do not always correspond. Ve don't, for example, physically punish 

stutterers or paraplegics. On the contrary, normative reaction in this 

case inhibits aggression and generates sympathy. There is also 

disagreement about intervention. For instance, is it more appropriate 

for relatives to react to such stigmas as alcoholism, mental illness or 

unemployment than it is to domestic conflict or homosexuality? It 

appears that the (slightly long-winded) point the authors wish to make 

here is that social control functions to limit social participation of 

the (so-called) disvalued. 
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The streng-ths of this book appear to be its clad. ty of prose, its 

attempt to marry abstractions with ample illustrations from other 

peoples' research and reality and its focus on achieving a respectable 

depth of analysis, which, however, can at times belabour the obvious or 

become somewhat repetitive. Whilst in a discussion of so complex a 

concept as stigma, many ambiguities have become illuminated, it would 

be a daring claim to say that the theory of stigma has been fully 

explained. 

I Social Stigma - The Psychology of JfLtrked Relationships' (Jones at al. , 

1984), (52) is only the second major attempt since Goffman (1963) to 

deal with the complexities of stigmatization as a theoretical concept. 

The authors, Social Psychologists in the main, have produced something 

more than chapters associated with their own specialism. The book is 

an effort of collaboration by established American academics which 

arose out of many mutually-influenced and editorially-guided discussion 

meetings, but had its real beginnings two decades earlier at a 

brainstorming session concerned with the PSychology and practical 

problems of the physically handicapped. A casual exchange of views 

between one of the original members and the Director of a (Grant-aided) 

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioural Sciences led in 1980 to 

the formation of a 'Stigma Research Group' to wrestle twice a week for 

one whole year with a sketchy agenda and intensive discourse to 

conceive this book. 

Whereas Gotfman's symbolic interactionist work was individualistic and 

inspired, but unsystematic, this book in contrast focuses on the 
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interaction between the stigmatized and the (so-called) normal, from a 

social-psychological perspective. The group makes use of the erstwhile 

Biblical term 'mark@ as being sufficiently neutral in meaning to cover 

the many conditions which may generate stigmatization. A range of 

press cuttings are reproduced to illustrate not only that stigma is all 

around us, but also that the label marking one out for a deviant 

status, may affect us all. Xost normals can point to some experience 

that deals with potentially discrediting or stigmatizing conditions. 

What the authors wish to make clear initially and in general terms is 

that stigma is pervasive; although they do not deny variations between 

potentially stigmastizing conditions or the effect that follows from 

these. Stigma results if and when a mark spoils the identity of the 

bearer. 

The book's early theoretical part discusses the terrain of the stigma 

problem. The initial tour of press reports, covering the years 1980-

82, touches on impotence, overweight, muscular distrophy, psychiatric 

problems, retardation, a paraplegic case, blindness and racial 

discrimination, to demonstrate how widespread stigma is, that it has 

also relational properties (that is, the perception of a normal towards 

the stigmatized can also be benign), and that our own subjective 

experiences contribute to the attitudes we hold (labelling others and 

sometimes being labelled ourselves), The authors suggest that although 

not all stigmas have equal force (acne not equivalent to mental 

illness), stigma is nevertheless all pervasive in any culture. 
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A useful contribution is also the clarification of meaning of hurtful 

labels directed at the target person. In their attempts to reach a 

consensus about such terms as stigma, stereotype, prejudice and 

discredit, the authors finally settled on the term 'mark' and made 

interaction the central interest of the book. A marked person can be 

variously defined (as deviant, spoiled, limited, etc.) and the mark 

related to personal biography, ancestry, group membership or behaviour, 

be potentially discrediting, or be central and persistent and so spoil 

identity. Thus words like 'marker', the 'marked' and 'markable' are 

said to cover the entire range of possibilities :more satisfactorily. 

It implies that the deviant condition has been noticed and recognised 

as a problem in interaction even though the bearer may not attract a 

stigma. Thinking of a continuum, where unjustified negative effects at 

one end are contrasted with justified negative effects on the other, 

the belief system may support the latter condition by designating it in 

stereotyping terms. It is such social influences, accurate or not, 

that cause the marking process to drift towards stereotype formation. 

As a further stage in their social-psychological discourse, the authors 

present a conceptual scheme to illustrate the diverse assortment of 

possible interaction under three types: (a) casual encounters, (b) 

role-based relationships, and (c) close relations. This framework is 

then applied to the hypothetical case of a college girl in her freshman 

year, who is advised that she will share a room with another who has 

lost a leg in an operation to prevent the spread of cancer. At this 

stage the book goes into what may be considered tedious and cumbersome 

detail of a gamut of possible psychological transactions t~tween these 
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two students, from cognitive and affective expectancies, to self

concepts, strategic plans and goals of action, stimulus cues, 

perceptions and attributions over periods of time. In other words, the 

shape the relationship will take, and how a mutual adjustment to their 

personalities may be effected over the period during which they live 

together. The sequence of these hypothetical phases of the 

relationship together with the relevant variables indicated above are 

supported by four diagramatic presentations to show the possible 

history of interaction of and responses between the two, together with 

a number of likely outcomes by which the authors hope to demonstrate 

the role of stigma in close contact. Later in the book, a whole 

chapter is devoted to the discussion of long-term relationships between 

marked people. 

Clli~pter 2, one of the key chapters for my purposes, makes a significant 

contribution in two important respects: it evaluates, firstly, 

relevant previous research which aimed in part at least to discover the 

vital dimensions of stigma: and, secondly, proposes what the authors 

themselves consider to be the crucial variables. It is essential to 

discuss both these aspects in concise form. So far, the book has been 

concerned more with the commonalities of stigma, but now switches its 

concern to the critical dimensions underlying the great variation of 

the stigmatizing condition. At this point, it is worth repeating that 

the perspective of the whole discussion focuses on the role of a mark 

in interpersonal interaction. The authors view slJch criteria as how 

degrading marks arise, their impact on self-concept and the strategies 

of coping, as well as their effect in interaction, as indispensable 
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components of stigma. After exa:m:lning some eleven empirically grounded 

publications since 1957 and much debate, the authors settled on six 

crucially important variables to which consideration must now be given. 

(1) Concealabi~: how can the afflicted hide the mark and so avoid 

adverse responses? It is taken for granted that the degrading 

condition need not be fixed and can be made more or less obvious, 

depending on what it is and how the marked person behaves in 

interaction. Epileptics can control seizures by drugs (Kleck, 

1968);<61) illiterates can disguise their inadequacy by wearing heavy 

horn-rimmed frames to appear studious (Freeman and Kassebaum, 

1956);(62) lower caste students in India were mysteriously recognised 

as such by upper caste students and socially rejected, although no 

visible blemishes were evident (Felice, 1977),<63) Even if 

successfully concealed, fear of discovery may engender guilt and shame 

and so influence behaviour. Also a person may be marked and not know 

it (offensive odour, for example, Levine and l(cBurney, 1977),<64) or 

alternatively, be aware of his markability and not know who his markers 

are. This state of uncertainty can be anxiety-provoking as such a 

person seeks constantly evidence of such denigration. It is here the 

marker who controls the knowledge about or the visibility of a blemish 

attached to the victim. Concealment possibility in day-to-day 

existence seems to interfere less with normal living (Goldberg's study 

compared the adjustment of children with scars to that of children with 

congenital heart disease and found the latter better adjusted, 

1974).<65», But visibility can sometimes reduce awkwardness as the 

perceiver would know from a distance what the encounter would. require 
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<Shears and Jensema; 19(9),<66) A noteworthy further point is that a 

meeting with a stigmatized person can engender disagreeable feelings in 

an unmarked person, Attempts have been made to :measure such behaviour 

(Davis, 1961,(67) Farina and Ring, 1965,(68) [leck, 1968,(69), and 

Langer, et aI, 1976(70», but as was noted earlier from the amputee 

case of the college girls, a long-term close relationship may reverse 

such responses. 

(2) The Influence of Time: the degree of social degradation resulting 

from a mark can vary over time. Acne and burn scars, for example, 

become less defacing, leprosy, old age, multiple sclerosis, brain 

diseases, more debilitating, whilst blindness and dwarfism is mostly 

permanent. The authors supply evidence to show that all such 

conditions influence interpersonal relationships. Gussow and Tracy 

(1968)(71) discuss three • courses' of marks: progressively crippling 

and deforming, non-fatal and chronic, and incurable. Schwartz 

095'7)<7::2) and Freeman (1961.>, (73) both found relatives' attitudes 

towards mental patients to be subject to change if it emerged that 

recovery was possible. Clearly, an injection of additional dimensions 

shows how complex this stigma concept is. Concealability of a 

condition, or whether it is genetically determined, and personal 

responsi bili ty for a blemish, are all intertwined with the role they 

play. Actual changes of a mark and how these are initiated over time, 

as against expectations, or whether recovery from a blot (with or 

without the aid of others) can leave a psychological mark, are further 

influences, as is also self-awareness of the mark. The book offers 

selected research data in these areas. 
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(3) Disruptiveness: is another, but conceptionally less clear, key 

dimension. Reference is made here to that property of a mark that 

hinders, stains or adds in some other way to the difficulty of 

interpersonal relationships. which themselves are something inherent in 

the various dimension of stigma. What, however, is common to them is 

that a condition, such as strabismus <disturbances of the eye) or 

stuttering, makes Interpersonal interaction uncertain and 

unpredictable. Finding themselves seated in an airplane next to 

someone with an obvious and disfiguring skin disease, the authors point 

out, most people would have considerable difficulty in maintaining 

their aplomb while conversing with the afflicted. Finding a clear 

definition for disruptiveness in a little researched field such as this 

is also a problem. Siller et al (1968)(74) used the term 'interacting 

strain', and Vann (1970)<7.5) 'antipathy and interaction strain', both 

similar in meaning. As an additional stigma component, its effect can 

be quite independent of the other variables. An example as to why 

attitudes playa less important role with regard to disruptiveness is 

given of the Jews. If they are held in high regard and desirable 

attitudes and intentions attributed to them, stigmatized behaviour 

toward them would be an unlikely consequence. Interaction can, 

however, easily be disrupted if strabismus interferes with normal eye 

contact or stuttering makes communication difficult. A more favourable 

attitude towards such disabilities would not necessarily avoid 

disruption in interaction. Thus, rejection in cases such as these, is 

very much of a practical nature, based on how visibility of the 

behaviour deviates from customary role expectations. 
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(4.) Aesthetics: is a fourth concept concerned with stigma and 

cOIisidered to be an important influence by researchers. Broadly 

defined, the term relates to what is pleasant and beautiful to the 

senses. Conversely, disfigurement as such and the proximity to it, can 

become an offensive feature and cause rejection of a more intimate 

relationship. This is a gut reaction quite in contrast to an affective 

and cognitive reaction towards someone of normal appearance whom we 

know has a criminal record. The effect of some deformities can be 

quite powerful when, for example, it is believed with Schiller 

(1982)(76) that physical beauty signifies inner beauty, and what is 

ugly must be bad. Farina finds the consensual agreement to ugliness 

somewhat surprising as it runs counter to the kind of democratic tenets 

'that we all deserve our chance'. An extensive literature seems to 

support the view that ugly people are assigned all sorts of undesirable 

qualities and their misdeeds judged as more wicked than that of the 

'beautiful' perpetrator. Kurtzberg et al (1968)(77) found that 

released prisoners who had the benefit of cosmetic or plastic surgery 

to make them more attractive adjusted better to community living. 

Farina quotes further research which suggests that people's view of the 

world is also coloured by their own appearancee and that awareness of 

the impact of social reaction to one's appearance occurs from a very 

early age. <Walster and Bohrnstedt, 1973,(78) Lerner, (1977), (79) 

among others). As a pointer to a later discussion, even the impression 

that the dead make on living relatives makes the occupation of 

embalming thrive by providing the service of presenting the deceased in 

the best possible way. 
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5. Origin of the CondiliQJl: this is a causal variable and includes a 

number of sub-divisions. Xarks may be congenital or non-congenital; 

may arise suddenly or insidiously; and the bearer may be blameworthy 

or not. Responsibility can be a complex phenomenon. It can expose the 

mark bearer to negative treatment. Tests of the hypothesis suggest 

that a mare favourable treatment was given if the socially degrading 

condition (say, offensive body odour) was nat due to insufficient 

bathing or metabolic imbalance. (Levine and XcBurney, 1977).(64) 

Whilst observers :may attach blame, they do nat always have the facts of 

the case. Also, a negative view of the affliction can cause them to be 

held responsible for their problem. In some cases, markers endeavour 

to divert their own guilt an to the victim, or revert to same form of 

rationalisation if for any reason sympathy or help cannot be given. 

Lerner's hypothesis (1970)(80) of the 'just world' is quoted.; it 

states that sufferers must deserve their fate, having brought the 

misfortune upon themselves through laziness or sin. Poverty has 

traditionally been so explained to absolve those exposed to the 

sufferi.ng of others from a lack of concern. In American culture 

poverty is often attributed to a lack of morals and efforts on the part 

of the poor. (Kerbo, 1975).(81) A number of further influences 

arising from origin are discussed in the book and :may be briefly 

indicated as relevant here. One is that the handicapped tend to be 

more reli.gious (Cameron et aI, 1973)j<92) another, that there is a 

difference between blame for causing the blemish and maintaining that 

condition (Brickman, 1982);(83) that the aggressively mentally 

disabled person is attributed a greater responsibility for his state 

than the man with withdrawal symptoms. (Fletcher, 1969)i<94) and that 
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a normal is more accepting towards the stricken if the problem is of a 

sudden or recent than of a more remote origin, (Schwartz, 1957),(72) 

6. Peril: is the sixth, and in my view, the most realistic and 

important dimension the author offers. It suggests that the 

stigmatized pose a danger in society. Hence, one has to ask what the 

nature of this danger is and what kind of evidence exists to support 

this claim. To begin with, the focus is on two aspects: one, the 

actual exposure to physical danger and the other a reminder of our own 

vulnerability. Vann, (1970)(75) discusses the subject of obesity in 

this context. Steadman (1980),(S5) an American researcher concerned 

with mental hygiene matters, is of the firm opinion that it is fear 

that is the essence of stigma; and Lehmann et al (1976) (SED conclude, 

following review of the relevant literature and their own researches, 

that the element of threat causes more rejection than any other aspect 

of deviance. Farina himself investigated a variety of blemishes and 

his research showed that the more dangerous the possessor of the mark, 

the greater rejection will be, I shall indicate Farina's evid.ence in 

brief. Bobys and Laner (1979) (S7) correlate dangerous homosexuals with 

stigmatization. The distinction between the mentally afflicted violent 

(known as 'furious' mental patients in colonial America and among lay 

people 'madman' or 'raving maniac') and those that are not, determines 

the treatment they receive by hospital staff and the public. (Deutsch, 

1965). (S8) But Nunnally (1961)(89) found as far as the public were 

concerned that all mental patients are dangerous and unpredictable 

creatures. What might be the probable causes for this image of such 

psychiatr:ic patients held :in the community, an :image held also by 
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mental health workers themselves? Scheff (1963)(90) blames the mass 

media, which always seems to find a history of mental disorder in the 

background of those who comrndt sensational crimes. TV programmes also 

portray mental patients as highly dangerous. (Gerbner, 1980),(91) 

The point is made that irrational, erratic and unpredictable persons 

can also be threatening if they are in a position of social power over 

others. Proxi~tty of contact matters in such cases. Doctors and 

pilots are obvious examples. One researcher (Gellman, 1969)(92) also 

found that parents of normal children discourage close relationship 

with handicapped and disabled children. Physical contamination is a 

recognised danger. Plagues and tuberculosis have been shackled to a 

large extent and we all know about Aids. Goffman's 'courtesy stigma' 

is relevant here. It means that social rejection can occur through 

association with a blemished person. We cannot be certain of the 

reasons for this. Does the associate hide a similar problem, cannot 

helshe find a normal friend? Posner <19'76) (93) has not found the 

answer. Even long-term associations can involve rejection. Posner 

relates the case of a morgue attendant whose work at a hospital 

entailed the management of corpses. People avoided him, although he 

apologetically explained that he always cleaned himself, changed tif~ 

and shirt before lunch, even though other .members of the medical staff 

did not do so. Genetic association has also been found to constitute a 

peril. Birenbaum (19'70)(94) discovered that mothers of retarded 

children restricted the activities of the entire family. I have a 

personal experience of a woman who denied completely to friends the 

birth of her mongol child and had it placed in an institution. Sack et 
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al (1976)(95) have information that the imprisonment of one member 

created a family crisis as the social stigma \'!"as transmitted not only 

to relatives but also on to their children. Very few can or wish to 

free themselves of a genetic association since this means disowning or 

abandoning blood relations. Farina now draws attention to danger or 

contamination of a different kind. It is of those who are stigmatized 

because they lead what he calls sybaritic or self-indulgent lives, 

prostitutes, gamblers and such, who are said to be profligates and to 

threaten moral conta~ination. Lastly mentioned, there are those 

brutallzed by misfortune (the diseased, handicapped, stricken, 

paralyzed) who are in need of friends and moral help in the long term. 

Such marked people are seen as posing the sort of danger that obligates 

the rest of us to provide help. This obligation becomes severe if the 

association with the afflicted is a continuing one entailing also 

future commitments without a way to extricate oneself. 

In the final part of his conceptualisation, the author rightly stresses 

that the six central dimensions are not the only possible influences on 

the role played by marks in personal interaction. He identifies a 

further six (J would call them sub-factors): the kinds of mark, the 

nature of interaction <short-term or long-term), areas of functioning 

(marital, parental, vocational), individual characteristics 

(appearance, background), the characteristics of the interacting 

normal, and the situational circumstances of the transaction between 

the parties to the relationship. Although these are seemingly partly 

extensions to and partly overlap of the original key dimensions, they 
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all contribute; together with the sources of previous research, to a 

IDOre complete and refined understanding of the marking process. 

Robert Scott in the third chapter grasps the sociological nettle of 

marking and aims at relationships in a large context of interaction. 

His interest extends the encounter from individuals to corporate 

bodies, such as groups and communities and their reaction to stigmas, 

which makes the role of social system dynamics a significant one in his 

discussion of the marking process. Similarly to his colleagues in the 

field of social psychology, he views (with Goffman and Schur> stigma as 

emerging out of a definitional process in the course of social 

interaction rather than an automatically acqUired trait or discrediting 

quality. It is a process in which particular social meanings become 

attached to certain behaviour groups and individuals. Scott addresses 

two issues in sociological theory considered pertinent to the 

understanding of the social and cultural factors involved in the 

marking process: one is peril, which the author of the previous key 

chapter (Farina) has already identified as significant in stigmatized 

reactions; and the other relates to the varying degrees of audience 

sensitivity and tolerance towards those subjected to marks. 

That the so-called normals perceive themselves to be threatened by 

marked individuals has already been argued in the pioneering writings 

of Goffman (1968)(21) and later by Hunt (1966),(96) Scott (1972),(97) 

and Schur (1979)(59), The first question to be tackled is why stigma 

arouses this danger. In some instances, feelings in the wake of real 

of just potential danger <mugging) may be quite justified. But the 
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source of the threat we experience where no violence is involved is 

mainly symbolic. To understand this better, one must consider the 

forces that shape our sense of well-being phenomenogically by way of a 

shared conception of reality on the part of a group or community. This 

is what Berger and Luckman (1966) (98) had in mind when they referred to 

the 'Social Order', because objects, persons and events can then be 

identified, arranged and classified, to impart in group members a 

knowledge of what is expected of them. This serves as a frame of 

reference known as the 'symbolic universe' and denotes a shared system 

of meaning for every kind of human experience. In turn, stability is 

then achieved in our relationship to the world. 

But, to advance this argument a stage further, we do not have an innate 

mechanism to achieve this stability because unlike other animals, it is 

not given to us in our basic genetic or hereditary make-up, albeit that 

we are good at adapting to the environment. As we are basically 

unstable, we cannot (to be saved from chaos) rely on the resources of 

our human organism alone, and need. a symbolic frame of reference for 

the ordering of social reality. However, shared meanings, despite 

their universal features, do have a unique content for the symbolic 

universe of each group as social anthropologists in their studies of 

human culture have shown. Such closures, phenomenologically speaking, 

do tightly encapsUlate members and wrap them (in the words of Hebb, 

1955(99» in a 'kind of protective cocoon of orderliness and meaning 

that shields them from the unencumbered exposure to natural order'. 

According to phenomenological teachings, the belief is that the natural 

order is complex, mysterious and terrifying, so that dlrect exposure 
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could harm or immobilize us. Thus, for Becker (1973>,<100) man is a 

nature-created, defenceless animal against the full perception of the 

external world, distinguished from those animals that live for the 

moment, but whose curiosity and knowledge extend to past centuries and 

fears of the future. This, and the certain knowledge of death, gives 

him an experimental (but appalling) burden to carry. Hence, a full 

understanding of our condition would drive us insane. We live in a 

world filled with beauty, mystery and terror which, if we were to see 

it as it truly is, would make us too paralyzed to act. How then do we 

cope? According to Becker, this fear so haunts us that it influences 

much of our activities. Indeed, human culture and human character are 

creations that grow out of fear. and this burden in our lives can only 

be dealt with by invention and a limitation of our perception that give 

us the necessary composure to cope. It is done collectively through 

human culture and individually within the personality, and so allows us 

to achieve blind obliviousness through social games, psychological 

tricks and collective personal perceptions that are. Becker says, so 

far from the reality of our situation as to consist of the kinds of 

madness that may be agreed, shared, disguised or dignified, but madness 

all the same. 

Thus in combination, the social order and human character combine to 

support a great illusion tha.t drives IlS away from reality and self

knowledge, towards things that support the lie of our character and 

culture. From tha.t point on, Scott's exposition turns to the writings 

of Douglas (1966) <1 01) and the question of social order. Wbereas a 

private person may revise his or her pattern of assumptions or not, 
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cultural categories are public matters not easily subject to revision, 

which causes the symbolic universe to 'harden' and 'thicken' in the 

process, to take the form of an objective reality, that is firm and 

fixed; something external and coercive, but a stable entity of the 

real world nonetheless. It is, alas, only an illusion of order in 

everyday life, to us a socially constructed and socially transmitted 

experience. It is a socially-created interpretation of the world 

within which the phenomenon of STIGMA must be understood. That is 

precisely why (specific kinds of) stigmas imperil uSi it is because 

this peril comes from the characterisation we adopt to order and 

interpret the world. 

We take these collectively shared typical recipes of the world order as 

given and look upon them as invisible parts of our daily routine only 

as long as we are not confronted with marginal situations that 

challenge this order, and so make us aware of how precarious reality 

can be. That is exactly what stigmas entail. As put by Berger and 

Luckman (1966),<98) stigma and deviance constitute 'the nightside that 

keeps lurking ominously on the periphery of everyday consciousness' . 

It has its own sinister reality and is constantly threatening the 

taken-for-granted 'sane' reality of life in our society. 

To grasp fully what is involved in our affective reactions to marginal 

situations of all kinds, we need further to consider, too, how we are 

so strongly conditioned by the experience of death. It is the ultimate 

disruption to how we order our lives, and the fear of it is the very 

basis of all threats to nonna.l existence. In the words of Schutz 
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(1971),(102) it is the 'fundamental aaxiety'. We can now better 

understand why stigmatizing conditions cause disorientation to the 

typical order in society and call into question our shared meanings by 

those marginal situations. Fear and anxiety is therefore also the 

powerful affect aroused in us by those who are maimed, deformed, 

disflgured, irrational, demented or otherwise mentally handicapped. 

They are, in part at least, conditlons we wish individually and 

collectively to ignore, avoid, shut out of our lives. They remind the 

able-bodied normal <psychological and social) world of things 1.t dreads 

most: tragedy; loss and the unknown, all undermining our social and 

psychological well-being. 

One other (somewhat paradoxical) point in this exposition that 

epitomizes the complexity of stigma attitudes and reactions is that 

some of those who are marked by physical or moral abominations actually 

dare to be contented or genuinely happy. The able-bodied find this 

most disconcerting, tend to deny that such an adaptation can be real, 

and take on a defensive position: that the sufferer is not really 

happy but makes the best of a bad jobj or that the unfortunate 

displays exceptional courage. Attention is drawn to an essay by Hunt 

(1966) (96) who is himself stricken by muscular distrophy. In his view, 

the normals want such persons to suffer as this confirms to them that 

the values denied to the disabled are worth having and good. If the 

disabled show no obvious signs of sufferlng, they must surely challenge 

those whose worth is linked to their more fortunate position in life. 

An additional idea voiced (by both Hunt and Goffman) is that stigma can 

be threatening and that the normals view it as a moral defect. To be 
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stigmatized is to be morally besmirched. Such a reaction may be 

applicable in some cases (the author suggests child molesting), but it 

is far from clear why such a label should apply to such cases as 

physical deformities or :mental disorders, for example. Lerner and 

Xiller's 'just world hypothesis'(103) offers (according to Scott) a 

plausible explanation: those who are blemished in some way challenge 

our conception directly that the world is a just place (although this 

is not the only reason for immorality attributions to the stigmatized)j 

by such reasoning. an individual is able to confront the physical and 

social environment as if these were orderly. stable and indeed, long

term. If such values are challenged, our security is undermined, the 

world is then nat just, life nat fair; and also, we may not then be 

able to attribute traits to the victim which makes his or her 

misfortune seem deserved. Because of such beliefs, we are tempted to 

stamp that person immoral. evil and deserving of his or her plight. 

Shared meanings of this kind tend to accord them legitimacy and are nat 

easily reversed. 

CQncluding Comments 

Iy endeavour in this chapter has been to present in a critical context 

the view of these seven social scientists interested in the 

complexities of stigma. Making :meaningful and conceptual sense of the 

term is a mind-boggling task. Indeed, tIle question is whether in the 

light of the present stage stigma research has reached this can as yet 

be dane. The problem revolves not so much an the consensus of basic 

definitions (although there is some diversity discernible) as with 
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making sense of the refinements. I shall illustrate what I mean. 

Firstly, there are stigma types, stigna dimensions, stigma responses, 

stigma effects, stigma causes and stigma characteristics. Secondly, 

taking the stigma types, one can identify situation stigmas, mind 

stigmas (the self), moral stigmas (reputationaU, natural stigmas 

(ascribed), acquired stigmas (achieved), temporary stigmas, death 

stigmas (contamination), gender stigmas, race stigmas, habit stigmas, 

association stigmas (transmitted), pseudo stigmas (pretended), power 

stigmas, needs stigmas (of society), multi-stigmas, and work stigmas. 

!hiLd~. there are a host of new terms and meanings which Goffman 

coined: social identity <virtual and actual), discredited and 

discreditable perspectives, physical, conduct and tribal stigmas, 

sympathetic-others, wise-others, courtesy stigmas, patterns of stigma 

(inborn, protective neighbourhood, later-life discreditability, alien 

community socialisation), passing. in-deeperism, cinderella syndrome, 

evidentness and known-aboutness, covering, perceived focus, with

relationship, points and slips, behind-the-scenes-joshing, hobbyists, 

to give examples of some of them. Fourthly, there are perceived 

variations of conceptual meanings: the definition of a normal; 

whether there is some commonality in all types of stigmas; the 

historical influence on the stigmatized as compared with the history of 

stigma as such; whether stigma involves (or does not) so much a set of 

concrete individuals, the stigmatized and the normals, as a two-role 

pervasive social process in which an individual participates in both 

roles; whether the stigma is an ele.ment of social order; whether it 

is evidently true that we are all subject to stigma at some time in our 

life cycle; whether interaction is a necessary ingredient of stigma; 
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to what extent stigma components evolve along with society; whether 

destigmatization can be achieved; and how to integrate historical, 

anthropological, social-psychological and sociological views of stigma 

into a single comprehensive framework. These are just some of the 

theoretical questions that need further consideration, supported by 

empirical data. Fifthy, some of the authors discussed have developed 

forms, probabilities, categories and crucial variables as part of their 

conceptional schemes of which I shall also give an indication here. 

It appears to me that Erving Goffman might be regarded as the father of 

an earlier and original stigma conceptualisation which no longer 

accepted the comprehensive use of the term to cover all meanings and 

applications. His categorisation <of the physical, conduct and tribal 

elements) provided the basis on which subsequent writers attempted to 

build, refine, enhance or even embroider their ideas and contributions. 

I have for this reason placed Goffman's divisions at the top of my 

synthesized model of the anatomy of stigma, shown at the end of this 

chapter. The content of the boxes offers examples, all of which link 

conveniently with Jones et al which, in addHion to defining a possible 

triad of relationships (casual encounters, role-based relationships and 

close relations), suggests six dimensions which can affect the degree 

of discredit. These refer to concealability, responsibility,aesthetic 

concerns, fear and disruption in social interaction as they affect the 

stigmatized person. I have discussed these relationships in some 

detail on pages 71 to 79 in this chapter. Ky model then provides a 

further link with the ideas of Shoham which also advance an interesting 

three-fold classification I use to show how the basic anatomy of stigma 
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can be elabor'ated by way of a process of social reaction towards the 

stigmatized. These are coined as psychogenic, object of blemish and 

act of power. Shoham abstracts four typologies (as independent 

variables) from the first two of the three categorised social 

processes: the projection upon others; scapegoating; preservation of 

self-esteem and the discrediting of others. Shoham expands the second 

process further by suggesting four probabilities under which objects of 

blemish can be viewed. These are headed as: symbolic relevance (the 

stigmatized as a threat); conspicuity (the deviant arouses fear or 

suspicion in. others); powerlessness (proneness to projection of 

hostility); and self-selection (passive victim accepting the moral 

judgement placed upon him by others). The model incorporates all of 

Shoham!s variables, including-also sub-sections of the third category 

of power: namely interference, differentiation, degrading labels and 

stigmatized power. Pages 57 to 60 elaborate upon Shoham's propositions 

critically and offer comments on the value of his contribution to the 

understanding of stigma. Of all the theoretical propositons reviewed 

in this chapter, I have singled out for inclusion in my model only 

those authors who I felt had endeavoured to expand on Goffman's basic 

concept, rather than interpreting or ornamenting his ideas. I have 

also included (more as a rider perhaps, because the whole tenor of my 

thesis is on the qualitative) Ainley et al and ~ on measuring 

stigma <page 65). How can an abstract concept such as stigma be 

systematically identified if not by some kind of neasurement? 

Soliciting responses from group memberp or a sample, who incidentally 

see themselves as the upholders of what is normal, or assessing 

deviations from a given list of the characteristics of a (so called) 
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ideal person, are the two methods suggested. Xy model incorporates 

these also. 

I have opened my concluding comments with five indicators of stigma and 

hope to have demonstrated how enigmatic theory in this field has now 

become. Here the genius of Xozart springs to mind as an illustration 

of how death has not shown itself as a final validation of an 

individual's worth or distinction. This talented and creative man was 

engulfed by what can be identified as multiple stigmas such as physical 

d.isabilities, drink addiction, tangled finances and debts, courtship 

rejection, periods of unemployment, pauperisation, ostracism, courtesy 

stigmas (see page 26 for an explanation of this term), and unnatural 

death. As 1991 is Xozart's Centenery Year, I thought it a good idea to 

present his full case in the Appendix (Case 6), as a general 

characterisation of some of the stigma ingredients discussed earlier 

and to enlarge on their timelessness in the sense that they can just as 

easily be experienced in this century as in the 18th. 

Such opposing forces as genius and stigma need a separate 

conceptualisation quite different from the stigmas arising from the 

stains of disadvantage and disability, if these operate side by side 

within individuals or groups. I have earlier shown these opposites 

also to be present in the examples of the pneumoconiosis case and the 

orphanage case (Cases A and B on pages 12 to 14), where such factors 

can and do compensate for or mediate to counter existing stigmas. The 

discrediting attributes of a stigma can also come to the fore in some 

professions enjoying the highest social status by reason of the 
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stringent requirements regarding training and qualifications. A 

perfect illustration is provided by the "death occupations". such as 

the forensic pathologist, who, as a highly qualified medical expert 

with many years of specialised training, helps the police to solve 

crimes, is often a key character on television, aids the health 

services and is, to the general public, performing a scientifically

sounding job for which it has a morbid fascination (as represented by 

the circumstances of unnatural, sudden death and the anatomy of the 

human body). At the same time, not many people would wish actually to 

do this work, which is kno~m to be and has been referred to in pilot 

interviews as 'mucky and disgusting'. (Saunders, 1983)(104) To a 

lesser extent, this abhorrence of death occupations applies also to 

those that 'handle dead bodies' or have any association with the 

disposal of dead bodies, the mortician, the gravedigger, the embalmer, 

since the state of death reminds us all of our awn mortality. The 

ambivalent status of death occupations will be discussed in same depth 

in later chapters but again evidences the presence of such apposing 

characteristics as high professional prestige (in the case of forensic 

pathology) alongside a public image of a jab that pollutes and 

stigmatizes, in this way tarnishing the name of the profession and 

placing a blemish on the incumbents themselves. To signify a state or 

condition that is at one and the same time publicly esteemed and 

culturally offensive requires a new term to symbolise it. I propose to 

call it the 'J lI.liUS EFFECT' I derived from a god unique to Roman 

mythology, whose image is of two faces looking in opposite directions. 
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The late Arthur Koestler also made use of the Janus principle, but in 

lliDre substantive ter:m;s by relating his concern with social order. He 

connected his opposites to integrative tendency on the one hand and 

self-assertive tendency on the other. In his view, stigmas can be seen 

as a function of genetically inherited aggression as we are the species 

of an evolutionary misfit, afflicted by endemic disorder. Whilst 

preserving our corporate identity is important, maintaining 

individuality through self-assertiveness is indispensable if the social 

structure is not to dissolve into an amorphous jelly or degenerate into 

:ll'.onoli thic tyranny. Apparent unprovoked acts of destructiveness can be 

the hidden motive for one's feelings of being rejected. Koestler is 

with Freud here regarding cruelty and destructiveness as pathological 

extremes of the self-assertiveness which occurs when frustration or 

provocation go beyond a critical limit. The message that rejection 

(stigma) disrupts the social fabric is clear enough, but a very brief 

look at the rationale of Koestler's thesis is worthy of space even 

though it might cause a little amusement among social scientists. 

Koestler argues that we share our brain structure with the reptiles and 

lower animals, but superimposed on us by an evolutionary process is 

also the specifically human neo-cortex without adequate coordination 

and that this constitutes a catastrophic evolutionary blunder. It 

means that if we are either murderous or infantile in our social 

behaviour, the fault was not in our stars but in the horse and the 

crocodile we carry inside our skulls. Thus, the homo sapiens is the 

victim of an evolutionary mistake. Given these circumstances, can 

equili brium be achieved, and if so, how? We need to achi.eve it between 

aggressivity and altruistic transcendence, without which we work 
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towards our own extinction. Where then does salvation come from? It 

will come from the biological laboratory. It will be drug use to get 

rid of the homicidal tensions and reach a pharmacology of benevolence. 

(Koestler, 19'79).<105) By this reasoning, stigmatizers can all be 

victims and victims can all be stigmatizers. It could bring us full 

circle back to Goffman, who arrived at the same sentiment by a 

different road already discussed. The question is, can he like Hobbes 

offer some central ideas as a contribution to social theory? I hope to 

show in this final part that he has done so. 

The -thesis of both. the appendix on the origins of stigma and also of 

this chapter is. that an expansion of our understanding of the stigma 

concept may be achieved by the introduction of selected cultural, 

institutional and structural factors relative to the condition of 

individuals with deeply discrediting attributes, who share the 

experience of ostracism, ridicule and discrimination. Having earlier 

briefly introduced Koestler's wider structural concerns, space cannot 

now be denied to Goffman's (sometimes veiled) perception of the social 

order, particularly as he himself is still (often benevolently) 

labelled as a 'theoretical lightweight' with, however, a gift for 

'manifestly brilliant' writing. (Giddens, 1984).(106) (One good 

professor, who had better be nameless, referred to Goffman during 

conversation with me as a mere • embroiderer' ). 

Goffman's comprehensive output indicates that his work operates on two 

levels, of which the interactionist is far better known than the 

structuralist. Why is it, one might ask, that people have not 
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discovered his important theoretical statements? They must have been 

looking in the wrong places. As already noted earlier, some of 

Goffman's writings are neither widely accessible nor widely read, and 

it requires a great deal of effort to peruse his scattered works 

created over a span of 30 years, to be able to pull together a coherent 

statement of his underlying theoretical stance. I should like to end 

this chapter by saying a little more about Goffman since, 

metaphorically speaking, he provided the trunk of the theoretical tree 

upon which in the main all these subsequent writers on stigma have 

grafted their conceptual branch refinements. Critical commentaries on 

Goffman's writings have asserted that his concern is only with the 

trivial matters of social life. This can be refuted by relating (not 

in great detail) same signposts of the centrality of social order in 

sociological analysis that were meaningful to him. Another and 

contextual reason for expanding my discussion is that stigmas can and 

do disturb the social order or alternatively function to regulate it. 

Goffman knew only too well (as evidenced in 'Stigma' and 'Asylum') that 

individuals are not automatons or clones, acting without rhyme or 

reason, to manage their identity. In institutional terms, Carol Goldin 

(1986)(107) has shown by her ethnographic field data how the 

prevocational1y blind in specialised rehabHi tation institutions by 

group activism in the community manage to counter stigma, paternalism 

and the economic dependency relationship. I will argue, therefore, 

that macro-structural considerations have not passed Goffman by. 

One can take the concept of social order as just an entry point into 

Goffman's social theory. He assumes its possibility as given. 
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Instead, he asks, where do we have to look if we want to observe it in 

action? It is not the good or bad of social order that interests him 

but he rather views it as a pattern in need of close study. It is the 

process of order through which behaviour is systematised, a design 

which provides the structure of interaction. Order is necessary to 

produce coordination of the people in a group, and can be observed in 

everyday interaction. Social order is an abstract concept which we 

cannot see. What we need to do is to find some aspect which can be 

observed and study that. It is in the myriad of everyday social 

encounters that the social structure should be seen. If one interprets 

Goffman in this way, a re-reading of his work will yield enough 

evidence discovery theory (alas too often only in outline) for the 

accusation that he focuses just on micro analysis to evaporate. 

(Leeds-Hurwitz, 1986).<109) 

I have earlier in this chapter suggested (p 60) that if people are more 

personally distant from the content of particular social roles, they 

tend to perceive such roles in a different way from that of the 

incumbent. This can and frequently does explain the existence of 

labelling, stereotyping, prejudice and stigmatization. This is not to 

say that stigmas arise only from the distorted role perceptions of 

those others who do not perform that role. But given the possibility 

of false role translation, this does not, however, clear up the puzzle 

why, among the hundred authors quoted and many others who researched 

this terrain, no one has ventured to focus on stigmas related to 

occupations and professions, or attempted to relate the work content 

and function (that is, self-identity, attitudes; images and effects) 
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which deal with the stigmas involved wHh dirt, polluted matter or the 

disposal of the dead. Such an investigtation will also open up afresh 

the probabilities of such questions as whether all stigmas warrant a 

common classification because of their common denominator of all 

generating rid.icule and scorn <pages 67 and 81); whether stigmas are 

all ordinary processes of social learning <page 91); or whether 

stigmas are socially constructed and. socially transmitted, as has been 

intimated on page Ill. It is now my task in the next chapters to 

investigate the stigma of occupations. 
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THE BASIC ANATOMY OF STIGMA 
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CHAPTER I I I . 

A PROFILE OF THE -DEATH" INDUSTRY. 

Death Occupat~ons 
Aspects. 

So::m.e Structural 

Two main reasons make it virtually impossible to offer precise data 

concerning the occupations in focus. The first within a limited control 

of the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys relates to the fact 

that occupations such as Forensic Pathologist, Embalmer and Grave 

Digger, are embedded within specially defined and coded groups. Hence, 

Grave Diggers are classified as a sub-group of construction workers and 

Embalmers as a sub-group of service workers. Even more complex is to 

categorise the whole occupation in the Forensic field which the 

following illustration will show. He or she can be a Plant Pathologist 

employed as a Civil Servant; a Consultant Histopathologist in the 

National Health Service; a Neuropathologist in University Teaching or 

at a Teaching Hospital; or Pathologist Xedical Practitioner also within 

the National Health Service; and if the work entails Post Xortem 

examinations, he or she will be attached to HX Coroners' Office(l). Of 

the four occupations discussed in my research, Funeral Directors are 

the only category that nearly corresponds to a whole occupation unit 

group. The difficulty of correlating these occupations with mortality 

figures or divorce rate will therefore be readily appreciated. The 

profession of Forensic Pathologist will form a later separate section 

of this study as it constitutes a main part and has been surveyed 
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nationally. The other three occupations (or professions, if so 

regarded) have been investigated on a sn~ller scale by way of case 

studies and face-to-face interviews in different parts of the country 

and a shorter chapter will be devoted to each. Apart from the problem 

of definition there is, secondly, also one of erecting a structure. No 

researchers appear to have tackled this before which is hardly 

surprising as this Industry has undergone constant changes during the 

last few years. For example, a Corporate Review of Hodgson Holdings 

plc(2) shows that between the years 1976 and 1988 sixty-four small and 

mediurnrsized family businesses have been taken over, with the previous 

owners either retired or offered salaried employment as managers and 

the old established name retained. Thus, Hodgson Holdings has grown 

from arrangtng 400 funerals per year in 1975 to now arranging 30,000 in 

1988. Only one Research Agency can be traced <Inter Company 

Comparisons Limited) to publish a financi.al survey of Funeral Directors 

for England & Wales from public inspecti.on of records on microfiche at 

Companies House and including such details as turnover, assets and 

liabi.li.ties, profits before tax and payments to directors. The market 

share of the Funeral Business in total is constantly in a flux and not 

published anywhere. It can be approximated by extensive and costly 

search only. I will offer an estimate from the i.nformati.on I have been 

able to obtain during my interviews. 

ESTIMATED MARKET SHARE OF 
BUSINESS AS ON SEPTEMBER. 

FUNERAL 
1988 

Great Southern Group ............. 11% 
HOdgson Holdings pIc ... ......... . 20% 
Kenyon Group ...... ..... .......... 16% 
Co-operative Funeral Service ..... 28% 
Remaining Private Sector ......... 25% 
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The EC'::::::;OllO:m.i c 
Con:aecluence:a 
th.e Fe'W". 

.aTid Soci.al 
of M.arket Control by 

The percentages above show a distinct :move towards what the Economists 

call an 'oligopoly', alas not a perfect one, since there are still 25% 

of small firms to be gobbleld up. Perhaps gobbling up is not the right 

term to use because offers of acquisition are made discreetly by 

personal letter, giving some indication of the terms on which this 

would take place. In fairness to the offerer, the terms often suit the 

offeree, who :may be :moving towards retirement age and welcome a large 

sum for a marginally successful business on which to call ita day. 

Alternatively. the position may be quite different when children of the 

undertaker come to terms with the possible stigma or image of a career 

handling the dead. and opt to continue the family firm by the next 

generation. In that case, the offer of a takeover is refused, No 

doubt, given enough profitability for survival, a small residue of 

companies will wish to or has taken this step. Should the principal of 

a family firm be still young enough and willing to manage, the sale 

would generate a lump sum to invest and a generous salary besides, 

although control would pass to the large company, which would in due 

course replace the incumbent by a person of its own choice. 

The Sh.ape of Thing:a to Co:m.e 

Looking at this Industry in the broadest of terms, it is likely that 

the percentage of the remaining private sector will reduce further but 

for the reasons explained not completely wiped out. The question then 
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is what the four large competitors will do and whether anyone of them 

will achieve, or wish to achieve, a monopoly position to take charge of 

the disposal of the approximately 3/4 million dead in the U.K. in the 

space of a few years' time. Apart from the interest the Monopolies 

Commission would take, it is unlikely that this is the way in which the 

Industry will move. Tihat is more likely between the controlling four 

is a movement of the percentage of the market share as they attempt to 

offer additional services to clients. Examples in point are the 

Funeral Advance Payment Plan for the provision of a subscribers' own 

funeral arrangements offered by the Co-operative Funeral Service whilst 

Hodgson Holdings are branching out to offer clients a complete set of 

funeral services. Competitors watch each other and tend to make the 

same services available until one or the other thinks of something new 

to draw clients. According to the Trade OrganiseI' of the Furniture, 

Ti:mber & Allied Trades Union, it is only in the last 5 or 6 years that 

people have started to shop around for the price of funerals whereas 

before they never used to qUibble about the cost. 

"With the death rate considered to be fairly stable, co:mpetition for the 

available business is likely to become fiercer. This could have 

interesting consequences now to be elaborated as a hypothesis. 

Clearly, hundreds of small firms were ripe for a takeover because thei.r 

marginal profitability, based perhaps on some 100 funerals per year, 

did not allow them to cope with the high cost of replacing such fixed 

assets as, say, a (£30,000 priced) limousine. A large group like 

Hodgsons can avoid duplication and rationalize costs. It needs only 

one head office and in a small town can operate one branch instead of 
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the previous six it has taken over. Now sophisticated systems are 

evolved to control direct expenditure and a good optimal use of both 

assets and staff is necessary to justify the high level of investment -

hearse and limousine, refrigeration, mortuary and embalming facilities, 

reception premises, chapels of rest, coffin storage and workshops. In 

the case of Hodgsons, for example, the group can agree terms with Volvo 

to purchase 130 hearses and limousines, as it has done in 1987. 

So, with these large groups, the watch-word will be rigorous promotion 

of operational efficiency, and that (according to the theory of a small 

family firm which refused to be taken over)(;3) will be their undOing. 

Their collapse is predicted in about six years from now, The 6-year 

cycle of disintegration and reversion back to small units works its way 

through the following stages: large firm absorbs smaller businessesi 

cuts out competition; rationalises staff, services and assets; 

increases the cost of funerals to cope with mounting overheads; 

injects a greater element of impersonali tYi tlle message gets around to 

the public that this or that small funeral director gives a much nicer 

funeral; future clients revert to small family business and the number 

of their funerals grows; more of the experienced managers, retirees 

and their sons set up new businesses to meet the demand and so drain 

away or draw custom from the large groups. Result - large groups 

diversify to survive, which is already happening. Hodgson into 

insurance and financial servicE!sj Kenyon through being partly owned 

and cont:colled by PFG, the French undertakers, has an interest in 

private water distribution; the Great Southern in chemicals and the 

Co-op has long been knowli for its diversification in the areas of 
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retail food, dairy, motor trade, travel services and the management of 

property. It will be appreciated too that these large groups practise 

also intra-industry diversification, with interests in the operation of 

crematoria and cemetaries, monumental :masonry, manufacture of coffins 

and various other ancillary and allied services. Some small funeral 

directors already have an indirect label for the large group: 

'Hodgson? He is not a proper funeral director, gives the trade a bad 

name through his impersonal approach'. The interaction of the .market 

with the human relations factor is obvious. Who can say whether or not 

the 6-year cycle will result in the death of the overtakers? 

-T:tl.e Co:rnpoE3itioI:t OI the Work-Force 
a.nd Uni Dr:ti sa.t i. on (4) 

To obtain a good 'feel' of this industry, one needs to have some idea 

of how it is composed in ter:ms of people, organisations and resources, 

As this has not been done so far by anyone in this WdY <confirmed by a 

search). I will attempt a profile now. 

As explained on page 1, it is not possible from the Census statistics 

to extract the number of specific death occupations (with the exception 

of Funeral Directors, who are classified as Undertakers) as these are 

hidden within umbrella groups. Reliable estimates put the number as 

approximately 7,000 full-time employees in the funeral service, with 

another 5,000 people who will be casual or part-time. Casual workers 

are likely to have other employment also, such as firemen, for example. 

In the private trade in some villages, the local builder or the local 
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painter and decorator, or the local removal firm, may still operate as 

the local undertaker. Up until 1972, the biggest union (the F.T.A.T.) 

made provision for people who were employed as coffin makers, 

embalmers, chauffers, bearers, french polishers and coffin fitters by 

special agreement, but from 1972 onwards, all these occupations were 

merged into three distinct grades of funeral operative. The reason for 

this was mainly that coffins are now mass produced, no longer french 

polished, or mounted with metal handles (these now usually made of 

plastic). With these skills virtually wiped out as far as the funeral 

service is concerned, there is also no longer an apprenticeship scheme. 

The workforce appears to be very stable, with many people having worked 

in the industry for long periods of time, and traditionally in some 

families for brothers and uncles, etc., also being employed. As there 

is no national agreement for funeral workers, negotiations take place 

usually on a regional basis. But with the recent emergence of the 

large organisations discussed earller, company agreements are beglnning 

to appear. Industrial relations are good. In fact, there has only 

ever been one strike over wages some 10 years ago, during the period of 

the Government's severe wage restraints when deals beyond 5% needed to 

be geared to productivity. Since funeral workers cannot negotiate on 

this basis, a difficult situation was created which was eventually 

resolved with the help of A.C.A.S. 
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TY.PE OF TRADE 
WORKERS IN 'I'HE 
ARE MEMBERS 

UNION OF 
FUNERAL 

WHICH 
INDUSTRY 

Furniture, Timber & Allied Trades Union (F.T.A.T.). ......... 3,OOO 

Union of Shop, Distributive & Allied Workers (U.S.D.A.W.> ... 500 

Transport & General Workers' Union (1. G. W. U. >. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200 

Union of Construction, Allied Trades & 
Technicians (U. C. A. T. T. ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 

lation Union of Public Employees (I.U.P.E.). .......... ...... 10 

General, Municipal, Boilermakers' & Allied 
Trades Union (G.X.B.A.T.U.)................................. 45 

All these numbers must be treated as approximations and the smallest as 

estimates, as it can be a difficult process to extract who are funeral 

service workers from total membership. The F. 1. A. T. is the main union 

of persons employed in or associated with the funeral service. Some 

60% of these will be employed by the Co-ope. Some Co-op employees may, 

however, be in one of the above mentioned other unions. When the Co-

operative Societies first began to get involved in the funeral service, 

one or the other of two operational methods were adopted: they either 

set up an independent funeral service department and recruited funeral 

workers from the private trade, whtch incidentally was also the time 

when thts union became involved; or they began to conduct funerals and 

attach the funeral department to furniture (when U.S.D.A.W. became 

interested in recruiting for n~mbership), or to the transport 

department, when the 1. G. W. U. was the one to join. In a few cases, 

funerals were linked with the works department, in which case the 

involvement was with U.C.A.T.T., now largely phased out as very few 

funeral parlours actually make their own coffins. It may be of 
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interest to note that alongside the development of multi-national 

interests, the F.T.A.T. are now .members of the European Funeral Workers 

Committee, and its Trade Organiser the current President. The unions 

concerned with public and municipal employees will have members who 

work full-time or part-time as grave diggers or gardeners at cemeteries 

or in a manual capacity at the many crematoria administered by these 

authorities. The more precise nature of their work will warrant 

careful examination at a later stage in this research. 

The Cren::a.a.tio:n. Explo~ion 

The significant impact of cremation in this country amply justifies the 

inclusion of its role as an important part of the structure of the 

'Death' Industry. The first cremation was of a woman carried out in 

Voking in the year 1885. To date, the Crematorium there has topped it 

up to one ~illion. The smallest crematoria deal with 200 to 800 cases 

per year whilst the largest can cope with 4,000 or more. There are now 

224 crematoria in this country and 38 new ones under consideration. 

The cost of building them is mounting. The cheapest in recent times 

was build for 1,'15,000 in Chichester in 1971, which. with 2~ thousand 

cremations in 198'1, may be considered as of medium size. Today's cost 

is likely to be f,l~ million or more, depending on size and whether the 

price of land and landscaping is included. Up to year 198'1, all the 

crematoria disposed of slightly over 12 million dead. The Table below 

illustrates the cremation explosion in figures over the last 100 years. 
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POPULATION GROWTH, DEATHS AND CREMATIONS 1886/1986 

1886 

1986 

Millions (Population) 
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POPULATION 
CREMATIONS 

GROWTH, DEATHS 
1886/1986 

1886 Population 36,314,000, Deaths 597,357, 

AI'\fD 

Cremations 3 .. ......... ................. ......... % almost nil 

1986 Population 56,763,300, Deaths 641,181, 
Cremations 440,997 ............. , ................. % 69 and rising 

Source: GSO Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1988 Edition, 
Page X (People), and Directory of Crematoria, 1987 Edition, 
Pages 1-2a. 

\~ilst the population has risen by some 64% in the last 100 years, the 

absolute number of deaths has remalned rellli'lrkably stable, with 

cremations having risen steeply to nearly 70%. The work routine and 

staffing in the crematoria will be discussed a little later in this 

chapter. For now, it may be mentioned that in the South of England, 

the time between death and burial or cremation is usually a week to 10 

days; and because a body starts to decompose immediately after death, 

most funeral directors will use some kind of hygienic treatment which 

may be embalming or it may be deep refrigeration. This makes it easier 

for the funeral service worker to handle the body. In tIle North of 

England funerals are very much quicker. This is probably due to the 

volume of the business. Although the average percentage of cremations 

is now 69, in large areas such as London. it could be as high as 83%. 

(Coates, 1988). (4) One of the reasons for the large increasc'! in 

cremations is the shortage of space, particularly in the citiesj 

another will be the prevailing social attitudes towards the mode of 

disposal, a subject meriting later discussion in its own right. In the 

year 1987, the average number of cremations per crematorium has been 
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1,937, To work out the numbers of the labour force without any 

available statistics is more difficult. I am adopting an arbitrary 

method to establish this by taking the measure of size by an 

approximate number of cremations for the year 1987. On this basis, 

there are 137 small, 55 medium and 31 large crematoria. From the 

visits to three crematoria (llorwich, Golders Green and East Finchley), 

I established the approximate number of people as advised by 

management.<S) 

TABLE OF THE WORK FORCE EMPLOYED 
IN CREMATORIA IN G.R. 
IN 19B7 (ESTIMATE) 

Siz.e.: Small )tedium Large 
(below 2000 <below 3000) (3000 plus) 
Cremations) 

lumber: 137 55 31 

E.mp.l 0;;lees : 15 <average 25 (average) 35 (average) 
number) 

Actual: 2,055 1,375 1,085 

Source for Cremations per Crematorium in 1987: Federation 
of British Cremation AuthorHies Report to the 
Executive Committee. 

Thus, the Grand Total of Employees working G.B. Crematoria 
in 1987 is 4,515. 

On a rough--and-ready basis, 4~ thousand employees have di.sposed of some 

432,000 dead in year 1987. However, productivity cannot be calculated 

that way. There are many essential anCillary jobs that need to be 

done. At the Golders Green Crematorium, the 30 or so people working 
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there consist of the following occupations: 

)[anager, Supervisors, Administrative Staff, Reception Staff, 

Switchboard Staff, )[aintenance Staff, Memorial Gardeners, Other 

Gardeners, Clean:ing Staff, Traffic and Car Parking Staff, Chapel 

Attendants, all in addition to the people directly concerned with 

cremation tasks. 

Cre:l'IIEl.toria can be privately owned as is Golders Green, or they may be 

municipal. Some are administered by a Joint Board. Golders Green has 

no trade union members. About 30 crematoria are proprietary, 24- joint 

and the rest all municipal. The equipment in use is now very 

sophisticated and managers as well as attendants have the benefit of 

centralised training schemes. 

Work Routin.e 

On the day of the funeral the coffin is brought into the chapel and 

placed on the catafalque. At the moment of committal of the body, 

curtains may hide the coffin from view or it may be withdrawn through a 

gateway into a committal room below. The method can vary with each 

crematoria. The name plate of the coffin is checked with cremation 

order to ensure correct identity. Next, the coffin is labelled with a 

card prepared by the crematorium, giving all the relevant information 

and this card stays with thl:! body until the final disposal of the 

ashes. The code of cremation practice requires that the cremation 

shall take place on the same day as the service. Where possible the 
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cremation follows immediately after the service. The code requires 

also that nothing must be removed from the coffin and it must be placed 

in the cremator as received. Fittings shall be combustible material. 

]formally. handles and name plate are made of hard plastic. Ferrous 

nails and screws do not burn and stay with the ashes until withdrawn 

from the cremator by the application of a magnetic field. Only one 

coffin is cremated at one tlme unless it is a mother and baby. at the 

request of the next of kin, two of which may (if the superintendent is 

advised) generally witness a committal of the coffin to the cremator. 

At the rear and out of the public view is the hot and noisy furnace, 

known at the P.B.U. (the Dawson & Mason Push Button operated Twin 

Reflux Cremator). This is the one in use at Norwich Crematorium. Air 

blows into the cremator at great pressure by the blowers which I saw at 

the fan room. The ashes drop down into a tray for cooling and are 

moved from there to the preparation room, but not without first being 

exposed to the bone crusher, the machine which is used to reduce the 

remains to powder, known as the 'Cremulator', The cremator accepts 

only one coffin at a time so that ashes must be withdrawn before it is 

used again. In this way. all cremation ashes are kept separate 

throughout the process. The identity card first attached to the coffin 

(and then temporarily placed on the outside of the cremator), follows 

through with the moveDlEmt of the ashes, which by now are clear of all 

non-ferrous metals and looking like fine powder. The now totally bone 

ash usually weighs 4 to 6 Ibs. The Crematory transfer room was 

eqUipped with a lot of shelving in small compartments. Some of these 

contained 'poly tainers' , which are plastic boxes used as temporary urns 
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for burial purposes as they do not disintegrate. That in short is the 

road from body to dust. It is (in the words of Aries, 1974, p 91) the 

:most radlcal means of getting rid of the body and of forgetUng 

it ..... the urns rarely visited. If this is really so today. it might 

be meaningful to show some statistical information on how the cremated 

remains are disposed of. Again, the Report from the Federation of 

Bri tish Cremation Authorities is helpful here. 

DISPOSITION OF CREMATED REMAINS. 
(Year. 19B7) 

strewn. in grounds .................................... 5'7.0% 
Interred in grounds .................................. 14.2% 
Placed in graves or niches ........................... 3.6% 
Taken away by representatives ........................ 23.7% 
Retained pending instructions ........................ 1.5% 

If PhiHppe Aries ls right about the urns rarely visited, interments, 

ash in niches and the neglect of a crematorium receiving instructions, 

will add another 20% to the already traceless disposal of the 57% ash 

merged with earth (or water). Given the initial ceremonial and grief, 

are such subsequent obligations like visits to the cemetery and 

remembrance now too burdensome in our culture? Cremation interestB do 

not like the practice of scattering the ashes as it deprives them of 

the need for their perpetual care. To cremate or not to cremate, to 

strew the ashes or deal with them in some other way, are aspects of 

custom and culture which are best discussed under separate headings of 

attitudes towards death. (See chapters I and IX). 
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Ho-w Cr·e:rna.tio:n Au-thor'i-tie~ ~ee their 
Work 

ThE: cr-e1l'.ator-iUill (at least in the U.K.) is required to be more than a 

venue for disposal, with or without ritual. It is perceived as a 

centre for the mourning process so that it becomes the focus of post-

funeral interest and visitation for IDany years, generating the need for 

commemoration. It is proclaimed that crematoria in this country can 

truly be said to cater for the whole of the bereavement process and can 

be a worthy and satisfying substitute for traditional cemeteries. Only 

a few countries are said to have achieved this satisfactory co:mpro:mise 

of seeing to the emotional needs of the population without creating the 

practical problem of land usage in or near to urban centres. A 

heartfelt need is met in a very real sense by those cremation 

authori ties who take care to use thei.r resources to provide well 

landscaped grounds and proper memorial facilities. When all is said 

and done, compassion for the bereaved is clearly combined with what is 

good business. For a balanced picture, there is a case to deal also 

with some criticisms. In fairness, the cremation authorities do not 

shirk :making them public and explaining their own measures to deal with 

them. 

For example, a number of incidents occured last year which served to 

reinforce the need for the cre:mation authorities to review their 

policies and procedures. To begin with, a small number of crematoria 

have long been criticised on three counts which inevitably tarnished 

the image of the service as a whole. One complaint commonly voiced was 
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that the dispatch and transportation of the remains in unsuitable 

containers frequently arrive at their destination in an unseemly state, 

or worse, with a partial loss of the contents. Secondly. the unwise 

practice of penni tting crematorium staff to divide the remains prior to 

disposal, was equally looked upon with disfavour. But most objected to 

was the custom in some cre:matoria to retrieve such valuable metals as 

have not been destroyed in the process of cremation and offer these for 

sale. The alarmed Federation of British Cre:mation Authorities resorted 

to speedy remedies, in the first case by the spectfication of approved 

sealod containers and in the second ensuring the observance of the 

cremation regulations that the remains are delivered to the applicant 

or an accredited representative. As for the salvaging of :metal 

residue, disposal must now be in aggregate accordtng to the directions 

of the Authority and the amended code. Previously, the proceeds of 

sale were donated to charities, but the mode of dealing with this 

matter was so disturbing and offensive to the public (and Xembers of 

Parliament) that the 50 year old ethical code had to be changed. It is 

claimed by the Authority with some pride that this code of practice has 

operated satisfactorily without amendment in all these years and well 

before such codes were invoked by some other professions. (G) 

The Death I~dustry Profess~o~s a~d 
Trade Assoc~at~o~s 

The brief identiftcation of these bodtes will complete the structural 

profile of this diverse industry. For a somewhat broader picture, I 

shall here include all the Forensic organisations although my special 
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concern in two later chapters will be with the Pathology side of the 

Forensic sciences. The membership of all these bodies tends to vary 

and can be given only in approximations. In some cases (Co-operative 

Xanagers) it was not possible at all to ascertain membership. Another 

point of nate is that the membership subscription of the National 

Association of Funeral Directors is based an the number of funerals 

conducted and the size of the premises occupied. The takeover of the 

hundreds of family undertakings by a small number of large 

organisations should therefore (in theory. at least) not impoverish the 

finances of the professional body concerned. 

(a) National Association of Funeral Directors (N.A.F.D.), Established 

1905, Kembership 2,000. Open only to members of funeral firms or 

member firms. There is an entrance examination, interview and 

inspection of premises. For gaining the diploma, there is a 

wri tten paper and an oral examination. 

(b) London Association of Funeral Directors (L.A.F.D.), which is just 

an area body of the above. There is no information on membership 

or the year of establishment. This body is not listed in 

directories or the telephone book. 

(c) British Institute of Funeral Directors (B. 1. F. D. ) I Established 

1982, Kembership 1,000+. Entry requirements are either or both of 

the N. A. F. D. and the B. I. E. qualifications. Unlike (a). this 

Institute caters for employees and the self-employed. 
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(d) Bri Ush Institute of Embalmers (B. I. E. ) j Established 1929, 

Xembership 1,000+. Entry is by examination of a theoretical and 

practical nature. 

(e) Co-operative Funeral Service Management Association (C.F.S.K.A.) is 

an In-house body of the Society. conducting their own examinations. 

Xembership could not be established even from the Society itself. 

(f) Institute of Burial and Cremation Administration <I. B. C. A. ), 

Established 1913, 760 Kembers. Entry is by examinations. 

(g) The Cremation Society of Great Britain (C.S.G.B.), Established 

1874, has a membership of 10,000 and is not an examining body. It 

promotes cremation and supplies technical information em every 

aspect of cremation and cremation administration. 

(h) The Federation of British Cremation Authorities (F.B.C.A.), 

Established 1924, has independent members and member organisations, 

the latter in the main, consisting chiefly of 184 local 

authorities. The Federation publishes conference reports, 

technical information and a Code of Practice. 

(i) The Proprietary Crematoria Association <P. C. A. ), Established 1944, 

Xembership consisting of 26 Crematoria and 10 Cemeteries. This 

organisation concerns itself with meetings, education and training, 

statistics and employ:mentmatters. 
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(j) The .National Association of :Kaster :Kasons OJ. A.X.X. ), Established 

1907, Xembership approximately 450, mainly firms, is concerned with 

trade in the monumental and memorial industry. 

(k) The Funeral Furnishing :Kanufacturers Association (F.F.X.A. >, 

Established 1920, Xembership 30 firms. 

(J.) British Association of Forensic Xedicine (B. A. F. X. ), Established 

1950, Xembership approximately IBO. This body's objectives are to 

represent the scientific and vocational aspects of Forensic 

Pathologists. 

(m) British Academy of Forensic Sciences (B.A.F.S.), Established 1959, 

Xembership 5'75. Its objectives are to encourage the study, improve 

the practice and advance the knowledge of legal medicine and 

forensic science. 

(n) Association of British Forensic Specialists (A.B.F.S.). Neither 

membership information nor the year of establishment is available. 

Correspondence can be conducted only via a Post Office Box Number. 

(:Kembership includes Detectives). 

(0) Forensic Science Society (F.S.S.>, Established 1959, has 900 

individual members, 45 member firms and 1,000 affiliates. This 

society conducts examinations and publishes various monographs. 
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(p) Association of PoHce Surgeons (A. P. S. ) J Establishf~d 1951, has 680 

:lIIembers. Its objectives are the advance:ment in :medico-legal 

knowledge in all its aspects as applied to the work of Pollee 

Surgeons. 

(q) J(edieo-legal Society 01:. L. S.) I Established 1901, Xembership 650. 

Ob.jectives are the promotion of :medico-legal knowledge, the holding 

of :meetings and the publication of a .journal. 

THE DEATH INDUSTRY: A St::J:-uctu::J:-al 
Co~position of Associated 
Se g::rne n t s (7) 

EXAMINATION 
BODIES 

NAFD 
BIFD 
BIE 
CFSMA 
IBCA 

TRADE 
UNIONS 

FTAT 
USOAW 
rawu 
UCATT 
NUPE 
GMBATU 

TRADE 
ASSOC I A Tl ONS 

eSSB 
FBCA 
PCA 
NAMM 
FFMA 

EXPLANATORY COMMENTS 

FORENSIC 
BODIES 

BAFH 
BAFS 
ABFS 
FSS 
APS 
MLS 

ANCILLARY 
INTERESTS 

POLICE 
CORONER 
CLERGY 
REGISTRAR 
(of deaths) 
MEDICAL 
(other than 
Forensic) 
VOLIJNTARY 
ASSOCIATIONS 

(a) The full na:mes of the appropriate bodies and their :membership are 

stated on pages 17 to 20 in tUs Chapter. 
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(b) J(embership \dll in some cases consist of owners (for example 

:Funeral Directors), employees (including those who are :!(anagers), 

qualifiedLneople (members of Learned Societies), trades people (as 

for example Xaster :!(asons) and organisations supplying a service 

(Local Authorities and Private Cremation Undertakings included). 

(c) Although approximate or estimated membership of each body is given 

in the chapter, totals are difficult to establish. For example: 

if the Funeral Service consists of 7,000 full-time and 5,000 part

time employees (see page 6), this will not include those working 

within Cemeteries and Crematoria, :mayor may not include trade 

union members, some self-employed, or managers. 

(d) As far as examination bodies are concerned, the CFSJ(A is an In

house organisation but will accept those with other of the above 

listed qualifications into membership once a member has obtained 

employment in the funeral service of the Society. Equally, the 

BIFD will accept the qualification of the NAFD and BIE for 

membership. 

(e) Neither the Department of Employment nor the Office of Population 

Censuses and Surveys could supply a figure of the total number of 

people employed in this Industry. 
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HEFEREN-CES Chapter III 

1. Correspondence with the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys 
concerning total numbers of economically active Forensic 
Pathologists, Funeral Directors, Embalmers and Grave Diggers, 18th 
February, 1988. 

2 Hodgson Holdings pIc, Corporate Review 1988. 

3. T. Cribb & Sons, Funeral Directors and Carriage hsters <Intervlew 
with two Directors, August, 1988). 

4. I acknowledge here the valuable help through exchange of 
correspondence and an interview with ltr. D. R. Coates, Trade 
OrganiseI' of the Furniture, Timber and Allied Trades Union, during 
the perlod :Karch - September, 1988. 

5. Information from ltr. Broadest (Supterintendent and Registrar, 
Envlronmental Health Department, Cemeteries and Crematorium 
Sectloll, City of Norwich) and Mr. Xoulden. Outside Supervisor, 
Golders Green Crematorium. 

6. 1987 Report from the Federation of British Cremation Authorlties, 
Page 2. 

'7. I visited, contacted by telephone or have been in correspondence 
with: 

(a) National Association of Funeral Directors 
(b) British Instltute of Embalmers 
(c) Co--operative Funeral Servlce 
(d) Brltish Institute of Funeral Dlrectors 
(e) Furniture, Timber and Allied Trades Union 
(f) NatioD~1 Union of Public Employees 
(g) General, M:unicipal, Boilermakers and Allied Trades Union 
(h) Department of Employment Census Statistics 
(i) Brltish Association of Forensic Xedicine 

to obtain lnformation about the Industry In general and the various 
segments in partlcular. 
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Undertakers (Funeral DlrectOl's) -
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A Case of Social Displacement 

The Funeral Prof<3ssion :i.n Transition -
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CHAPTER IV: THE DEATH SYSTEM IN 
OPERATION 
Sig~i£ica~t Occupatio~s i~ Focus 

Under-takers. E:rnbal:rne:r.-s. 
Gravediggers (So:rne I~troductory 
CODllne~ts i ~ COJ:"l.text) 

These brief notes relate to the different ways one can look at these 

occupations. From a sociological viewpoint, one would be interested in 

the reasons for entry into these occupations, occupational 

socialisation and the shaping of identities. One may find an 

occupational ideology transmitted mainly through a professional! 

occupational body or association. Status and prestige and how these 

might be measured are matters of interest, as is the structure of the 

industry to which the occupation or profession belongs. Shared 

subjective feelings and attitudes of incumbents in work for an employer 

as well as working conditions need to be looked at, which is connected 

wi th the degree of lllIi.lmbershi p of an interest group or trade union. 

Other areas of interest might be the state of the labour market and the 

econonrrc, legal and social factors that make for exclusion or 

discrimination. Occupations studied in this thesis are to a large 

degree service occupations with a very limited possibility of 

occupational mobility upwards but the use and change in technology may 

affect at least two of these occupations. Role sets and role 

relationships in the course of work, ethics, argot, marketing the 

services provided, whether the profession/occupation is declining or 

expanding and the degree to which it faces competition are of some 
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significance (for example burial versus cremation). Occupational 

histories and personal biographies would also interest an occupational 

sociologist. Training for the work is to an extent related to 

occupational socialisation and the shaping of occupational values. 

Whether self-employed or work for an employer, there may be influences 

on the relationship with family and community. Customs and existing 

cultural contamination as possible conflict situations and dangers are 

of interest. as will also be occupational/professional self-images and 

general societal images. A profession or occupation always wishes to 

become more powerful and influential. , It does this as a pressure group 

or by being represented in Parliament by spokesmen/women of its 

interests. Thus, the question of politics cannot be excluded. Of 

further interest is the development of the sophistication of the work 

process and practices; that is the changes of tools and materials used 

and ways they are used to do the work. 

Xost of the researches of particular professions or occupations manage 

to focus on some key variables as it would require monumental resources 

to focus on alL This will also be the caSH in my discussion of the 

three occupations, currently being subject to investigation. One of 

the key variables must clearly relate to any problems and questions the 

occupation or profession faces: have demands for such services changHd 

over time; arH Hthnic and gender ratios subject to criticism; are 

workers performing in isolation; are there intra-status variations; 

where is the locus of control or of power, and control of the work 

ratHj how important is manual dexterity; is special aptitude needed 

to perform the work; what psychological state is desirable to work tn 
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death occupations/professions; is the age of the worker of 

significance; from what sections of the available population segment 

is recruitment most congenial; how stable is the workforce in that 

occupation and what is its trade union membership; is there evidence 

of absenteeism or suicide relatable to the nature of the work; what 

influence has death work on the family of the incumbent; does the 

title or designation of the occupation strongly influence its public 

image; are the working conditions morbific? Xost of the variables in 

this paragraph have not already been indicated in the opening one and 

are by no means all the ones one could look into, or exhaust the ways 

of looking at an occupation. 

There are, of course, larger, more substantive theoretical questions to 

be reflected upon which are not likely to appear in the examination 

papers of those who study for membership of the undertaker or embalmer 

profession/occupation. Some of these revolve around <what Philippe 

Aries(1) has called) "Tamed Death", referring to the synchronic aspects 

and changes of attitudes towards death; the diachrony which modify 

a-chronic attitudes and what such changes mean in a historical context; 

what contemporary society's death attitudes are seen to be within the 

reflections of the cult of cemeteries and tombs, and what Aries means 

by his reference to the interdict laid upon death by industrialized 

societies. The very nature of death attitudes would have one delve into 

questions of death denial, and the fear of death from which no one is 

immune, or put into the words of WilliQJl1 James( 2). "the wornt at the 

core" of man's pretensions to happiness. 
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We shall in this chapter concentrate on the focal occupations in the 

death system, namely the Undertaker or Funeral Dj~rector. 

UI1dertakers <Funeral Dlrectors> 

E~olutlon and Perspectl~es. 

How did undertakers emerge? The Officers of the College of Arms played 

a central role in the organisation of funerals for socially ranked 

people, mainly at the instigation of the Tudor monarchy. Heraldic 

regulations in ceremonies were strictly observed (size of hearse and 

exact number of mourners are examples) which in the opinion of Ro~ 

Strong (1977)<3) played a part in maintaining stabHity and social 

order. However, the influence of the College of Arms declined and the 

steady erosion of the herald's monopoly by the 'private undertakers' 

could not be halted. Over the centuries, the growing expense of the 

ceremonies, the inefficiency of their organisation by the officers and 

the political instability of the tin~ had a lot to do with the decline. 

Thus, in Victorian times, death and grief, far from having the 

psychological support claimed for it, had become a bonanza of 

commercial exploitation. The elaborate funerary and mourning rituals 

were more an assertion of status than a means of assuaging sorrow, a 

display of conspicuous consumption rather than an exercise of grief 

therapy. from which the chief beneficiary was more likely to be the 

undertaker than the bereaved. It has been suggested that both, in its 

extravagance and its ineffectiveness, the English way of death in the 

19th Century may most plausibly be seen as the direct precursor of the 

An~rican way of death in the 20th. The t~reaved were pestered by 
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undertakers whose main purpose was to make money. Yards of crepe for 

lliDu:rning etiquette made fortunes for firms like Courtaulds. Who could 

afford such ob-sesslve paraphernalia as mourning pin cushioIis, :mourning 

brooches, mourning aprons, mourning lockets, mourning necklaces, 

mourning earrings, :mourning parasols, mourning handkerchiefs and even a 

mourning bathing costume? This caused :more of financial anxiety to the 

bereaved than it offered emotional solace. <Cunnington and Lucas, 

1964)(4). A number of occupations, like carpenters and such 

gravediggers as owned carts and horses, converted to undertakers and 

the skills associated with the manipulation and removal of the dead 

became a profession, 

(1974)(5) has some interesting observations to nake in context. 

Death denial became even more obvious when it emerged as an object of 

commerce and of profit. It is not so easy to sell something which has 

no value because it is too faoo_liar and common, or something which is 

frightening, horrible or painful. In order to sell death. it has to be 

made friendly. Aries assu:mes that funeral directors (a new name for 

undertakers since 1885) would not have met with success if publ:i.c 

opinion had not co-operated. ThE!y presented themselves not simply as 

sellers of GervJces, but as 'doctors of grief' who have a mission - as 

do doctors and priestsj and this mission from the beginninl~ of this 

century was and is aiding the mourning survivors to return to normalcy. 

The new funeral cUrector <having llOW replaced the simple undertaker) is 

a grief doctor, 'an expert at returning the abnormal minds to norIIal :in 

the shortest possible time'. They are 'members of an exalted, almost 

sacred calling'. CKitford. 1980)<6). 
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Jow we know the ambivalent ethics - grief doctors or profiteers, or 

both. We also know a little about its history and how undertaking 

became a profession. Some brief factual information is also now to 

hand. According to the 1981 Census, funeral directors are classified 

in occupatonal group 0'15.4, operational group 163, as Undertakers. The 

10% sample of economically active persons is 415. Related occupational 

ti tIes are designated in a subsample of service workers (165) I 

including disinfector mortician, funeral assistant <performing all 

aspects of funeral work and driving) and undertakers' assistant 

(assisting in a general way). In this country, the professional body 

is the National Association of Funeral Directors, requiring for 

membership an entrance examination (consisting of an interview and 

inspection of premises), and study for a diploma. other bodies 

catering for burial and cremation, cemetery administration and 

embalming also exist. America has eleven different associations for 

funeral directors alone. It will be clear that high-status bodies of 

this kind can influence greatly the way in which the living look upon 

the dead. 

Funeral directing has not only been studied historically, economically, 

ethically, operationally and organisationally. and satirically but can 

also be studied semiotically. The drama of the act, with codes, signs 

and symbols in a mortician's work - the cosmetic code. the clothing 

code, the restoration code or posing code of the corpse, all 

communicated dramaturgically to the mourners, who are being charged 

extra for thick carpets, draperies, floral arrangements and organ 

music, There are views in favour of the sales method; of course. 
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](atters can get very complex when there is competition. In France, for 

example, grieving families have been turned back at the cemetery gates 

by police and council employees because they bought coffins from a 

rival entrepreneur who was not an authorized undertaker. Under French 

law only one licence is granted by the local authority for each town 

and competition between undertakers is strictly forbidden. The coffin 

seller in this case challenged this monopoly. See also reference (44). 

The Fu~eral D~rector 
Soc~al D~splace~e~t 

A Case of 

The job of this profession is to transform dead bodies into living 

memory. In the process of doing so, there is a tendency to beautify 

death in the interests of commercial success and efficiency of 

organisation by the use of ceremonials and the provision of a host of 

funeral products. A Canadian Funeral Service Association has attempted 

a definition of the Funeral which has not pleased the Directors in 

Britain: "The funeral is an organtsed, purposeful time-limited, 

flexible, group-centred, response to death involving rites and 

ceremonies during which (or a part of which) the body of deceased is 

present". (FSJ. September, 1984, p. 415). Of course, the process of 

the funeral and the function of a funeral director can be described 

differently. In the words of Banton ~)(7), American funeral homes 

provide a chapel where mourners may watch a body, instead of having lt 

ln the domestic parlour or parish church. In this way (using 

undertakers' language), the ugliness of death is avoided, the corpse 

becomes a 'loved one', death becomes 'eternal rest'; buying a coffin 
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beco~s 'selecting a casket'. Testing [Jut casually what members of the 

public think about this occupation, revealed the following results: 

(a) Library Assistants in COllege: they just giggled - which is 

taken as a psychological reaction towards their image of what 

the job entails and its association with the event of death. 

(b) A Scottish friend in the Bursars Department of London 

University: They charge too much! 

(c) An Industrial Chaplain: In my kind of work, it is essential 

that I cultivate a relationship with the local Funeral 

Directors. 

(d) A Secretary/Typist: I keep as far away from them as I can 

until I really need one. 

(e) Computer Programmer: It is not as glamorous as space science 

or astronomy. They may be highly respected in some Rumanian 

Village, like Dracula. 

(f) Student: From what I have seen, they are all big, ageing, 

swarthy men, looking as dead as the corpses they are burying. 

Not a career for me. 

(g) An Accountant: I really don't want to think about it. I don't 

want to be reminded of death. 
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(h) History Teacher: I have had no contact Witll a funeral director 

since my parents died< I am now 60 years old and prefer 

putting death out of my thoughts. 

(i) A Housewife: They are respectable, but I don't know any 

personally. 

So far, the public image would appear to make this a flawed, if not 

stigmatized, profession. However, images may often manipulate the 

truth and there is a need to probe further. £..elletier (198'7) (8) 

describes a situation in her novel when Headmaster and Undertaker meet: 

" ..... Ed and N"arvin Senior shook hands stiffly. As if their 

arms had no joints. As if they were tin soldiers. Xarvin felt 

quite superior to Ed. After all, Ed was a man with a great 

deal of education, yet he was destined to exist within a 

principal's salary and answer to the whims of a semi-literate 

school board while Xarvin, a college dropout, sat at the head 

of his own business. Ed, on the other hand felt smug around 

}(arvin, who was after all an undertaker .....••. 

Textbook writers may also have distorted images in generalised 

offerings. In his discussion of work structures, Tony--'latson (1981) (8) 

quite rightly explains that an incumbent may identify either with the 

work tasks themselves or proudly announce to friends and the world the 

name of the organisation helshe works for. The previous chapter shows 

that the 'big four' in the funeral services market make an impact 
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through publicising corporate reviews, annual reports, speakers at 

conferences, or may even receive honours at the Palace, The profession 

will therefore not be highly pleased to find Watson grouping 

undertakers together with drug peddlers and prostitutes (page 146), He 

gives credence to the view that there is a kind of public stigma 

attached to it and that those in this work are seen by others as 

somewhat peculiar; or in some way deviant. This label fits better than 

the categorisation with dope peddlers and prostitutes although it is 

not clear whether Watson refers to the character of the person (who 

perhaps does not carry out the task in the manner in which it should 

be), or whether he means that the task should not be performed at all, 

Either way, this placement does not accord the Funeral Director the 

location in society in which he may objectively be seen today. 

Some lIlOre formal attempts to categorise this occupation have not fared 

:much better. On recent evidence fro:m the Statistics Division of the 

Department of Employment, the reference to Funeral Directors under 

• Other Personal Services', is to group him together with "Kusical 

Instrument Tuning and Marriage Bureaux. The Census people have now 

given the occupation an identity, although the subsa:mple in the 1981 

Census includes the gradings of Funeral Director, Undertaker, Assistant 

Funeral Director, Funeral Service Manager, Company Director, Director 

and :Masonry Manager. A funeral director mayor may not be a company 

director, which confuses the issue further. Also, undertaker and 

funeral director are one and the same occupation except that the former 

designation is no longer favoured by the profession. The funeral 

service manage!' would; of course, be entitled to call himself 'funeral 
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director' if he has obtained the NAFD Diploma. As this is not as yet a 

closed profession, even those practising without qualification will 

wish to be known as funeral directors. 

The best-known literary works on the undertaker are still Evelyn 

Vaug'his 'The Loved One'<lO) and Jessica Xitford's 'The American Vay of 

Death'(G), when it comes to either trivialising. satirizing, 

vulgarizing in the case of the former, or exposing the marketing 

methods in the case of the latter. In the briefest of terms as to story 

Hne, the first revolves around a young Englishman who has decided to 

abandon the career of script-writer for that of a pets' mortician to 

begin with. He is happy enough to cremate birds and animals with 

elaborate rituals in Californian graves by day and writing poetry at 

night. Failed writers drown their fading prestige in whiskies and a 

suicide of the Englishman's friend leads him to the far more gorgeous 

establishment known as Yhispering Glades, where human bodies are 

subjected to the most exquisite and recondite processes morticians' art 

can devise. Fifteen (or so) years later, Mitford has taken to 

exhaustively examining American funeral practices, which she finds to 

be neither an expression of religious belief nor the result of an 

unconscious public desire for elaborate grief therapy. She discovers 

the Industry to be the product of a highly competitive complex of 

vested interests, with each most anxious to get the largest possible 

share of custom and money to be had tn the burial market. The 

principal beneficiary 1s the funeral director, who takes possession of 

the cadaver and then soaks the relatives for the most expensive 

paraphernalia. Her v:iew :is on the difference between funeral and other 
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business in All~rica that the customer has to buy quickly and with 

li ttle experience, and also that the supply of corpses is limited. So, 

the expense of dying has to proliferate somehow <short of organised 

epidemics) to support the American undertaker in affluence. 

Howard Hodgsqn<ll) (Xanaging Director of one of the big trio of 

companies of British Funeral Directors) declared that the erstwhile 

image of the undertaker eating bat's ear sandwiches and sleeping in a 

coffin has now long gone (Conference, May. 1988)(12). However, 

problems in recruitment to the profession still exist. One son of a 

small firm of funeral directors was the laughing-stock in school when 

it was found out what his father did for a living <Raine, 1988)r.l3). 

As a direct consequence, the son no longer wanted to carryon the 

business. A good many young practitioners object to the stigma of 

being undertakers. They bemoan the lack of career prospects. They 

don't like having to work 24 hOllrs a day, 365 days a year, or not being 

kissed under the mistletoe (Waller, 1987)(14), A number of funeral 

directors have complained about the treatment they receive from the 

bereaved. Being at the most emotional intersection of life and death, 

helshe is of course vulnerable to human emotional response that can, at 

times, be very irrational. Examples abound. although the profession 

wants to be discreet about this. Xuch is still to be discovered about 

the ways in which death unleashes feelings of guilt, anger and jealousy 

among survivors. Not infrequently, these can be projected (with no 

gratification whatsoever) upon the funeral director to bear 

(FSJ, September, 198.4)(15). 
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A table at the end of this chapter will su:mmarize the stigma indicators 

so far- discussed. It is now proposed to deal with this occupation at 

two levels: firstly; to construct a wi.der; socia-economic review of 

the Funeral Director's changing position in society; and secondly, to 

show by means of case studies, how these 'doctors of grief' perceive 

their role themselves at the present time. 

The Funeral 
Trans~t~on 

Nostalg~a. 

Pro£ess~on ~n 

Opportun~s~ versus 

We encountered .Mr. Hodgson of Hodgson Holdings in the previous chapter. 

He likes the idea of absorbing his rivals. As has been shown, his 

company continues wtth this policy, which makes it the second largest 

in the UK of the big three quoted on the Unlisted Securities .Market and 

second only to the Co-operative Funeral Service. The stock market is 

said to be fascinated by the enigma of death and the shares react to 

this even though :mortality rates will not be increasing until perhaps 

the end of the nexi; century. Against this trend, profitability has 

been highly satisfactory, so that death for the largest companies of 

funeral directors is not in terminal decline. There are still hundreds 

of sma.ll undertakers spread throughout the country doing no :more than 

six funerals per week. Their overheads are mounting, with fridges, 

hearses, chapels and embalming rooms to maintain, to say nothing of 

pall-bearers and other staff. Hodgson argues that these overheads 

(£200,000 or so) cannot be covered by the income from 300 funerals per 

year, which makes this industry ripe for rationalisation. Very 

quickly, one of the big 'spiders' (a term used by one of the small, 
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nostalgic directors) will come along to draw thH strugglers into his 

net. Everything infra-structural is already there, and whatever is 

surplus is shut down or sold. In this way, fixed costs are slashed and 

cheaper funerals offered, in the short run at least. 

According to the Investors Chronicle (15.5.87), if nEasured by average 

weekly earnings since the end of World War II, the cost of a funeral 

has dropped from nine to three times the average weekly wage. Yet, the 

small, traditional funeral director does not believe in change. 

Rodgson abhors the unctuous manner of these traditionalists and would 

be mortified by this attitude if he were a shareholder (Waller, 1987). 

If the average cost of a funeral net of disbursements is 1..350, a small 

director must conduct at least 570 funerals annually just to break 

even. Kost of the small-fry can do only 250 to 300 in a year. The way 

out for the small undertaker is obvious. The managing director of the 

Great Southern Group puts it delicately: " ..... we offer them a full 

career structure and the sort of horizons not normally available in our 

line of business", Hodgson, always the blunt one, wonders why funeral 

directors should want to appear like blushing virgins. He readily 

approaches people, Quite unlike the traditional undertaker, with his 

long hair, dark glasses, double-breasted suit and cheerful patter, he 

resembles more an insurance salesman, which in fact he was, befoTe 

taking over his father's business in the West Xidlands. The Sunday 

Times labelled him Mr. Death and some members of the funeral profession 

describe him as an 'outrageous upstart'. 

15.5.87) . 
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Whilst the Co-operative Funeral People keep a lower profile, Hodgson is 

seen as the boldest on the acquisition trai.l, but the leaders of Kenyon 

~cllri ties' 1 G) and the Great Southern Group' 17) are not far behind. 

Indeed (joked Field, managing director of the latter). short of a 

conspiracy with the tobacco companies (one of which once tried a 

takeover bid for the GSG), the progress of modern :medicine will go on. 

Given the limitation of organic growth of the market, it is the growth 

by acquisition which has the City in elation. All the spokes-persons 

of the big companies preach on the preservation of customs and culture: 

local peculiarities must be left intact; the continuation of trading 

under the old family name will then not disturb the sensitivities of 

the grief-stricken client; how much of a mistake it would be to go 

down the American way of death, and how significant the funeral 

ceremony is in the grieving process. All well and good so long as 

there are more takeovers to be had. In view of the possibility of a 

fairly accurate statistical prediction and the certainty of the event 

of death, long-term performance of these large companies is likely to 

remain stable in the foreseeable future. 

Ghastly 
Profits 

Sidelines Variable 
but Enhanced Prestige. 

The case studies to follow will reveal in more subjective terms how the 

professon has adjusted to the unchanging routines. For the big three, 

the excttement resides in the takeovers. Of the estimated 25% family 

businesses still left to be persuaded, probably 10% may never concede. 

They value their independence too much and managed to get their 
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children to carryon the family na1.lle. In about four to five years, the 

rationalisation process will be complete and the oligopolists will have 

to fin.d pastures new. As the previous chapter has show11 , 

di versification is the key - extended cHrmt services: pre-paid 

funerals, insurance and financial services, and ancillary trading, sllch 

as owning and managing crematoria, cHmeteries and an Hmbalming school. 

The Great Southern has also an intHrest in chHmicals, which thH 

thriving cosmetic and embalming industry uses. Whilst Hodgson, the 

:most highly successful expander of late may be too preoccupied with 

takeovers, the other two have must interesting sidelines. The GSG 

specialises in exhumation. A separate company, under the name of 

London Necropolis Ltd., specialises in removing the remains of human 

bodies dug up on construction sites and elsewhere, or when old 

cemeteries are converted into building land. An emergency squad exists 

to be rushed wherever needed and the removal is done in a manner which 

will not offend Civil or Ecclesiastical Law. In year 1985, 35,000 

bodies were exhumed, which is :more than this company buried in that 

year. (The GSG performed 22,640 cremations and 516 burials in 1985, 

which accounted for 20% of the turnover). <Investors ChroIliclfu-~ 

1.9.81.) (14). 

Kenyon Securities pIc, is the smallest, oldest and least acquisitive of 

the trio. This company has a number of subsidiaries specialising in 

Air Transportation, Xonumental Xasonry and Coffin Xanufacturing as well 

as an interest in Crematoria. But its mastery, much more so than a 

sideline, is the expertise in Disaster Xanagement. A special 

subsidiary, Kenyon Emergency Services Ltd.; exists for this purpose. 
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The variability of this kind of business will be appreciated. There 

are no turnover figures disclosed for this activity, but Kenyans are 

the acknowledged leader in this field. The Annual Report for 1988 

gives information about geographical market interests in the ltiddle 

East and North Africa, the Americas, Asia and Australasia, the West 

Indies, as well as the rest of Europe, There are links with the 

dominant French undertaking company, Pompes Funebres Generales, who now 

hold a 29% stake in Kenyon SecuriUes. PFG is itself controlled to the 

extent of 52% by Lyonnaise des Eaux, which is a private water 

distribution group already owning undertaker interests in Belgium, 

Switzerland and North Africa, and more recently Singapore, where it 

acquired a 35% stake in an undertakers' group by the name of Singapore 

Casket. At this time, the UK funeral market is attractive, partly 

because there are more funerals than in France, and partly because 

profit margins are higher. But this advantage may not last since 

already there has been a 5'% drop of deaths in this country since 1986. 

(Financial Times, June, 1988)(18), It may be mentioned that Hodgson 

Holdings also is beginning to develop extra-national interests by the 

establishment of an association with the Service Corporation 

International, a large American undertaking concern. Kenyans are best 

known and appreciated for their expertise in disaster management. How 

this is organised will be explained later. It may be stated now that 

this company has been involved with the recent Zeebrugge ferry 

disaster, the King's Cross Station Fire and the Piper Alpha exploston 

off Aberdeen. This ktnd of activity ts a service of the highest order, 

gruesome as it may be, and a fragmentatton of small undertakers would 

not be able to cope wtth it. Ancillary to this work, Kenyon has also a 
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booming repatriation business. This involves bringing people back who 

are either ill, have met with an accident whilst temporarily away from 

home, or are retirees abroad who desired to be buried or cremated in 

the U.K. 

Der-i"Vatives of stig:ma. and 
~-=Ciun.ter-vai 1 ing Il:'"l.:eluel:l.ces 

At this stage, I should like to present some pre-case data conclusions. 

Various nuances of stigJll,'ittization have become discernible from the 

analysis of this occupation thus far: 

(a) HistL-:>rical DiscriTIiin.ation(19~. The 

new trade of coffin maker towards the late 17th Century offHn~d 

to supply, in competition wIth the (then) herald's role of 

:monopolising the lIarshalling of funeral ceremonials, as a part 

of his servicRs, all the necessary accoutrements for the 

funeral event. This encroachment of and interference with 

their 200-year old self-declared undisputed right by this new 

breed of 'undertaker', attracted for his like not only the 

label of 'cold cooks' who 'intermeddled' with the proper 

conduct of funerals, but also a threat of legal action on the 

grounds that it was contrary to the laws of Arms and the CommDn 

Laws of Great Britain. 

(b) Litera:r"y In.terpretations Gat.hJ'-

fulletier's earlier example of interaction when school 
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headmaster and undertaker meet can be supplemented by another 

frOID the writings of Charles DickensC20
), where he illustrates 

how in the 19th Century funerals were sold. 

" ..... Hearse and four, Siri" says he. "No, a pair will be 

sufficient", "I beg your pardon, Sir, but when we buried Xr. 

Grundy at number twenty. there were four on'em, Sir; I think 

it right to mention it". "Well perhaps there had better be 

four". NThank you, Sir. Two coaches and four, Sir, shall we 

say?" !tHo, coaches and pairN. "You'll excuse my :mentioning 

it, Sir, but pairs to the coaches and four to the hearse would 

have a singular appearance to the neighbours .. , ..... "Well, say 

four!" "Thank you, Sir. Feathers of course?" "No, no 

feathers. They're absurd", "Very good, Sir. No feathers?" 

"Ji'o", "Very good, Sir. We can do four without feathers, Sir, 

but it's what we never do. When we buried Xr. Grundy, there was 

feathers, and - I only throw it out, Sir - Xrs. Grundy might 

think it strange." "Very well! Feathers'" "Thank you, Sir". 

(c) Biased A-ttri butional 
For:m,u latj_oYl.s OX' Professional is:rn 

Discussing the sequence of chronological stages through which 

an occupation passes in the process of professionalisation, 

Wilensky looked at the history and development of eighteen 

occupations and from his findings suggested a fourfold 
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classification: established professions, professions in 

process (the marginal), new professions, and doubtful ones. 

The first included qualified accountants, architects, civil 

engineers, dentists, lawyers and doctors. Into the second 

category he put librarianship, nursing, optometry, pharmacy, 

school teaching, social work and veterinary medicine. The 

third included city management, city planning, and hospital 

ad:ministrat:i.on. But occupations placed into the fourth 

category included advertising and funeral direction. 

(WIlensky, 1964) (21). GapLow evolved a si:milar sequence in the 

I life history' of work groups in which he lncludes name-

changing as a part of the process to change the occupational 

image. Among other examples, he points to the change from 

undertaker to mortlcian as an attempt at a more scientific 

status (Caplow, 196~)(:22). Additionally, Watson's 

interpretation (on page 9 of this chapter) of the undertaker as 

a somewhat peculiar and in some way deviant specimen, who could 

conveniently be grouped together with dope peddlers and 

prostitutes, is a further case in point. 

(d) Inappropriate Official 
CJ_assi::i:" i Col. t:1. a-ns. 

The Office of Eopulation Censuses and Surveys(:23) still uses 

the designation of 'undertaker'. as well as assigning oth(~r and 

(sub) groupings, such as funeral director, assistant funeral 

din'!ctor, funeral service manager, director and company 
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director. All these titles are grouped together with 'masonry 

manager'. There is also a sub-sample under a different 

grouping, listing together the undertakers' assistants 

(general), funeral directors' assistants (drivers, coffin 

preparers), funeral assistants (doing all aspects of funeral 

work), post mortem technicians, mortuary technicians and 

disinfector mortician. Thus, the Standard Industrial 

Classification used in the Census does not identify the 

occupation clearly and individually. Jhe Statistical Division 

of the De~nt of Employment(24) under its Census of 

Employment relates employees in employment to industries as a 

whole without any occupational breakdown, nor includes self---

employed persons. Hence, Funeral Directors are grouped under 

personal services not elsewhere specified, and listed together 

with photographic studios, musical instrument tuners, marriage 

bureaux and cemeteries. (Correspondence with OPEC, February, 

1988, and EOE, September, 1988), These official 

classifications clearly debase the status of this occupation 

and deprive it of its identity. 

(e) Pro3ectj_on:s; of Bla:m.e and Guil-t. 
upon the Funeral Director. 

The bereaved may frequently employ certain defence mechanisms 

which distort or deny reality. Essentially, the individual 

employs these defences to protect himself from the recognitiion 

that he has motives whiGh are 'undesirable' or to resolve 
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internal conflicts and frustrations. In the case of 

projection, he attributes to others those motives and forms of 

behaviour which the individual unconsciously recog~ises as 

undesirable in himself. In one of my recent interviews, a 

funeral director complainted about 'the ingratitude you 

sometimes get ..... the public criticise but don't want to know 

about our real work ..... how it is done ..... they don't want to 

see the rehearsal, only the finished product' . (Senior 

Director of T. Cribb & Sans, Interview. August, 19l1ll) (26). As 

the initial interview with the bereaved proceeds, the funeral 

director glimpses the tensions, the guilt, the anger, the unity 

or disunity present in every famJly, together with the joys and 

disappointments of the past, and so often the fear of 

loneliness in the future. (Joint :Managing Director, Deric

Scott Funeral Home, speaking at the HAFD Conference, 

Xay,19BB)<2G). An interview with the Receptionist of a locaL 

Branch of funeral directors(27) <whose confidence must be 

preserved) disclosed what the bereaved say and do. When they 

come into contact with the funeral director, they feel death is 

catching; they also blame him for taking away the 'loved one', 

or burn the body to dusti lack of trust - insisting on seeing 

the corpse in case it 1s not their kin; guilt in the choice of 

a cheaper coffin and then blaming the funeral director for a 

service in terms of 'goods'. The funeral director seems to 

have come to terms with 'being an emotional sponge ..... perhaps 

it is not completely irrational for anger to be felt against 

him simply because nobody wants to have to meet him 
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professionally"" " <Director, Leverton & Sons, Ltd.! 

Interview, July, 1988)<2.00, 

<f) Ru:rnoured I:nfri:nge:rne:ntE:> of 
Ethical Behaviour 

Images relating to this occupation are influenced by 

'grapevine' stories, professional journal and press reports, as 

some of the examples will show: storing the meat of the local 

butcher in the mortuary cold-room (mentioned to me recently by 

an estate agent, who could not recall the date of the press 

report); changing andlor re-using coffins (as told to 1lte 

recently by a minicab driver); embalming without permission, 

in Funeral Industry Practices, 19'15, Federal Trade Commission, 

USA<2~''<); paying a commission to hospital staff for a tip off 

that bodies are available, as advised by a hospital porter; 

report in the Hew York Times (January 12, 19'15) (30) of a 

satirical look at how kinless bodies are claimed by the 

undertaker agents, who collect part of the burial allowance 

allocated for the poor, other examples from the trade press 

(mostly American) include: refusing to release a body to a 

family member; 'requiring' a casket for imntediate cremation; 

over-charging for services performed by a third party; 

ignoring the cultural andlor religious requirements of ethnic 

clients; including in the charges items the customer does not 

select; over--charging in funeral homes for obituary notices, 

flowers, cremation services supplied by others. It should be 
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said that hard evidence is difficult to come by, at least as 

far as this country is concerned. 'There are always a few 

rotten apples in the barrel', is mainly the response from 

professional members in America. 

<g) En..cr'oachi n..g u pan.. the 
of other Profession..s 
Occupation..s 

Terrj_ tor'y 
an..d 

This can affect Doctors, the Clergy, Embalmers and Social 

Workers who also have vested interests in death. As far as the 

medical profession is concerned, funeral directors get upset 

about the state of a body when it is delivered from the 

pathologist and their embalmers have to transform the cadaver 

(or its parts) into an acceptable state to the bereaved viewer. 

Tension is frequently caused also when funeral arrangements are 

suspended until the medical examination of the coroner or 

medical examiner is completed. Apart from a police 

investigation of sudden death, there is also the question of a 

continuing danger through the newer infectious diseases such as 

AIDS or Legionnaire's disease, where the physician cannot be 

expected to certify deaths in a routine manner. Funeral 

directors and embalmers become extremely exasperated when they 

are refused information on the cause of death. Grief therapy 

has not yet been assigned as the specific province of anyone 

profession. The funeral director sees himself as best 

qualified to administer it, but so do the clergy, social 

workers and members of such voluntary bodies as CRUSE 
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(concerned with widows) and the Foundation for the Study of 

Infant Deaths. There is also an international organisation 

known as 'The Compassionate Friends@, Cremation workers often 

officiate or assist at services, although not actually 

religious ministers. The Amerlcan Sociologist Robert Fulton 

(1965)(31) researched clergymen and funeral directors in the 

context of role conflict and found (alas from only a 35% 

response) the clergy most critical of the funeral director for 

usurping the 'Church's commands of the funeral ceremony'. In 

this country, tentative suggstions have been made in articles 

<Funeral Service Journals, 1984)<32) that funeral directors 

could be of help in the administering services. Finally, as 

far as embalmers are concerned, there has been an attempt by at 

least one of the large operators to implement a division of 

labour, where bodies on a conveyor belt system are cosmetised 

in stages by more than one single embalmer. This kind of work 

fragmentation will be discussed in greater detail in the 

chapter dealing with embalmers. 

(h) Public Apprehension of Death 
and the Core Participants in 
the Dea-th Syste:m. 

Fulton (19'76)(:33) explains that death is now seen as less 

divine. It has shifted in meaning to a mare secular 

conception. It is part of this world, the final part and 

nothing mare. Without a sacred meaning to neutralize its evil, 

death has become almost 'dtrty', not fit for pDlite sDciety. 
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According to Feifel (959)(34), we react by trying- to avoid 

death and the dying by trying to deny its existence. One of 

the mechanisms of avoidance of handling the dead has been to 

pass this task to the funeral director who, as erstwhile 

undertaker, helped the family in the preparation of the body. 

The growth of the funeral industry in this century has made it 

possible for people to more and more divest themselves of the 

unpleasant contact with the dead. Xy chapter II <p.78) has 

drawn attention to Posner's experience with a morgue attendant 

who managed corpses in a hospital, and whom people avoided on 

account of his work. Kastenbaum (981)(35) expresses the 

stigma even more succinctly: 

.0 ••• one funeral dtrector descrtbed (to him) the typical 

situation members of the trade must contend with: 'When I 

walk into a room, Death walks in with me. This is really 

how people react to me.' The fact that most of us find it 

diff:icul t to think of the funeral director as a normal and 

distinct indivJdual testifies to his or her embeddedness in 

the death system ..... 

)[y casual test of public reaction towards the funeral director 

yielded si.milar sentiments, although 1t should be pointed out 

that person to person relations, that is client in need and 

director, do not in that situation place the latter into a sub

caste of gloomy-demeanored 'dealers in death', The following 

case studies tend to support this view. 
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(i) The status of 
Quest i o:I-:Led. 

, PraIesE3i_ anal' 

In a more recent study of funeral directors, Smale (1985) (:3G), 

au Eng'lish sociological researcher, probed this occupation in 

SOIne depth. It appeared to him from conversations he had with 

many funeral workers, bereaved and mourners, that the 

undertakers are objects of curiosity and discomfort because 

they handle that which others consciously avoid. In reality, 

most directors do not cegularly handle the dead. That task is 

given to their employees and involves not only less skill, but 

forms only a small part of their work:, alas enough to I colour' 

the occupation as a whole. Given that the research was 

completed some three years ago and the structural changes that 

occurred since then, he felt that fun~}ral directocs have 

convinced the public that they are essential for the production 

of a funeral <in his view a totally false claim) and that. as a 

consequence, they have the right to clai.m a substanti.ally 

higher status than they receive at present. He goes on to 

describe their shop-like premises, inflated cost of funerals, 

uniforms suggesting a claim to formal authority and attitudes 

expressing paternalistic control. Smale accuses them also of 

poaching from other occupati.ons to gai.n entrepreneurial control 

over the entire funeral ceremony. But most penetrating of all 

is his criticism with regard to the application of skill: 

I ••••• funeral work does not require a store of unusual 

knowledge, nor analytic skills of any magnitude, wllilst it does 
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necessitate body-handling of a basically w.nual character; 

funeral directors seek to control the large proportion of 

'hand' work involved in emphasising the counselling and 

directing component, and to exclude ather occupations by 

'taking-an' all the official requirements attending to death'. 

Same of this crt ticism is entirely valid. On the ather hand, 

the shape of the funeral market. through its centralisation of 

policy and so, largely, the replacement of entrepreneurial by 

corporate control (as shawn earli.er in this chapter). has for 

the time being altered the economic situation of the industry. 

its scale of operations, its application of direct skills and 

to a certain extent the status and social responsibility" it 

exercises in a w.cro sense. I say "for the time being" to 

allow for the nat entirely unrealistic prediction that a 

structural reversal into small autonomous units in a few years 

is on the cards. (See previous chapter, page 5). But it is 

the present rather than the speculative future that is of 

concern and I hope to shaw in the discussion to fallow how the 

various strands of stigIIJB. considered above can be cDuntered by 

socially significant work practices on the part of the large 

operators and in case studies through their family history, 

their local goodwill, reputation or personalised servtce in 

client relationships, of the 'pygmies' (so-called sw.ller 

operators that still exist), I shall deal with the sw.ll 

undertakings first. 
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Fi"Ve CaE>e Prori.le::=;; o:E ·Varied S:ma.l =L 
F"uner~a]_ Ope~rator::=;;: 

~=:aB~ :1 LevertoIl and Sons; Ltd,! Funeral Directors since 1789. 

Conversation with the Senior Director, Xr. IvaI' 

Leverton (87) • 

This firm went to much trouble to trace its genealogy. John Leverton, 

the founder, died in April, 1843, aged 80 years. But the search, going 

back to 1523, before parish registers, found a Leverton (then Leveton) 

in tax: assessments in Dolton, Devon, in the same year Anne Boleyn 

entered the national scene. To trace the family through fourteen 

generations proved difficult, not least because the Vicar of Meeth 

decided to burn the records from his church belfry for fear of 

incendiary bombs, and also because of the error whereby all the Devon 

wills were left in Exeter Cathedral Close, to be dtsintegrated by a 

German bomb during the second World War. Ironically, a remaining index 

showed how many Leverton wills were destroyed since 154'7 and the 

surviving records afford an insight into individual characters and 

occupations linked with towns in which funerals took place. The 

traditional amalgam of joinery and coffin-making survived until the 

Levertons ceased to continue it in 1922. One certain John Hawkins, 

whose illustrated trade-card can still be found in the British l(useum, 

describes him as 'Upholder, Cabinet :Maker and Sworn Appraiser'. He 

'made and sold all sorts of Upholstery Goods and Furnished Funerals, 

PubHc or Private at Reasonable Rates'. This Hawkins was established 

in Mayfair, London, long· before John Leverton was born in Devon. 
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Hmlever, the two families were destined to operate for generations 

I'li thin a mile of each other before they became united by marriap;e in 

1909, 

This background information is made known to clients. It is more than 

just a sales point. It conveys history, tradition, values of 

reliab:Uity; serviCf~ and status in the local community and among peers. 

All the brothers Ivor, Basil, Keith, Clive and Frank - are either 

directOri:l, or associated with the firm in some other way. They wish to 

carryon the tradition and remain independent. They evidence a high 

degree of vocation and do not appear to suffer from the kind of 

ambivalence between funeral director and client described by Habenstein 

(1954) And Smale (1985). which proposes that the current popular 

aesthetic of death explanation makes for the alienation of the dead at 

the same time, At least not so with a stremu of Leverton's clients. 

This ambivalence concept will be further discussed in the conclusionfc:' 

to this chapter. Mitford's 'goods' nexus, so prevalent in America 

(1980) has also not been found to have a prominent place in their 

client relationships. There is no need to go into the minute details 

of changing locations and family history since 1789, to trace how John 

Leverton's dynasty evolved. "What seems of greater significance here is 

to show how, through the medium of the current senior director <Ivor) , 

family attitudes have transcended, if not to neutraltse, at least to 

counterbalance an existing stiglllr"l.. I sM.ll present what Mr. IvaI' had 

to say about his firm and the industry in answer to my questions from 

the recorded tape. 
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JIr. IvaI' Leverton: an the family history - I hav(~ dane lots of talks 

for the media. Five minutes ago, I have been an to the Observer 

}lagazine and have also had smnebody here from the Hendon Times who are 

doing an article. I keep an going back to our history, over and aver 

again. I myself didn't came straight into funerals or would have known 

more about horse funerals which we occasionally have dane. It's very 

expensive. I didn't come into the businHss straight from school but 

Joined Ilfy fathHr at the time of thH blitz. That was a big change for 

me personally. The ather big change was in cremation. I think we 

carried out about 9%, but at the end of the war it was 25% and now 

(August, 1988) it's almost 80%. Of course these are London figures, 

compared. with '70% in the country as a whale. In the country, it is 

differentj for onH thing, there is sentimentality. As you can see 

from our history, we were in Devan for centuries. If we WHre still 

there in the same village, I probably would mare likely end up in the 

family grave in the Churchyard, and it might be qu.ite a distance to the 

nearest Crematorium. This is so in a lot of places in the country, 

'i'Jhereas in Landon we have plenty of Crematoria to choose from. Another 

big change is the replacement of horses by limousines. To replace one 

would cost at least £30,000. In my adult life, I havHn't actually seHn 

the change from horse to cars, but I have seen the \'/hole of the change 

to cremation. As to symbols and customs, somE changHs occurred here 

also. About am:! third uf our funerals in Landon is by Cortege, where 

the hearse is followed by cars, which we supply unless some people want 

to go independently to meet us at thH CrHmatorium. That is the change 

from lIly younger d.ays when it was all Cortege and. every funeral was from 

the hOUSE-l to the cemetery. As to dress, there has beHn another great 
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change, I think mourning dress went out with the war. Speaking from 

memory, you see, it took 26 coupons for a man's suit and you only got 

24 per year, whereas before the war you would have bought a dark or 

black suit. Ken don't wear hats so much now; when they did, they used 

to raise them as the coffin went past. Obviously that has gone and 

motorists also are less considerate; I find it horrifying that a car 

will draw in and out of a funeral cortege, but they do. Policemen used 

to salute as we went past, but I think that is just a general comment 

on changing .IDorals in this country. Funerals abroad are entirely 

different and much more elaborate as well as much more expensive. We 

have the cheapest funerals in the world. Go to France, Belgium, Italy 

and you will find they cost very much more, but they are also much ~}re 

elaborate. They hardly have any cremations there. The coffin doesn't 

actually form a large percentage of the cost, it is fourth down the 

list. The first part, as with any other service, is manpower. In fact 

the four items come in pairs. The first two parts are manpower, to be 

fairly closely followed by overheads which are obviously proportionally 

large because we have people everywhere at all times. If you are going 

to make a will you make an appointment with a solicitor. You don't 

make an appointment to see a funt:~ral director and we don't shut for 

lunch at any of our branches. Here in Hampstead it is only offices, 

but in every other place we have people Ii ving OVE-'lr the top, so that 

they can be contacted out of hours. All that makes it very expensive. 

Th.e average charge for a funeral has to cover about 40 hours of work. 

We average about 25 funerals a week and there are 25 people to be paid. 

So, that is 40 hours for each funeral, of course, you don't price it 

like you can in a factory. 
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Overall, there is one funeral per birth, but this can he mudl more 

irregular. I noticed just now four days running. we had 12 funerals 

total. They corrie in, oue, then nothing, then eleven and then nothing 

again. That's the sort of variation we have to cover. It cannot be 

done efficiently in the sense in which a factory uses the term. If 

people came to us by appointment and we carried out funerals when it 

suits us, we would need less people and there would be less costs. So 

that are the first two cost items. The next two are again a pair 

because transport cost is slightly above that of a coffin. The coffin 

is actually last. Now embalming. This is included in the manpower 

cost. Yes, I have thoughts on the changing social attitudes of death. 

}faybe, there is a new pattern emerginp;. Mourning is, of course, a part 

of that, There are quite a lot of people now, shall we say, 'keeping 

down with the Jones'j in other words, the people that would have had a 

more traditional funeral with a procession, now use their own cars 

hecause somebody down the road is doing the same. Yes, trad,i tions have 

changed ove.,!r the years! But there are other things by way of 

compassion, which we try to preserve. I mean, sometimes we will get an 

eighty year old lady, lost her husband, goes to the hospital, hangs 

about there, goes to the registrar too late, has to return there, so by 

the time she comes here, I would say I'm sorry I'm busy for five 

minutes, will you sit down and have a cup of tea. I would go next door 

and do nothing simply to g'ive her a chance to recover. It's the first 

humanity she often recEdves. You see, there are lots of people on 

their own, which is sad and affects all sorts of things, not only 

funerals. 
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Do some of the large companies dispense with som3 of the rituals 

because they become less compassionate or 1llDre business-like? No, I 

don't think any funeral director would look upon himself as anything 

but a servant of the client. But if they want burial or cremation, if 

they want six cars or none, it has nothing to do with me at all. I am 

just here to carry out their wishes. I don't think any funeral 

director would be different, it would be unprofessional to do more than 

that. Yes true, the very large companies are controlled from a head 

office, laying down policy for everybody. I am biased on this because 

we are a family concern and, well, we think we are better funeral 

directors than the bigger groups. We could be twice as big easily, but 

we never wanted to be. We could not keep control. There are four 

Levertons here and we have got personal control of what's going on. We 

know our staff and people come to us because of all that. So, if I say 

that I think ours is the right way to carry out funerals, I am 

obviously biased. In terms of size, we are one of the largest family 

businesses doIng' a hundred a month, whereas these others are carrytng 

out a thousand. We are nowhere in that category. But there has been 

quite a change, those that were larger than us have got larger sttIl. 

Yes, Hodgson, there is a bit in the 'Independent' about him. I've got 

it here on my desk and was just talki ng to my son about it. Th(~y are 

now going into insurance. I know Howard Hodgson, an amazing bloke, 

still very young. I know personally of one case whtch shows what they 

do. They go into an area, take over a business, try to work tt 

efficiently, use of manpower, use of vehicles, they put all the costs 

up immensely. I know, because they came to a place near USi they put 

the price up by ~150 a funeral. The manager there has now given in his 
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notice. They had one of our throwouts as Ii driver, but he has gone 

from there and I don't know what is going to happen, I wouldn't like 

to have any :money in Hodgsons, the way it is gOing. 

Xy rough-and·-ready guess in terms of a percentage of the market share 

of family businesses would be about 25%. Depends really what you ITean 

by family business. You would have to have some yardstick, say, three 

generations, otherwise any man starting on his own and his son joining 

him later, could be seen as a family busj.uess. But if we say three 

generations, and I am quite arbitrary about it, that type of family 

business would cover about a quarter, with all the big people about a 

half. Then there is another quarter, a sort of neither one or the 

other. Well, the Co-op. they are out on their own. Vi'hen I say the Co

op. I .mean it not as one organisation, but all the Co-op local funeral 

branches aTe together about another quarter. Kenyans, Hodgsons and the 

Great Southern are the largest next to the Co-op. They are a part of 

the Unlisted Securities market. That is why they get such publicity. 

I see Hodgsons is going on the full stock market next month. There 

are, as I say, still other large groups that are not public companies. 

Hodgson has acquired 43 new outlets in 1988 which are :mostly a pick-up 

of small businesses who haven't a family wanting to carry it on. 

Things are changing all the ti:mf:! and any statistics I give you are soon 

going to be out of date. What is more, Hodgson is well adva.nced in the 

acquit31 tion of a further 53 new outlets at the moment, so that I s almost 

100 this year. In fact, Hodgson made a bid. for Kenyans, so any figures 

I can give YOI1 now would be out of date before your thesis is finished. 
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Yes! I have been to the Eastbourne Conference too; of which the care of 

the dying and the bereaved was a part. I haw:! an idea CRUSE (the 

llational Organisation for the Widowed and their Children) are 

researching in bereavement care. Our association started thi:1se 

conferences. Colin Field, director of the Great Southern, is National 

President of the NAFD <National Association of Funeral Directors> this 

year. He is one of the big ones. lUke Kenyon was there as well and so 

was Hodgson. I think Hodgson Holdings had a stand there and invited 

people to come in and be bought up. You looked around the exhibition? 

We are one of the founders of the Camden Bereavement Project which has 

been going well, except for the funding. But we send our people to 

bereaved families to help them. In fact, our organiseI' has been 

seconded to look after the bereaved by the Kings Cross fire. These 

public disasters do put a stress on our business. In the ordinary way, 

police and ambulance people will deal with a few accidents and such, 

but they don't; come up against the scale of disaster. I came in with 

my father during the blitz. I sort of started off at the deep end with 

bomb victims but I don't know whether I got used to it. I suppose in 

war--time everybody was facing tt. To be honest, I suppose it did 

affect me. Large loss of life and dealing with a lot of innocent 

people must be a psychological trauma. You and I are both influenced 

by things that happened 20 or 30 years ago, although they are now at 

the back of ourrninds. 

Talking awut cOIDpetition between funeral directors, yes, :Mr. France 

(another funeral director) has introduced you to me. He is a goad 

fr:Iend of ours. I ali also a good friend of :Michael Kenyon (director of 
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one of the big three); they have a branch round the l~oyal Free 

Hospital, but that does not stop me from being a friend, We help each 

otheL Nml there are very few of us, you see. There is only one third 

as many funeral directors in London as there were when I started. 

There are enough funerals for all of us. It's not likE! it was when my 

father was alive. HI'! made a record of his early days when there werE! 

22 people carrying out funerals in an area, who like us worked as 

builders. But the competition wasn't cut-throat. I think funeral 

directors are much more professional as the work is more exacting now. 

I was going to say :rnore hUJl!ane, perhaps that is not the right word, to 

say more important, is better. We have to be much :more knowh"!dgeabJ,c} 

and better educated; when I say that, I don't mean scholastically, but 

to know more about the outside world. We are all a bit of a funeral 

director, a bit of a solicitor, a bit of a clergyman, bit of a 

philosopher, bit of a pSYChOlogist, but above all, a bit of a friend. 

Yes, I think that's right, multiple roles. I noticed in my life 

funeral directors to be, I can't say 'better class' because one always 

uses the wrong words, but a 'better type'. I mentioned that particular 

thing abuut the Rotary Club. :My father was refused admission to one, 

but it wouldn't happen now. Yes, absolutely right, status in society. 

I am immensely proud to be a funeral director. 

Yes, it can be complicated when YDU have to deal with somebody abroad. 

Actually, we just had so.mebody in before lunch. His 17-year old 

daughter has died in Ibiza. She had a heart cumplaint, fell over, hit 

her head and never came thrDugh the operation at the hospital. On 

Xonday we sent somebody to Ireland. Tuesday we sent one to Cyprus; 
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also we sent sOlre ashes to Spain. Well, all this is very interesting 

work. Oh, I've never counted how :many funerals I've carried out, but I 

started from scratch every time. Every funeral is different because 

everybody is different, thank goodness. I should hate it if everybody 

came in and it was just pressing a button. These multi-nationals? I 

know, the French are coming to try to get a foothold here. They hold 

aL~ut 28% in Kenyons, which was the bulk of the lot Hodgsons were going 

for. PFG (Pompes Funebres Generales) dominates in France, but are 

themselves to the extent 52% controlled by Lyonnaise des Eaux, a 

private French water authority. They have just been buying up two of 

the East Anglian water companies. It seems strange that they are the 

:major shareholder in the funeral business. I think Kenyan and Hodgson 

are only funeral directors, but the Great Southern has property 

interests. The Co--op do other things, of course, but they have no 

connection with the former two. Great Southern own cemeteries and 

crematoria. In fact, having lost my first wife, I married last year one 

of the crematorium superintendents ..... 

Do children want to continue the business? Let's look at our family. 

It's rather strange, every time there have been two Levertons, they 

split up. It comes down to certain generations. My grandfather and 

hls brother split UPi my great uncle and his two sons split up; my 

father was with his brother and they split up in 1935; my uncle went 

down to Dartford with his two sons and they spUt UPi so then my 

father and I came in and my elder brother joined us in 1935. None of 

us intended to do so. I never intended being a funeral director, but 

:my father was on his own at the bt!ginning of the 1'18.1' when IliDst people 
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were evacuated from London, so thi:!re weren't Jllany funerals. Then the 

place where I was working was hit by a bomb and destroyed. As the IITmy 

had rejected me on medical grounds, I came in to help my father and 

stayed for nearly 50 years. Now I've got three sons. :My brothers have 

sons who want nothing to do with funerals. Of my three, the eldest 

came in, in fact it goes back to when he was at school. They had a 

careers master who was asking whether anybody knew what he was going to 

do in life, or specialise in. One little boy got up and said 'I'm 

going to be an engineer like my dad' and sat down. Then there was a 

pause, so Keith <my son) got up and said 'P m going to be a funeral 

director like my father' I and of course everybody laughed about the 

whole thing. The boy came home very upset. He was about 12 years old 

then. I explained that p<:!uple do laugh, they either laugh at us or 

draw back in horror. At any rate he said '\'/ell, I'm coming with you 

dad, I'll come and help you'. He came into the business straight from 

school and he has never done anything else. Ny middle boy wanted to be 

a J(issionary when he left school, but he couldn't do anything there 

until he \'las 21, so he came in and stayed, although he did some 

property developing before he came back to us. :My youngest son started 

twice with us and it didn't suit his temperament. He has now gone into 

building, where we once had an interest in also. So, my brother and 1 

had six sons between us, but only one decided to be a funeral director 

straight away and has never done anything else. 

There is no gathering pattern about this at all. Talking generally. a 

lot of family busine:3ses have died out not because they have run out of 

famIly, but because they have run out of family wanting to be funeral 
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directors. A lot of people nowadays want a 40 hour week, \'/i th an hour 

for lunch every day and two whole days off over Christmas, If a 

business gets taken over, it does happen that family members are 

retained in 1llEmagement. That is what Hodgsons try to do. They keep 

the name going. If they were to take over Levertons, God forbid, they 

would certainly want a service contract, not with .me I'm too old, but 

with my sons and they would keep the name of Leverton. But you can't 

really tie a man to the job. I know of a case where they took over the 

man on a three-year contract at the end of which they didn't want to 

know him any more, although he was still quite a young man. On the 

other hand, he had a contract and was still in control. He could have 

come in at eleven o'clock and gone home at three, and there was nothing 

they could have done about it. The aim of these people (the take-over 

company) is of course to keep this generation, but they are not looking 

to the future. When people get older they do want to retire. 

Ironically, it is quite possible to get a nice lump sum in compensation 

because there is much capital tied up in a profitable funeral business. 

I know for a fact that some have come out with twice as much income 

doing nothing as working full time. Human nature being what it is, 

there is a tremendolJs temptation. 

You ask about the image::! of the funeral director. I did say a little 

about that earlier, in terms of what is created through the school. 

But in other ways also, certain images are projected at the present 

time. BaSically. nobody wants to know us because funerals are 

connected lIli th sadness. People don't want to know a funeral director 

proie88ionally, But I!ve found; and noticed it particularly, that a 
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funeral director is never shunned at all. With an unusllal designation, 

if I am at a social gathering and people know what I do, I really have 

a JD~b to get away from them, People are very interested in talking to 

me about funerals. You ask whether I have a role in the community, 

well I'm not wearing my rotary button, it's in my jacketj but I think 

that the sort of people who want to become funeral directors are also 

the sort of people who want to belp. I would also think that the good 

work (if I can put it that way) outside their occupation, over the 

country as a whole, must be quite considerable. <End of Interview). 

This interview lasted about 1~ hours. Nr. Leverton is a tall. imposing 

Ina.n. He wore the usual funeral director attire, though white shirt 

without jacket on a warm day in August, 198B. We were only twice 

interrupted on matters which Xl'. IvaI' could not delegate. MIdway 

through the interview, I was served coffee. This director has spent 

virtually all his working life in the funeral industry, having 

experienced early occupational socialisation through the family 

busineSf3. His response in some considerable depth indicates a self--

perception of the importance of the work, an awareness of history, as 

well as of the structural changes this industry is currently 

experiencing, mastery of all aspects of the content of tho work, an 

attitude of sorvice-givlng, frankness about some of this industry's 

shortconLings and a consciousness of his status in the local community. 

He recognises that this industry has an image problem (if not the kind 

of stigllJa which imputes disrepute), which does expose some occupations 
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within it to blemish andlor forms of contamination, but which affects 

him little in his personal, professional relationships with clients and 

others in the community. 

CaE3e 2 Interview and Tour of the Premises at A. France & Son 

<Hal born) Ltd., Funeral Directors, with Xr. B. A. 

France, Senior Director(38). 

This is a somewhat smaller family undertaking than Leverton which has 

been at these premises since 1900. The business was established in 1806 

and there are framed family pictures Dn the walls, which (Mr. France 

explained) is a good way to Dpen up the conversation with a bereaved, 

as well as inspiring confidence in the service. The firm now consists 

of 14r. France's wife, daughter. his brother and some other relatives, 

but (says Mr. France with regret) the three sons did not want to work 

in this field and opted for oth(~r careers in biology and the la\'I, A 

hig-hlight in the history of the firm was the conduct of Lord Nelson's 

funeral. The smallish building includes one partitioned waiting room, 

interviewing cubicles, a management/administration office with the 

book-keeping office and tiny filing room adjoined. Embalming is not 

done on the premises and coffins are delivered in a raw state, to be 

finished with varnish and handles in a workshop downstairs, according 

to the wishes of clients. Two floors up is the chapel of rest. also 

very small and just one coffin in it. This room was secured with two 

padlocks. 
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(known as Bunny alllOng his friends) discussing occupations ln 

the funeral industry: you obviously get the manual, physical slde and 

the office side of it. The former is manned by bearers, drivers, 

chauffeurs, coffin makers and the people who upholster and finish them 

when they are made. These are also attached to the undertaking 

business, but separate from those who embalm the bodies. In the office 

are the receptionists, who interview the clients and arrange the 

funerals. The same people would also conduct the funeral, organise it 

as lt were as master of cerelllOny, to see the whole thing through as it 

should. They arrange the graves, cremations and church services, 

liaise with everybody and see to it that the right number of cars are 

in the right place at the right time to collect the right people and 

take them to the right location. The manual side too requires thought 

and organisation. I don't want you to misunderstand me. The work is 

actually passed down from the office to the people in the workshops who 

have to fit up coffins and make sure these are ready at the right time 

for the right funeral reIDDval. The other part of the funeral industry 

is, of course, at the crematorium or at the cemetery, which is a 

totally different section altogether. These places are run by cemt=!ter'y 

superintendents and grave diggers if a burial, or the crematorium staff 

who work the furnaces, if it is a cremation. That is really Ii rough

and-ready breakdown of the funeral industry. 

Anything new in the 'flay of mechanisation and teGhnologyr? Well, there 

are always labour--saving things coming in. It's a labour-intensive 

industry. New devices are tried to cut down staff to go on things like 

removals of bodies from hospitals and houses because it is such an 
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expensi ve i tern. As a general rule, either you carry out a funeral in 

the traditional IllEl.nner or you scrap completely eve:eybodyi s idea of what 

a funeral should be and start again as they do it in another place 

altogether, like in the Soviet Union I suppose, I don't know. If you 

are going to do it the way people expect it you have got at some stage 

to use physical power. I find there is a great objection to even using 

a wheeled trolley in a church; people don't like it in this country. 

Some undertakers use them to wheel the coffins in but London people 

object quite strongly. You ask how a small town would cope with a 

major disaster. iiell, they would probably bring :in a bigger firm. I 

mean, we are quite well equipped for most eventualities, but we are a 

small firm. Some years back when there was a fire disaster in Soho, 

the Coroner, without even consulting us, pulled in a bigger firm who 

are used to coping with air disasters. They· mapped the room where the 

dreadful fire took place into a grid to help them more easily to 

identify from that position where the bodies were likely to be. 

Yes, I employ embalmers. I don't do it myself. I sub-contract to a 

firm of embalmers. I suppose there are ways of measuring the size of a 

firm. The NAFD would have some ideas about this. I would class as a 

small firm that does, maybe, 500 funerals a year. Yes, it is also 

possible to use as a measure the number of people employed or the total 

value of assets owned. The City would employ such highly organised 

business methods. You have got now three powerful groups in the 

funeral industry, trying to buy up everybody in sight. The bigger they 

get, the more detached they become. There is a bigger degree of 

E-BchanisatJon and co:mputerisatj.on; and all sorts of things. But in the 
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country you still get undertakers who are what they used to be. In 

other words, they were builders which was their :main occupation. When 

so~one in the village died, all the men went ho~ that same afternoon, 

to don their black suits and be back again to carry the coffin, which 

is nice because they know who they are dealing wlth and it's much more 

of a friendly and personal professional job. Some country undertakers 

make only 100 to 200 funerals a year, but they may have a big building 

business, switch their men when they need to and hire a hearse from 

someone else. It's only in the last part of the 19th Century that 

undertakers at Charles Dickens' time became an industry, whereas befure 

that they were just a spin-off of building. So the percentage of 

family undertakings is still quite large but it's going down every day. 

On the exact percentage I am not trying to hedge, I just don't know, so 

you had better try to contact the NAFD. I would give you the wrong 

information, for it changes so much now. So many family businesses are 

being bought up by one of these big three power blocks I mentioned to 

you earlier. 

JIot all funeral directors are members of the association. They should 

be, but they are nat, althoug'h it would be advantageous for them to be. 

You have to adhere to a code of conduct which covers the way you 

present your estimate bf~f()re you do the funeral, so tbat the family 

knows the cost and is not suddenly presented wIth a fait accompli. You 

:must tell them that and you must dovariol1s ather things or refrain 

from doing. The code stops you from, what's the word I am looking for, 

I touting-' for business in various objectionable ways. I am sure the 

NAFD will be pleased to let you have a copy of the code. Some 
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undertakers aren't members, or have been expelled. You can be called 

in front of a disciplinary committee if you do not observe the code. 

We do have a family hlstory recorded on which appears our famly 

involvement with Lord Nelson's funeral in 1806, but I can't hand it out 

to you. I can show you plctures ..... On embalmng, my guess would be 

that '75% of all bodles are belng embalmed. It is a professlon of which 

there is still a great need. For a quick look around the envlronment 

here, it better be today. (End of Intervlew), 

XI'. France ls a smallish man ln stature and very precise. This 

interview lasted about one hour. This director was never anything but 

helpful, and indeed, introduced me to another funeral dlrector to be 

lntervlewed. He, like Leverton, is following the more traditional 

values of dolng things, has grown up under the family influence of thls 

lndustry and shares many characteristics w.i th the Levertons. He has no 

wish to be taken over, shows a strong commitment to the professon and 

its code, and he ls (1 know) active ln voluntary welfare work, although 

we did not talk about that. The professlonal lmage of tJH~ funeral 

dlrector in soclety does not bother him. His own status in the 

locality, among hls peers and fdends is high and h(~ is respected by 

his clients. The work ls more a vocation than just a job. The company 

hafi three Cltller branches in London and there are four company 

directors, all famly and one qualiHed as an LL. B. The only evidence 

of a possibl(~ stigma or blemsh residing in bis profesflion is Xr. 

France's deep that his sons did not CO:!IlE: into the busJness, 
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This he no longer dwell~3 upon as he is far too much i nvol ved with day-

to-day affairs. Our interview took place late in July, 1988. 

Ca:E3e .3 Interview and Inspection of Premises at Kent Co

operative Funeral Services, Gravesend Head Office, with 

)(r-. C. L. Howarth, Deputy Area Kanager(39). 

The head office premlses are approximately the size of four family 

houses. Fifteen people work in various capacities: reception, office 

staff. carpenters, drivers and embalmers. At the rear is a large storc~ 

of coffins of different dimensions, although if any body is over 

6.4, ft., 1t would have to be specially ordered. All the coffins are in 

a seIni-finished stat('). I was also given the sight of an electrically 

cooled room, which can accommodate at least 30 bodies. At the tim::!, 

thenlwere only six, econoInically arranged in double beds, not unlike 

those found in a sleeper railway carriage. The bodies are put into the 

cold-room when th~~y first arrive (and before the process of embalming) 

to be later transferred into viewing rooms. Some doors of the viewing 

rooms were opened for me and I saw the dead people in the coffins after 

treatment by the embal.mer. They had a plastic look, not unlike a doll, 

or wax figure at Xadame Tussauds. The embalIning room looks like a 

treatment table, with lots of surgical instruments and bottles of 

cheInicals on the shelves. 1(y tour took me also into the carpenters' 

work room where two coffins were got ready to specification on the 

order sheet. These sheets list the quality of the coffin, size, type 

of handles, colour or varnish. Inside the coffins is sawdust 

underneath the white lining and padding. The order sheet also 
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specJfies the religious symbols which have to be mounted onto the 

coffins where required, At this time (Summer. 1988), the cheapest at 

the Co-operative Service can be had for £420, inclusive of coffin. The 

dearer ones would come to £870. On my way out, the garage and car

parking space was pointed out to me, at which I saw four large 

limousines and drivers cleaning and polishing or getting ready to drive 

off. A small blue van was also pointed out. That van collects bodies 

from hospitals and can carry, invisible to the public, more than 20 

bodies. This head office branch does 25 to 30 funerals per week. It 

also controls 14 oth(:!r branches allover the Kent area which together 

arrange something like 98 funerals per week and more in Winter time. 

M-, Howarth now explains that some 25 to 30 funerals must be done p(~r 

week to make the business viable at the Gravesend H.Q. The 98 

mentioned above is the minimum for Kent. He came into this business 

from the fire service after a heart attack and has now been in it for 

ten years. As assistant manager, he supervises between 3 and 6 

funerals allover Kent per day. The attached work-time table, shows his 

busy schedule of funerals supervision on one particular day. The Kent 

service of arranging funerals started in 1937 and is really an 

outgrowth of the furnishing trade by members of the Co-operative 

movement. The funeral business is conducted in a traditional way <says 

XI'. Howarth); you will never see my crew here put a coffin on a 

trolley. We always put it on our shoulders and carry it wherever the 

destination. We even have the traditional type cars, 1 expect you saw 

them when you came in. Some people use estate cars but we don't; we 

lion't USt! horses here but have access to them from a local fax-mer if 
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needed. There is also an old hl'!arse should we require it, but people 

don 0 t want them these days. We consider ourE3elves of mediuID size. 

l.ots of sil1'::lll firms still exist. Hodges (not Hodg-sons), a competitor 

down the road from our place is one and Chapples another. Some of 

these run in name only. Chapples is owned by the Great Southern now. 

Hodges is part of the Co-op. In the whole country, we are one of the 

big three, catering for all denomi.nations - Jewish ones, Arabs, 

Chinese, we do them all. I pick up their requirements by talking, for 

exanrple, to Asian people and if we get, say, a Chinese, I go to the 

house, have a chat and try to help them in whatever kind of 

arrangements they want. In that way, I learn myself about the 

different cultures and custmns. 

Yes, of course, vie have to compete with other people, but this does not 

mean to say that we try to undercut them. We don't do that; there is 

enough work for everybody. There are Hodges and Leverton down the 

road, still running undec th(~ir old name. In truth, they don't exist 

any more. Levertons sold out to Chapples, a big firm in London still 

running under that name, but in fact it is the Great Southern now, 

owning all the branches of Levertons as well. Hodges are now part of 

the Co--op. We don't mind having that branch near us. The customers in 

the locality go by the old name, it· s all tradition. We do business 

internationally; bodies come hy air from other countries and we deal 

l'/ith them, but we are not a multi-national company. How have attitudes 

towards the dead changed since I have been involved in this bus:iness? 

Seemingly not at all. This is where we come back to my previous 

statement that we try tu keep things traditional. As to tho meaning of 
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death, I don I t think people worry about their own mortality. 

Personally, I am a fatalist, when I've got to go I've got to go, and 

that's it. I have to remain detached in this work otherwise you could 

get very low. The ones that do hit me are children. I am a family man 

myself with three children. They are all grmm up and away from home, 

but it still hits me when it is a young child that a woma.n has born for 

nine months. 

Yes, we wish to expand further. We have just opened a branch in Stroud 

that's only two months old. If we are needed in an area where no 

services exist we definitely want to provide them. We also absorb 

family businesses and have done so in the past. We usually retain the 

name of the previous management. We do replace the previous owners, 

but people can stay if they want to. We don't sack them, although we 

have to put one of our own staff with them. For example there was a 

small firm here locally in Gravesend by the name of Solomons, very old 

established and traditional. This family business had only two members 

working in it and some part-timers, they couldn't really afford to fund 

a funeral, so we took it over. It means we have only those two full-

time people to worry about. If you would like a look round the 

premises we could do that now. <End of Interview). 
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C;'a.:,~;:=: .4 Interview and Inspection of Prmnises of one of A. 

Seaward & Son's Branches with the ](anagers, Xr. and 

XI-s, Sanderson(dO). 

The Seaward family businesf'; of local undertakers ended in 19'72 after 

five generations with the joint retirement of the brothers Vincent and 

Bernard. It was originally started in 1800 by their great-grandfather 

in London1s City Road, but now has four premises and employs 24 people. 

Vincent retired after 54 years for reasons of health, having started as 

a 15 year old in 1918. He was taken on in Tottenham to help out during 

the • flu epidemic in that year and never went back to school. Starting 

right at the bottom, making up and polishing the coffins, he was 

supervising funerals himself three years later. This meant starting at 

7 a.m. to see the coachmen in to feed and clean the horses, organise 

the bearers and look after the wreaths. Since then, he has supervised 

thousands of funerals, without ever becoming hardened to it. 

Interviewed by the local press (Southgate Gazette at the tiIlle) he is 

quoted to have said: 'It is an emotional business. You can't just 

come home and dismiss it from your mind; you come to meet with such 

tragic circumstances at times that you can't take it as just another 

order'. Even so, he said also that he gets a lot of satisfaction from 

l.elping. In his view the main quallty an undertaker needs is 

'understanding' . XI-. Seaward was a former president of the Tottenham 

Rotary Club and of Selborne Bowling Club. The business was sold to 

Dottridge Brothers, Ltd., and eventually taken over by Kenyon (one of 

the big three); but nm! still operating under its original name. 
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llr._and MS. Sanderson are managing one of the branches. :Mr. Sanderson 

is the IDOre ex:perienced and has a full-time job in the funeral business 

elsewhere; so helFLs his wife only in a part-time capacity with this 

branch. The interview therefore took place in the evening. Yes, as 

far as the structure of this industry is concerned, people like the 

Hodgsons are buying up small family businesses. I think it ts 

predicted that within a very short time, the private sector will 

consist of only the big three (Great Southern, Hodgson and Kenyon). I 

am not sure of the exact market shares of each of the big companies. 

As to Hodgson, he is only 38 years old. It did not take him very long 

to catch on. He bought out his father's business, saved it from 

bankruptcy, in fact. Then he hit on the idea of just buying up 

businesses, taking all their assets to a central place and running the 

shop just as a booking place for funerals, wtth all the transport 

coming from a central depot. It is a different ball game now. Kenyon 

owns this company (Seaward). They are multi -national now, owned by a 

French firm, to whom funerals ts only a sideline. M:illtons of francs 

are betng spent to buy in.to the funeral trade in this country. Yes, we 

think that decisions are increasingly being made in France instead of 

Britain you see, and personaltties wJll mean less and less as people 

become answerable to accountants. If then they don't meet their 

quotas, they will have to go, if you know what I mean. I have heard a 

vague rumour that the French through Kenyon made an approach to Hodgson 

to buy up his assets. He refused, not on principle, but baSically on 

the ground.B that the money wasn't rIght. So, there are changes all the 

time. 
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Quite true, it could get to that that the industry controls you instead 

you controlling it. If you are a small unit, you are on call, whereas 

working for a large company it's a question whether you want to do the 

business. If you sat in all day and every day you would undoubtedly do 

quite a bit of business; but obviously, you don't want to do that. 

Under my contract (in the full--time job), I have to work the daylight 

hours 9 to 5 and be available to answer the 'phone at night. Some 

firms have a rota system, soon to be introduced here, whereby you have 

to stay in fur a week and take your turn on the telephone, not just 

your own but all calls from other branches. 

In some ways we are in competition, in other ways we are not. We tend 

to help L~ach other out at times. As concerns become bigger, 

competition is obviously less. Since I came into the trade as many as 

a dozen local undertakers have been reduced to three. The others have 

all been absorbed. Trading is ahlaYs under the old name. People tend 

to be conservative with a small c and don't like change. When there is 

a ne\,l employer people often drift off. I baven't known any real cases 

of redundancy at this time but this is a possibility which we are going 

to have to face now in the funeral trade. Employees don't benefit much 

from a takeover. A business doing h"idly is not alway~; the reason for a 

tak(~over, although it could be that. Imagine 11le being 50 years of age, 

having spent many years in the trade and being constantly reminded that 

one day I am going to die. Then somebody comes along and offers you 

t300,OOO for your business. I am going to snatch on that chance, 

aren't I ,w.hether the business is doing well Dr not because I won' t 

have to wurk againo As far as I know, there is no franchising in this 
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industry. From the public's point of view, takeover means a less 

personal service. You go tnto a shop, a \ .. oIlJan working office hours 

books in the funeral. The man who comes to conduct it has not met the 

family until the day, so then:! is not the personal touch. So, big 

business possibly means a worse service. 

Yes, I suppose there are taboos for a funeral director. There are 

certain rules laid down by the Association (the NAFD>, the code of 

ethics. For example, you are not supposed to bribe people to bring 

business in. If you are a member, you are bound by these rules. You 

are not supposed to go round touting for business either, say, offering 

incentives to nursing homes, slip the matron a few bob to put the 

business mY'ffay when people die. It's different in America. One of 

the current problems in this industry has to do with the death rate. I 

believe there are going to be more elderly in the next century, which 

means a declining death rate in the short term. These fluctuations do 

affect our business. Also, I read yesterday that wi.th the changes in 

Europe in 1992, there is a possibility of VAT on funerals, which will 

push up the price to the customer. Apart from that, the takeovers are 

the main change. That is something that the industry has not seen 

before. Before this decade, it was unheard of that a funeral director 

has more than one shop. Yes, it is the replacement of such assets as 

limousines, which can cost anything from [;.50,000 plus. If we take the 

London Boroughs of Haringey and Enfield, there is now only one medium

sized firm left with three shops, that I s all. All the rest are owned 

by one of the big three, although you will find more small independents 

ln the seaside towns. 
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I can :make a few suggestions if we t'lant to look into the future; say 20 

to 30 years from now. Vertical burial is one, because we haven't 

enough space in the cities. There may be experiments in mechanisation 

in some ways, mummification and cryonics, you know, freezing people. I 

think you will find cremation taking off, which is now a lot more 

common in London than burials. Of course, some ethnic groups will not 

hear of it, like for instance the Greek Orthodox or the West Indians. 

They account for a proportion of burials in London now. But very few 

English will buy a new grave in London, which has to do with space and 

price, as a new plot is very expensive. In the Dlden days, you could 

buy a new grave for 6 or 'I, whereas :most cemeteries offer you a new 

plot for two now. Talking about the public image and possible stigma 

attached to this occupation is a delicate subject, I agree. It's 

difficult to realise when you are in the tradH how terrifiHd some 

people are and don't want anything to do with death. It is quitH hard 

to step outsidH thH trade and look at it from a public perspective. I 

don't milch think of it usually. In times gone by perhaps it is that 

the funeral director hasn't had a good reputation. UnlikH the 

situation in A:merica, the occupation is relatively respHctable. Of 

cour~,e, thH Association has done a lot to improvH the image of the 

funeral director. There is a tendency to less formalise the dealings 

with death. We try, for instance, now to get people to come down to 

thH office and arrange the funerals, instead of going t() their homes 

where there are the personal surroundings of the person they have just 

lost. Nor do we always wear black when we are arranging funerals. The 

changing population in London has contributed to breaking d()wn a lot of 

the traditi.ons. 
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How does the funeral director adjust psychologically to dealing with 

death and dead bodies, you ask. As I have said, it does remind people 

when they reach a certain age; of their own mortality. One comes to 

terms with it when one is in this business. How this is done is 

different wi th f~very individual. When I first came into the trade it 

did not bother me at all as I have always had a little bit of an 

interest. I cannot put my finger on where this interest sprang fromj 

I just always thought of it as a trade I would like to try. But now, I 

am beginning to feel a little bit more concerned about it. It could 

have been a childhood interest originating at school. I don't think tt 

had to do with the study of biology. No, I can't put my finger on any 

definite reason. I know of quite a number of 18 and 19 year old young 

people coming into the trade now without any previous connection. On 

another point in answer to your question, I don't knml whether the 

funeral profession sees it as a serious grievance that the doctors do 

not disclose the cause of death. Perhaps they don't refuse to give it. 

You say the embalmers are unllaPPY about it. Well for them the risk is 

much greater as they have to cut the body open. I can imagine that 

they are quite upset. For us I think there is very little risk really. 

Quite frankly, it is probably better jf vie don't know about the cause 

of death. Obviously people have to be concerned about AIDS and our 

union does issu(:1 guidelines. As long as th(:1se are followed, I do no\; 

think ther'(:1 is a particular danger. The cause of death does appear on 

the cremation certificate, but we are not really SuppOl:ied to look at 

that. Th(:1r(:1 is l(:1sS of a problem with cremations. Possibly knowing 

the cause of death makes us too involved with the cli(:1nt and I'le can get 

into a delicate situation. I know of an orthodox Greek funeral where 
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the person who \'Jas just buried had committed suicide. The fami 1y tried 

to hide this in the church because they fearc~d it would rElfuse him a 

service. At one point \'lEl were asked what tbe :rrInn d:ied of, so we Gimply 

said we aidn't know, From the point of h(~alth risk, we are not too 

worried. I thJnk there is more danger from Hepatitis probably than 

there ts of AIDS, but as long as everything is kept in a plastic bag 

and gloves used when handltng known cases, there should be no problem. 

I don't think we have statistics for the business coming to us from 

hospitals and through unnatural deaths. As a rough and ready 

percentage estimate I would say 50% actual hospital cases and some 25% 

when the cases have been referred to the Coroner. This means that 

about 25% of cases die at home. However, such statistics must be 

accepted with reserve. You could just have a case where a person is in 

and out of hospital several times, died there, is taken home to have 

the funeral from that location. In our small shop we do about 65 

funerals per year and bigger ones may do about a hundred per year. 

Hodgsons do one in five, I think. Training for the job is all done 

within the trade. I haven't actually taken any of the courses, just 

learnt as I went along. It was a case of just coming into the company 

and gradually learning by experience, although there are diplomas to be 

taken. The firm gives no training. They would put you into all. office 

and you would be shown how to arrange a funeral, of which there are 

three types: the burial, straighforward cremation and cremation 

involving the coroner. You would be shown how to do all three. Yes, a 

very young person would be given some training, sitting in wLth 

sOinebody experLenced while they arranged a funeral, and then gradually 
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they would be let loose on the public. It's a bit sensitive, not like 

any other trade~ you can't make too many mistakes. I don't really know 

whether a large company like the Co--op or Hodgsons would give any 

formal training. They may have a scheme where people go on courses. 

Why some children of funeral directors want to carryon and some opting 

for a different career is not easy to establish. Quite frankly, it 

could be a very boring trade for a young person, once you have been at 

it for a while. You then have been to every possible church and 

crema.torium or cemetery in the area and it all becomes routine. You 

will have handled every type of cremation and burial, sent bodies 

abroad and brought them back from abroad. You \'d11 have done possibly 

au exhumation, which comes along rarely. and after a while there is no 

real challenge, so perhaps there is not a great deal to attract young 

people. Yes, I suppose a major disaster like Aberdeen would provide a 

challenge. The Kenyon Company have an international disaster section, 

and of course if you were on that it would be a much more interesting 

lif(~. I believe they had a team out in the Falklands to repatriate 

some of the Argentinian dead. That sort of activi ty needs quitl~ a bit 

of knowledge of law and procedure. Every country's law is di Lferent 

but basically, it's not as bard to learn as it's Hade out to be. I 

would agree that the funeral director is a professional as we 

understand it. It's almost a vocation to some people, much the same as 

if you were a nurse. You get people com:i.ng in terribly bereaved and 

you can get a kick out of helping and doing the whole thing for them. 

Of course, there are some people in this trade just out to make IDDIley, 

and it's a good game to make money really. 
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I agree, costs and wages do go up. This is controlled in SOIlli~ way. If 

you are in the Association; they SE!t the increases, usually negotiating 

with the Union (the FTAT) new wage increases once per year. Shortly 

after, the prices go up accordingly. You ask about my thoughts of 

attitudes towards death in general. I havH only been in this business 

for 6 years, but I would say there is now a much more liberal attitude 

towards death than there used to be. For example, if you ar<:! out on a 

funeral people will cut through the cortege, whereas before they would 

stop and 8'1 ve 'vlay to you. Also the neighbours don't draw the curtains 

any more when a funeral goes past. I think all this is a reflection of 

society in London. Up North, neighbours know one another well, whereas 

here they may uot. You may perhaps see an elderly gentleman take his 

hat off, but you don't see police salute or anything like that. I 

think the impersonality of life in London has a lot to dn with the 

changes in attitudes. (End of lengthy interview). 

Both the Sandersons are younger than the other respDndents. AlsoKr. 

Sanderson is a member of the FTAT. He is intelligent and 

knowledgeable, although it appears that he has not had any formal 

educational qualifications. When I rang the bell at this small branch 

at a tucked-away housing estate, he had just arrived home from his 

full--time JOD, and still dressed in the black funeral attire. Although 

their food was already in the oven and. ready to eat, they still granted 

me this long interview and also willingly conducted me around the 

(conSisting of an office; interviewing rooID; stores and chapel 
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of rest) and gave me various sample forms normally in use, as well as a 

Diary with entries by XI'. Seaward for every [-lingle day of the year 

1969. A very profitable interview. 

C::;ase 5. As the final presentation from among the numbHr of my 

interviews with Funeral Directors, I am opting for a 

shorter description of Kenyon Securities pIc's 

i. nvol vement in the organisation and execution of 

disaster management, as explained to us at the recent 

Educational Weekend at Keele University, arranged for 

their members by the British Institute of Ernbalmers(41) 

Xeasured by the largest pubUc companies in this country, Kenyon and 

the other two, known as the big three, are small enough but they do 

control some 50% of the dead-disposal industry. Designated by their 

precise names, Kenyon Securities plcj Great Southern Group pIc; and 

Hodgson Holdings pIc; the general public is more likely to associate 

these companies with finance, insurance and the City than perceive a 

connection with the death industry. The kind of big business image 

conveyed to the general public in this way functions to disguise :::JOIDf~ 

the stigmas which might well otherwlse overtly exist. As a matter of 

great coutrast, Kenyon's specialism iu disaster management enhances the 

status of this company world-·wide. It does this by the very fact of 

being expert in the management of this gruesome work, virtually 

unbeknown to the general public but most highly regarded in the trade. 

I will now describe what thts expertise entaHs. 
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Let us firstly visualisl:~ Ii si tuation. Therc~ ''1ill be a large number of 

dismembered bodies in a condition of charred relJlains andlor bloodied 

lumps allover an area. In Nigeria, for example, it was an isolated 

crash and the weather conditions were terrible - snow, mud, water. 

Parts of the bodies, cluthes, personal belongings, all have to be 

gathered together in a central area and identified. Bodies which are 

whole go into zipbag-s. At the Zeebrugge disast(~r an aircraft hangl"'!r 

was used to layout the victims on a mass of tables. obtained from 

anywhere. A large quantit:y of clean sheets and special fluids were 

needed at the Farnborough Air Disaster for the creation of an embalming 

area, where an emergenc:y mortuary was set up, and where embalmers 

worked under conditions they don't normally do. Large crowds uf 

curious people have to be kept at bay by a team of security people. 

Sometimes (as at Zeebrugge) videos are taken of the under-water 

recovery of bodies. 

The entire activities in any such disaster operation have to be backed 

b:y a highly experienced management team. Definite lists of items of 

equip:ment now exist. Complex documentation dealing with matters of 

victim recovery, identification, nlass burial, property disposal and 

communication with relatives, is an (::lssential element. Then, such 

disasters as the South African Airways accident off )fauritius requires 

diplolJlatic liaison. Political IHnisters, UK Consulate, the Police, the 

Xilitar:y, the Coroner, the Netlical Facult:y. Xinisters of ReHgion, at 

times IIlterpol, must btJ established contact with and there is also a 

great variety of financial J1Iatters to sort out. In the case of the 

I'i per Al pha explosion off Aberdeen and the King~ 8 Cross Station Fire; 
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the affected foreign employees or pasengers will be assisted by similar 

services. Doctors are clearly not available at the sharp end of 

recovery. It has therefore been the custom to recruit volunteer 

embalmers from Funeral Companies. They are the best qualified. by their 

training to deal wl.th the necropsic identification of the remains. It 

is stressful work: and volunteers participate usually in one or two 

emergency servi.ces per year. The cost of their absence from nurmal 

work: is covered by their employers and, one assumes, the financial 

invol vement of im;urance companies. It is unU.k:ely that Kenyon 

Securities pIc can run such operations at a loss. Nevertheless, it is 

also a social service of the highest order whlch no other organisation 

in this country has the experience and resources to undertake. 

Co~clud~~g Observat~o~s. 

During the last few years, many thousands of family businesses have 

found it convenient and often profitable to give way to corporate 

control. This has had the effect of replacing the founders or their 

descendants by managers within a wide geographical spread of funeral 

retail stores. At the same time, it made good pragmatic sense to the 

leaders of the big groups to preserve the local trading names and 

locations of the funeral shops. Where viability was in question, 

rationalisation won the day OVf~r local expectations and the &;hop might 

disappear; where there was promise of good business (perhaps a seasid€~ 

retirement place for the elderly). revitalisa.tion took place. When 

previous owners took up the option to continue as managers, the local 

community was unaware of any change at all. It is claimed that the 
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adoption of such a policy enabled the big groups to meet the demands 

for the kind of service available before. Whether such a claim can be 

sustained in the lang run is open to question (see previous chapter, 

pages 3-6), The managing directors of the big trio (Hodgson, Kenyan, 

Spencer), are all personalities in their awn right, and visibly very 

active in the professional life of the industry. They give interviews, 

write articles in the trade press, help to organise exhibitions and 

speak at conferences. They are known by everyone with any association 

in the business. Thus, their impact in the public arena in these roles 

is much more pronounced than that of their financial position or power, 

control and influence in the distant background, more than somewhat 

detracting from their association with death. 

Conttnuing to trade as if there had been no takeovers is, of course, an 

tngenious mechanism for the retention of trading goodwill, for which 

the absorbed are quite generously compensated. Here tao, is the JANUS 

function strongly in evidence: the big business image an the one hand 

and 'insider' affinity with the practising undertakers an the ather. 

Facing bath ways in this manner is truly co-existing in diversity. 

Jlow, what can one glean from the sub-culture of the undertakers 

the:mselves? They like ritualising the funeral, committing the body 

(and for the relifJious, commending the soul), helping the family to pay 

public tribute to, and face the reality of, the loss of the deceased. 

Current funeral directors have all been trained by previous funeral 

directors, who the:ms(~lves have undergone occupational socialisation 

from an early age in the family buslness. Thus, no matter wblch 

funeral director one speaks to; the proclaimed values are always the 
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samej the unusual role they play; I;he personal service they give in 

times of crisis; the lllDral and practical support to lift the burden 

frum the distres.sed; the human feeling, the sympathy, the deep 

understanding they can offer; and. nut least, the wide-ranging 

knowledge of legal, medical and religious practice, plus the wealth of 

experience available to the bereaved as ethical, caring experts. Nax 

Weber llltght not be dissatisfied with the match of such an • ideal-"type' 

:model. By and large, the case interviews have confirmed this ideology. 

It reflects an image the funeral directors like to present, and largely 

succeed in presenting. in their persOlu:l1 relationships with clients, 

which does accord them the desired status their professional 

association claims for them. Thus, a vague and possibly more distant 

awareness of the public stigmas will tend to sink into oblivion at a 

time of need, when the funeral director comes on the scene, grasps the 

reins and stages the show. 

Vnilst the common values of service and compassion discussed above 

unite the body of practising funeral directors even across national 

boundaries, they do tend to differ as individuals as well as in types, 

whtch makes it quite feastble to attempt (at the end of thts chapter) a 

loose categorisation, based on the fEmdback from face-to-face 

interviews, reflecting broadly respondents' attitudos towards 

undertakers' work. As another side of the coin, it is clearly possible 

also in specific structural situations to discover a network of 

deviants, as the following illustration from a press report (Evening 

Standard 4.11.88, p.13)(42) and a shorter report in the Funeral Service 

Journal, Nuvember, 1988, p. 33(,43) I will show. 
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It is the case of an undertaker in a French Riviera jail for buying 

bodies from the town morgue in Nice, who felt hard done by because 

'others are also doing it' and had not been caught. Thousands of 

marchers just outside the jail window demanding the return of the death 

penalty may have been some consolation at the time as that can't be bad 

for business. The police discovered his price list which stipulated a 

commission of between <tlOO and. <t200 per corpse, depending on the amount 

the bereaved intended to spend on the funeral. Nice's cosmopolitan 

population of retirement age is roughly equal to the total of residents 

in Bournemouth,which means a thriving funeral industry, employing some 

5,000 people, and a turnover of millions of pounds. But the peace of 

the dead in the huge cemeteries was disturbed by foul play among the 

undertakers, hearses being attacked, shop fronts smashed, florists' 

supplies poisoned with weedkillers. Thus (William Langley reports from 

Paris)(44), 'even before you are cold on the slab, the chances are that 

mortuary workers will be ringing around the funeral parlours, checking 

the best black-market price for you'. 

The Riviera police discovered that the current rates paid by 

undertakers to secure bodies for disposal are <t60 for a cremation, .tlOO 

for a burial in town and <1.;150 for a burial out of town. Part of the 

deal is for mortuary workers to persuade relati Vf~S to use only those 

undertakers who pay bribes. The jailed funeral director thinks this a 

disgrace. He himself knows of a colleague W]lD had to pay to bury his 

mother--in-law. Corruption is so well organised in the town that staff 

in retirement homes, conCierges and hospital workers can obtain regular 

fees for tip-offs on imminent deaths. Similarly to manv other tmnls in 
-' 
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Franc(:~, Nice is party to a. monopoly agreement b8tween tho Council and a 

large funeral company. Competition is barred except for the supply of 

peripherals, like coffins, headstones and wreaths. Wllen people die at 

the rate of 700 per month, competitors inevitably arrive on the scene 

to tempt clients to opt for a I decent' funeral with all the trimmings 

<mahogany coffin, brass handles and such), which can be had for a :mere 

t5,OOO. Life is difficult for those companies which resist these 

bribes, for mortuary workers will dissuade the vulnerable bereaved from 

patronising a firm 'whose flowers \'d1t and whose coffins fall apart'. 

The full scale of the racket emerged from a secretly--taped conversation 

between workers at the cfmtral morgue of the town's hospital pasteur: 

I Gerard, you owe me for three or four bodif:ls from last month; it· s 

time you paid up'. The jailed undertaker ad."mi tted to having paid 

bribes of £6,000 in the space of six months. Kortuary workers have now 

joined him in jail. The whole affair created wJde publicity in France 

and authorities are pledged to clean up the :meE;S. These inci.dents, 

also publi.cised in this country, more than out-do Xitford's report on 

the American way of death. Indeed, it brings us back to the 

resurrectionists 150 years ago and will do the general iJIJilge of the 

industry no good at all. Qulte apart from the criminal impUcation of 

bribe, serious qUE!stions of ethics and morality are raised, and OIle 

begins to doubt the professional code. As more and .more seasi.de towns 

in this country become retirement places, the funeral industry thrives 

there as well, al thoug'h these towns are barely a quartf:~r o.f Nice' E; size 

in population terms. The NAFD is jealol1s1y guarding its imagH through 

themediuJJI of public relations and. Is sensitive in tlw extreme towards 
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advel·se research findingEt or unfavourabl("~ reporting by the media. The 

J~A.FD is not a. closed profession and cannot restrain non-JJJembers. Nor 

is it :in a position to influence an oUgopoly :::1i tuation (where a small 

group of companies is virtualily able to control the entire funeral 

market). In the wake of stable business, fixed by the number of deaths 

(corpses available), it is then a dog-eats-dog situation and the danger 

of monopoly, as in France, where competitors are unwilling to share. 

Indeed., th/::! fascinating aspect for the social interpreter of this 

industry is to recognise that it abounds with contradictions: (a) will 

the trend towards a more simplified - or more 'restrained' type of 

funeral, as the undertakers like to put it - continue? Previously, 

elaboration of the ritual was a sign of fitting tribute to the 

deceased, but also an advertisement of the family's social status; 

(b) will mounting costs force a larger number of survivors into a do

i t-yourself fUllf~ral? Or (c) will the big boys transport the dead and 

handle them from a central point, a kind of warehow3e? Reclamation 

frOID burial grounds, exhumation, reinterment and disaster manageJJJent 

has already furnished these companies with experience to deal with 

large numbers; (d) will the trend towards bribery encourage stricter 

legal control, Dr will the politicians encourage self-policing by the 

profession and accord it some form of closure? (e) will competition 

among the big four become fiercer, will they try to absorb each other, 

and wil1 they be able to resist the attempts of European control? 

How successfully are the undertakers fighting the public stigmas 

associated with their work? To begin with, their status is confused; 

we find wi thin the conservativelflainstream those who can bear the 
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unrealistic expectations of the bereaved and act as buffer for all 

their proble:Jl!Si we find also those who present pragmatism as a high 

principle, and t:hosf: \.vho disguise slickness as innovation. The 

professional journals present them as human, like you and me; they 

have got hobbies and sidelines -- becoming actors, special consta.bles, 

ordained, elected to J(ayor, even lending a hand with gravedigging at 

times; then there is also the new threlit from the local councils; 

some have and several are eager to set up as undertakers; the NAFD in 

turn are planning to fight these proposals "to the death". It could 

end up as a memorable confrontation, especially as many councils have 

been busy privatising other services. The number interested has 

already reached double figures. The complete ans\'Jer to these 

contradictions lies all in the future. 

The nature of morticians' work will receive further attention in the 

chapters dealing wi.th the changing conception of death. Here, tl'ill key 

variables, adding to the ambivalent placement of the funeral director 

in society, need elaboration. One is what Habenstein <1962(45) calls 

'Client-Ambivalence'. This explanation proposes that the current 

popular aesthetic of death makes for the alienation of the dead and 

demands at the same time their disposal within a setting of beauty. 

While the traditional Christian prescriptive is for reverent, personal 

involvement in the care of the dead body, the task is delegated to a 

secular functionary .- the undertaker. Thus, the clash of aHsthetic 

impulse with traditional prescription provides the social basis of the 

eli.ent-ambivalence. If an undertaker is subject to such ambivalence 

because the Illortuary tasks previously associated with family and close 
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friends are now delegated to him, what then (Rabenstein asks) are the 

possible modes of directing the affective charge away from the negative 

pole of the ambivalent relationship? He argues that the aesthetic 

impulse to beautify the unpleasant by artifice and the alienation of 

the dead by the bereaved have made the undertaker .an tndispenGable 

il.di!Inct to societs:. ill America. He does not think that the lluJde of 

disposal of the dead I'/i11 change ill the near future. (Writing in 1962, 

he may not have been aware of the steep increase in cremation, of mass 

burials, of attempts to mu:m:mify or cryonic suspension). Yet the 

mortician interested in reducing client-ambivalence is faced with a 

number of large but poorly defined problems. Public fear of death, 

ignorance, and the activities of a few disreputable practitioners are 

blamed by the funeral directors themselves for the general antipathy 

towards the occupation. Consequently, they are unwilling to admit that 

there could be a significant, profound, Ql!.l1.vrally-based~gatiYa 

attitude toward them as a group, except as attributable to a • few 

rotten apples :i n the barrel'. That is H£lbenstei n' s case and his 

reasoning seems sound enough. The stigma has a cultural basis, 

supported by the compendium of nine indicators earlier identified. 

The other is concerned with role conflict. In interviews, funeral 

directors will readily talk about their work and be:ing the people to 

~ihom a client can turn; they will not mind talking about the costs and 

overheads, or the large amount of cap:t.tal employed; but they will not 

talk about prof:its. I have already alluded to the problem of 

reconcil:ing service and profits at various stages in this disGusEdon. 

JHtford (196~i) (,<16) says how funeral people are always telling each 
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other about the importance of eithics, sentiment, integrity, standards, 

illDTal responsihility, frankness, co-operation and character; and how 

they exho:r-t each other to be sincere, friendly, dignified, prompt, 

courteous, calm, pleasant, kindly, sympathetic, good listeners, et 

cetera, et cetera. But professional journals also proclaim that 

'merchandising is the lifeblood of the funeral service business ..... '; 

or 'the highest ideals are worthless unless they are properly 

applied ..... (it is declared) ..... and the funeral director who thinks 

only in terms of serving would very likely find himself out of business 

in a year or less ..... '. As the thousands of takeovers in this country 

have shown, that is already happening. Those well-educated funeral 

directors one speaks to appear to suffer a crisis of cClllscience. It 

is, therefore, not easy to explain the ways of a funeral director. Does 

he create or destroy? He gives service, but he is also instrumental in 

getting 70% of the dead bodies burnt to dust and 30% beneath the 

ground. He gives service without there being a tangible product, and 

yet, productivity is measured by the number of funerals per year he can 

do. If 200, he is small fry; if 30,000, he is the largest in th(:! 

country. In a wider sense, approximately 3,000 funeral directors 

dispose of 600,000 or so, corpses per year. The statistical average 

for this is 2,000 for each. How is that for productivity? The 

industry is, of course, by everyone seen as a serviGr~, but is it that 

entin!ly? A dead body is also a commadi ty which the funeral director 

purchases for processing, in the course of which he engages thE! service 

of others to turn the body into waste for disposal. 
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The dilemma .is obvious. Describing the process in this managerial way 

1s not dignified, nor would it be good publicity or good for the 

business image of this industry. In econo:mic te:rl1lS~ patronage is never 

certain. Like the restaurant or the barber shop, one can't be sure of 

when a customer vlill come along. Some economists even deny that 

service is wealth. No one is consuming other than the crematorium or 

the ants. Death work is clearly a service and yet, it leads also to 

change in the form of the goods, nut to forget the dramaturgical aspect 

of the transaction. Smale (1985) (47) is another researcher who comes 

down hard on the funeral director. He sees the role conflict between 

service and profit in the unsuitabHity of the funeral ceremony for 

inclusion in profit-seeking commercialism. He argues whilst other 

occupations have bodies as their focus of attention, the funeral 

directors have only dead bodies. In order to process them, they 

exhi bit thfJm to gain profit from their handiwork. In addition, they 

resemble mourners but are paid to appear so. The actual mourners may 

well break the conventional rules due to grief and social dislocation. 

But for the funeral director to be paid to act as a .mourner does not 

fit in easily with the contemporary regard for spontaneous and natural 

response to death. Smale agrees from cOllversations he had with many 

fUlleral workers, bereaved and mourners that funeral dinwtors appear to 

be objects of curiosity and discomfort because they handle that which 

others consciously avoid, although \>le know that a major part of that is 

delegated to employees. This kind of apprehension is not unlike fear 

that death may be catch1ng. 
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The many-faceted cantradictions discussed tend to reinfarce the 

aTIihi valent nosi tion in which the funeral director finds himself. With 
A 

hel p from SO:ille of the 1ncumbents thelflsel ves, it is now possi hIe to 

construct a broad_wology which distinguishes cohorts by their 

philosophy of daing the job. 

(a) The Traditionalists, who are likely to. be also 

(b) the GladiatoL§. to be followed by 

(c) the sO-'callfJd Slick§, who are also likely to be 

(d) pragmatists, then to be followed by the 

(e) Innovators 

:iote: 

Taking the Funeral Industry as a whole, the percentage estimates would 
be: 

(a) and (b) .......... 50% 

(c) and (d) .......... 4·0% 

(e) •••••••••••••••••• 10% 

It should be pointed out that sub-types may also be found among them, 

such as the 'Stick-in-the-)'[uds' and the 'Restless'. The former are 

happy to muddle through while the latter are keen to advance their 

careers. By and large, most funeral directors are an amalgam of all 

types in various degrees. The tradi tionalists are likely to be also 

gladiators since the • good service' will include enough prid.e to put on 

a 'good show'. There may be small numbers who really see themselves as 

'doctors of grief', but reliable information suggests that this 

attitude has not pervaded the English funeral industry. The slicks 

possess certain traits co.mmon also to (a) and (b), adhering to 
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tradition and following rituals if the client so wishes and can pay, 

In other respects, they will fit in as many funerals as necessary, 

possibly at the expense of that final touch, and thus putting proUt 

above service. In some instances they would wish to appear to be 

'Trad-Glads' and can talk their way around most problems. The pure 

pragmatist will do exactly as the customer requires. Kost funeral 

directors will have elements of innovation about them, but few will 

exhibit this in the manner of Hodgson <who is a personality unto 

himself). Some of the private mega-firms :may have need of problem-

solv-ing to run properly, though this is likely to come from the kind of 

leader or principal of Hodgson's type. One instance of an attempt at 

innovation would be to embalm on an assembly line (to be discussed in 

chapter V below), which has been attempted by one of the big companies. 

As can be seen in (e), innovators are small in number. There is always 

innovation of some kind at the local level for funeral directors just 

coping with the demands of the daily work. But this ts recognised to 

be a conservative industry and it would perhaps be fair to say that 

there is not a great deal of scope to inuovate. 
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The Stigma Indicators and Counter Influences projected upon the Funeral 
Director may now be convenient l y summarized here. (Status Diminishing 
and Status Enhancing Criter ia). 

STATUS DIMINISHING CRITERIA 

(a) Historical Discrimination 
(b) Adverse Literary Interpretations 
(c) Biased Attributional Formulations 

of Professionalism 
(d) Inappropriate Official 

Classifications 
(e) Projections of Blame and Guilt 
(f) Rumoured Infringements of Ethical 

Behaviour 
(g) Encroachment on the Territory of 

Professions or Occupations 
(h) Public Apprehension of Death with 

the Undertaker one of the Core 
Participants of the Death System 

(i) Professional Status questioned 

STATUS ENHANCING CRITERIA 

Corporate Image 
Association with the City 
Conferences (often with 
Public Participation) 
Professional Body and 
Examinations 
Expertise: Disaster Management 

Exhumation and 
Reclamation 

International Connections 
Subsidiary Industries 
Service Ethic 
Status in the Local Community 
Bereaved Support 
Preserving Tradition 

SUBSTANTIVE MODEL 

Showing Functions, Control, Power, Influence and 
Ambivalent Relationships 

r HeTIONS: 

rONTROL by: 

C
HCE: 

I · T 
RELATIONSHIPS: 

Social /Ceremonial~ 

Prag:matic /Xanual~ 

ROLE RELATIONS with 

Communication 
Ilegotiatio~her Professions 
Delegation 
Administration • 
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CHAPTER V 

THE DEATH SYSTEM IN OPERATION 
EIllbc:a l Iller-s Un:rnas:ked 

TXLe EIllbc:alrner 
Overvi.e··vv 

AT1 I n -t~r~ocluc:;;t or-y 

By way of some general information, embalmers have a professional body 

in this country which currently has 1,425 members of which 

approximately 15% are females. The British Institute of 

Embalmers (BIE) publishes a by-monthly journal which contains news from 

various parts of the world, plus technical details for members. The 

Institute dates back to 1927 and any person engaged in funeral sfJrvices 

can become a rrrBmber. The objects are to encourage and prOIlli.Tte the 

practice of embalming and to maintain the welfare and education of 

practising embalmers. It is not unusual to suppose that modern 

embaLllling is a revival of the art practised ill ancient clviHsatlons, 

but there is no comparison <in the view of thE~ Institute) as embalming 

is S('len as a scientific treatment of the body of a deceased person to 

ensure the Ii ving are not infected and at the same time, giving a flense 

of consolation to the bereaved. A man by the name of Ruysch frDm 

AIf~3terdam introduced modern embalmi.ng in the 17th Century and his 

method£; were advanced by the two great Scottish anatomists, the 

brothers Hunter. What does embalnrlng :mean to the bereaved? They often 

have a keen desire to view the remGl.ins before the funera.l and the 

embalmer ensures respect of these sentiments by the elimi.nation of 

conditions which may have a distresE>ing spiritual and :mental effect, as 
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v-Iel1 as being a dangeL' to health. Thus, the deceased can be presented 

in the best possible condition, with natural colouring, absence of 

odour or other unpleasant change (which would follow soon after death), 

and indeed as if peacefully asleep. Embalming is not, however, a legal 

requirement and those who practise can bt"1 part of a funeral family 

firm, the director or his/her assistant in a company, or an employee, 

or in self-employment and fur hire by fUll(~ral undertaktngs who do not 

have qualified staff. 

I have touched so far on 1IL0f.!'!ssiQIlal atti.tudes and requi.rements, on 

WhE!ther enibalmi~:lg_ an art or a sct~nGe (intent to return to tbJs 

topic), hlstorj,cal origin of the modern practtce, hygie:rle. and 

psychological benefl ts to the bereaved and \'1ho employs this 

professional group. Thts ts by and large the operational side. It is 

also necessary to direct attention to J1latters of cu~ture, ~_conQJlliC;Ls., 

wbether the work iSlllenial, the identity of the dead, the iJil;lQ1QU of 

the embalmers and :J:UJ;;torical attitudes towards pestilence and the dead. 

Starting with the last, Philippe Aries (19'76)(1) discusses the more 

enlightened attitudes in France around 1760 which began to criticise 

the contradictions of unbeal thy odours from COIllJJlOn graves on the one 

hand and the pile-up in churches of cadavers on the other, the latter 

belng reproached for "doing everything for the soul and nothing for the 

body", It was not so much a case of the dead potsonlng the living as a 

cuI t of the survivors' unwillingness to accept the di:1parture of their 

loved one, Remains were held on to, even as far as to keep them 

visible in bottles of alcohol. Arj.es tells of a doctor during the 
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AJ1.l€rican Civil War <1861-65). a quack doctor in fact after being 

expelled; who embalmed 4.,000 cadavers in four years; and ':Ma' Green l 

who; as a young woman, helped the undertaker and at age 20 \vas a 

licensed embalmer. In short, it was a time when corpse technology 

became a service for the common people. Up to the Civil War in 

America, cadavers that had to be transported or kept unburied for days, 

were simply packed in ice. While the ancient Egyptians cared for the 

spiri tual and the possi ble fatc~ of the soul <of which Hmbalming was but 

OIlL'l aspect), the preoccupation of the industrial West was with the 

desire for profit, After auspicous beginnings during the 18th Century, 

the career of the embalming practice :ma.d~1 impressive gains, 

particularly in the USA, where the government gave it full support, 

even to the extent of a legal requirElment, if thE! interval between 

death and burial de:ma.nded it. Embalming was big business at that time, 

with only 8% of the lifeless cremated and cannibalism mini:ma.l; indeed, 

it was then and is now an important economic activity for the nation 

right down to the tndividual enterprise. But thE! biggest gratitude to 

the embalmer should come from pathologists. They could argue that 

embalming should not be dismissed as a menial activity, given its 

frequent unpleasantness. At its most perfected and professional, it is 

no exaggeration to call it an aesthetic art. 

One supposes that when a pathologist has complet(~d his task and looks 

at the remains on the table in front of him, hE! may well pondHr what 

Ids professional zeal has done to the humnn form. Call it defUement 

or not, the dead possess an identity granted to them by the living 

through keeping the cadaver intact for frhmd and foe. But the 
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ellibalmer wants lliOre than that. His/her adroit administration will 

avert catastrophe. Ideology requires it. AbsEmt bones an~ replaced by 

rods and sticks; incisions are closed off; gaps filled UPi 

restoration and reconstruction jobs done; staring eyes are carefully 

closed and cotton plugs placed inside cheeks, to give the hollowed-out 

appearance of consumption a more robust semblance of life. How the 

embalmer sits back to contemplate the finished product -- the 'view-Ing' 

ceremony, as the final verdict of the mourntng survivors. 

Anc~ent ~nd Modern E~bal~~ng 

Burial has been a distinctive human rite stnce ancient times and was 

not origtna11y due to sanitary IIIL,tives. 'iilbat appeared to matter more 

was a visible expression of sorrow, an aversion to the contagion of 

death and the propitiation of the dead, who were often regarded as 

jealous of the living. 1(ost of the rituals were also accompanied by 

food and other eqUipment, which had to be placed in the grave, in order 

to satisfy the belief in smIle kind of afterlife. Given the variabH ity 

of corpse disposal, <of whi.ch one extreme is related to the writings of 

Herodotus in which he tells of a tribe on th!'..! borders of India whose 

custom 1. t \'/as ceremonial 1 y to eat the oodies of their parents (Burn, 

198~) see reference (16»), one Gan observe an early associa.tion bebveen 

the ritualistic practices a.nd experimental preservatiun, involving the 

interacting roles of kin, priest and. anatomist. One can 1'(,)ally think 

of the tombs in archaic Egypt as the first signs of social 

stratlfication, where the best was reserved for the king and his 

nobles, The early I-·oyal tDmbs also had suosidJaqr burials grouPfid 
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around them as resting places for th(O! favoured servants of the crown. 

Interment in this fashion was a privilege. To build a tomb in the 

royal necropolis required official prescript and the crown would 

sometimes assume part of the cost of outfitting these 'houses of 

E~ternity' . Of course, the ordinary Egyptian's aspiration for his 

existence after death was to be the best available to him (Xurnane, 

1983). See reference <17:> 

Before the dynastic age Egyptians wrapped their dead in skins or cloth 

and buried them in shallow sandy graves. This practice kept the 

remains dry and produced natural mummification. It is likely that the 

preservation of the body was related to the belief in iID1J1Ortallty .. 

Religous views suggested that the soul has more than one Ii.fe cycle and 

th12 tit passes through the bodi es of ani lllB.ls before it could return to 

its mill habitation. Preserving the dead human body and paying it 

reverence in a tmnb was thE!refore important. The ancient Egyptians 

then progressed to the Copper Age and learnt how to fashion coffins 

from stone and wood. (Visited the British Xuseum, November, 1988.)<"2:> 

By the middle of the First Dynasty, religion had assumed the funerary 

rites. But to the dismay of the Priests, bodies in the coffins 

putrefied without the dry and hot sand. Sand was then added to the 

box-l ike structures for entombment to provide a mmr anaerobic 

condition to keep the contents dry. Later, more sophisticated 

mater1.als were discovered: salt and sodium carbonate from the dried 

out shallow lakes in the hot season, which the Priests noticed 

preserved bodies buried in the soil much better when it cuntained such 

substances. Experiments took place also with imported resins, aromatic 
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perfUill2E, oils dnd saw--duct from the ce(t'lr, bitumen from the l>{egev, and 

imIDE!1'sing in hOnE!Y. The flint knife had by now become a sacred 

instru.ment for the removal of viscera because it was discovered that 

gut and stomach needed to be relIlOved if putrefaction is not to be 

hastened. 

Embalming took root in Egypt at about 3000 B.C .• and assumed increasing 

complexity in the following years to meet the ritual need for 

perfection. Usually, attendants would arrive with a body at the 

embalmers and view a choice of cases stylised like hUTIlanoid boxes to 

present the Elmbalmers' art as well as acting as a guide to cost. 

According to the required ritual, the body was laid in the earth, a 

scribe (or learned one) would make a painted mark on the left flank and 

the dissector with the flint knife would then manually open the belly 

and wrench out all the organs except the heart and kidneys. How 

embalming progressed from this point is somewhat uncertain as 

:misunderstandings in textual ev:idence occur. We now meet our friend 

Herodotus, the father of history and comparative anthropology. again 

(see Appendix 2, pp 1-2),<3) whose classical account of the embalming 

procedure suffered from a misread1ng of his translators as to seqmmce. 

Correctly 1nterpreted, the body after evisceraUon is steeped in 

hypertonic salt solution; the cavit1el'; packed w1 th resins and 

aromatics; Lmmersion in a sal1ne-bath for St!VHn days; the body to be 

anointed w1th essential Oilb; and finally wrapped from top to bottDm 

jn layers of Itnen bandages, inuncted with gum. Unpleasant smells were 

so hJdden and the dehydrated rema1ns preserved before the corpse was 

.flnsl returned to the relatives for burial. (Dr, Haler; 1983),<4) 
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The high-class embalmers in Egypt passed a hooked instrument up the 

nose and for"ced it right through into the cranial cavity, working this 

about to break up the relatively soft brain to eventually raking it out 

of the nasal passages. The final removal appears to have been a stream 

of saline, followed by an instillation of aromatics, 

A cheaper embalment procedure was also in use. Here, no attempt was 

made to remove the vlscera. According to Haler, cedar-wood oil was 

forced intu the intestines and the anus sealed to prevent reflux of the 

oiL The body was then immersed in strong saline solution for a 

specific number of days, following" which the plug was n~moved. 

Herodotus explains that the alimentary tract was so voided as liquid as 

a cedar-wood aU emulslon. The body, having been subjected to a high 

molarity salt solution in this way, was osmotically dehydrated and 

returned to the relatives in a shrivelled state. The fate of the 

viscera in the canopic jar seemed to differ. }funy of theBe jars were 

sealed and buried with the mummy. 

Similar modes of preservation were also used by other races and 

peoples. A whole range of chemicals (some newly discovered) were used 

later: mercury chloride was one of the metallic salts; bacteria 

indigenous to the body were killed off with a poisonous protein 

precipitant; arsenicals offered anti.bacterial properties; alcohol 

like rum helped to bring Lord Ne1son'slIlOrtal relics back to England in 

a hogshead full; tarmtc acid could convert human tissue into a kind of 

leather, and saltpetre to act as a desiccant substance. Later still, 
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injection methods lJeca:me popular, with fluids containing such chemicals 

as chloridH, alum, potaSh glycerine, arsenic and alcohol. 

The cultural characteristics one can d(!tect from the foregoing 

observations are a ritual need for perfection in the preservation of 

the body for immortaLity and the religious views which suggested the 

passing of the soul through animal bodies before it could find its 

resting place in the preserved human body. Social historians of 

ancient Egypt do not tell us a lot about the significance of the 

discovery and use of chemicals which accompanied the incentives for 

body preservation <perhaps justifying my closer reference above), or 

the craftsmanship employed in the embalming art. Glle does, however, 

know from the Xuseum display that those honoured by IDUIlTlllification were 

in the main palace officials, singers, priests and talented artificers. 

(See also Andrews, 1984).(5) 

Xuch more information on embaLming practices and the cultural rationale 

underlay"ing it in the Xiddle Ages can be gleaned from the researches of 

Clare Gittings (1984),(E.) She discovered as particularly applicable to 

the upper social ranks another kind of Elentiment in operation 

reflecting what I have previously coine(l as the I Janus' function. The 

bolO opposing viewpoints relate to how suon the corpse 1s to be buried 

after death. Some testators reqUired this to be dune as quickly as 

possible. Da:me Joan Boynton, a Yorkshire lady, wished in 1486 to be 

I buried in all goodly haste as may be'; Agnes, Countess of Pembroke, 

in 1367 wanted to be buried 'within two days after my death'; and 

Elizabeth, Lady Despenscer, in 1409 asked to be interred three days 
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after she died. These ladies evidently experienced an unease at the 

prospect of physical decomposition as well as a reluctance of 

submitting their dead bodies to embalmers' unpleasant ministrations. 

Hygiene as one of the reasons for quick burial was less prevalent at 

that period, but some ladies seemed to share a concern with their dead 

bodies which had strong undertones of sexuality about it. Among the 

examples as early as 1572 is one of XarYt Countess of Northumberland, 

who directed in her wEI that 'not in any wi.se to let me be opened 

after I am dead. I have not loved to be very bold afore woman, much 

1IIOre would I be loath to come into the hands of any living man, be he 

physician or surgeon', Another example is of Lady Verney in 1639, who 

di.rected to 'let no stranger wind me, nor do not let me stripped, but 

put a clean smock over me ..... and let my face be hid'. 

In opposition to speedy burial, various testators specifically 

requeGted that they should not be interred too soon after death, 

presumably because they feared to be buri~~d alive. :Medical science was 

not yet highly developed and to be mistakenly so interred seemed to 

constitute a very real danger, and possibly (suggests Gittings) 

accDunting for the origin of tales about vampires. Two examples Df 

wills are those of John, Duke of Lancaster, who in 139'1 willed that h:l.s 

body • be not buried for 40 days, during '\'Ihidl I charge my executors 

thilt there be no searing or embalming :my corpse'. Come the funeral 

after this length of til!ll~. one wonders in what condition the body must 

have been in. ElIzabeth de Burgh, founder of Clare Hall, Cambridge, .is 
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also qUDtf~d as having WTi tten in 1355, that I I will my body be not 

buried for 15 days after my deCeaSE!'. 

Conversion to Christianity following the early Egyptian attempts at 

preservation did not completely wipe out experiments in the art of 

embalming, althous"h (as explained by .Mitford) it was nainly the 

privUeged for whom it was found expedient to provide visible evidence 

of death by exposing the body to public view. As for Europe. only the 

great or like monarchs may have been treated thus on 

political groundG. and the very rich as a form of pret~ml;j"ouSIJeSS" 

There prospered, howevElr, in every agf:~ cllarlatans and eccentrics who 

clai1f,f~d to havc~ nldiscovered the lost art of the Egyptians or offer(~d 

ne\'1 and improvc-!d pickli.ng methods of the.ir own invention. Also, 

physicians, surgeons, chemists and apothecaries, formed part of the 

later 17th and 18th Century experimental'S and anatomical researchers, 

often enlisted by private necrophlles for the preservation of dead 

friends and relations. OUtford, 1980). ("7) Dr. William Hunter (8
) was 

one such well--known anatomist. What he was after in contrast to 

today's practitioners was a technique that ensured perpetual survival 

of the remains. following permanent chemical arrest of decomposition. 

whilst allowing for a pre-mortem appearance. Autoiconism, in short. 

His bodies were to last, not for an hour, day or year, but alwaYfi. He 

did not, howevever. :mean to imply in bis writings that all bodies 

should be preserved against natural decay. His subjects were few and 

often intended for retention as examples of tbe art for students and 

the medical profession to refer \;0, in the best traditions of tbe 

anatomist, Another justification .for emhalming bodies was 
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included in Thomas Greenhill's 1705 pubUcation 'Art of Embalming', c£o 

when he defended his pn:!occupation with i.t by stating: 'Some have 

spared no :means to render thelli!Selves immortal hut finding death 

inexorable and irresistible, they altered their measures by inventing a 

thousand ways to perpetuate their memories after their dissolution. It 

may be justly sai.d of embalming that it is undeniably the most 

considerable and efficacious means to answer their intention'. Others 

wanted preservation to keep the loved ones in the home. There is the 

case of Sir John PrycH <169B-1761) (10. of Newton, Glamorgan. He was so 

upset by the death of his first wife that he had her embalmed and 

placed by his bedside. He soon remarried and seemingly his new bride 

did not object to her predecessor's corpse sharing the bedchamber. 

She, in turn, passed away out of 'despondency after two years of 

marriage', was embalmed and placed by Sir John's bed. He married again 

but tbe third Lady Pry-ce refused to sleep with her husband until the 

bodies of the other two ladies were removed (Litten, 1988).<11) 

Another story alBa re lated in Li tton I s research paper on f30n:€ 17th and 

18th Century recipes for embalming- is that of an anatolllist by the name 

of John Sheldon, (12) who in year 1784 told a visiting Natural History 

Xuseum Professor from Paris, how 9 years earlier he preserved a 

mistress whom he tenderly loved. The ProfE~ssor was allowed to view the 

lllU:mmy. •..... the glass was lifted up and Sheldon made me admire the 

flexibility of the arms, a kind of elasticity of the bosom and the 

perfect preservation of other parts of the body. Even the skin had 

partly retained its colour, though exposed to the air. He had in,iC-lci;ed 

several parts of it with strong spiritB of wine, saturated with 
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camphor, mixed with a small quanti ty of turpentine. The skin vms 

prepared and tanned "lith a finely powdered alum, rubbed on by hand. 

The intestines were taken out and covered with varnish composed of 

camphor ruxed with resin and, to imitate the natural tint of the skin 

of the facf~, he injected the carotid arteries with a coloured 

substance. • (Faujus Saint-Fond, 1'799).(13) This story is told to show 

how far embalming had progressed at this period of time. The later 

needs of Forensic Science to detect crime led to the abandonment of the 

metallic poisons, to be slowly replaced by the arterial injection 

:method. The Amerlcan Civil War Gaused a great upsurge of the need to 

preserve dead bodies, "/hich advanced the use of the present method, 

Formaldehyde Solutions of great complexity and refinements, although 

body desiccation alone does not render it safe. The 19th Century is 

nml a convenient stage to lead into a discussion of attempts at the 

prof!'!ssionalisation of ElIDbalming. 

T1.-J.e Wor- ~L c1 CJI trJ.8 E:rnba l :mer 

In a nutshell; l1!Odern embalming is th(~ stUdy and science of treating a 

dead human body to achieve an aSE~pt;ic concti tion, a pre-mortem 

appearance and preservation. No occupatton in the 'death industry' 

other than that of the anatomist (the doctor who conducts autopsies to 

establish the cam:;e of sudden and unnatural death) is so closely 

associated with the :manipulatton of the lifeless human body as is the 

embalmer. Hts/her toolkit includes a set of surgical instruments, 

drainage tub(~s, sterilisation instru1ll<'!nts, liquids too numerous to 

llfentiof1 and a \,¥hole set of Gos:lIletic :l!laterials to enable scientific 
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treatment of the deceased person, The full-time professional embalmer 

handles between 4 and 10 corpses per day, every day, and helshe :may 

have to car've , inject, stitch, bolster organs, shampoo, shave, cut toe 

and finger nails and apply technical cosmetology. Few outsiders are 

allovled into the embalming room at a funeral director's premises and 

view the process. I have been fortunate to gain access to such a 

session and will describe the experience below. The sequential stages 

of this chapter will be those of evolution, professionalisation, case 

studies, work routines and a concluding discussion highlighting 

elements of interest to the sociologi(3t. 

Th.e Birt.l:a. crt: Org;o.:n.j_E3ed 
ProI<f.=:!!E3s:i. O]:1o.]_:i. SIll.< 14) 

Up to about lBBB there existed no national trade associations as we 

know them today, and no one person of sufficient national standing to 

bring members of the funeral trade together into an organised body. 

There were, however, SOllie prestigious persons who succeeded in 

establishing local associations of undertakers in cities and tOWII.S as 

London, Liverpool, Nanchester and Preston. By 1898 word had spread and 

individuals in many other towns managed to generate enough enthusiasm 

and interest to participate in the launching of a national 

organisation, to b,~ designated the • Bri tish Institute of Undertakers' 

(BIU), whose key obj ecti ve was to ra.ise the general status of the 

occupation. One of the founders, a certain XL H. A. Sherry, who later 

became the first National President of the (by then) re-na:med British 

Undertakers Association, 'lisi ted Am.erica and was so impressed by \'lIhat 
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he S!:l.W that not only did he himself lecture widely on his return, but 

also invited one Professor Sullivan to come to this country to talk 

about, demonsti'ate, teach and conduct examinations in the contemporary 

method of Emballnent. The l.nvitation was accepted and the first classes 

wt!l'e held during the year 1900. Although the BIU had l.nHiated this 

progressl.ve move, itt-i own organisation in the initial stage of its 

formation had encountered the same sort of oppostion and obstruction 

towards a formally organised pro£essionalisat:ton as was experienced by 

:many other societies at that time and wHhin a short few years it found 

itself unable to survive. 

The l-=<"or:rna.tioT.I. o:E" tJ::le B:r-i.tj_sl'l 
EInba 1 ::rners Sr.Jc i c-':'!ty( 16) 

JIewly qualified embalmers realised only too well that the developuJ!'mt 

of their skills depended upon organised meetl.ngs for the purpose of 

discussion and instruction. Thus motivated, they formed their own 

organised group in 1901, known as the 'BrHish Embalmers Socl.ety' 

(BES). X.eanwhl.le local associations of undl~rtakers also continued 

their activities, and in due course attempted again to form a national 

organisation. The British Undertakers Association (BUA) then saw the 

light of day and. was formally inauguratHd in 1905, to continue to go 

from strength to strength thereafter. By 19U>, the BES was 

incorporated into the BUA. Following SOIfl:e conference meetings some 

thirty years later (935) I the term • Undertaker' was thought not to be 

a fitttng title for a professional body and replaced by the 'National 

Association of Funeral Directors' (NAFD), still including also the 
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earlier absorbed Embalmers Society. Abuut nine years before this event 

(1926) I twelve prominent embalmers juined together for a meeting at an 

East Eild of London GE!fe and decided there and then to form a lJ.ational 

association with the :ma.in objective of improving the standard of their 

professional services. Those twelve formed the core of the present 

Bri ti£.:;h lnsti tute as an autonomous body to promote the science of 

embalming until it became an established part of every funeral service. 

Additional objectives included the provision of tl11tion and an 

examination for student embalmers; the facility for post-graduate 

training in Ilew techniques and apparatusesi and finally, to obtain 

recognition for the science and art of embalming by GovermllHnt and the 

gem~ral public. The EIE was then duly registered in 192'7 and 

incorporated as a company in 1929. 

PrDfe~~~onal Control and Work 
Rout~ne~ 

Although the historical association between funerary cllstOms and 

embalming has conti.D.ued through the ages, its form and function has 

undergune fundamental change. Physicians and surgeuns no longer engage 

in the embalming' routines because the ritualistically reqUired proce::js 

of artificial dessication, whereby some internal organs are removed, 

the budy cavJties filled with myrrh and spices, and treated salt and 

natron, is not consistent with the contemporary cultural bellefs or the 

accepted purposes of body preservation. Simplistically put, i.t wlluld 

seem that the organisation of the disposal Df the dead is now in the 

hands of managet·s (the funeral directors) and thce! anatomical pr.lrt the 
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provinct.' of the playerEl (the embalmers). Hmlever, the dt"lgree of 

professional.isation and the dependency relationship of both these 

occupations is much :more complex, as the subsequent discussion below 

wi 11 reveal. Divorced though the BIE from the NAFD has now been for 

some 60 years, these two organisations continue to exist on the face of 

it har:moniously side by side as participating actors \,lithin the same 

social dramas, although it will be found from a later analysis of 

embalmers' work that the work routines are drastically' different. 

Since 195B, the embalming arm of the NAFD and the BES have become 

merged into the BIE with its own distinct occupational identity in the 

world of embalming. There is also now a National Board of Examiners on 

which embalmers, funeral directors and Co-operative Funeral Service 

managers are represented. Debates in this country whether embalming is 

a trade or a profession (an issue to be considered in the conclusion to 

this chapter) make it essential to give some indicatton Df the 

privately-run ex:mJnation scheme. Candidates are expected to possess a 

good knowledge of Anatomy and Physiology; an elementary knowledge of 

Pathology, Bactertology and Chemistry, together with a comprehensive 

grasp of the theory of Embalming and its practical application. The 

theoretical part (comparable with the 8urly years in medical schooD 

consist of Histology, Ost8010gy, Nyology, Splanchology, Angiology, 

Neurology, Surface Anatomy, Pathology, Bacteriology, Embalming 

Chemistry, Embalming and Personal Hygiene. After passsing the 

theoretical part, candIdates apply to take the practical which is 

examined on an individual basis. This consists of one complete 

embalment of a subject, in addition to which a total of 30 embalments 

at 1;hl=;; work place must be certified, of \'/hic11 12 have been subjectf:d to 
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a post mortem examination (Necropsy). There is also a comm.on funeral 

service preliminary examination for those who have none of the 

specified entrance qualifications. 

Tu~t~on. 

Pract~ce 

Research. Codes of 
and E-t:h~C::S(18) 

The teaching of embalming has progressed throughout the Institute's 

history. As a new art and science, it was first given publicity in 

copies of the Undertakers Journal. Around 1920 two private schools of 

instruction became available, but only to selected applicants, such as 

Funeral Directors or their sons. Prescribed theoretical texts were 

Cottridge's 'Anatomy & Sanitation' and Bartholomew's 'Anatomy of tlle 

Human Body'. A nurses dictionary was also used, Further schools were 

opened in London and Blackpool and American books as \"ell as embalming 

products introduced into this country. This was also a time when the 

first 'Trade Embalmer' came into existence <Trade Embalmers are self-

employed and available on hire to Funeral Directors), Cases fot' 

practical demonstration and embalming tuition were hard to come by and 

school representatives tra.velhld a good deal at short notice to support 

this need. With the increasing importance of the teaching role came 

the formation in 1954 of a National Education Committee, to be followed 

by a Teachers' Registration Committee and the introduction of an 

accredited list of qualified and experienced teachers of embalming. 

These :measures are seen to have played a key role in the improvement of 

the quality of embalming and enhancement of the professional status of 

the embalmer. The year 1945 saw the creation of a 'Research Board' 
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whose first objective was to re-assess the alms of the BIE. In bri(~f, 

t:1:H~ five recommendations revolved around the a:ceas of clinical research 

and laboratory tests; the preparation of a report to the (then) 

Xinistry of Health on embalming procedure and public heal th measun~s; 

training for funeral services; the scientific standards in the 

treatment of cases; and finally, to have the care, prestige, welfare 

and livelihood of the professional men and women doing this work 

protected. The senior members serving on the Board had the stupendous 

task of undertaking such tedious investigations as the tubercule 

bacteria, the effects of embalming on cremation and the many 

experiments with derma surgery compounds. One member researched the 

condition of two cases removed from the Catacombs, in which the 

cadavers had been placed for two years. The collated findings were 

then made accessible to members via the journal, today known as the 

• Embalmer'. 

There are among the wider public still misconceptions about modern 

embalming. It is not unusual to suppose that it is revival of the art 

practised in ancient civilisations. There iB, however, no comparison. 

The word • embalming' simply means th(:! scientific treatment of the body 

of a deceasp.d person, enBur1ng that it is free from possible infection 

to the living and at the same time giving a sense of consolation to th(c! 

bereaved unll 1 the time of the funeral" A more precise analysis of 

modern embalming, its scientific applicattcJD, its psychological effects 

upon the performer and the mode in which occupational socialisation 

takes place, \flll be built up into the case studies to follow. At this 

fit; the established codes must receive brief attention to indicate 
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the endeavour of the BIE to advance along the path from quasi to full 

professional status. The I Cod(~ of Practice! need not detain us long. 

lmTIDr-taut 8.8 :1. t :is In Dractical te:f"illS~ 
.! .;. It revolves around nrotective 

~ 

clothing, hygiene, cleanliness of the work area, ventilation, waste 

disposal, vaccination and inoculation protection, exposure to fumes, 

lifting techniques, post mortem safety, the observance of 

manufacturers' instructions regarding chemicals and a knowledge of the 

legal requirements before embalming. The BIE has conducted a survey 

recently which consisted of 50 questions to conference members at Keele 

Uni versi ty and aimed to establ:ish the practices adopted in their day--

to-day' work. It dealt wtth matters undHr the hHad:lngs o:f Embalnd.ng 

Conditions, Embalmiug preparation, Embalming Practice and Hygiene. The 

resul ts will become available early in 1989 and will be included. in the 

Appendix. It is likely that the code of practice ntay then be arnendHd. 

to take account of the survey results. 

The BIE(19) like other professions (or aspiring professions) believes 

in self--regulation. a sense of calling. service to the publtc, member 

autonomy and separate identtty as reflected in its own administration, 

qualifications, local societies and the journa1. To end this section, 

it wtl1 be of iuterest to produc8 the 'Code of Ethics' in full. 

1. I b_eliev~t the practice of embalming tu be in the interest of 

publi.c health and promise to promote embalming to the beE;t uf 

:my ability. 

2. I treat IIIJth respect each dead human budy. 
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~}. I a complete confidential relationship to those I am 

called upon to serve. 

4. I!'dll endeavour to promote scientific research in the problems 

affecting emhalming. 

5, I undertake to abide by the regulattons of the British 

Insti tute of Embalmers and. to (::lupport, to tbe best of my 

abUi ty, any meetings or gatherings arranged by them. 

S~ ~f~~ant Case Prof~les 

Th(:! five cases to be now considered reveal much information tn the 

areas of embalmer training, Job coutent, self-perception and 

occupation;:--;ll socialisation. It is therefore considered prudent with 

this occupation to defer discussion of the kinds of (indivldual and 

group) stigma to which it is likely to be exposed. Outside the medical 

fi.eld, this is the only work whicb an incumbent j nto dl n':ct 

contact with a dead body. The biographical elements which gave rise to 

choice and. (~l1try into thhi occupation must therefore be regarded as 

ficant in the life/work histories of the job holdE~rs. Whilst this 

case :material wi.ll add a geeat sense of reality and aid the proces:=l of 

'verstehen' in interpreting the evidence, the identity of the actors 

:must remain couftdential aJ.l.d will conveniently be replaced by 

fictiUous names. 
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Case 1. Niss Stella Biggs, <21 ) Principal of a privately-run school of 

funeral directing and embalmi. ng, I have met Niss BigfJs at the 

Kee12 Conference and conducted correspondence with her. 

Additional information about her has been obtained from oth(!r 

:members of the BIE and a BBC Radio 4 taped interview. She is 

an SRIll, and holds all the essenUal qualifications (JffiIE and 

DipFD> required by pracH tioners in this Industry, as well as 

membership of the Royal Society of Health. 

!Uographical ~~"otes. Niss Biggs became interested in the Funeral 

profession when she came to live and work in Salisbury. She was then 

<19(6) employed by Wiltshire County Council as a Health Visitor. 

AccOlnmodation having been difficult to find in the area, she was 

welcoIllEld into the home of a colleague whose family had a long tradition 

of Funeral Directing. The principal of the business, then aleady in 

Ids 70s and still running the undertaking alone, invited Niss Biggs to 

help him and his wife. She eventually qualifJed for the Diploma of the 

Funeral Directors in 1976 and passed her Embalmer examination in 1980. 

By this time, she had also completed her teacher training and obtained 

employment in the local College of THchnology, tHaching applied 

sciHnces. Having also qualified in both funeral directing and 

embalming, it seemed natural to become a registered tutor in these 

fields. Before Wiltshire, Niss Biggs trained as an SRN in London at 

the Royal Free and went on to complete her Xidwtfery qualification at 

the Clapton Nothers' Hospital, The training' \'/as rounded off by a 

course in Health Visi Hng at Southampton Unlversi ty. Sh(! still teaches 

at the College all day and on some evenings as well as holding classes 
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for the Funeral Directors' Diploma and for Embalmers, and is nnw also a 

junior partner in the small family firm referTed to above. ThE} firm 

can cope on average with three cases per day but also takes in 

embalming work from other undertakers who have no facilities. By her 

mm description, lfiss Biggs is (and is said to be) a 'workaholic', 

considers herself as being no.turally bOSSY, but loves her teaching and 

tutoring very much. 

Occupat~o~al Soc~al~sat~o~ a~d 

Sel£-Percept~on 

The description that follows refers to a training session of a sIIJall 

group of trainee funeral directors, to whom an embaLming job :is 

de:monstratf!d by .Miss Biggs. Her illuminating presentation of embalming 

procedure as she adminish~rs the treatment is accompanied by an 

expression of values and attitudes towards the dead as held by herself, 

and which (one assumes) she wishes the students to adopt. 

The bereaved find it dHficul t to bHlieve that death has actually 

occurn~d because at first they are stunned and bewildHred, and the 

idea that somebody is never coming back, never sitting' at the table 

again, never talking with them again, is something they find 

difficult to take if you have Llved with that person for a long 

time. We embalmers are giving the bereaved an opportunity to 

recognise tfllit death bas taken place. We are not beautifying the 

event, we are not taking it away, we are just giving the survivors 
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a chance to vievl the body looking peaceful, comfortable and at 

rest. (Stella addressing undertakers). 

'l?ell, you arE! looking better, aren't you, that's fine. I know 

there is nobody in here (the embalming room), I know they have dl(~d 

and I know their soul is no longer in the body, but that does nnt 

stop me thinking of them as a person. For their family, they are 

still husband or wife or child, af:i may be and they will be I1ntH 

they are able to do the releasing, which is what the job of thfc:i 

embalmer is all about. Untying the bonds of relationship with them 

and enabling them to say the words that are so precious, like 

goodbye, I love you, [ am sorry. 

You see, we are not trying to hide the fact that they are dead; 

that would be stupid; it would just hold up the process of grief; 

but in fact seeing somebody and recognising it is dead but 

comfortable and at peace gives the bereaved a chance to start on 

the journey of recovery; it is a journey and it often takes a long 

time, but we are setting their feet along the right path. if you 

like, we are setting it up for them, doing our little bit tuwards 

it. That's why I like embalming, it's a service, it's a good job. 

<That address is a kind of initiation ceremony for the trainee 

embalmers into the drama to follow·). 

So, now we are going to test for death, all right, and undress this 

lady, making quite sure that we have got a modesty cloth in place. 

The first thing you do is just to vvash to eyeballs carE~ful1y and 
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check. You can see the signs of decomposition in thE! E!yes already; 

keep them closed; that is only right and proper. It is perfectly 

obvious this body has already died. You are all funeral directors 

and for IIlOst of you, I think, you could bonestly say it is a job 

you thoroughly enjoy doing. What we are doing here in the 

embalming theatre is just widening the scope. 

(~-ml F~SS Biggs continues the dialogue expressing her perceptIon of 

embalmer work as she undertakes the next steps of bandling the 

body) . 

A.s you (the undertakers) already know, uur famil les entrust to us 

something precious, something very valutlble. Yesterday, tbe person 

we are going to embalm today was probably still alive and livIng in 

her home Dr in a hospital, and the relatives were talking to her 

and doing all those personal things that on~~ does with the loved 

ones. Today, that person is in our care, the family has entrusted 

her to us and we have got to care if we are going to do the job 

properly. That's exactly what we have to do, care very much. You 

see, the family is not here to see what we do, we can do anything 

and they It/ill not know, or wlll not see; but we will, and we will 

know if we have let ourselves and our profession down. That, I 

think, we have got to get fixed in our m.inds right at the uutset. 

The other thing WE~ havl-! to remembE~r is tbat the dead cannot speak 

for theul£>elves, they are helpless, so because uf that perhaps we 

bave a greater charge than ever. And so ..... 
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Immediately under the skin you find thr'! :muscle groups and the 

clavlcle that runs up to the temple bone, and the other muscles 

just by the side of the wind pi.pi:~, I~I!i going to go though that 

layer, there is a small area of fat there and underneath there 

would bH the vein. Can you see the blood in that vein, it is dark 

and blue. Nuw we have just to dissect that out, get it clear from 

the underlying tissue. One has to be a little careful with 

somebody who died just a day or two ago, to make sure we don't 

punctun~ the vein, and there it is. Can you see, there is still 

some blood in it, just slip the separator underneath it and then'! 

is the vein raised, no problE!m at all. 

It is very easy to talk about bodies when you are an embalmer, and 

then you stop, thinking of people. To me then:) really isn't any 

difference between what I do, if you like almost in love, for the 

one on the embalming table. SaDie of these things IDa.y be 

unpleasant, but I am doing it in order to achieve a purpose, the 

subject of which is thE~re in the chapel. So, hopefully. the 

dignity of the individual is never out of :my hElad. I pray tlmt i. t 

never is because the minute that happens to me, all sorts uf things 

are going to go wrong. Nowadays the dead are rarely laid out at 

home, but are kept in the funeral parlours until cremation or 

burial. In the cities some 75% of all dead people are embalmed, 

although tn many Gases the rela.tlves are unaware that this has 

occurred. Undertakers don't use the word 'embalming', They 

usually call it 'hygtenic treatrr!'.=mt' or 'care of the body'. 

Wherever you gu, Jf you have to fill in a form, somebody somewhere 
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asks you to state your profession and you say 'EmbalJner', Thf~y 

think you are mad, they think you are some sort of loony; or they 

say 'what is an embalmer?'. Possibly there might be a tendency for 

the profession to draw eccentric and slightly strange people 

towards it, but as an embalmer I do feel that in some way I am 

separate from the rest of society in as much as I am privileged to 

deal with a function which is unique. It is possible to have one's 

own embalming company and work on contract to undertakers. It 

takes about an hour to embalm a body and the family v.lill be chaTged 

(up to some £,35 in 1(38) as part of the cost of the funeral. The 

amount of work each case involves varies greatly, depending on the 

condi tion of the body at death, but the 'Trade EmbaLmer' is still 

paid only a flat rate of some £,20 per body. 

:low this one is a straight forward female case. I am just washing 

the body down with a solution of disinfectant in order to kill the 

surfaCE} bacteria. This i.s to protect ourselves and anyone else who 

might handle the body after emballning. Hygiene is the one basic 

aspect of embalming, and obviously, we have to be extremely careful 

as we can never be sure that a case has not died of or been 

suffering from a co:mmun1ca.ble di.sease. 

If you could 8hm! somebody the difference between this body which 

is before embalming and a body after embalming they :might 

understand, Embalming to rJe it's incredible, I am fee11ng 

emotional when I am describing i.t, talking about it, it's ~,uch a 

wonderful thing. I pretended to be somebody else when I ~'jas 
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iIdtially getting to grips with embalrrdng. In the ea1'1y stages of 

illy ex:perJence when I had to make incisions I did what they told me 

robotically. I just did it \'Iithout actually experiencing it, I 

shut myself off from the experience. Once I had done ita few 

times, I could lllB.nage to release myself from it properly. I do 

that with anything I find disturbing and this is so initially 

because we have all been brought up to be disturbed by dead bodies. 

Everybody thinks i.i dead body is a terrible thing. 

(:I(y note: The occupational sociaLisation process takes the form of 

imparting particular values and attitudes. It initiates also the 

shaping of a distinct ideology about this wurk, quite apart from 

the practical dexterity involved in doing it. How the propensity 

of coping with the manipulation of the body affects, or can affect 

an embal:mer diff(~rently in psychological terms, will be shown by 

the expressed feel:ing of the cases to follow. But at this stage, 

Stella now GontJnues to busy herself with the female body on the 

embal:ming table) . 

. . . . . now to put it simply, we replace the blood in the body with 

embalming fluid, which serves three functions: one is that it aids 

the preservation of the body and halts temporarily the onset of 

decomposition. If not cremated, it will eventually decompose and 

change its appearance. That is the second function. Thirdly, it 

will make the body hygienic to handle. I am about to insert a tube 

into the artery. The tube is attached to the pump which gives us 

the pressure and pushes the fluid into the vartous areas of the 
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body and pushes out the blood (\\lhich (irains off into the sink). I 

massage the hands to attract the fluid in. Now, can you see the 

veins raising all along there where the fluid displaces the 

discolouration, which is hypostasis blood. That should clear, but 

squeezing sometimes helps to dislodge it. There really is an 

improvement. They are not people (meaning the dead), they are 

cold; w::ry cold to touch, that gives an impression of lifelessness. 

There are no people in this room except yourself. People are warm 

and you expect it, but to touch a dead person initially is shocking 

because even if you know they are dead you don't expect the 

coldness that comes through, despite your wearing gloves. I don't 

like to touch them without gloves unless they have been 

embalmed ..... (Stella continues to explain). 

Embalming is carried out often without the client really knOWing. 

Obviously the funeral director has to obtain some kind of consent 

from the famEy to allow 1t to be carried out. But the work can be 

done without the clic:!nt really being aware that anything has 

happened. So the actual end r'esult is then that the body looks 

nice and the bereaved are :;.;atisfied; which is the important thing. 

They don't know the embaLmer even exists. I like to be the 

anonymous person behind the scenes who isn I t :meetini~ the rela.ti ves. 

I feel intrDverted myself, but the funeral directors b.av€-~ to be 

extrovertc:!d, havG got to .meet people, have got to act. I can't 

act; I don't like meeting the relativesj I would rather be behind 

the scenes producing the results that are liked, or maybe people 

are indifferent to; or whatever; I don't like to be out front as 
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it \flere, but I do like the results of my work to be up front. The 

body is the :roost important part of the funeral, it's the important 

guest at the funeral and I have got to make horrur look right. 

Thelllost important part in the embal.ment is the face because that 

it what people are interested ini that is what they have come to 

see. The rest of the body is covered up. It is the facf~ where we 

have to spend the ti:mf~. I am now gotng to sensure up the mouth, 

sew tt up. which involves the passtug of a Itgature round the 

sceptmn just beneath the Itps, then through the nose, back into the 

mouth and tie it up. You do this in order to kElep the mouth shut 

without any artificial means. A prop for example wuuld luok bad, 

so we du a sensure which can't be seEm. 

I am by no means a master of embalming. I have been dutng it 

constantly for four years, every single day. Sometimes when I am 

busy I would do ten cases tn a day; and when I am quiet, I do at 

least three to four a day and that's every day. During 

particularly busy periuds it is easy to imagine that instead of 

people dying in houses or hospitals, there is some factory 

producing bodies for us to work OIL That is because you are 

getting them one after another. You ask how we got on with that 

acc1dent case this J1;orning, the one that was knocked dmm? Oh, t t 

waH difficult. We got hold of the damage all down the ri.ght side, 

cut all the bad flesh away and made it up. They wanted to view it, 

that was the th1ng, we had to try and do somethtng with the body, 

get the features back as they were. We had to be careful, the 
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bDnes were all crushed. They should be pleased \f-dth our tiork" 

Someti:mes repair is just impossiblE), To be quite honest, I didn't 

think, after \'1hat I heard about this case, that one would be able 

to do any·thing with it at alL If I resolve to do something, it 

doesn't matter how terrible it is, or how obnoxious it is, I will 

do it. I t takes a will and df~termination, so I force myself to do 

it. 

(Stella now lets her hair down, discloses more of her feelings), 

I suppose I don't like people that much. I don't actually dislike 

them; I am indifferent to them. I find people boring if they are 

not intelligent. I don't prefer dead people to live people or 

anything like that, but the dead are different, they don't impose 

themselves OIl you. That's the thins; they are just there; they 

are inanimate, they accept things, th('!y are dead bodies; they 

don't have any views or opinions. You don't have to deal with them 

or pretend to be anything with them. I think that's how people 

should be. I know some of you don't agree with :me about this, but 

I actually' have '30me beUef in Life after death. I think more in 

terms of reincarnation rather thB.n of some heavenly place where 

people go to. It seems strange that someone who had. a personality 

is reduced to only a deau bouy. Look, only yards from where we 

.have been working is a completely differ'font world. People are 

alive and unaware of death. It's not prominent on their mind at 

all, yet it's an everyday thing to me. There are two worlds which 

Jcm't correspond; the wurld in£iide the MJI·tuary and me working with 
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deceased persons all day, and the world outside, where peopl(~ an, 

going about their bustness, walking about, driving horne, without 

Teal that only yards theTe is so much death. 

If I could choose, I would live in the middle of a field. away from 

peopl~!. I don't want to hav(! contact with them. I dou't like 

going to places where there are lots of people, nor do I like 

neighboun, Gaming in. Everybody tries to impress you, everybody is 

acting. Very few people aren't false, obviously me as well. We 

are all guilty of tt. O. K. gmltlemen, there is one in the 'fridge. 

vlhen I, as an embalrner, rece:i Vf1 tIl:is body to wor.k on it is almost 

like a sculptDr rece:iving a stone to work on. You have got to, 

intuitively, see the end rf!sult. You are see:ing this human body, 

this Ii felef3r..; corpse and it; :is almost as if you haw~ the abil tty to 

breath life (albeit illusory> back into the body. That is really 

the crux of what we are try:ing to do. W1th the ordinary, normal, 

case we are trying in a sense to recreatel:ife. Now for this 

oIX-'.ration it 1s necessary to nH1love gloves. The actual warmth of 

our hands helps to soften the cosmetic cream. With this 

straig'htforward case, less restoration is need(~d than if :it were an 

acc1dHnt case. We would then use wax to restore the damaged 

tissues, and the same would apply :if there were some facial 

cancers. (Xore to herself ..... 'While I think of it, we need to 

oreler some fluid and j nc:iston powder and more \'lax ..... I). 

Wh:ile we are in the presence of these deceased p<'!rsons we tend to 

wund~H' how intelligent they were. They are all the saIDe now; it's 
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a great law of life, 1s death, and they have all the ~3ame 

expression on their face.s, assume the Sallie positions, have the 

intelligence as Eros (my note: she may have thought of Freud's 

philosophical conception of dual drives - life instinct associated 

with Eros and the death instinct associated with Thanatos), that's 

interesting to me, for I always wonder where they stood in life, 

what they had achieved and what hierarchical position they held. 

The hands can often be revealing. Nmv they have lost all their 

knowledge, all their experience, everything is gone, it has died 

with them. A lot of people might be put off embalming because once 

the body is treated, it is taken away for cremation or burial and 

no one sees it again. But, remember, the :Ulusion which is created 

(at the last viewing) lasts, it is a memory which the family 

carries with them for the rest of their lives. 

Case 2. Peter JohnsDn (22
) and I met last year (in lay, 1988) at the 

British Institute of Embalmers' Conference in Windermere. He 

is the son in a family bu:::,iness of Funeral Directors in which 

he is active also as an Embalrl.ll2r. He takes a great interest in 

the affairs of the Association and is currently the Secretary 

of the North East Division. In this interview, I was 

particularly keen to learn about his early experiences as an 

embalmer and. how his young family came to terms with his work. 

The founder of thH business in South Shields, Tyne and Wear, was 

R" S. Johnson, Peter's great grandfather, who began as a greengrocer 

over a hundred years ago in a working class area. He '.'fas often asked 
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to supply SIr .. ';!ll coffins (made from wood(~n fruit bm{{~s as it was not 

unusual at that time for families of 13 or 14 to lose InOH! than one in 

the first of birth), wilen his doctor diagnosed chronic asthma due 

to potato dust, he decided to change his trade to supplying coffins for 

all ages and established himself as an undertaker. He did thls 

successfully, in a silltilar way to some thirty other businesses ln the 

area. His sons took over to contlnue the business through the 

Depression and t'<'l0 World. Wars. 

In 1945. Peter's father (iJ carpenter by trade) decided to introduce 

buDding repairs in great demand at that time to help the firm to 

survi ve whlle other fir:ms went under. Hls mother took over the office 

work and between them they bunt up the business. Then years later <in 

1968, in fact), due tu a compulsory purchase order, they were forced to 

make a choice between bulldlng repalrs and funeral work and father 

chose the funeral work to concentrate on. In 1969, he built a new set 

of premises, to include mortuary and rest rooms (chapels of rest). 

which attracted a mixed receptjon from the public, not least because it 

was still very unusual for deceased not to lie at hOIne. By thts time 

the nUll!b(~r of firms in the area had fallen to less than ten. 

Within 6 months, at the age of 19, Peter's parents asked him whf~ther hE! 

wanted to join the businE!s~;. Unttl that tlme Peter had been involved 

as one of the fantUy, helping in the or sv1('!eping up, and 

later as a teenager acting as hearer on house or hospital removals, all 

the time uncunsciously appralsing the l!IIc!thods uGed by his father. He 

decided his father was right in his ailllf:i and opted to become part of 
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the bus:Lness. A few months later Peter enrolled at an embalming school 

in London (as also his grandfather had done) and jumped in at the deep 

end. The :~3chool was on a funeral director's premises. In the basement 

the preparation room measured approxLrnately 20 feet long and 15 wide, 

with a height of B feet. Often three or fOllr embalmers would \'mrk in 

this room, embalming 10 to 1!5 cases a day. There was no ventilation 

system and the bodies awaiting treatment were stored on stretchers 

alongside the walls of the room. The day finished when all the 

stretchers had gone. 

Within a few weeks Pc-!ter had lost over 14 100 in weight, as he 

struggled to accept the images which haunted him (especially at :meal 

ti:mes) , As he became proficient at this mixture of art and science 

called (C!mbalming. he found the strongest Lmages not to be in the 

'before' stages but in the 'after', In other words, he tended to 

re:me:mber the peaceful appearance which had replaced the pained 

expression or the tension from a sudden death or perhaps 1:1 slow and 

lingering one. He realised that by doing the best work he was capable 

of he had no haunting me:mories whatever, This only happened after he 

had "lOrked for some tIme. During the early stages Peter tried to 

isolate the work completely from his leisure time. He never ate during 

the day. In the evening, he had a set procedure: after returning to 

his lodgings he would bathe thoroughly, and, while dressing, be would 

take a glass of whIskey; thGn, on his way to dinner, smoke a snaIl 

cigar t always taking at least an hour in the fresh air before sitting 

down to eat. At \'lork Peter '.>muld not talk about food, let alone tOllch 
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it. His parents had. a good idea of what he vlent through and were very 

supportive. 

During the training Peter was courting his now wife and 11e bas two sons 

aged 6 and 9 years. They are already understanding whtm their father 

is called out at meal times, weekends Dr holidays. They know there are 

people who are very upset because someone has died and need help to 

sort things out. Peter's wife works in the office with him and his co

directors are now his two sisters, making it trUly a family business. 

The fami ly has bull t up the undertaldng so that now there an: two othHT' 

branches in the .immediate area of South Tyneside. 

The hard. lessons Peter learnt during his training in London have helped 

him to deal with almost anything that nO\,l arises. However, every day 

brings new experiences to be us(~d to make it a better service for the 

customers, he says. After carrying out treatment of a case he feels a 

deep sento,e of sHltisfaction, particularly when he sees a certain 

expression on the face of that persOIL This is the most difficult to 

explain, since <Peter tries to make clear) he doesn' t n~ally know what 

he is louking for, but has an awarEmess when it is there. He can only 

compare it to an artist who may be searching for the right tom~ of blue 

fur his presentation of the sea or the rlght green for his l<:!aves. He 

cannot explain it but when he sees it he knows it. Peter does not 

really know what imag(C! other embalmers wish to achieve but sees himself 

as a time-served tradesman who uses his years of experience, along with 

his hands and a trained eye, to provide a service "/hich is of benefit 

to the community. (Peter's reference here relates to how he feels 
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about the public of the embalmer occupatiDn). In his role as a 

funeral director he feels that the service of embalming is not an 

entity in its own right but only part of a whole service, to help those 

who are bereaved and 111a.ke his taGk of arranging a funeral as trouble

free as possible. Possibly he is here not at one with the ideology of 

the BIE which likes to think of itself as a professional body wHh all 

the traits that this implies. As indicated above, a letter received in 

December, 1988 from the Board of Kortuary Science in New Jersey 

suggests that embalmers hold only a 'quasi' professional status. The 

occupational status of the embalmer will be probed further in my 

conclusions below. 

Cas<L.3.. In contrast to the two previous cases, Graham Husbami(23) 1s an 

employed embalmer whom I also interviewed at the BIE Conference 

in Windermere and whu TIlmTt; readily answered some follow up 

questions later addressed to him. 

Graham is nuw 65 years of age and came into embalming via serv:l.ce in 

the Xedical Corps. He orl.ginally started out as a carpenter/coffin 

maker/driver, In the latter capacity taking the d(':lad from the local 

hospital to the funeral company employing him. It was at the age of 

s:i.x that Graha.m's father took him from the Rhonda Valley to Cardiff, 

where now he still resides and works in the E!lfIpluy of James Summers & 

Sons, Ltd., one of thf~ biggest funeral directors tn Cardiff whtGh do in 

the:! region of 1,300 "~1lIbalmings per YElar. Included in these are 

huspital cases and autopsies, often difficult and demanding 

considerable sk:i.lls on the part of the embalmer to restore a corpse 
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sufficiently to be recognised and identified by the family. Some 

autopsies that have found their way to Graham's vmrk station have had 

their ru.mp cut open froID top to bottom or been otherwise mutilated anti 

it has been his grueso:me task to stitch, join fractures, suture and 

seal cuts and cosmeticize the cadaver to restore some human resemblance 

again. 

During his Army service Graham managed to get a good grounding in the 

subjects of Anatomy and Physiology, as well as training and experience 

in nursing, all of which proved helpful in an enforced change of career 

once back in civilian life. Tiith coffins now mass produced coffin. 

makers were no longer needed, so that at the age of 35 emballning 

provided the logical alternative. The work was hard. During a working 

day from 9 am to 6 pm Graham did 5 to 6 cases per day. There were, 

however, also rush peri.ods, particularly in the 3 months from Christmas 

to Karch, v/hen he had to do up to 1'7 cases per day in one year. He had 

got through 660 cases in that three months, many of them elderly. The 

number of cases that can be done per day depends very much on the 

condition they are in. What Graham calls • straight· cases can be dow:! 

at about 30 a month and each case will take some 30 minutes to 

complete. Autopsies may take con:::Jiderably longer, perhaps an hour or 

more, and are given only to E!x:perienced embalmers. He had to cope with 

aIle d:i.fficult job recently of a ma.Il run uver by a tratn. A friend took 

photographs of the man before and aitH}, Graham's embalming work. (I 

have had si.ght of th(-;!se photographs). The view before h; not unlike 

carved-up meat in a butcher shop, but the finished product looks 1Jke a 

slel:c'1ping llla.n "ltth a pleasant face, dressed up wtth tie in a Ileat suit. 
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Of course; it was Graham. who did the stitching all the various 

parts together to give back to the mall his human identity. 

GrabB.TIl. is not a so-called 'trad,~' embalmer, that is a freelance person 

on hire to several firms. He is a full-time salaried employ(~e. He 

started on the theoretical training neHded for the BIE qualification at 

the age of 35 after leaving the Xedical Corps. It was easter for him 

with the background he already had. This training took 12 mouths 

(normally attending classes once a week) and is done privately UIlder 

the tutelage of a qualified embalmer to small groups of trainees. The 

tutor is usually locally based, but recoJ1lmended as qualified to 

undertake the training by the BIE. By way of the practical Graham had 

to do a minimum of 12 straight cases under supervision and 12 to 18 

autopsies, following delivery from hospital, in the presence of the 

tutUI'. For the actual examination one case of each is required by way 

of the practical watched over by a dlfferent (external) examiner. The 

practical training can be done in--house by the employing ftrm but mllst 

be supervised by an authorised tutor. 

After doing this work for 19 yean:; does Graham feel the stress, or doe~; 

he feel in any way eraotional when dotng the job? Yes, he does get 

8I1lOtiDual when he gets local people to do whom h~, has known when they 

wen} alive. He does have a feeling about them but tries to remain 

detached. To come to terM:; with the stressful implications he has 

developed a kind of ideology by thinking 'that is the last good thing I 

Gan do for that person', Emballlung children also makes an impact on 

his eilli::rtiOllS, As to the standard of doing the job this is laid down by 
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the BIE, but the respective artistry rests with the individual and the 

latter can be conscientious or not, although he :must aim to please the 

:relati vas, Graham confir:ms that there are only abou t a thousand 

qualified embalmers in the country and that there is still a shortage 

of suitable people. He takes a great interest in the activities of the 

professional association and participates tn meetings and conferences. 

Indeed, I have evidence of his expert knowledge of customs and rituals 

as Graham was able to explain to me, for example. why the new President 

"rearing the Blue Riband removed it before receiving the Presidential 

Chain (the former denoting the status of Vice-President), why the cup a 

deceased founder member donated was a.warded to Inter-Divisional 

acti vi ties but is now awarded for more trivial pursuits, or why someon(~ 

achieves the honour of being elected ](aster Fellow <The Company of 

Fellows :may invite a member to join their ranks for past endeavours in 

Embalming Promotion and the running of the Institute. The election to 

}[aster Fellow requires the holding of the Office of Fellow for 3 years, 

having chaired IT!eetings and :made a :;ubstantial contribution to th€~ 

enhancement of the status of the profession). ](aster Fellows are 

specially honoured at conference. I also noted (as I sat near Graham 

at the formal conference dinner) that he possesses all the costly 

cereJilonial dress, badgla and othHr paraphernalia. 

Paul Tolm/~r <in this case it ha.s to be a ficti tiOllS name to 

preserv(') confidentiality) (24) operates his own embalming 

servicH for 'Temporary PreservatiDn Dr Complete Treatment for 

Shipment·. His staff of six embalmers travel and work in 
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whatever th(-: locations of the business require among the 

various funeral direct()rs \'1ho are his customers. 

This case history strengthens the assumption that those active in this 

occupation have mostly !UJt planned it originally as a career upon whlch 

to embark. Although Paul's father has worked in a hospital mortuary or 

as an embalmer, Paul had no wish to enter this 'profess:lon' at the time 

of leaving schooL His first job was working for a stock-hroking firm 

and this was followed three years later hy a job with a computer 

company. linking stockbroking to a real-time system. After sume five 

yearswitJ} this company, Paul's father mentioned that he had too much 

vmrk and was considering employing another embaLmer. At this time and 

after travelling regularly into the City, Paul expressed an interest if 

he could cope with the work as it would get him out of the computer rat 

race. He accompanied his father to see him perform on a couple of 

occasions and found it a lot less trau:matlc than he i:magined. On the 

first vis1 t Paul was apprehensive, but aftt~r a while the fact that 

'they' were dead and any incisions etc could not fu1.rm them, and they 

certainly could not llarm him, soon enabled him to come to terms wIth 

what was required. Thereafter the handling of the dead budieE; seemHd 

very natural and did not worry him. Paul also beLieves that it helped 

to have IlO contact with the grieving relatives and so leaving Idrll. qui 1;e 

detached from the personal side of the funeral arrangements. 

As far as the :management uf the business 1s concerned, when Paul's 

father reached the age of 65, nov! some seven years agu, he decided un 

seIfd.-ret.:ireIL,,~nt and confining ions to working with bm E,IDflller 
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funeral dlrecto:cs. At the same time Paul took over the large funeral 

husiness, coping t'iith '75% of the work, In the year following, Paul 

toDK over the second firm from his father and eTfiployed another person 

to work for him. Twelve months lo.ter an opportunity arose to take on 

lllDre work which also meant increal3ing staff from one to three. This 

extra work came about through one of the larger funeral firms and, when 

later, that finn went public and started a policy of acquisitions i I:; 

:meant new work in Bristol and Worthing as well a· c . ~.., taklng over a South-

Vest London contract from father. The work at Bristol and, by now, 

also Bath war., sub--contracted to an emha.l:mer who had moved down to that 

arf~a to live. Soon after, more London work came bis way by 

recoIDIuendation. At that stage Paul had 5 full-time embal.mers >'1orking 

[or him, one also on suh-contract, two part-timers and n.TI additional 

one he could ci).ll upon in Certain staff have their own 

arc~a and organise the work schedulE"s themselves, normally h~lepholllng a 

funeral director on a Monday morning then attending when required aud, 

before leaving, fixing up the following day's work:. In other 

circumstances I:;he funeral director concerned will 'phone, giving as 

much notice as possible, and so the day can be arranged as econo:mically 

as possible. 

],rm'f Paul has something to sayan direct work routines. In a sense 

'Critical Path Analysis' caD be applied to embaLming. The first thing 

an emba.lmer should do is to check that the doctors have seen the body, 

signed the appropriate forms and that the death has been accepted by 

the Registrar. Once the legal technicaLi th!s have l)(clen sorted out and 

the fune!'al director has been given permission the e:mbal:mJng process 
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can begin, The is plbiced on the embalming table; undressed and 

cow-,red with a loose modesty cloth. All the necessary equipment is 

then placed around for easy access. Some of it will vary depending on 

whether the body has had an autopsy or not. After injecting the body 

and suturing the incisions tt is washed allover with disinfectant, the 

hair shampooed if necessary and the features set. The body is then 

dressed in own clothes or a sru~oud and the final cosmetics applied. 

That then is the end of their part of the funeral arrangements, 

explains Paul, although they will help ease the body into the coffin 

and carry out a final check before it is placed in the Chapel of Rest. 

BOlm RESEARCH OBSERVATIONS B_ASEILillLPARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 

Before proceeding to the next stage of my interview with Paul, I wEl 

now briefly record my personal experience of an embalming which Paul 

very kindly allowed 1l!f~ to view. Ny appointment was for early mornlng 

late in .November at the :rHddlesex premises of a fairly large 

independent (that is, not as yet taken over) company of funeral 

directors. The factory-like grey two-storey block was located de8p in 

a secluded, sparsely-populated, residential complex, with a larg(7! shed, 

parking area and some buts for storage providing additional space. 

Rather apprehensively I rang the bell and was received by one of th(~ 

brothers of this family undertaking to whom I explained my buslness, 

V1-111st he went to look for Paul (who incidentally has a lUt1e ofHce 

and star-age space on the pre:misei:;) I viewed the various framed diplomas 

lied by the brothers who are tlll:! directors of the firm, cmd 
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photographs of key events in the histDry of the undertaking in the 

reception area. After a \'ilhile Paul appeared and gave me a quick tour 

of the premises; ending up in the eliibalIDing room where two -vmmen aged 

about 30-35 and dressed in white coats were already prcolparing for 

action. The embalming theatre, also sometimes referred to as the 

mortuary, was equipped with twu stainless steel tables, hut and cold 

water, extractor fan and, built into the wall, some 30 numbered and 

refrigerated pull-out drawers which could be filled. with bodies from 

another room. These were basically all the fixtures suppli.ed by the 

funeral director. Paul provided the rest of the equipment, including 

an electric pump, pressure jar, all surgical instruments, fluids, 

buckets, plastic bags and cosmetics. 

Vhilst listening to Paul's explanation why stainlE~ss steel tables are 

preferable to pDrcelain, two bodies had miraculously appeared on the 

embalming tables, both completely naked. One, a sIlla.11ish man w:l.th a 

skinny, al most dried-out body and Jlaggard face; the other, a very 

large, grey-haired wom--'An of about 60 years. Whereas before the bodies 

appeared the I'I00II1:m embalmers were cheerfully chatting to Paul and to 

one another, once these corpses were on the LableE' the women became 

very serious and indeed seeTlled to have aged by ten years. By- nml Paul 

was also wearing a I'lhlte coat and so was T as tIll"! embalming Ges[;ton was 

about to begi.n. I "mtchEHl wl18.t WfjS happ<:mi.ng' to the large \'loJr!8.n. 

After ~;he had bHen injected and disinfected the e.rnbaimer pushed. a two

foot thin pipe with a spiked end into her body just below the navel and 

tl:u:m right up the abdomen higher and higher to near the throat, whnst 

at the r:oame time moving the spike in a circular :motion. Now the pump 
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started working, draining a dark-red liquid via the rubber hose 

attached to the tube l.nside the woman's body into the sink. There was 

a slight smell of formaldehyde in the room which made one's eyes water. 

These two bodies were what are considered 'straight' cases. The rest 

of the proceedings as to cosmeticising took place as routinely 

described above. Paul then took me to another room to show me the 

contents of a coffin just delivered from Italy. They don't embalm 

there but freeze the coffin underneath for the purpose of short 

preservation whilst in transit. The lid was opened and I saw a middle-

aged man in sports trunks with a rather mutilated face in dry blood. 

The :man had been killed in an accident. Paul consid(c'lred this one a 

more complex case and compla:1.ned about Italian practices of 

preservation and the condition of the body. When earlier I was 

introduced to one of the senior directors, to whom Paul explained th<c} 

purpose of my visit, he did seem very concerned, asking whether I had 

seen a dead body before and suggesting that I should perhaps not he 

shmm an autopsy case. :Maybl':! just at:; well, as this expBrience is one I 

shall not soon forget. 

The two WO!Llen are quallfied embalmers and are not normally supervised 

by Paul, who, being their employer, cnme~; only occasionally to check 

that the funeral directors are satisfled. Before the concluslon of JIly 

interview, I had some more questions to put. These concerned 

equipment, the role of the so-called 'cowboys' in the profession, 

occupational changes and image. Stainless steel tables in the 

emhalming romn are much preferred to porcelain because they are 

:moveable and can be ra.ist-=!d and lowered. They are also easier to clean 
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and do not crack or chip like porcelain and are thus less likely to 

breed bacteria. The numbf}r of embal.mers working in a theatre depend.s 

on the size of the premises. (Thil"l point will; however I assume some 

significance later whHn deskilling :i.s discussed), When working on 

their own without interference from outsiders like chauffeurs, officH 

staff, etc, they would Dot normally COVEU' the body with a modesty 

cloth. Ind(~ed, at times it would get in the way, especially when doing 

posted bodies, explains Paul. 

As to cO\>lboys, unfortunately as with others, this profeEsiun has a 

number of these. They are people motivated by lllOney which means hav:i.ng 

to 81l1balm a larger number of cases per day, more than can b(~ done 

properly. This is a problem which some of the funeral directors have 

brought upon thf~:msel"es by paying too low a Tate per body. Embalmers 

1n a way are like nurses, says Paul, in that those who do good and 

conscientious wurk r.lTe interested in the scientific aspects of it, in 

the reward of self-satisfaction and are prepared to work for less money 

than they could elsewhere. This is not how it should be. Cowboys 

are normally self-employed, r.lnd funeral directors who E~mpl()y them to dn 

embalming as well as other Jobs r.lre usually satisfied with just a 

facial in a number of cas(~s and this isn't ethical e1 ther, The British 

Institute of Embalmers finds it dIfficult to exercise much control over 

the cowboy operators and it has no control at allover funeral 

dtrectors who aJ:'e .vilUng to employ them. As is usual in business, the 

Iu.neral director will add a percentage to the price charged by the 

embalmer (use of premises and storage space) and pass this un to the 

customer, It would sei:ml to Paul, therefore, U1at with certain 
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companies th(~re is :mor-e interest in the quantity of cases embalIJ~3d 

rather than quality. 

As to the problem of professional status and £'eco1111i tion, the 

attain..m.ent of a Royal Charter or the like has been subject to 

discussion on and off for over twenty years. One of the Eietbacks 

:mentioned at th(~ Keele Educational Conference in an earlier year "l'laS 

that the BIE did not have its own premises or headquarters, but this it 

now has. Paul considers that the educational side needs to be improved 

with better and mDre practical tuition. It would also appear that 

recognition is constrained unless the Institute is prepared to join 

forces with the two funeral din~ctor bodies (the NAFD and the BIFD), 

requiring at least a closework:.ing relationship with these and othec 

associations, if the future outlook:. 1s to be improved. The image of 

the pr'ofession Paul would like it to haVE) 1s that of skU led members 

and he would welc0111e the day when a relat:i ve of the deceased walks in 

to arrange a funeral and insists on embalming. Hopefully, he would 

also like t-he bereaved to be in possession of a I-Uit of sk11led local 

embalmerE from which to choose. In empbasizing skill, Paul Hnds the 

most pleasant aspect of the work: in the satisfaction he::! gets from <'3_ job 

well done, especlally noticeable \'lhen a bad accident case can be 

dramatically improved. 'ibat he finds :mm,t irritating is having to wait 

for doctors to sign papers in the hnspi tals which delays the releas(::! of 

the bodies by a day or two and also baving- to take the same period of 

time to check a body laying at a funeral directors' premises. 
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This case deals with an attempt at • Assembly-line EmbalIDing' as 

related to me by one Consulting Engineer who had some 

involvement in the expeciment on the technical side. All the 

sources of information and the firm concerned Illu~;t remain 

anonymous. <.(26) 

One of the larger firms of funeral directors hit on the idea that mayb<:l 

mass embalIDing' by way of a division of labour could increase 

productivity and save costs. A consulting engineer was enlisted to 

design d. suitable technology to make such an operation possible. The 

:mechanism was intended by the pressing of a button to shift one body in 

a row to the next space to be worked upon. The picture as described to 

me is as follows: the large embaLm:ing theatre contains, say, six (or 

more) embalming tables, one next to the other, connected by an 

electrically pulley-operated conveyor belt. When a body lands on the 

first table, the embaLmer allocated to that table would embark on the 

first operation (which may be propping up the head, shutting eyes and 

undre1:;sing). A button \'1ould then be pressed to activate a mechanism to 

shift the body to table two, when the next embalmer would. do his/her 

bit (maybe, wash the body down witb disinfectant). Again a buttOIl 

would be pressed to move the body to the third table where the nHxt 

embalmi.ng task would be carried out. By the time thH body reaches 

table si.x the full embalming job would have been done by the six 

embalmers attached to each of the tables. As soon as a body lllOves frum 

the first table to the next, a new body would fill the space on table 

one. In this way~ there would be a continuous flow of bodies moving 

alDng the line in the way in which Charley Chaplin d.emonstrated in his 
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film'Mod0rn Times', some fifty years ago, ~lhen even a sneeze or a 

cough of one of the assembly line workers would disrupt the production 

flow. The principle is the same, with the difference that no embalmer 

would be able to leave the station for coffee from a vending machine or 

call of nature without • putting a spanner into the works'. 

When a body has reached table six and the last embalmer flas d.one 

his/her part <which may be a shave, quick shampoo or the application of 

some final cosmetics to the face), the body is transported down a 

shoot, one after the other, to the ground floor of the building, once 

more sufficiently time-controlled to enable the funeral workers at the 

receiving end to place it into one of the appropriately marked row of 

coffins, I should like to stress that the whole project was an 

experiment <if innovation it be), and had it but worked satisfactorily 

would undoubtedly have been a cost-saving operation, almost analoguos 

to the classic example of Adam Smith's pins in 1'1'16, except that all 

sorts of problems can arise when the commmii ty is human bodies. 

Unfortunately (or fortunately, perhaps) in this case disaster struck. 

The pulley propelling the bodies down the shoot broke one day and with 

the conveyor belt now out of control it gathered. such speed as to cause 

one body after another to spill au t into the Gtreet. That event, and 

the prosp(~ct of a public spectacle had this been seen, seemingJy so 

alarmed the undertaker concerned that the project was abanduned there 

and then. 

Another effect of this expi:'!riment was to debase the professional status 

of the ellit>almer occupation by way of de-skilling, This particular kind 
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of impact of technological change on some "fOrk routines has received 

attention by such sociological writers as Daniel Bell(26) and Harry 

Br averlliH.n,,:;;:n during the 19608 and 1970s, and latterly in the wnrks of 

Stephen Wood (1981) <.:28;, and Paul Thompson (1983). (:29) Bell visualized 

the emergence of a service society in which technicians are prominent 

and economic class conflict (as predicted by Xarx) is replaced by 

communal concerns such as health. Were such sentiments transplanted to 

apply to embalIners and undertakers one could well regard the former as 

tecJmicians and the latter as aspiring professionals in a service 

industry {",hieh is very much concerned with health hazards. The risks 

of infection, the use of harmful chemicals, work under post-mortem 

conditions, the exposure incidental with these occupations is now well 

documented. (See for example Code of PracticH for the Prevention of 

Infection in Clinical Laboratori.es and Post-mortem Rooms, HKSO Reprint, 

198'7). (30) It was, howHvHr, Braverman's imprHssive thHsis on the down

grading of certain skills which caused a good deal of academic debate. 

In his Vle'l'l it is a dHli berate strategy on the part of manaRement to 

de-skHI certain johs by enlisting new technologies which simplify the 

incumbents' tasks. Th1s enables management to exercise better control 

and reduce the power of the skilled worker so that he ends up 

proletarianized rather than a member of the middle class. One can find 

argU11iHnts to counter BravHrman' R vi(;:!\'ts. Among othHr writers, Wood and 

Thompson, for example, indicate how difficult it is to define skHl; 

how de"-skllling can be resisted; that it is jobs ratller than workers 

that are being de-skilled, and that new indllstri.es ma.y often make 

certain ski.lls obsolE~te. After all, says DruckHr whon talking of the 

pioneering car assembly-lines, Ford :made not one TIlE)chani.cal invention 
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Dr discover"V' ! 
'.~ r 

evervthil1')' 1i12chanical he used vlaS old and well-known. _, 0 

Only his GOllCf"pt of human organisation for work was new (in Beynon, 

19'73). (31) This see:ms to touch on il vital factor in the labour 

process, namely the connection between the physical forces and the 

social relations in production. Certainly assembly line production is 

not new; the application of the pulley has been known to engiI1f..~ers 

since the 1920s but the dehumanization of the work through its 

fragmentation is a reality that affects incllmbents in embalming also. 

So far, the latter's experiment has failed and the EIE may not be aware 

that it has been attempted. But a small number of companies in control 

of most of thE~ funeral industry and burying a large number of bodies 

may encou their leaders to try assembly-"llne embalming again. 

• V:L ew"j_ng· th.e ~E::rnba]_ ::rnE~]:~ 

Soc~olog~cally An Atte at 
Occupat~onal 'Verstehen" 

As noted earlier, the historical profile of embalming practices dId 

have meaning in that the early religJ.ous bc'!liefs proclaimed immortality 

and physical resurrection once the ele.ments of life such as the soul, 

the name, and evc'!n the shadow and organs Df ama.n Wf~re reunited.. The 

scruples of the early Christians towards mutilation of the corpse wc,"re 

often overcume by a desire to have a worthy persun linger on. Bodies 

had to be attractive enough to lure back the soul, expensive a 

procedure though it was. By the 18th Century it was more the refusal 

to accept death and the departure of their loved une by survivors thfm 

the belief in after"-life that caused thfc!m to hang unto the remains. 

the dead no longer lute the 11vi:ug: and ilence is no 
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threat. Instead, cmnmerce and proii t and the need to :make death 

! friendly' for sah! has helped the embalmer to carve out a niche for 

hilliS(~lL But lliDst of all; as my case Eltudies have shown, corpse 

technology has now been put at the service of the common people. To 

better understand the phenomenology of this occupation, an insider louk 

by an outsider (which established contacts as indicated above make 

possible) has helped to put some of the :m:issing pieces into place. 

The immediate objective here is to drm'l em extensive, mulU--dimensional 

prafi Ie of the ombalmer uccupation, wh1.ch is viewed_ as members see 

themselves. Webl-:lr's term of 'Verstehen' 1s enlisted in the heading 

above to convey a by whjch the outsider sDciologist can now 

explain insider-meanings and interpretations by incumbfmts of that 

occupation, gathered tosether from many conversations. In the 

discourse to follow, I may be touching on the reality of actiOIls and 

motivf=s without, however, necessarily claiming to be always in 

possession of a cOIl1plete knowledge uf the causes engendering them, As 

tu the validity of the information, most of it bas been counterchecked 

among members in the funeral ind.ustry and confirmed in the case 

discussions. A good start would be the relationshtp bEltween emba1:mers 

and funeral directors. The two cDnferences "/hich I attendEld this year 

(1988) revealed that virtually all the embalmers present were also 

practising funeral directors. Reliable estimates suggest that 

nationallly, some 80% ancl also engaged in other aspects of this 

industry, such as bHing bearers or mannsers. Qne Ilk'ly assume too that 

pa!::;t presidents of the BIE were funeral directors since to devote OD('!' s 

time tu all the acti vitief; requlred from a national president means 
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leaving their own business for a year and nefc!ds back--up organisation. 

Funeral directors hold the embalmer qualificatiun in high esteem and it 

is for Il1D.ny the sole professional qualification. But once the 

examinations are passed they prefer to deal with the living and sit in 

thei.r offices organising. With some 75'% of the urban dead (with or 

tdthout knowledge of the relatives) now being embaLmed in this country, 

this work is important to the funeral director as imposing vehicles and 

expensive funerary merchandise an~ of little valuH if t1H:l subject at 

hand is in an unpleasant state. Funeral directors who are not also 

embalmers themselves see the latter as just another cog tn the 

:machinery of the service run by the director, whereas those who aTe 

i.nvolved see the embalmer as the technical centre of the entire 

industry. 

Linked to such relationships are status constderatioDE;i. There is an 

uneasy co-existence between the professional bodies. As explained 

earlier, the NAFD is seen as the bosses organisation and the BIFD for 

those funeral dtrectors who are employees. The Co-op Funeral Service 

Xanagers Association also E~xists alongside the fourth body, which is 

the BIE. Some will be members uf more than one body. Those who are 

members of only one group. find the others somewhat annoyjng or 

unprofessional. The source of this antagonism can be traG(~d to ~30clal 

and econmll.ic causes. To begin with, there is, for structural reasons, 

a good deal of status (~nvy since the funeral dlrector's as managers of 

whatever organisation, who are not owner funeral directors, find 

themse1 ves murc~ lowly placed and remunerati v('}ly less well endowed. As 

to emba1:me:cs, whJ.lst they have to be initially better qualified than 
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funeral directors to be allmmd to embark on more advanced study. they 

vmrk mostly in an employed capacity owing to the nature of the job and 

so see themselves sti 11 further davm the status hierarchy compared tu 

the 'paper shufflers'. )funy funeral directors concede that the 

embalmer is the technical hub around ~lhich the industry rev!)l ves and 

they understand the logic that expensive vehicles and coffins/cask':lts 

are unnecessary if the subject is in a less than pleasant condition. 

Linked to status is the pub] 1c i~_ towards which the BIE is very 

sensitive, as a recent incident has shown.. Correspondence with the BlE 

National General Secretary and questiuning members of the trade and 

public revealed the latter to be qutte vague about what an emba.lmfH- is 

and does. Parallel with this tendency, embalmers were not aVE:,rse to 

'passing' (to use Goffman's term) so as to hide their potential 

discredibility should more about the1r activities become known. All 

this is to be seen in the context of wh.at Becker (1973) (03:2) call~~d tbE~ 

impfJssi ble thl-} fea.r of death in the normal 

blolugi.cal functlmdng of our instinct of self--preservation alongside 

our utter obliviousness to this fear tn our cOIlscious life. Thus, in 

the normal course of life, we don't want to think about d(~ath and don't 

want to know of. or have contact wi t11, death. Currently, this compl'cte 

screen of taboos has given way to the need for death education (more so 

in America, see Kastenbaum, 1981) (88) and attention from the media. 

This tendency has contributed to making embalming more visible, 

although not presented in a manner in which th1s so-called quasi

profession would wish to give its approval. 
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A li vely debate ensued during the conference last :May (988) at the 

A. G.)L meeting inWinderIllere over the BBC 2 prograrJll!le IISecret Services: 

The Embalmers" and a Capital Radio programme on the same subject. 

Great concer'n was expressed by a large number of members that the 

Insti tute in particular and Embalmers in gener-al had been discredited. 

Some members were appalled by what was shown on TV by participating 

members of the BIE and those taking part in the radio broadcast, \¥t th 

the latter particularly designed to do maximum damage to relationships 

between the Institute, funeral directors and the public. The National 

General Secretary of tlle BIE ('Vlh(] is also the PRO of the Institute) 

explained that in his capacity as PRO he and the offlcers of the 

Executive Committee had be(:oll! approached by the BBe 2 producers to see 

if there was any objection to the producton of a TV film Oll embalming. 

After discussion, it was thought t(] be in the Institute's interest to 

per:mi t the making of such a film. Certain guidelines were drawn up and 

the name of an experienced embalming tutor was suggested as participant 

by the BIE. Concerning the Capital Radio programme, there was no 

consultation at all. To cut the story short, voices were identified, 

disc1plinary action taken and reprimands and resignations folloWE!d. 

Subsequently, there was also correspondence with the Editor of the 

Enlbalmer Journal (3<1) in which the BHC 2 film was criticised as the loss 

of a golden opportunity to present a brilUant public relations 

programme for viewing un BBC. Instead, the care side was shattered by 

the way cadavers WC'lre lifh~d off stretchers and dumped on the embalming 

table; the film was also spuiled by showing' the trade embal:mer looking 

rather like a plumber with nD tie and open neck shirt, nor was it 

mentioned that the views he expressed -v-;ere hit; own and not the general 
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views of the professional embalmer, speaking in the degrading way of 

the dead as he did. Other points were the showing of the lllOuth being 

casually stuffed with cotton wool and the pouring of the drainage. 

One member now wants another prograrrIme to be made which 1s less casual. 

showing the best techniques, does not mislead <in suggesting that 

embalming takes place without express permission from the next--of-kin), 

and avoids the adverse reactions he has already had from local 

residents and friends who have seen this film. 

Thus, the • cOIning out' of the (C'!mbalmer has been somewhat lTla.rred. The 

broadcast on Capital Radio raJ.s(:ld additional issues, namely undermintng 

the puhHc confidence in an f!mergiug profession by identifying a Q.Pw1lQ.)l. 

element. This member appeared witlmut the Institute's knm'11edge and 

gave credence to a production that basically sought to 'knock' the 

funeral industry. This caused not a little embarrassment also to the 

NAFD, with whom the BIE have close links. Every profession has its 

(so-called) • cowboy' element anci this was an instance of its bad 

practices belng publicised. It is because thIs whole industry revolV'es 

around what is essentially a rather personal service, the curiosity 

created by a largely covert organisation in thE~ public mind is quite 

substantial. In this case, media interest was not sImi to exploit the 

sensational. Occupationally organised membership in this Industry is 

relatively sma.ll. The total of undertakers and embalmers is just over 

4.000, compared with, say chartered accountants vlell over 50,000. 

Hence, there is insufficient occupational and financial strength to 

afford full-time officers to concern themselves "dth public relations, 

The need for such an animal is often enougb debated in committees. By 
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and large, such an officer would be supposed to present the Institute 

in a positive way and create in the public mind an acceptable image. 

The Ufle of the word' supposed' (so embalmers tell mf:! informally) 

reflects the fact that :many of them and also funeral directors are not 

really aware of the existence of such an office. ](a:ny of these, often 

no:minal appointees, are also area or national secretaries and so the 

dual nature of the task becomes submerged or forgutten. 

Another of the means by an association to exercise control over the 

is to conduct a sample survey of 

how they do thelr '<'lark. To achleve this end, a questionnairEl has been 

given to each member present at the Keele 1988 Education Conference in 

September. The questionnaire (of which a copy is included in the 

appendlx) covers four main areas: Embalming Conditions, Embalming 

Preparation, EmbaLming Practice and Hygiene. I am advh:;ed that somH 

90% of those present completed it,whir::h very roughly calculated before 

afBcial analysis and pubUcation among :membHrs, makes it 18% of the 

total l1I(~mbership nationally. Each area consisted of ten questions, 

except embalming practice, which required twenty to be answered j making 

it 50 questions i.n all. Embal:ming conditions an, usually at the gift 

of the funeral director. The answers here revealed that 23% do not 

have an adequate extractor in the embalming room; 14% that this room 

is not easily cleaned or disinfected; J2% that this room is not big 

enough to cope w1th the volume of work; 15% that no wash basln is in 

the room; and 24% that the embalming room has no fresh air vents or 

possibility to open windows. So on average, there is (:';cope for 

inlproving the eondi tions in over 17% of the places in ¥lhich embalmers 
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are l'mrking. As regards preparation, it llIay be of concern that 5'1% do 

not wash or disinfect the entire body before £2'mbalmingi that 19% do 

not cover the genital area in each case; that 36% would not refer to a 

speGialist textbook before starting a difficult caGe; and that 46% do 

noL test fIJI' death before starting to embalm. This last item is 

iaterest.lng in the 11g11t of a report in the Embalmer journal of 

January, 1988 entitled f\lidml in Coffin was still alive', The 94 year 

old 1tmman had been brought to the chapel of rest in a hearse aftE!r a 

doctor certlfled bel' dead, An undertaker's assistant, on checking the 

body, was horrified to find her still breathing, MS. X was later 

taken from the funm:al hOllllo! to a local hospital where (incidentally) 

one of her relatlves ls a consultant surgeon which, sald the hospital 

spokesman, makes the situatlon particularly distresstng. Had the 

undertak(-:!r's assistant not noticed, Xl's. X might quite easily hav8 

ended up on the embalmer's table, Checking for death appears, 

t:bx~refore, to be a vital function, (85) 

Some of thE, embal practice qUE~stions are very technical on ,'!hich 

1 a y pe()pl e are no t thH best judges of \',ha tis good. pract i ee, (26:' r 

will s'ive SHI1l:e examples, the respons(~s to which can be found in thi') 

appendix. Does thE! embalmE~r trDuble to raise a £;econd art(~ry in the 

event of puor circulation; ji3 cavity fluid used in each case; 

and arterial fluid injected at the same pressurej are the trunk wall s 

ruuUn('!ly hypodermicall y treab:~d in autopGi8d casl,~s; is sealing powder 

01 formaline cream used un incisions? Some responses in this section 

1!laY, llm'fever, worry lay p<::;rsons. Only 50~{' routinely disinfect 

at:;pirated II!L1h:rial befon~ flushing away; 30% only injl'!ct enough fluId 
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into a case to 'hold' until the funeral; and 6% knowingly embalm 

infectious cas(~s vd thout taki.ng proper precautions. Finally, the batch 

of hygiene queic:;tions also yielded some important information, namely, 

that 27% do not disinfect their instrument:::-: after each case; that 24% 

do not have free and full access to a suitable incinerator; that the 

floor of the embalming" room iE; not washed once a vJeek in the caSH of 

18%; that 10% do nut always wear protective clothing while embalming; 

and that 8% smoke and drink In the e.mbalming room. Thf-J EIE doe!.;, of 

COUl'se, issue a Code of Health & Safety for the Funeral ServicH, 

prepared by a Doctor for the entire Industry, although tighter control 

upon the practices of individual :members (to say nothing; of a cmlboy 

element) may r.>e dLffiGul t to enforce. The survey shows that betweEHl SO 

to 90% are thoroughly prufessicmal ill the way they- perform their work 

and that, on th/::} evidence of Educational Ccmfenmc8s and the 

meticulollsly enforced examLnatioll SyStcOlID, the EIE takes the observance£; 

of best standards very seriously. It is also notable from the most 

recent issue of the Embalmer (the bi -monthly publication of February, 

1989) that a revised Cod\:! of Practice and a Warning Display Poster on 

the us\:! of a FormaldHhyde Solution are enclosed, one is disposed to 

afc;sume, as a direct outcome of the survey rElsults. 

Lay people frequently SUggElst that on the part played by the 

embalmer are of little cO!lsequencfc~ since not much damage can be done to 

a person dE}ad. This is fallacious thinking. NeWly-qualified 

embalmers particularly exper-ience such as 

emotional d:isturbanc(~ and tIle fear of mistakes, as well as the physical 

tre;3s effects of ~;leeplessness, dizziness and a loss of appetite. Ow=: 
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embaJ. mer (Phil ip Gore, 19B1.)) explains that thl:! trauma was 

for him quite intense wh('!n first confronted with the embalment of a 

dead. tiOtiV: ~rhe f£:e1J of (Lt:,;:;:~~i:ne88 and the d::tsturti3nCe tended to 

after several cases. It will be recalled. from Peter Johnson's case 

(Case 2 above) that he had lost 14 lbs in weight during the early 

of his invol ve:ment with embalming as he struggled to accept the 

ilMges which haunted him. Not many embalmers areke(~n or ready to talk 

auout these experiences. As to things going wrong this is, I am 

advised, a distinct possiMlity. It can occur basically along two main 

lines: firstly, if too 1!luch fluid is circulated around the tissues it 

will l€~ad to distenttcm and non-reverstble disfigun~ment; secondly. 

overdehydration, which will leave the body in a overly well-'embalmed 

state although virtually unpresentable to vim'Jtng. Thus, the embalmer 

has to judge between too much circulation and disfigurement or too 

little circulation and decomposition. 

is of great importance to an embalmer since so l1l1:iny 

pieces of equipment have to be manipulated and applied to various 

of the ect :!. n thE:~ course Df the work although I am advised this 

quali ty 1s not reflected in n~ml1neration or status. Some examples Nill 

illustrate the applicatioll Dr dextc3rlty In combination with artistry, 

particu under post-mortem conditions. In ODe case the embalmer 

was asked to substi tub:~ a leg tha I; had been amputated, so thl"lt the 

young man could be dressed in his wedcUng suit. Thisl'lfJS dLTn(~ wl.th th(~ 

h,,:lp of a pair of ladie~.; tights, newspaper and polyfiller. Individual 

iugenu:!. is a distinct by-product of th<:: job. The two mm,t CDmmon 

suicidE~s to th", eTIiDalnx;}r ace death frDm carbon monoxide pDifmn and 
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death fraIl! In hath C1:113':!S a post··murtem \'>1111 bf:! carried ouL 

Discolouration tIwreaftel' will rellain in both, KUClwing the right 

solution to USE;~ for' the fOrTner will readily restore colour as the blood 

will not easily clot, The second case is totally different as there 

I'-lill be a :maSE Df congeEted blood In the neck and face. HerE! care and 

enc,") 1"" r:' 

'" needEld tu wash out with the right solution damaged tissues 

and firm t t u o~ 
J. 

Whatever the cause of sudden death, the embal:J:!l8I' is 

the only restorer there is. without spinE~, liIl1bs or eyes (althuugh 

s(:!ldom removed in autopsy study), thc~ human form is altered and 

dim1nV:,;hed. wi thout ribs, the dead person is a frail manikin. WHhout 

jaw, the hurna.Il for.m is a 1.l,'I'otesque mask. Fur the body to be viewc,HI in 

such a condl i;icm by even the most generous purveyors Df ideati ty (thE! 

deceased's love Dues) Is nothing short of disasLer. Emhahlling Gall 

vary from a 100% to a rather number. It is estimated that ,:;mI1e 

75% of \'/ho die in towns and c:t t ieE) are underr~oing emba1.ment, of 

which between 10 and 20% are 

How £''8moers of thiE; occupation t:d~L vt~~ .5~~. -It.1J,t:; .L 1 _!!!<dl~"illl U cut G 

dCn}SS aJ.l the vaclablE!F; already cLmE;iden~d and shinef; quite forcefully 

in the ng GaseG stud.ies. Unlike the funeral director, 

the embalJfk-=!r dm'!s nDt playa multiple role. The modern embalmer trier> 

to f.~stabJ ish a kInd of benevoli:!nt rapport v;;ith tlUol' body in hi!". canel. (l 

.know you WE~re once a person with 11 bjography, but now you lie then:! on 

the table he1 can't talk back. and I have to sterUize, cut yuu, 

you, stitch yuu; your body is all bloody, your skull open, yuur 

I.lIQuth upen, your eYHballs Gtaring. and me tinkering with your organs 

and USSUE,EL :r~ever yuu ltllld; I will make yuu look good~ be3.utJful for 
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your mourners to vie'l';). And so it goes in the e:mbalming room, one 

after the other, straight cases and autopsies, each and every day, weHk 

iu, \'{{~ek Qut. Corpses an~ Ji!drginal people, they have to be shown 

The BEC programme ('Secret Bervices - The Embalmers')<37) 

showed practitioners in green coats, rubber aprons and rubber gloves, 

facial expressions grim and seriol1s. ODe male embalmer expressing his 

feelings about the job opined that embalmers are strange, eccentric 

p80ple who don't feel ~3eparated from th(~ dead; they feel emotional 

about their function 1,;lhleh is unique; embalm:ing is such a wonderful 

act. InitIally, this l11iHl felt lost and disturb!~d about the "mrk. The 

interviewer got him talking fre8ly and possi bly- caught him off h18 

guard. He said that tlJe work can be donevdthout the client t-:T1IJwing, 

with the end result that people are satisfied. The dead are not 

people, he does not like touchlng th(~m without gloves; he wants to be 

anonymous hi.mself bllt llk(?;s the results of his work up front. A second 

interviewe('l considlOlred. the work obnoxiow3, requiring strength of wllt, 

having to furce oneself to do it; but, dead people don't LlllpDse 

I;he:mselves on you, YOIl do not have to pretend, you can be yourm>.Lfi 

it's like a stone; it's re-creating life for viewing, that is 

the crln: of the matter ..... As already shown abov(:!, the EIE were none 

too pl(:!ased \"Ii th s;omt~ of the sentimentf-, express(:!d about the profeslO;1.on 

to mtllioIlS; of public viewers and revic'!wers. 

To establish a defini te pElttern Df self-"perceptlon about embalming' work 

would be a sE~parate re::;earch objective in its own rIght for a 

psycholoS''ist. pIlot tests aim.ed at some modicum of understanding of 

the valueE; and attitudes from a cruss-:3ectlon of occupatlonal members 
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who could articulate their f(',eU ngs manifesb,~d in the job, of which thr~ 

latent effects on personality are as laq:'}ely unknown. The world of 

the erriballller is hidden from public vie\"I and :mm,t people have b(~en found 

to havi=! an entirely \"Jrong preconci~ption ofwliat the occupation of the 

modern embalmer tmtails. Indeed, most of thl'1 casual questioning Df a 

publJ.c mix associated 8Ilibalrrling only with presHTvation of the body in 

the way in which the ('lar1y Egyptians practised mummification. Hence 

those who did watch. the BBe film were somewhat shocked to find the 

embalmers art pTi=!si=!uted as a job for introverts, who can Gtand the 

touch of cold flesh and are not to sudden revulsion or unseemly 

shouts of mirth. (Observer, 24.4.88). (38) The embalmers themf3elve~;; 

believe that the.ir work is of si:milar wmipulative dexterity to 

surgery, and there are a number "l'1ho describe themst'1lves aG being on the 

peri.lIleter of the medical profession, with cosmetology thrown in as a 

separate skill that can 1lli:ike the face of a dead person smile. The need 

for a fully trained public relations officer is nm'l1 acknmlledged and it 

is only financial :means which prevents an immediate such appointIllf~nt. 

Also, to partly alleviate this disadvantage and enhance profe,:"sioua 1 

prest ,there ha,=, quite recently h~en a to with 

the British In.stitute of Funen,.l Directors (lhH employ(0)8 sid(:! of 

fUllecal di.n~ctiDn) and the lfli-1tter is currently <February', 1989) UndlcH" 

seriolls revie')w. <: :39:' 

the BIE has at 1988, 1,425 members, of 

which the pr'o ion of females is approxLmately 15%. Nor.rual 

recnLitlllE!nt is abou t; 70 members per annum, bu t despite waf.,tage and 

ons or removals has shown a slow net; Jncrease (jf :membership 
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over the last few years. The BIE has never carried out a Ci'!nsus to 

aSG~)rtain how Iilany lflloJmbers are also funeral directors. The }fatiolli31 

General ::1ecretary air-vises that the nrofessiGll 1s still short of ,. 

qualified embalmers (partly becausEl of unqualified practitioners and 

partly· because oJ' qualtfied employers not practi~=;ing) and could. do wI th 

double the number of i'lOrking embalmers. As it it...;, existing 

membCclrs (and. an unknown quantity of unqualified.) embalm somc~ 75% of all 

anJlual that is not far short of half a million bodies. ThG age 

structure varies from area to an~a and can only be estimated in the 

absence of a census. <Under 30 years of age 30%, ago 31 to 50 taken as 

25%, 51 to 65 also 25%, leaving the over 65s wi th 20~t). Ethnic 

membershin is estimated at 5%. ,. 

Mertcm'E~ 'role-set' 11lz!.y now be a :::iomewhat dated concept, but as it 

relates an array of roles with a given position and, by so doing, 

specifies particular expected behaviour patterns, it lS still helpful 

here in the context of an Role-partners 

are few for the embalmer as an individual. Externally to the work 

place he relates to his suppliers; but work is usually done in 

isolation other than negotiating a necessary contractual relationship 

with the funeral diHlctor, or if an elltrepn·meur contact iSllll:iintaJned 

with other embal:mers :in the trade. ThElre is, however, also an 

across national boundaries. The BIE 

IT!11iJltains cordial relations with the l\fAFD, the BIFD, the Co-op :Managers 

Association, tlw International Federation of Thanatologists 

Associations, the Embalming Inst i tutE!:::' of Belp;iuIll and FrancH, and the 

!rational FunE!ral AS~30c:i.ation Df America. FurthermorE!, rectprocaJ. 
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rights exJst witL the Australian Instituto of Embalmers and 

negotiations with the Jiew Zealand Institute are under way, nlthough the 

Bri Ush qualification is at the 1l1Oment not fnlly accepted without 

further examJnati.ous. Apart from the knmm objectives of recommending 

fees and serving as a :mechanism for I;he eXChange and dissemination of 

IIew informa.tion and methods of ~'1ork. concerns with post-training 

socialisation endeavour"s and a degree of control over members, these 

learned bodies also fUIlction to achieve what iIl anthropological circles 

is known as the I rites of i.ntensification' aimed at reinfoccin~J a seIlse 

of identity of members who in their work activith~s .may actually be tn 

HioH. 

General I'ecogni t10n that the BIE is the professional association 

lng the qualified embalmers is not tantamount to having 

already attaim:!d the the BIE desires for itSl:.!lf. 

This raises a number of issues of interest to suciologistB researching 

occupations and will be considered in detatl as a part of the 

concluding observations at the end of this chapter. Using the so

called checklist appl'oach by which professions in sociologlcal 

literature are distinguished from non--professlons, one finds in thE! Bum 

of numerous char acteristics (fc;ee Munden:;, Embalmer Journal, September, 

1988, pp 3-"4)(40) that these are pn~dominantly Illi'C!t. Broadly SpHBkillg 

they relate to skills supported by practical knowledge tested by 

exanrlnatiDJl; the provtson uf recugnised training and education 

underpinned by an ideology of service to tll.(~ community; and efficient 

head<{lmrters or adlnlnlstrative set-up capable of looking after the 

interest Df lflemlx~l"l"':; which support it financially by subscription; and 
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a code of tc!thics tow-hich members subrclcrioE! and. by which their conduct 

is controlled. Yet attempts to :make E~Il!balming a closed profession 

andlor to obtain d Royal Charter flliVE! so far met "l<Ji th failure. 

Classification" wise, opes merges the occupation in the 19tH Census with 

I Service, Sport and Recreation Worken,;' (41) and so does not accord ita 

deserving identity. As against that, the Department of Employ.ment in 

its 1982 Supplement of Occupational Ti tles< 42) :is doinl~ embalmers 

proud. It offers such a precise and meaningful deftnition of the job 

as to convince any person reading this that considerable practical 

skills as woll as a good knowlEldge of human anatomy and micro-biology 

is a part of the essential equipment for this work. 

The embalmer is exposed to heal th hazards "l<lhich add the element of risk 

to this gruesome activity. A common chemical in use is formaldehyde, 

\V'hich even in low concentratiDns causes throat, (:lye and liO~ie 

1rri tatlon. As the airburn(~ vapourisaUon increases, the symptoms 

become more sevenc! and the trritation to the lower respiratory 

system. Hig'h concentrations have resulted in pulmonary edema and 

pneumonia and are potentially fatal if exposure lasts 30 minutes Dr 

longer. This chC:Hnical it::; also a well known sensitizer causing" 

allergies and luog-"tet'm exposure is belhlVed to increase the risk of 

nasal cancer. Arueeican studief3 clted 1 n the preamble to thl~ new 

federal OSHA standard report show that dermatitis, sinus problems, 

asthma, and both acute and chronic bronchitis are common problems among 

/o,mbalm'drs. (FSJ February, 1989, pp 29,-30). (48) Over the years, :many 

st11d1e:::; have been conducted regarding tht-! infectious nature of dead 

hunan remains. One of them~ (at Wayne State Universlty)(LlJD show8d 
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tD TIlUltiply at a logarithmic rate, and those found ill hrain 

tissue, sterile during life, to have produced such contagiolls diseases 

as d.iphtheria or meningocci bacteria in remains that were actually 

certified to have died of causes other than contagion. This proved 

that there is a pruliferatioD and tranEJlocatian of micrfJ-organis:ms in 

the dead host. 'iTb.ilst much has been wrttten about the embalming of 

AIDS bodies, (L~S, it is Hepatitis that causes the most worry in that it 

is more dangerous to the embalmer than any other disease that may be 

encountered, It is more prevalent, very virulent and scratches, pricks 

or inhaling airborne dr-aplets make for easy infection. Huspitals are 

supposed to tag both radio-active and infectious bodi.es but are 

sDmeti.lll!-:!s negligent in this duty. Embalmers should, of course, ensure 

that they have valid vaccination and innoculation protE~ction, Handling 

infectious cas/",s can also increase considerably the expense of the 

protecti ve equiJ2meItt needed. The first-call vehicle should have 

disposable sheets, a plastic pouch is ever present, rubber gloves 

should be carrJed even 1:f only a suspect AIDS case is reIDOved, Another 

sheet to Gover the body after handling- is required before zipping up 

the plastic pouch. Upon return from the funeral home and before 

removal from the pouch onto the embalnung table, the handler [weds a 

properly garbed AIDS dress consisUng of: a disposable-type scrub 

suit, plastic apron, double rubber gloves, shoe cDvering, hair covering 

and a face llliSk. 

As a final part of the occupatinnal profile one cann(Jt ignore the:! stat!:! 

of and how this l1Li.ght affect this near-

It is~ to b€g'in ~¥i th? to clear up SOmE: CDllfut:iioIl 
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in termi.nology. The kind of 'freezing' from below a coffjn, Mj is 

often used by European countri(:,;s for transportation of a corpse Bhould 

not be confused "\,/i til 'refrigeration'. The forliier is a short-teI':m 

substitute for embal:ming whereas the latter is the maintenance of a low 

temperature to slow down decomposition, The net result after 7 to 10 

da ys may we 11 be t he same. 'IsotonIc' embal:m.:i.ng also creates a 

confusion of meaning. It is really a dressed-up ter:m for the injection 

of preservation fluids through the vt!:1ins whereas • normal' embalming 

uses the arter-les for the injection. An idea currently marketed in 

America (whece else?) is 'suspended animation', or, to um~ the 

technical ter:m, 'cryonie suspension' .(46) This is a process of 

:maintaining lntact the dead human person in order to re-antmate when 

scientlfic progress allows so that some future cure for the disordl::lr 

can be applied. This treatment involves the infusion of tissui') bathing 

fluid designed to flush away the metabolic by-products experiEmced in 

cellular death, and so hopefully maintain the state favourable to re

animation, Here, the subject is kept in a deep frozen condition in 

I iguid fii trogen to maintain the complHteness of the humEm form. /ir.-; a 

pot{mtial subject approaches the time of death the team of 

Cryobiologists should be on hand to start the process of infusion as 

snOIl as death hilS occurred (that is, au appreciable time before 

1ll01eculal' and cellular death takes place), It is really at the point 

of infusion at which the similarity between thEl embalmer and th~') 

cryonicist diverg(~s, The embalmer's tas!!: is to infusH a lomlutilm 

designed to chemically change the tissues of the subject and then~hy 

Jnake most unlikely a possibility of re-animation. The cryonicist, on 

the other hand, inj(~cts the fluld used to maintain the tissue tn a 
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life--continuing state, behmen the condition of 'official' death and 

the process of rapid deep-freezE), Thus the handiwork of the embal:mer 

is quite the anti th~sis of the cryonicist. A most interesting 

theoretical cOIH3truct tbat may be posed is for the embalmer to aspire 

to cr)fontcistship if his/hel' original services are nu longer in vugue. 

If a re-animated person subsequently dies agai n, cryonic encap'::mlation 

could be repeated tn the hOPE! that the ~;econd cause of death will be 

conquered before bringing that person back to life. This proposition 

does not bode \qell for the profession of funeral director. 

A second technological development, again originating from our cousins 

across the sea, wbichllk'JY bH instrumentill in causing a major change in 

the British "fJay of death 1s '1llllmmificati.QJl'. (17) Introduced by a 

company of Salt Lake City. Utah, in 1985, it is the only organisation 

in the world which has patented this :method of preservation now about 

to be offered in this country. Based on some ten years' reGearch, the 

process is being taught in mortuary science schools and :is said to haw:! 

aroused world-wide interest, from Scotland to Australia. A hundred 

Americans have already signed contracts, explains ~l(r. Corky Ha, the 

firm's president and the basic cost roughly converted runs from £5,000 

to £7,500. Lmmrins can, however. add to the cost. Placing the body 

in a llIuI1ultiform (an inert gas-containing casket :moulded in human shape) 

can start as cheaply as £1'7,000. If the customer requires tbe 

l!1UllJ1JlLionll to be encrusted \'l1th rubi.(-:~s and diamonds the firm can also 

deal w1th that. This, llke suspended animation, is a post-Xltford 

develDpment and she luight well have commented on the sales techntques 

had ,,;he been ",r:lJ;ing on this indust:ry today, In the found,:;r's viei'l, he 
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confidently expects the concept to take off as the public becD1nes aware 

of the benefi ts a decf~ased consumer CilD deri ve from bei ng a 1IlUTIUlIY, as 

opposed to a regular civilian. corpse. Acco:cd1.ng to the sales brochun, 

of this company, mummification is the only form of permanen.t body 

preservation and will allow one to leave this life in as beautiful a 

manner aE Nhen com:in.g into it. '\ili th conwmtlonal methods even a 

youthful-luoking corpse will appear unattractive after jut;t a short 

time in the coffin environment. A person decompos('!s in two weeks 

(nubC!s the proprietDr with disapproval) and the formaldHhyde jm:;!; slows 

it down. Bu t nOlrl, thanks to mUIll1llification, the deceaslCld CClDsumer can 

attain that certain look previously only attainable by ancient dead 

Egyptians, still baski ng in the conrpliJ'llenti'; of a steady stream of 

museum visitors. Can you really put a price on such a benefit, asks 

Xr. Ha? As Lo the technical implications, explains XI'. Amen Ra (who 

incidentally changed his name from Claude NoweU in 19BO), I!!u(;h is 

invulved here. Firstly, the entire body mUEt be soaked for up to two 

1llOnthb (depending on condition) in a secret solution. Further stages 

are involved in the patented process, Clne of which is to weap the 

consumer in plastic,. qUHsl;ioned on hDW succe,Cisful his business has 

been so far, the propri.etDr let it be:! known that no actual paying 

hU1Ilans have as yet b(:!E'm IIlumm:i.fied, although Oscar, his forn.er cat, hoE 

been processed a.ad is now n~st:ing 1n the firm's ly constructed. 

d. The British funeral is still recovering from :its 

bpwi.1derment by tbls new 31 1;hl') BIE Natimml Socretary 

is tnterestud. It is quite fHasible that tbH embaLmers of the present 

could bGGDIlle the cryontch·:;!;s and mummifi(:!rs of tbe future gJveu th,,! 

injection of IH')W JI!mlul(:!s Df sturl.y a!,; a baGi!3 for' nevi kindG of tra:in:tllg 
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To [·evel"t: bilCk from latively-futuristic consideratIons to the 

cecent past, one funeral director (at thc-! 1988 Ke\:-~lc~ Conference) sUll 

re:meJJlbet~s adverts for card ice, vlhich WiS used to Hlaw dm-m t11<3 rate of 

deca1flposi tion, SOlflt! 50 Y/3ars ago. So then thHre was clearly still 

sufficient demand for thIs Victorian practice. The Embalmer journal 

regularly publishHs articles on methods, practices, application of new 

chemicals and factors influencing emhalmi.ng results and there is a 

Technical Editor giving special attention to tllese matters. There has 

been considerable progress tn the field of Cosmeto~(48) with a nevI 

range uf creams produced by a Belgian company to be selectively applied 

according to the ethnic origin of the body, crea:ms for youth, old age, 

and adult-enhancing shades. Th(; wIjole subject has gained recognition 

under the heading of 'Restorative Art'. A very recent innovation is 

known as • (/19) This:may be defined as creat:Lng life·--

like, lasting men org;anisms from real organs of deceased persons. 

Tbe doctor tells the patient nearing hiE. end that instead of having the 

organs rotting away, they could be permanently preserved and be put to 

good use to help in medical education. Thus, if a human body is 

acceJited for embalming, it is also accepted for pla.stination and the 

embalIller may then be instrumental :Ln tbe extractlon of the required 

urgans. On a good day, the doctor (who gave the lecture to the 

insiders at Keele) may g~,t two bodie!'] of peuplewho die in hOEipttal. 

In some cases the relatives as well as the patient have to agree. The 

plastination processing of organs goes through fOllr stages; fixation, 

dehydration, force impregnation Cby machine), and curj ng. It is 

expensive in t(~rll!S of capital cost and matE!rials. To create, say, the 

shef~t-pla8i:inai:iou (ur-dng silicon 1l1;-iterial) of a human heaI·t can alDne 
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cost $60, not counting labour or capttaJ costs. Sneh sheet 

can be used as vtsual aids on an overhead projector. 

The BIE encourage, sponsor and instlgatf-J reBearch which the sympostum 

at Keele lIlO.de abundantly clear. The institute has its llwn researchers 

in the field (usually profE!sstoHlll embalmers such as Lear and Lee 

Fulton Embalm.1ng School at Langdon Hills together with MASSI'S. Hulme & 

Co. (Chemists) Ltd.). Th(:)re is much information exchange between the 

American Institute of Embalmers and the BIE have an Education Committee 

i'lhich sets tlw syllabus for the :3tudenb:i <and 30 reg'istered embalming 

tutors in England), revie\,iing it as newffJethods are intrmluced. 

COllclud~ng Ob~e~~at~oll~ 

In the case of embalmers one can :most loosely talk about an 

occupational situs (first used by Hatt, 1950)050) as they can be 

grouped with a cluster of occupations in the same service industry. 

There are, nevertbeless, considerable di&;tinguishing characteristics 

between enibalmecs and funer'al directors I'/hic11 :makes a construction of 

occllpatlonal families for the purpuse of meaningful comparison on thE! 

basis of status less uSHful here. Ho.tt (,mrployed the situs concept to 

overCDme the difficulties in the hierarchical ranking of occupatiuns as 

1;0 their status and prestige, reHdered abortive by the· practice of SOlIK'! 

GUbseqlH":llt attempts at scali Dg' (for example Uam and Powers, 19(8) <: Sd ) 

to lump the two occupations of e.l1Ibal:mer and funeral director together. 

There however, a further featuce that occupational E;itus research 

has DOt fully explored which if:'l lntra'-occupatiunal sLa LUB aDd 
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(975) (10:2, JunJi-lnl this idea and he argues that 

onal If;!~IllberG can occupy a theorAtically equal status posi tlon 

with their Gal and yet in pnlCtice be rated different pecking 

ocder, based not so much on differential specialised knowledge 

(assuming all I::!mbal:mers acquire the BIE qualification) as on grounds of 

seniori ty and reputation they have carved out for themsel vc:!s wi thin the 

on. This point ruakes it tu present a suggested 

nnw and develop derJvations from it in the dtscoucse 

to follow. 

(a) The FUHeni.l Din~ctor/Embaliller: 
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holds the position of 

senior partner or 

dicector in the bUSinesSj 

has worked hard to pass 

the BIE examinaUOIlG and 

that was enough. 

Embalnrlng work is 

to others in 

the firm or on hire and 

the incumbent nov,r likes 

to sit mostly in the 

office organising 

fuuerals, and deaU ng 

with the living. 



(b) The Propeller: 

(c) The Committed Artist: 
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fn:;quently t:tH=! son in a 

small family busjn(~ss, 

or n:!fC:l y not be 

qualified with a 

Dip.~.D., but usually has 

the BHimembership. liHh 

father gettine; old, he is 

now tIlE! li vewire of the 

business, possibly with a 

brother and/or sister. 

Kother mil)ht work in the 

office. This son has to 

muck in, is part of it 

all, has to lend a hand 

with embalming tornake 

the veuture viable. 

the job is beautHul; it 

is an art; restoration 

i.s mode of the day; the 

more the lnerrier; bring 

!;JWllI on, J will put them 

right. Virtually loves 

the dead . 



(d) The Professiunal: has long experience, 

:mBinly as qualified 

emploJree; can deal with 

all manner of dlfficul t 

cases, and for whom it is 

a craft, 1 ike woodwork. 

(e) The Pragmatist: ca:me into embalming from 

another (possibly 

redundanat) m::cupation. 

It may be a di:3ma.l trad(~ 

but 80mebody has to do 

it, and it is a living. 

(f) The Entrepreneur: no longer does erobBlmlng 

himself. Has built up [)_ 

business with a ::;ma.ll 

staff of embalmers he 

supervtses, Has regular 

customers and contacts, 

and copes with the admin. 

wurk. 

(a-) 
t.J The Cowboy: less reputable 

undertakers will emplDY 

this person; undf~rcllts 

the qualified; touches 
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up the dead on the cheap; 

Gan do a quick job - earn 

good money. 

Tht'! iJosition is one of diversity, contrast and ambivalence. VIe have in 

this typology of occupational power at the upper end categories (a), 

(b) and (f). It is the funeral din~ctors who jostle for the leading 

posi Uons in the Embalming Institute. They at and organh;e 

conferences, run local groups, act as editors of the juurnal, write 

articles and eventually become' :Mi:lster Fellows'. They are all 

successful as founders or inheritors of their own uildertakings and in a 

position to take time off to attend to professional activities. The 

categoc.ies at the lower end of the scale are typically illusLrated by a 

Funeral HIstorian I have met: 

"You ask how HOdgson caters for embalming. I can only Gpeak from 

11ly knowledge of his Oaklands Funeral Home in Handsworth. Here they 

have a gIo:df ied outhouse (no, I'm being :Iilean for it is a purpos,::!

built room \Yi th chillers on the site), fully tiled and with a tile 

floor. They have three aluminium tables and freezers to hand 

capable of containing 12 bodies. ThE~y employ a part-time embalmer 

who drops in during the day (on his motorbike) to see, What, if 

anything has 'come in', This particular chap is young. not very 

bright and a studnnt of the Midland Embalming School. He seemed 

quitc-l proud of the fact that his bodies remained 'perfect' for • up 

to three weeks'. His knowledge of the history of the trade was 

lim:i.ted; hf~ v-ms Unal'larf-l of elth(-ly.' Leninis or Evij;aPeron's 
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embalming, If(:, h{)NeVer, al~,u do reBtorati.ve work." (Litten, 

1989),(5:3) 

The set-up at Rufield Co-op (I Bm adv1sed) is the same though they say 

that they do wish the1r • contract eml>iillIler' would properly swab down 

after him. A similar arrangellEnt ex1sts at the main East London Co-op 

Headquarters at Xanor Park: and Kenyon's in Westbourne Grove is 

id.entical to Hodgsons although they have their own full-time embalmer. 

It will be recalled from Case 3 that the employee embalmer's lot can be 

a hard one, especially during the 'seasou' from Christmas to Karch when 

he may hav(~ to handle smIle 15 bodies per day. In these latter examples 

the young part-time embalmer, the contract or trade embalmer and th(~ 

employee embalmer, he or she is pn:!sented as an artisan. An arth:;t 

embalmer comes into his own whE!D catastrophic events occur. Adroit 

llrlnistrations can replace missing parts of the body; absent bones can 

be artificially restored; incisions st1tched; gaps f1lled; the 

pallor of anemia or jaundice made to disappear with dyes and bleaches; 

and so thE! work of nature t' c . <:> improved or sad oUtC01I1e averted. The 

professionally-crdentat(c!d may well take pride in such restorative 

endeavours. 

Status and ig(~ dS obje(;tivE~ and subjectivQ criteria are not only 

reflected lJ'rtthin these lar Intra-·occupation.al d1 ver~]lt:i.es in 

work relatiuns of th(~ embalmers but can also not be divorced from 

aspects of class and power, as the above examples have sho'tm. Judging, 

say, conference members only impress1on1stically and taking into 

3.GGount leisure activities in the hotel and the amply-
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us,~d car park, one would be inclined to conclude that embalmers 

ldentify themselves as middle class. Hodgson' E; part--time embalmer or 

the Co-op's t:cade embalmer and the deskilling attempts of the large 

employer may give a different ll1lPrE~ssi()n of the class position, that of 

a casuEl.l, part-time or shopfloor worker. status might well, therefore, 

be conceptualised as composite, wlth class and power included to 

reflect sllch other conditioD.s as income, responsibtlities, location of 

• of what is in practice good about the job. Weber 

appreciated that the lin.};: between one's economic position and the 

statuf'; in one's Job is not a direct one and that the prestige and 

respect accorded to a pt:H'son may well derive from an ascribed 

situation, cuI tural (~nvironment, lifestyle and education. (Weber, 

1910).<S4) Weber's stratification system does not seem to dtstinguish 

status and , although H is identified as an indepnndent 

dtmension of class. In prestige terms there ts little symbolically 

that an individual embalmer can do to enhance tt, unlike the undertaker 

l'lho can publicly display his 19th Century hearse dra'l'm by Black 

Friesian horses, driven by their OW11 experienced coachman, like Cribb & 

Sons (135) fro111 the Eastend of London can do. By contrast the publ ic 

does not generally knml he exists, and in his own domain ("lhere rarely 

demonstrations take place) he must come to terms with the 

stig-.matization publicly associated Il1il;h companionshlp of the corpSE!. 

This deficiency 1s at least in part cDuntered by the pI'actice of 

lllasonlc-like :cituals at conferences and conventions. 

CUllsidertng I.he pl:'ofessonal standing of embalmers as a group. one fiudc..; 

the 8eneral pub) tc cmnplcetely unaware that such an organisatton exists. 
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The Ifational General Secretary advised me that the BIE hav(::! considered 

the question of achieving thE! status of a charh,red body and had 

Parliamentary Agents dealing wtth the :matter ou three separate 

occasions to no good purpm:,e. The reasons would appear to be that this 

near-profession is not representative of the funeral industry; is 

small in membership and also financially weak; it is not in a position 

to bar the unqualified; no licence is needed to pra.ctice their skills; 

no power to disCipline non-members; formal control over fees does not 

exist; formal public recognition has uot been accorded iti a.nd there 

is not yet an :!III' to speak on its behalf in Parliament. It may take a 

good many years to prove maturity. examination standards, public 

benefit recognised hy local and central government and to demon~;trate 

that the Institute's position places it apart from other bodies with 

similar objectives. Attempts to become 'Chartered Embalmers' - the 

accolade of professionalisation have been made at least once every 

ten years, with the latest less than two years ago. Nor has the BIE 

succeeded in achieving the statutory monopoly of 'registration' through 

an Act of Parliament, which would establish a register of qualified 

people who alone !>lOulct be entitled to act as embalmers. Royal Charters 

thesl~ days are restr lcted to teaching and chari table organisattons but 

the beneLits of gt~eater pr(;~stige, greater membership, greater job 

se(;u1'1t:l', pruspi-::rity and influ(;",nce for embalmers cannot be denied. Thi:! 

nIE ls, llmlever, highly rated in the funeral industry itself and is for 

m.'iny a funeral director the preferred qualification to the Dip. F. D. or 

If..emberGhip of the"! BIFD, if not the only qualification studied foT. 
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Spot intE:~rvie\lfs and questioning people in casual encounters ov(:;r a 

period of weeks largely confirmed what individual members and the BIE 

have said: that the public are mostly either vague 

about what an c!llibalmer is and does or haven't g1 ven ita thought. As a 

covert organisation and invisible profession, obvious stigmatizi.ng 

tendencies are not easily dii3cuverable. Anyone can spot the shop of an 

undertaker in the high street. EmbalTI1l,~rs operate in the bowls of a 

building, deny thei.r activities, advertise their art and science only 

to insiders in the journal, never meet the bereaved and can do things 

only to rather than for the client em the slab. Nor are incumbents 

agreed on an occupational label to designate thHlr activities, being 

variously referred hV involved-othlc'!rs and by themselves as craft, 

technique, art, trade, artisan or professional, Thf~ key' stigmatising 

element is clearly assm;iated wi tIl deatllwork, alas inversely related to 

funeral directors. That is to say tlJat discrediting characteristics 

tend to cluster more upon tIle individual embalmer than Un the 

abstract) on the occupation, whilst the opposite with the undertakers 

is the case. This assessment is explatned in th(.') previous chapter, in 

which the local funeral director has been found to be F;ociallywell 

entrenched and it i>:=i the uccupation as such which is experirmcing iMage 

problems, In the case of the embalmer if the gemC!ral public knows 

little, at least thn Dt:1par\;mellt of Employment has been expllctt tn 

defining the occupation and according it EUI identity, whilst, as a 

group, embalmers are h1Rh1y regarded for their contributirm in disaster 

work and exhumation services. I would argue (after baving seen c-30111e of 

it myself) tiJat this \'lork and putttng together corpses from autopsies 

and unnatural deaths is the most gruesome irnaRinable, qutte apart from 
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reminding an observer of his/her own Illortality j only comparabl(~ in 

terms of stress\'Jith forensic pathology. I would also say that the 

Gurrent anatomy and biology training together with a modicum of social 

skills does not preparE:~ tbe e:rnballllf!r sufficiently psychologically for 

such an exposure. It seelIlS that only the tgnora:l1ce of the public about 

this work has persuaded those concerned wi.th the creation of prestige 

ratings (North & Hatt! 1947, (SE'Jas one of the mast respected) to place 

the (:!mbalruec at 47 in a hterarchically ordered list of ranking 90 

occupations, though supported by a rating of 72 out of a hundred points 

compared with the physician in second place with 93. 

Gi ven this lack 0:1' awart'!ll(~SS, as an essential part of the trainil1g, to 

cater Jor an embalmer's psychological need:::;, two opposing~ociat 

(to borrow Durkheim's term) call be detected to oper'ate which 

Gould. in due course lead those involved with this kind of work and the 

occupational establishment to a crisis point. One of the two 

discerni ble streaID:3 df:!ri yes from America and disparages the embalmer's 

work, as illustrated by Mitford: ('=,7) that sanitation is probably the 

far tllest thing froIll the 11linG of the modern eomlbalruer, who maUves are 

econom1c and s€mtimental j with a slight religious overtone (82); that 

if you w~}re to approach the av(:!rage embalmi:!r and tell him that the budy 

he hD/l j usc ('!mbalm(=~d would bave to be on display for a :l1'.onth Dr 

two durin!} the SUlll1I!ef" , 1d.s reactiDIl IlO doubt would be to fall in <l. detl.d 

faint fron! fright (sO); that like any other craftsman, the embalmer 

gets Eatisfacttoll froill to a chal and often hate,;; to pad: 

\'-lith his finiE:hed product (223); that according to proposed 

[1i;H;sachuSf~tts legislation approved by the funeral industry it wDuld 
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makf-:; it an offence Jor an (:-~mbal.n:lf;:r· to ~ use i l1uecent Dr ubscmle 

in the of a dead (224) ; t1wt a gond 

CDuld learn how tu f}JJitDJ,lm in (42); that funeral directors, 

llllJre (';;0 than the embalIne n:; tlJemsel ves, convince thEl public into 

beHeving that it is requtred by law (132); tW;tt a cummunicably" 

diseased dead body less hazal"d than a live OnE} <said a doctor 

in answer to KJtford's question 'l'thether emhalrners are the guardians of 

public heal th) and embal.mers are not guardians of anything F!xcept their 

l}ocketbooks (82) i that the E}vid'c!Hce of the th('!rapeutic hemd'i ts of 

viewing the remains to the bereaved is at the very least flimsy (94" 

(5); that embalmtnrs services these days are so secret as to allow no 

one but apprentices in the preparation nmm (68); that the results of 

embalming are always unpredictable (80); that the very word 

'embalming' should nut be used (and this is so fur this country also, 

aecording to Mitrord) and should be replaced by sl1ch terminology as 

'temporary preservation', I sanL tary or bygienic tn~atment i (209) jwi th 

ref(:'!rence to England, that there has been little government support or" 

recognition of the sc:ience, and the med:ical profession largely ignore 

it ..... (210) ..... tIlE! doctors are often unkind to the embalmers: 

'except between fr:iends any request by a funeral director or an 

mribalmer for Co-oplc'lratton un the part of an E,xamining surgeon (as for 

example tu g1 ve a reason for the Gause of death) will be \'lasted, and if 

anything more Lhan an ill-:!Ilannered rebuff is received it will be 

calculated obstruction carried even to the length of deliberate 

mutilation' (211). 
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Looki at the intali ty of the e:rnbal1lier; 8 vm:r-k as discussed in this 

chapter, the tarnishing placement be'3towed upun this evolving 

profession has not as yet reached a crisis point. Althuugh there is a 

certain amount in the tasks that is acguably routine (as on(~ might 

expect is the case in most occupat1ons), Mitford's experiences show the 

attacks are mainly to discredit the medical importance and 80cial 

evaluation of embalming and they originate not from public disapproval 

but from other professions and the establisbment. If favourable 

evidence 1s fliIllSY or not yet to hand tn support (as Mitford. infor-IlIS 

us) of occupational eI.ihancement this does not of itself suggest that 

some of the benefits claiIlEd by tnn funeral industry an'! to be IejElct(~d 

outright. What 1t does 1liean 1s that there are parties with a vested 

interest in allmannEc:r of service:::; offered to the bereaved who have nol; 

roade an active or sufficient contribution to \;lIe sponsorship Df 

research into such IlICl.tters. 

If a turning-point has nut been reached with the embalmers, there is 

now a on the horizon where t t has. The res!C'larch 

here, conducted by lioutHrs and Kroode in 1980(58) at the .Medical 

Faculty in Utrecht, deals with fi1'st--year students who have to dJssect 

and prepare the principal veins, neck, nerves and muscles, 

shuulders, the Duter of th~~ chest, arnE and legs of a human body. 

The researchers were allowed by a relucatant professor to joJn the 

group on condition not to 'soften' the students by their presence and 

to i avoid making them at'lar<~ of the prublems they hav(-:l not (as yet) 

enCDunteced' . FeN of the 25 students had ever experienced death as 

Uterally and all as withln the walls of the diSEtE~ct i Y!1?; 
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room <)ltd. half allsWtC)HHi negativelyvfhen aflked whether they had seen a 

dead body before. 'Hauters and. Kroadle! were attached to a small group of 

SilL The corpse had first to b(~ denuded of a plastic cover and 

towelling aud was lying un the table quite naked. The tutor af,ked the 

students to say what they observed first, which were scars, :marks of 

old age and they noticed that the body \l1as thin. One earlier task \\'as 

alsu tu se(::\ whether th('l body \,<a8 male Dr female. In this Cdse the 

:mortal remains weu'"t:ho8e of a woman. None of the students showed any 

curiosi ty abuu I; the 11 fe histury of the body. Unlike the nc!seulchers, 

they did not wonder who she had. been, her age, how she loved wi th this 

body and vlhether she had bornH child.ren with it. The only thing they 

wanted to know l'11asl'lhat she had died of and when. From th<o) V(>;ry first 

session the body b4'~ca.me an obj(,"ct of study. Any sign of pity or 

identification \dth the 'victim' was omitted. So, from the first, the 

researchers were consid.erably mDre :moved than the students by memoriC!s 

of long dead close friemls and relatives and by a reminder of their DWU 

mortaLi ty. The studf..mts showed their emotional invol vemeni; by gi.[jgLing 

or acting selfcunsciously, SOIDe were rather pale. In variuus ways, 

pressure was put on them to overcmrJe their sensibJl i t:i es. The 

unifor:mly "lOrn whlto coats were a way to achieve this as was the 

efficient urganisation of the anatomical course whereby 90 students 

were distr1buted around 15 stainless steel tables bearing as lllany 

bodies wrapped in plastic and towelling (each wi th his or her uwn 

JissecUng out1:1t of knives and tweezers), The setting included also 

such things as a b1 ble-·lik(:,\ anatomical atlas, a w .. mual, video 

df~monstration::=; and the ritual of all washing hands together in o.n 

Dining washplace, In short, these i:;tudenh; were raggedly 
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comli tinned for the sake of their future profession 1 ike th(c! military 

treat their cecruits in the f1.rst .. meks and there is hardly time or 

opportunity to COTne to terlflS with thl:!ir feelings of embarrassment and 

other emotions evoked in the dissecting rooIll. 

students who thus far had little if any experience of dying and death 

:nmst ",lard off in a psychological sense the many feelings of trauma in 

order to successfully complete the course. There are also collective 

and abjElct:i.llated defences like the use of new terminology: the words 

'dead' and 'dyIng' are no longer used; 'corpse', 'deceased' and 

'Illurtal re:mi'lins' are replaced by 'preparation', \'Thich rather suggest a 

product; sev(,,;HHl parts Df a bDdy for which there is no furth(:)r use 

(mainly hUL!laU fat;) become but 'anatomical ref\ls(~'. Students work hard 

and He(:C!d no prompting whilst Cll tting up the body, and crude jokes 

abound. There are many examples given of thE! unconscious and 

collecti ve defence mechanisms, whlch tog(~ther show neither the 

slightest sign of pity for the • victim' nor of ratioualising in any ';lay 

about their own IIlDrtali ty. Talking about death is taboo in this rOOTIl. 

but the drea:i1ls they relate for the researchers only confirm thE! 

emotional effect on them. Some suffered from compulsive fantasies -

that the corpr;ewas getting up. sOIlle were easily startled by trivial 

OCGurrence[, and a number wre no longer dispused to • pledge their bod.i.("s 

to science'. All this does not mean lack of pity or insem;t ttv;'!;y 

tuwards a 'victim', In any CEl.!c:e not likely due to the 'civi1hdng 

pcocess' discussed by Elias (1978), (59) suggesting a heightened sense 

of shame cDJupared wI th previous generations. Gradually, the 

r-eSf:arChel-'E; lltJ'tiGeu of change frOID the ~ fJileTlt ~ and indi vldual 
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protests to more open aDd cullective sounds of resistance. Here and 

thf!re students were beginning to 0I>pm:;e the way they are expected to 

behave during the anatomical courses; especially the imatter-of-

factness' in the dissecting rooIII and the 'ban on emotions'. This 

opposition had taken the form of critical drLicles in the journals for 

I!Y2dical students and in another medical faculty, complaining about the 

loss of Invol ve-ment with a hUITlEln budy through automa.tic action \'£i thout 

understamUngwhy; of being forced in the course to kel.:!p cl(~ar of the 

idea that hU.mans were involved who had skipped, sung E.md suffen:)d like 

oneseLf. instead of regarding them as aIlt3.tomical preparations which 

could and must teach us all kinds of things. 

But a more radical opposing force took the for-m at Utrecht of 

establishing from a number of students a • dissecting-room group' who 

resolved to follow changes in this field critically and try to set 

altHratiolls in motion. One change which has already come to pass is 

th(~ introduction of a short course in social skills given that year for 

the first time to those tutors who are conGf~rned with helping students 

at the dissection tables. Another innovation promoted by a tutor' 

invited the students to express at the first practical SfJs::;:ion their 

feel • including their emotional on(-\s. Some of the teachers share 

with students the view that they are in the present too cigidly 

constcained and because there :is no alternative than to get used to it, 

it is 'repressed adj us tITlent· . If, however, psychulog:ical help [s given 

to surmmmt the tabuUE" it will be acconHug to 'Stethoscope' (January, 

1979, P lj,)'<-"O) a caDe of 'voluntary llstment I. Here the researchors 

call athmtioll to a nRW term thi~y thenEelves have coined to COnVf}y this 
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elIJallci pat ion of emotion • Infol'JiJaLtza tion' ~- :meaning that the 

protest(~rs propose to come to tenrlf3 wi 1:h their emotions and recognise 

(presumably through psychologicaJ help) that they must accept them as 

individuals and bring them under control. Embalmenj' theoretical 

studi(~s for qualification compare with the syllabus of first Y('lar 

medica.l school. Will a psychology module be introduced to increase the 

propensi 1:y to cope? Will the similarity of embalmer work produce a 

protest ll:!Dve:ment of its mm? They :b.ave not yet begun to fight back. 

To end this chapter, it yall OIl(Xl more be helpful in aFisessing the 

actual and potential stigIlIatizJng influences to produce a tablf:J which 

su:m1lJarizes dif;crediting and estimable influences that llave been found 

to attach to the occupation of e:mbalmer. 
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lIDDULAR EDUCATION PROGRlOOIE FOR THE DIPWKA II EM:BALKIIG 

THE COKPLETE COURSE TO COISIST OF: 

lIDDULE A. Unit 1. 

Unit 2. 

Unit 3. 

Unit 4. 

lIDDULE B. Unit 1. 

Unit 2. 

Unit 3. 

Unit 4. 

KODULE C. Unit 1. 

Unit 2. 

Unit 3. 

NODULE D. Unit 1. 

Unit 2. 

Unit 3. 

Unit 4. 

XODULEE. Unit 1. 

Unit 2. 

Unit 3. 

Introduction - the B.I.E., Code of Ethics, Legal 
requirements, Death, Health and Safety. Simple 
First Aid, Kathenatics for EDbalDing. 

Introduction to HUman Biology. Simple Biochemistry 
and physics. luclear anatomy. 

Basic Structure of the Body. Cytology & Histology. 

Framework of the Body. Skeletal and Kuscular 
systems. 

The Blood. 

The Heart. 

The Blood Vessels. 

The Lymphatic System and Iwm1nity. 

Respiration and Digestion. 

Homeostasis - the balancing systems. 

Surface Anatomy. 

Disease and DecoDposition. 

Microbiology - organisms and infection. 

Disinfection and Sterilization. 

The Embalming Theatre. 

Embalming Chemistry. 

The Embalming Operation. 

Embalming Special Conditions. 

PRACTICAL AND PROJECT VORK. 

Complete a Casebook of all embalDings carried out. 

Xqdule A. Report on a Practical Demonstration of Embalming. (Not P.M.). 
Kqdule B. ?'? Visit to Blood Bank, Path. Lab. ?? and report. 
Kodule C. Attend Post Xortem at Xortuary and write a report. 
Xodule D. Visit at least one embalming Theatre other than School or own 

place of work. Design an Ideal Theatre. 
Kodule E. Report on a practical demonstration of embalming a Post 

Xortem. 
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PASSPORT OF ACIUEVE1ffiNI 

THE TUTOR OR SUPERVISOR SHOULD SIGN THE BOXES BELOW WHEN THE STUDENT IS 
JUDGED TO BE COXPETENT, WITHOUT HELP IN THE FOLLOWING: 

Kodule A. lIIli:Ll., 
Signs of death 
Tests for death 
Safety working practices 
Recovery position 
Resuscitation 
Calculations 
Unit 2. 
Use of directional terms 
Recognise mixtures 
Recognise solutions 
Recognise solvents 
Recognise emulsions 
Unit 3. 
Effects of senescence 
Recognise and name epithelia 
Recognise and name connective tissues 
Break down rigor mortis 
Identify and nane cartilages 
Demonstrate a nerve during dissection 
Identify and name pleura, pericardium 

peritoneum and meninges 
Recognise and name disorders of cells 

and tissues which affect embalming 
!Ini.:t.J.. 
Identify and nane bones of the body 
Identify compact bone substance 
Identify cancellous bone substance 
Identify the main features of the base of 

the skull 
Demonstrate correct DlDvement at named joints 
Recognise and name disorders of bones and joints 

which affect embalDing 
Name muscles found whilst dissecting 

RESULTS OF MODULAR TESTS 

Foundation Unit ________________ ___ 

Kodule A ________ __ 
Kodule B 
Kodule C 
Kodule D ________ __ 
Kodule E ________ __ 

Written ExaDination. 
Practical Examination. 
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Project 
Project 
Project 
Project 
Project ________ __ 

Date. . . . . . . . .. Grade ......... . 
Date. . . . . . . . .. Grade ......... . 



AC~TUAL AND POTENTIAL STIG14ATISING 
I :r..J-FL UENCES 

UPON EMBALMING WORK 

Estimable FactDL12: 

(a) Low placement in occupational (a) By a skilled technical 

status hierarchies application of the restorative 

art and science to a dead 

(b) Denial of full professional human body, the modern 

-recogni tion by the embalmer as an evolving 

establ:ishment professioIl, ensures short-

term preservation, hygiene 

(c) Disparagement by th(~ ml~dical and presentation and so 

world of an embalmer's contributes (in Elias' 

contribution terminology) to the 

'civilising process' in 

(d) Attempts to de-skill the society 

the occupation 

(e) Danger of contamlnation (b) There is a strict enforcement 

and disease of a professional Gode 
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(0 Exposure to indirect 

discredit - client JfJny not 

approve the view 

(g) Cm'ilhoy acti vi ties spoil 

eIllbal:mers' reputation 

(h) The notion that death is 

catching by contact with 

a death worker 

(l) Socially-isolated work 

environment with 1:1 stream 

of dead for 

company 

(j) EJilbal:mer ls fun object in 

tbf~ eyes of the public 

(k) General agref)1f!eut that the 

t'iurk is disti!1ctly 

gruesome 
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(c) The embal:mer practiseE) 

multiple roles: as 

tf~chnician, cos:met:i.cian, with 

a knowledge of physics, 

cbenlistry, post-mortem 

condit:ions, human anatomy, 

diseases and bacteriology 

(d) RE~verslng the dama.ge to the 

human body by the anatomist 

(e) Partic:ipates in dJsaster work 

(f) Is an exhumatton sp('!cialist in 

burial ground reclamation 

(g) Has the skills to repair and 

restore mutilated bmiies 

resulting from accidents. 

(h) The embalming work :it.:; 

represented by a quaU fyi 1lf!; 

iusU tub'! 



(1) Embalmers tend to deny their 

occupation to friends and 

public 

(m) Funeral directors seH 

elllbal:mlng only as an adjunct 

to the genHral sHI'vice they 

supply 

(n) The young do not vrish to 

traiu for this occupation 

(0) Considering the many 

adverse conditions, the 

rewards an~ :meagre 

(p) Recent CapHal Radio and 

BHC prugrammes harmed 

emba l1ll101C1c; I social 

identit.y 

(q) IUflbiguous status as an 

individual - artisan, 

craftSJIaIl, tBchnician or 

quasi-plofessional 
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(i) A strong professional bond 

exl~'3ts with an emphasis on 

cere:monial and 1'1 tual 

practices 

(j) Persistent endeavours to 

upgrade the occupation -

Hoyal Charter sought 

(:It) The occupation is respected 

by the Clergy, Funeral 

Directors, Pathologists and 

the Pollce 

(1) The British InstitutE~ of 

Embal:mers strives constantly 

to improve the corpus of 

kIlowh)dge by the I!li~ans (If 

education and research 

(m) The Institute com,:iders 

expansion by amalgaI!1fitinD 

with the British Institute 

of Funeral Directors 



(n) Consiilcc!rable psychological 

(r) Those who seek to wDrk as courag{~ is an essential 

emballl1erS are sometimes seen quality for incumbents 

by lay persons a13 curious 

people 
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CHAT"TEH VI 

THE OCCUPATIONAL ROLE OF 
GRAVEDIGGERS HISTORICAL, 
AND SELF-PERCEPTION 

LITERARY 

A reGent London newspaper article <Evening Standard) quoted a 

sDurceless Gurvey which of differen.t occupations the} time it 

takes to earn £100. It suggElsted that it takes a grave digger 25 hours 

of \·mrk to earn this amount but Ulat an insid(~ trad(;~r can do it in B 

:lllinute~3. The lnfen-mcG of the soc1al value of diffenmt kinds of vmrk 

frOID earnings alone rema1ns at best still unc~!rta1n, but 1t doer.> 

refl(Olct thH 1rratimm.li ty of assessing work values from market forces 

alone. Later case studies to be presented here will, IJlOrenver, reveal 

that incumbents perceive the work of grave digging as more than just 

Jl1l.mial labour and attach a definite :meaning to 11;, It will also be of 

interest to focus on th(~ ways in which this occupatton has veen 

presented in literature and the media. Blackwoud <19'19) < 1:>, for 

('!xample, writing about the effE'c!:;S of thE) grave digg(:lr strike in that 

year, refers to tbe anctent operati c of the grave digger as a 

diabolic, scavenging creature with a Gpade and dark cloak as s~~em:ingly 

~;till 1:ingering in the pGyche of the IDCldern community. And, who d()e~, 

nut know of • s Hamle!:; (Act 5), in whlch the griivemakers are 

presented af.> clowns, who enter the Churchyard ",lith spades and picks to 

hold up AdE.m's profei:;;sicm. Scell(~ 1 ahm quotes the houses the 

makes to last 'til dooIDSday. More recently. RichardGun 

(983) '2~ also delved intu th(~ myst(~rh~s of the corpse and thf~ de(~p 
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cultural concerns for tho ceremonies of a 'decent' burial in the wake 

of a of bodies for the anatomists which Burke and Hare in 

their- ['ole as i body snatchers! attempted to provide, (Burke & Harf~, 

1829) . I nd.eed , body trading by grave diggers was not uncommon during 

the early 19th Century. 

In popular culture, grave diggers are still frequ<mtly presenteli as 

vil idiots, who are not fit for other than digging holes in the 

ground. Thomas Hardy <1840--1928), the famous Hngl ish writer from 

Dorset and, smne :fifty yeaes later, the American Studs T(~rkel <19'17) (~,:

have had things to cay about the rural attitudes to death and burial, 

and diggers' work, Terkel's grave di.Rger said in the i nterve\'l: 

'When you tell people you work iIl a cemetery, they do change the 

subject, but a grave digger is a very important person. You must have 

heard about the strike WE! had in New York about two years ago. Th(!re 

were twenty thLm~;dnd bodies layin' and nobody could bury 'em.' Nor has 

the subject been ignored by the media. Among the IDJJ£;t rec("'!nt 

presentations was une on Radio 4 about the eXpt!riences of undertakers 

and associated wurk, whilst a Channel 11 prugramme presented a E;erieE, on 

the dlffE"!rent aspects of dying, death and bereavement, The formal 

official cla£;sif ication of this occupation is still ambiguous as it has 

not been accorded a definito occupational identity, either in this 

country or in America. In the 1981 Census, grave diggerE; an~ 

oCGupaU_cmal group 146.2, and classified in the occupational code :316 

as construction workers under the number of persons classified as 

economically active. The f1ubsElquent interim figure is given as 9,832. 

The Afllerican Socio---ecDnomic Index for Occupat:ioDs shows a cDmbined 
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dE:signatlon Jar janitors and sextons, froID these imprecise 

classifications; it is of interest to note that it is not unknmm for 

grave diggers to hold th8msel ves out a.s gardeners, JCB dri Vfr~rs ur 

Council employe(c!s, most likely to disguise their image from the stigulii 

of working in a job to do with the dead, 

On the operational side, grave digging is obviously hard physical work, 

but can also be accompanied by the most unpleasant sidE! effects, This 

is vividly described by Blac1l .. wood of the diggers during th(~ Liverpool 

strike: 'One of the chief complaints was whenever they dug a grave of 

always finding: another coffin in the ground. Their feet go though it 

and they find themsel ve!o; wi:HHng around in foul wat~Jr whtch is floating 

wi th rotting hUI1ICln remains. They often see gt~inning skulls f::,tarlng 

them in the face ... •. Terkel's intervievi with Elmer refers to the work 

in adv~rse weather condttions thus: 'When tlH:: weathi'!r is below zero, 

beltew'! me, you don't just work hard. I have to use a IIl<'lsk, Your sk:in 

hurts so much -- like you put a hot flaw'! to your face. I am talking 

about 2 or 3 hours standing outside. Last year we had a fro';!:; up to 35 

inches deep, from the ground down. That was dlfficult to havH a 

funeral. The frost and cemnnt, tt's almost the same thtng ... tho frost, 

you hi t t he earth and it won't break:, 1 i ke CCC!IDfHl t . Las t y'ear we had t (J 

use an air harlllllerwhen we had this kind of frost. Iron girders under 

earth ts another problem. 

better. I see a lot of 

I tell people I am the caretaker, it sounds 

revery ,and people crying, smj)(~ are 

real bad, but you have to take it.', 
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The Job contEmt varies~·!hether a COlJIllJlmity is urban or rural and what 

the lucal conditions are. In rural parts, the grave digger may be the 

sexton of the Parish Church whose job includes the TIJEl.intenance of the 

church, or he may be the local odd-job llla.ll employed by the Council to 

dig or clean out ditches and cut bedges. In large towns, authorities 

like Birmingham City Council may employ permanent cemetery sta.ff. 

Talking of working conditions in an operational sense of day-to-day 

acti vit it rnay be of value for the illustration of the imporbmc8 

of this ~lOmewbat stigmatized work, to relate at this point extracts 

from CaroHne Blackwood's description of the calamitous conditions 

during the 19'19 grave diggers' strike in Liverpool, to Showl'lhat call 

happen when that particuli'H' work is not done. 

(a) For nearly three weeks no one was buried in Liverpool, 
Xanchster, Newcastle, and numerous northern provincial towns 
tn the public cemeteries. 

(b) The strike was for a pay increase <average earnings at that 
time .t45 a week), better facil.ities in the cemeteries <wanted 
showers and changing rooms). They had nowhere to wash aftc:lr 
work, and they had to go home in filthy clothes. Whilst the 
grave-flattc-ming machine was housed. in a shed, the grave 
diggers V-lere bi tter because they were nut even provided with 
that and felt that graveyard eqUipment was given better care 
and respect than they goL The grave diggers WHre also 
asking for tea machinHs in the cemeteries, a delland leSE:; 
sympathetically received by the public. 

(c) The City of Liver'pool had hundreds of bodies decomposing. 
Xortuaries, hospi talE;, chapels of Te~=.;t, wece full to 
overflow. Pickets at cemeteries gates and crell!B.tCJriulI~3 

prcclvented access and th(~ overflow of corpses was beJug put in 
storage in unrefrlgerated, disused warehollses. The c~i.ty ha.d 
nm out of embalming olls and Council spokespersons and the 
local health authori.ty were reluctant to reveal how many 
bodies had accumulated. The la.tter admJtted '",veutually to 60 
'critical coffins', cuntaintng tb(~ bodies of those who had 
1 i ved decrepid.ly' in solt tude and. whose d.eatht=; had been 
discOVf:lred tou late to lIJi';\ke 8Jl\balment possibhc!. Historical 
memori.es of mass BTaves and plagues vlere cc;tJrred up in the 
city. 
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Cd) ThB publIc view of grave dIggers deterioratBd with the 
unpleasant cnnsequcmces of the strike, Thl,) upset bereaved 
had thel1!E;elves to reIDOved the j(C!'\'lellery from the bodies. 
Jifothers beC1:HllfJ dJstressed WhE!D. the bodies of dead children 
were put in a \'1arehcmse \'/hen the hospital :moq\,ues ran out of 
space. Grave diggers were fI'lghtenE!d to enter a pub or bar' 
in case they encountered the relatives Dr friends of SOJIleone 
stored in 1:1 warehollse, and genorally thElre was a feeling of 
outrage that one's socU'lty cannot assure the rtght to have a 
decent burIal. 

To what extent grave digger \'Iork provIdes tntrinsic satisfaction has 

been researched by way of a d1ssertatioll undertaken by Nurse Ursula 

Searle GraingElr during the 1980s(13), whose interest in this subject 

was arollsed, from listening to the stories of her grav("! digger friends. 

One of her refOf'enCfJsis 1;0 Wi lliam. Russ, a local grave digger from a 

Suffolk village, who fel~ls unlque, powerful, prl vUeged and 

indisp(·msable, adjectives which reflect the satisfaction he gets, but 

his obsenlation I wh.~n people Heed me, they need :me badly, and when the 

job is done they avoid me' shows that he 1s aware of the stigma 

to the job. (Blythe, 1969)(4) Terkel'f:; respondent expressed 

a similar sentiment when considering the grave digger au important 

person, but after telling people he works at a cemetery. they quickly 

the subject. Grainger's other Go.ses include one Jack Arthur who 

has been digging gTaves for snIDe years 10. Xeiford, Wales, and travels 

around the villages by bicycle. Hf:.~ is the village odd-job man, whos~~ 

other jobs includ(~ f(mce'-nli:iintenance, hed.ge--laying, gardening', galJl(--)--

plucking awl tractor-driving for a local farmer, Jack is tlHterate 

but well able to talk at length about his work. Whilst grave digging 

as such it.; just a job, he does care about the people he COIlles into 

contact with. To work uusupervtsed is a great attraction to Jack, imd 

hIE: only to the undertakr"!r:, he percetves hll:. activities 
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tu R.i Ile him an aura of lliystique wh.ich ruaJ:ms .111s place aspeclaJ. one in 

the commu 

Th~ C~se of Robert 
Gr-a. VE'" D:L e>:;2;·er (5) 

t1:ie, NCJrf u]_ Joe 

Robert, a jolly little man now somewhat deaf, lives in a nice !Imfolk: 

cot/cage in retin!ment., spent the previous 46 years in lodgings 

with a farm manager as of the family He WiJ.S B1 years old at the 

time of my interview Ivith him in July last year, having retired from 

grave digging at the age of 75. Still , Robert started 'lrmrk at 

14, first as an ironrncmger's assistl-mt (a job he left because he=! could 

not go to cricket matchc=,s); them for a period as a CLlWJJlan, topped by 6 

yean" of sug1).r- bE!et i ng and on buildlng sites to about 35. He 

was, he say13, one of the lads, enjoying the drinking sessions and 

finding no t:iITh":! to get Jllc'1rried. He took up grave-diggtng at that age 

and spent the next 40 years dcdng just that for Xr. Taylor, a well 

known and respected undertaker in the Jocal 

Robert na,:,; lief lnt te ideas on what iE; 1. nteresUng abDut grave dlf.j;ging 

and ,-ina!; the work Iil;~ans to hi m. [t is of importance knov-JJ up; 

vlhen: to awl d 18 to correct J1l.(~aE-;U rcm~mts. Ttl!! of a 8ra V() 

w~lll un th~; of ::;oi 1. To dig a grave call tali(:! you 1;\<10 

hourE. or it can take you eIght. Wh(Hl the soil is the earth 

lIlell cav(~ tn \·,hilst one :is at dinner, which !(obert) answers 

the question a woman onct:! asked in a newspaper: it is that grave 

[s always hi.d(~ behind bushes? Hobert dug it. graves per we(~k in 
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tiif Lerent Ce.ll'ic~teriE!s and rlid a bit of jobbing gardeni fig if he found 

tiill'::. As an grave digger, he did not need to lllBasure and 

becomes qui te technical in explaining hov4 a board must be laid for a 9 

foot depth if a family of thre(~ and a 6 foot depth for a single perGOni 

how a 'Z' formation IDust be observed with a coffin :measuring 2 foot 4, 

and 11m'! the head rray Hither- have to face the congregation or, in J'(osle1!J. 

practice, has to face East; and how the parson would direct the grave 

wh~m the cri tical considerations :may be sunrise or resurrection. 

Is grave digging just a job that has to be done or has Robert any 

thoughts about the porson that occupies the Normally. une 

doesn't think of the person in the coffin but Rohert gets upset when it 

is a litth~ child. But ODe is aware if a person is famous, like the 

Earl of Lelcester's grave, which he dug for the 6 foot man. 

XL Taylor, his employer, buried quite a few prominent people in 

additon to smue of the big farmers in the locality. Nor were the very 

poor dh;respected. Rubert knew of a Ll ttle wo:man for wbo:Jll the parsun 

conducted a full service witb only the grave digger present. 

Efficiency and n~liabili ty are important. Robert never exper:i(:mced a 

hold--up in 15 years of digging, of "/hieb 13 years wen~ on his ClW1l. 

VhUsi;work out in the opeD keep~? nne fi t the weather can play havuc 

with OnE~' s health, although the gov(~rnoI' pays fur protective clothJng. 

In conditDTls of wind, rain or SIlOW, a tent may have to be erected over 

the \·mrkpla(x~. 

Extra r-ewards and benefits can sometimes be earned. Robert was on 

ucc8.sions Dorrm'led I.(Oill~. Taylor to dig for other firms, which 
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Gnabled him to earn extra money. One can also get tips for laying out 

a WTE~ath; which, together \'rlth d.igginf) the grave of a prOminf!nt local 

bookIDaker., earned Hobert i5 in 196ti, In another instance the bookie's 

brother had cancer amI when he di.ed the fe1Th3.1e relatives gave tips as 

well. After the funeral you are asked whether you are the grave digger 

and LaId you will be from us. Later you find that you have 

been left i9 in the will, the bi.ggest tip ever received for that time 

of year. The work can ahm be educational. There was an occasion whrc!n 

people tonk: me around in my dinner hour to view the headstoDes from 

about 1900, the time of thE! epidemi.c, and at other' times to. visit 

different churches. So you can say the work educates you. 

Bo:rue S:tLO]:-·t:=.er~ F'rc:>f i 1 es 

Sidney diggi~g gr~~es at the West 
H~lnIJ::3"Ceacl Ce:rnete:r-y(6-) 

Sidney is now 60 years old. Born in Britain and single, he left school 

at the age of 16. Hts earlier jobs were poli.i:3her, baker, patnter's 

labouH'!I', pastry cook and metal worker, before assumlng hi~; present 

ac:tivi ty of gra\1'e digging, which be has now done for the last 30 'jlears. 

He finds Jt beneficial to be out in the open all thl~ yen[' round and 

see,=, the application of skills undc'!I' dtfferent condItions as an 

interesting part of the work. Being given the responsibHity for 

following th{~ instructions concerning the order of interment, Sidney 

\;-a) ue~-; hav:Lng othf~rwtse a free hand to sel(O!ct his own timh-"cI' and dig 

Lh(c) rr,rave. He gets I a kick out of that'. Tn him that is true JreedulH, 
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dol Dg the job tha t need:::; 1;0 be done and a iCc:erv iCI:!. He too is 

concerm~d vl.i.th th(~ and ng of the graves, feet-i;o--feet iu 

this , I'i'l tIl some 18 in a section. There was no set time foe 

Sidney to learn the joh, which can be difficult ~Jh(~n tile so:U ts hard. 

The proxinri ty of other graves penni tUng, a JCB Digger is sometimes 

used to ea:::;e the toil. Sidney has knmm the occasionalmJshap to 

OG{;ur- chipboard of a coffin breaking or the lid falling off as th(~ 

bearers carry it. 

P t:~-'c f:3 r· .y.~ h. C) j_ :E3 a I=< LJ r e ID£j1_ Tl. Ell. i::. -t; 1 ... e "file :E:3t 
Ha Iu:p:E::J;tea.cl Ce:rnete:r.-y·<7) 

Peter also workB at this cemetery and is now a foreman then:!. LeavIng 

school at the age of 15, his flrst job was in the bullding industry, 

from which he latBr transferred to cemetery work and has donB ever 

since. He is now 49 and marrled. The sentiments he expressed about 

his work appears tu match the oft-quoted fore:ma.n stereotype in bookr:; on 

and supervision. He likes least the incompetenc(~ of some 

silly subordinates ... • some of the men who work with lne have to be k.ept 

swe(~t at all tl.mes or they could fly off the handle at the h:~ast 

thing' . Peter the digging' of gravet-J as a job that bal;:. to be 

done aud done well. This work is important because it contributes to 

tJJ.e funerals rlln smoothly and so causing thE\ mourners less 

distress. TD hLm a most iiltE:resting' part ofUw jDb is dealing with 

the public and to it tha.t the day-to-day routine of the Gel1lE~tc~ry 

rum;; as a smooth operation. 
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I-IaJ'upst (:'3a_d (8) 

,3.~Lso at wes-t; 

J[jhu; nOH 36 of age; is Bri ti811 by birth and uYlllJi1:cried. H~c! left 

college at 19 to wurk initially as a gardener, later to becOIoo au actor 

and wri teL In view of these occupations it Wa!3 not :made clear why John 

works as a grave digger (although he froely expresses wha t he likes 

about it) unless it be vinal; actors often call a 'resting period', ""Then 

the work they would wish to choose is not forthcoming. Being asked 

what he finds most interesting about the work at the cHrnetery, 11e had 

this to f3ay: "de:aling\d th certain staff here who are nut only of 1m" 

intellel:tual ability but also suffer from acute inferiority and 

persecution complexes. The word 'interesttng' is not to be ulistaken 

for I enjoyable''', John f"trikes a less superior notH in answer tu what 

grave diggins-means to him and > .. hethHr it j s just i1 j Db Dr wb~,thf!r he 

had any thoughts about the person that will occupy the space he 

crea.tes. It is a job hH is allowed to get em wIth in relative ease and 

without intnrference. It 111m health, fitness, strength, sun and 

freBh air. Unless th(} deceased is a ch:i.1d, he had no CDncern about the 

person being buried and usually does not knml whether he has buried a 

man or wuman. nlH work is important bHcause if offers pcmple an 

all:ernattve to cremation or barial at sea. John likes best the 

appreciation of his work by the public and the chancH tD think, 

although to do the job undE,r rainy, W(~t ;,md i'-,melly conditions is less 

pleasjng. 
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aL -t; l'u=,= EaE:;-t:.:; 

Ken is a 1Jiarrh!d man, aged 42. Born in this country. he left school at 

16 to becmne in turn a trainee baker, labourer. engineering trainee, 

butcher and ev,~ntually grave digger, a jub he has now occupied for the 

last 22 years. He too appreciates most being left alone to get on with 

the job he knows so well, having over the years had expHrience as 

humlymau, gardener and dumper driw:lr. Ken is nmf a chargehand with 

responsibility over threoO"! other people. Having to bury young people 

affects him. hav(~ co:rnmJ.t ted suIcide during tIle laht fev{ 

years, as told tu him em the grapevine by funeral directors, and he 

likes least burying children. At this cemetery up to ~ graves per day 

are dug. There are Sf~ctions for publlc and private graves. People 

from residential h011!(Clf3 or those wtthout relatives :may have just a 

number or wood~m board of recognItion ill their section. There aTe 

J. C. B. vehicles in operatton if space bHtwen the graves perno. ts but 

many are Bti 11 dug manually. During nry interview wt th Ken out in the 

open at the cemetery I a cortege drri ved. SDme 16 people leave tlH~tr 

cars, flowers are taken to the grave and the coffin carried by the 

bean'lfS to the designHtHd space, witll the undertaker and tIle cl(~rgyJ1boHJ 

followiJlg on behind, It is Due of Ken's duties to help find the 

correct 10catiDn of the grave and assist Vii th lowering the coffin after 

a short service has taken place. Ken expressed stronp; f,~el:i ngs about 

the deTlIl~;,ndng ItlFl] he is sometimes treated by reiative~; and thf} 

bUit'! of occasionally things p;oinl:', wrong, such a::; cIlly-caving, 

.for 
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1) ~L £=,c::;us~. ~L LJ n 

~n.. t:li-.:.:ul:::}J:" 80:::::i ilrte:r-est du:c-ing the 19BOs( 1 • .:~) in the r'eaf10"fl8 

why certain kinds of work are !:>ubject. to occupational stigmatization 

gav(-) rise to a pi lot survey addressed to part-timB 1(,3.8ter of BusirHcls 

AdJniIlistration students, all in full--time employment in a managerial 

capacity. Among otIlet' questions, they were asked to say whether they 

themselves attached a sucial blemish to the occupation of Grave Digger 

<and whether in their viNI others in society do) on account of what the 

nature of tills work enta11s and the kind of social -image it appears to 

carry. The responses obtained must not be seHn as r-epresentati.v(~ of a 

wide section of th~~ population but serve to indicat0.! that an 

occupational stigma dlJ!ong the managerial grades in Due society does 

exist. Extracts from the rep11es are presented below. 

1. ThiG work is depressing. llnrel'farding and carries a poor ~30cial 
status; 

2. The work is degrading, but with the one redeeming feature that it 
is necessary. 

3. Grave digging is a menial task forwbich no sp(~clal sk1lh; are 
required and no responsibility 1s attached; 

4. That 1t is a job of last resort and frowned upon by society, such 
blemishes beinp; caused by the abhornmces Df handling dead bfJd:l(~Si 

5. Burying th(:! deadmr:'tans J.:i.gging holes in the ground, which. is hard, 
unclean and stigmaU zed work because of its connection with death 
Ltud givi.np; people a horrible feeUng; 

6. Thh:; kind of workn(",eds only basic skills but with the stigma 
attached that the person so employed may have a morbid. fascinaUon 
for the job; 

7. This \'jDrk is sui table only for thuse t-equJr1 ng a steady basic \\1age 
and \'lhu are not cuncerned wi. th advancement; 
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8. Grave digging is a pathetic job, miserable, gloomy and borin?; 
though necessary workj 

9. The person doing this kind of work might be in a sort of funeral 
mood IDOL'it of the time and getting' DO joy or satisfaction from it; 

10. The Im/ly evaluation derives from the i:ma.ges people have about the 
job and the associa cion with the dead, a subject people in E;ociety 
want to avoid, as also the proceeding surrounding burials; 

11. Although tho job is honourablE), if poorly paid and not highly 
valued by society, the grave digger is not someon~1 I would like my 
daughter to marry; 

12. Th,,! Job is off-putting and gruesome in some ways and prubr:lbly 
underpaid; 

13. It is not a job for dinner conversation. 

As can be seen, tbm:;e upinions of grave diggen:; attack not only the 

work i cself (low skills required. attracting low pay, is hard and 

unpleasant, and has an association w1th death) but also the character 

of the lncumbent (sfJe n~ply 6 above, for example), and emphasize the 

socially low esteem of the job. 

The Grave D~gger·~ Soc~al Po~~t~OTI 
on the Bas~s of Research E~~dence 

The historical ste:ceotypf:l of the v:Ulage idiot or scaVEmger no longer 

exists. GraVf:~ diggers are nm" a motley army Df employees, baving left 

the educatiDnal. scene early in the main and not having had the 

opportunity U'or senne reason) to develop a definitelIltlrk('ltable f3kill. 

:Kost drifted into the activHy of diggtng graves from other, probably 

unskH led or semi -skl11edwDrk, and now find 1t (1f not congenial) 

bearable I'wl'k and can adjust their personality to it. But the evldfmce 

Irma Carol ine Black\·mod shows tw.!t the s1 tuation in certain parts of 
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thE, cmmtry can ha cadically diffe[ent. Liverpool not only reflected a 

steung Municipal Workers Union organisation which "!aswh.it(~ and 

selective, but also a :family tradition of dyIJastic dir-1lensions dat:ing' 

back tu the IBth Century, with fathers, grandfathers and great 

grandfathers all grave dlggers and taking pride in the craft to be 

passed on from father to son. 

Grave diggers do not normally experience the sight of a dead body; but 

they have to circulate during the \'(hale of the working day in an 

ellviromnent where the entire ambience surruunds the concept of death 

the visibility uf graves, the crematorium on the site, the constant 

stream of cortege procHssiom; with their siowly-'drl ven l:iIIJDusi nes, 

abundance of wreaths and grief-stricken relatives ,,- a daily exposure to 

an atmosphere which is likely to be psychologically harmful. This ts 

borne out by another piece of BlacJn.lOod's findings. In the course of 

her conversation with a local doctor about the strike and the public's 

hostUe attitude towards the tligg'ers, h(~ said this to her: 'Have you 

any idea what the lllDrbidity rate of the average grave diggor is?' he 

asked her angrily. She did not knnw and had no idea. • Di d you know 

that all)' grave digger has timl~~1 the IIlorbtdtty rate of the average 

British \>lOrktng class mall!' The possibility that l;;OJfle uf the gnive 

diggers may not (C!ven be aware of their condition can not be excluded, 

but rDay be visible to others in behavioural terllJS. 

Work'-wise, the graw~ dlgger is not always conscious of, or perceives 

hi~:; work as demeaning. Nor, according to the sentiments expreGsed i fl 

the,; case studies, is tipping' so regarded. In some lndustries an 
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enduring CUbtOill, tipping lS not well ILked by unions in preference to a 

negotiated Ii Social sctentlst:;::;, however, SEH:! tn this 

practice ele:rr!ents of reciprocity and have come to take a more'! open vievl 

on lts bfmefi t:;;" (Shanlir, 19'18) (11) Elmer, the American dlgger as 

described hy Terkel. makes sure he CarTl.eS aspirins and sJl1elling salts 

in case one of the mOllrnC'lrs passes out. That is one way in which tips 

are earned. According" to Blackwood, Liverpool'I3 striking grave diggers 

were often charged with hypocrisy b~)callse they claimed to be underpaid 

whilst all the ttlI!e holding dO"l'1Il a job which brings them in inestimablE: 

untaxed 1tlealth in the form of buried trea.suT'e, She also hears them 

denounced as fraudulent because they rfclfused to admit either to the 

general public or to the tax officials that for every grave they dIg, 

they reel=d Vi~ automatic and handsome tips. As the population is 

prE~doniinalrUy Irish Catholic, it is a custom thai; the ben~aved must 

I give something to tb(~ grave diggers'. 

The manugers have suggested that the work is unrewarding, that the 

person p(~rforming it is al ways in a fUIleral mood, that he handles dead 

bodies, is nut; inten~sted tn promution, gets no saUsfaction from grave 

digging and indeed lIlay be a person ~Ji th a murbid fascim.rUon for th(~ 

Job. Al though no definite, identifiable sten:;otype has emerged from my 

illtervtews, the conception these business managers haVl-J express(~d 

(which mr~y \1T(~11 be shared by a wider population) of a grave digger type 

and his attitudes, has not been confirmed by tlH0 case ~;tudh,:s. Of 

course, in almost all case':; b education hEu:; evaded them. They 

have also not been found to d\,le11 DD higher philosophical issues 

connected with the job aEi, for j 01l'Jon' s medical lypotheGls OTi 
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'Pi Puslc;ible CUf'e for Death' aimed, which debate un 

ions of as part of bjoTIlf~dtcal sciences the 

011 of aoctcJ:c;:.-.) be interested ill. (John de 

Rivas,1990)<12) But they show respHct for the d(~ad. The-'; historical 

machinations of gravl~ robbers to provid(~ bodies for doctors would i':\bhoc 

them. Th(~se incumbents see their work as and honourable 

activity i:md Itke, l\uth Richa['d~;0I1' G Frankenstein monster, jllsi;want to 

be loved. (1988). One had (from the interview::=;) a clear impression, 

wen~ they but able to articulate it, that in grave digger If your 

attitude i:3 clean th8 di.rty work will not 1mI'm your ]'i tual 

pllrifica tton. 

Summar-Jsi Dg the pm:~i t1 ve of grave d work as the~ie 

in intervieWl=) and ODe might dralrl attention to: 

(8) the Cal ViDist (Protestant) Ethic and ask ~~lh('"thl'!r IHe! 1s one of Lhe 
elect or umC\ of the danmed, It f;i:!t~J!lS that hard, regular \'mrk (be 
it bu L nnattractl Vi:~) would. save him from dalll1lation for 1 t ne!C~d not 
bEl [Dr the moral duty to be recognised. The JJloral 
status of thtc~ work points to respectability and honour. 

(b) the Grave Digger being usually in complete cunteo1 (there 1s roum 
only for onE~ l;o d a grave), found La be a r:;ignlflcant elemcmt tn 
job satisfacticm, 

(c) the II/urk b~~Jllg recogni.sed as socially llE!CeSsary, Have not thE! 
strikes in this country and America rElVealed what can happen 1f 
this \'iork i~3 not done? 

(d) a feature of the work all gr~ave diggers havc:'! in common and 
appreciate, nawclly that the job is p8f."formed out ill th~~ op(m and 
physical, and thus generally a healthy activity. 

({!-) th~} social suppnrt thE! grave diggm: is frequently able to gi.VEl to 
the bHrel1vfld. 
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CHAPTER VII 

The Forens~c Patholog~st 
An Orphan Profess~on 

Introductory Observat~ons 

As a profession, forensic pathologists are worried about their decline 

in power, prestige and authority within the total discipline of 

medicine. Recruitment has slowed and pathology become a 'second 

choice' speciality. Routines are identified as 'dirty work', career 

structures (so far as these exist at all) criticised as to their 

adequacy, academic departments reduced or closed down. Not only does 

the loss of status present a crisis of identity, but the politics of 

'town' and 'gown' present problems also. But more of this later. 

Small may be beautiful in Schumacher's eyes but forensic pathologists 

are thin on the ground and overworked. There is, however, still a 

small band of enthusiasts who carry the profession forward despite 

these occupational fears and limitations. One such, the famous 

Professor Simpson, quotes Tchekov, the writer and doctor, reputed to 

have said to his editor who wanted him to concentrate his talent on 

medicine alone: 'Xedicine is my lawful wife, literature my 

mistress .... When I am tired of one, I spend the night with the 

other .... . '. This, as Proessor Simpson sees it, is the correct 

perspective for the forensic pathologist. To paraphrase: 'Pathology 

is my lawful life, forensic pathology my mistress'. In my discussion 

of death occupations so far, I have dealt with them in an ascending 
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status order: the manual worker <gravedigging); the quasi 

professional <undertaker and embalmer); and now, the fully fledged 

professional, the forensic pathologist, to be considered in some detail 

- the distinctive nature of the work routines; the evolutionary 

peculiarities in context; aspects of professional socialisation and 

concerns with recruitment and career structures; the declining 

position in the world of medicine; problems of scientific credibilitYi 

dwindling recognition of this profession's vital role by the 

establishment; the disparity of working conditions; the role of 

'policeman' in medicine; the stresses of cross examination in Courti 

the destruction of careers as a consequence of mistakes; the ambivalent 

public image of a marginal profession; coping propensities with the 

'grisly' and 'polluting work'; the constant reminder of the 

incumbent's own mortality; and how death work in this field affects 

the personal life of members. This profession is not, however, 

standing still. There is a perpetual stream of learned case papers to 

be found in journals and reports of new sophisticated scientific 

discoveries (as for example Genetic Fingerprinting, Xiscroscopy, 

Voiceprintaing and Chromatography) in use, so that change in this 

profession must also be found space for discussion. 1(y sociologically

oriented investigation will, I hope. clear the path to a better 

understanding of this little researched practitioner. 
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The Di~ti~ctive Nature of Fore~~ic 
Pathology Work: 

Put iIi. IllOat crude terl'li8, the grave digger normally neither sees a dead 

body nor handles it; the funeral director may see it but doesn't 

handle it; the embalmer handles it but doesn't cut it up; that is a 

task delegated to the forensic pathologist. JIoreover, unlike a medical 

student, he cannot select his cadavers and has to process them as they 

come. In this respect the work differs also from that of undertaking, 

which can be said to be to some extent seasonal and capable of forward 

planning. Also unlike the former, who are classed as manual and quasi-

professional, the forensic doctor is recognised as a fully-fledged 

professional member of the medical fraternity who is called in to 

establish 'cause' in cases of sudden or unnatural death, as one of the 

main activities generally known as 'homicide'. The term covers the 

offences of murder, manslaughter, infanticide, and certain other 

offences causing death excluded from published crime statistics unless 

the police classifies them as homicide. To indicate briefly the volume 

of such work, there were in the year 1987 some 300 cases of death by 

reckless driving recorded by the police, but not included in the 

homicide figures. In that year, the recorded 685 homicides represent a 

higher number than in any earlier year. Figures vary since, for 

example, one person can cause multiple homicide <e.g. the Hungerford 

incident where one single act accounted for 16 homicides>, Despite the 

variations between years, the overall trend is upwards, the 1978-1987 

figure representing a 25% increase over the previous 10 years. Over 

the same period, the number of other 'more serious offences' of 
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violence against the person increased by almost two-fifths, including 

attempted murder, child destruction, reckless driving, wounding to 

endanger life, arson causing injury, and rape. Thus, in the year 1987, 

the grand total of cases involving forensic skills was 9,178, or 204 

cases for each of the 45 forensic pathologists in the country at this 

time. (Home Office Statistics, 1987).<1) 

The Social Organisation of 
Pathology Work: 

Whereas the 1950s could point to well-staffed University departments in 

the principal cities of this country, the 1960s showed an alarming 

change. Death and retirement vacancies remained unfilled, the 

departments of Bristol and Manchester were phased out, Sheffield, 

Newcastle, Birmingham and Liverpool each had but one single 

pathologist, Leeds retained one chair, although with a much depleted 

staff. The London departments also were reduced from what they once 

were. In Scotland, Dundee and Aberdeen remained 'one-man bands', 

whilst the chairs of Edinburgh and Glasgow had been only recently 

filled after periods of uncertainty. That situation left large areas 

of Great Britain entirely without full-time forensic pathologists. For 

example, Lancashire was served during these years by a group of general 

hospital pathologists who took turns to provide cover for Home Office 

work. The West of England and the greater part of Wales were in a 

similar situation. Suspicious deaths in these areas were adequately 

investigated and the competence and enthusiasm of local Home Office 

pathologists beyond reproach, but they coped with hospital work-loads 
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which increased annually and the leaders of the profession warned at 

that time of a nat-tao-distant future where valuable time might be lost 

before the services of a pathologist could be obtained. Things were 

little better in the areas nominally covered by University departments. 

By 1974 there were all of 16 full-time forensic pathologists in the 

whole of England. Ranks had been depleted by three tragic deaths and 

it was feared that stress could well produce further casualties unless 

circumstances improved. Recrui tment to all the specialised branches of 

pathology fell short, attributed in the forensic field to irregular 

hours, and the lack of 'perks' (since most of the Universities 

appropriate all the fees earned). Opportunities for research were 

lacking also, with funds in short supply and Universities barely able 

to maintain their stocks of equipment at accepted levels in the 

relatively small departments, let alone purchase the specialised ones 

needed for even basic research. Even had such funds emerged, existing 

staff would not have found the time to devote to their projects 

adequately. Dr. Green describes the work load thus: 

'Pathologists in University departments frequently have to 

undertake journeys of 80 miles or more to the scene of an 

incident, often at night, after having dane four or five 

routine coroners' autopsies, prepared and given lectures, and 

reported trays of histological slides. Worse, the pathologist 

in these circumstances knows all too well that, after returning 

home with the milkman, he will face another day of 'routine' 

autopsies, lectures, court appearances, and slides to report. 
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Week-ends bring little respite. Friday and Saturday nights are 

often the busiest of the week. One cannot expect men working 

under these conditions to bring to an incident the acuity and 

percipience which the investigators and the public have a right 

to expect ..... the concept of the University department as a 

'centre of excellence' faded for most of us many years ago, as 

we disappear behind trays of routine reports, witness orders, 

notes in preparation for undergraduate teaching, post-graduate 

lectures, and the ever-increasing output of admdnistrative 

departments.' (Crimdnology, 1974).(2) 

The observations in this part show very clearly a declining trend in 

the recognition of this speciality upon the disappearance of such 

earlier medical detectives and household names as Spilsbury, Glaister, 

Camps and Simpson from the scene, and an acute worsening of the 

conditions pathologists work under. Why this occurred will be analysed 

in a later section of this chapter. In the context of work routines, 

the next section will focus upon the structural division within this 

profession and the role a hospital plays in the work environment and 

support that it gives to forensic pathology. 

Structural Co~ple~ities in Status 
and Prestige Ratings 

I shall begin this part with outlining the complexities, at least to 

those who are not in the main stream of practising forensic 

pathologists. It was thought that the best way to probe questions of 
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incumbency, status and prestige would be to tackle the leaders in the 

profession for some answers in addition to the data that emerged from 

the responses to my questionnaires. An investigating outsider will 

find a highly confusing career structure (to be subject of a detailed 

discussion later> and doctors in this speciality to be doing work in 

teaching, regional or provincial hospitals, serving the police and the 

coroner, and acting as a forensic witness in Court. Some of this work 

is full-time, some part-time and there are a variety of sub-groups 

within this speciality to influence status, prestige and pay. Over and 

above these ambiguities, the list of fellows and members of the British 

Associaton of Forensic Medicine displays no less than 47 different sets 

of letters after their names to depict directly relevant and subsidiary 

qualifications of an academic or professional kind. One might 

therefore conclude that medical and social status would differ 

according to whether: a particular doctor is a pathologist; is a 

forensic pathologist; works in a teaching hospital; is a consultant; 

holds particular qualifications; works for the Home Office, the 

Coroner, the Police; works full-time or part-time; works for the NHS; 

is self-employed; obtains special fees and merit awards; has 

laboratory back-up; deals with easier or more difficult autopsies; is 

a defence or prosecution pathologist; is good at coping with cross

examination; is called in to give a second opinion; is legally 

qualified; has published books and articles, and/or given public 

lectures; has special histological training; whether the training was 

gained at a prestigious institution; the doctor has contributed new 

knowledge by research and whether such criteria as seniority influence 

professional standing. 
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UTl.ra ve 1 i Tl.g the 
Il:1cu:rnbeTl.cy aTl.d 

Pattern. of 
status A:rnbiguity 

Professors :Kant, Knight and Green as respondents helped to clarify the 

position.(~) Forensic pathologists deal with the legal aspects of 

medicine and will investigate cases of sudden and suspicious deaths. 

]{ost of forensic pathological work deals with autopsies on behalf of 

the Coroner in cases where the doctor in charge of a case cannot issue 

a death certificate or the death is unnatural. The majority of such 

deaths are examined by N.H.S. pathologists, many of whom are in full-

time employment. They are paid by the Coroner for each case they deal 

with and these payments are fixed centrally. It seems that unsocial 

times of being called out or the difficulty of a case bear no direct 

relationship in the payment. If the case is one of homicide or it is 

suspected that homicide may be involved, a full-time forensic 

pathologist or pathologist with Home Office recognition (often N.H.S.) 

is called out. These are pathologists who have special experience in 

dealing with criminal cases. Full-time forensic pathologists also hold 

university appointments. The terms of their employment in the 

university vary. If they are full-time salaried, the fees they receive 

(a.fter deduction of expenses) will be paid to the university. If they 

are part-time, they may keep all or a proportion of their fees. It is 

recommended that Coroners' autopsies are performed only by consultant 

pathologists, although in teaching hospitals lecturers in forensic 

medicine will carry out autopsies, under the aegis of the head of their 

department. 
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When an appointment is advertised it usually contains a well-defined 

job description for the particular discipline of pathologly. Of the 

three possibilities, e.g. N.H.S. employment, university employment and 

self employment, the latter is rare as it is essential to have 

laboratory back-up. All pathologists must be doctors with special 

training after qualifying and be registered as pathologists. 

Occupational socialisation will be looked at below more closely when 

questionnaire responses are considered, but for now it may be stated 

that five years' work in a recognised institution must have been 

undertaken and the final examination passed before the Royal College 

will accept applicants into membership. The specialist in the legal 

aspects of pathology is usually a consultant or member of a forensic 

unit if the work includes Coroners' autopsies. Pathologists do not 

work for the Home Office, but are recognised by it, and if this is the 

case they may use the designation 'Home Office Pathologist'. He or she 

then appears on the Home Office list, invariably works for the Coroner, 

may be called in by the police and receive fees from both, whether 

employed by the N.H.S. or not. Being on the Home Office list is 

clearly status-enhancing and the extra fees are not causing just little 

heart burnings among other forensic pathologists. 

Forensic pathologists not working in London may also be on the Home 

Office list bllt the police may employ such a specialist in a homicide 

or suspicious case who is not on this list. Pathologists may appear 

for either defence or prosecution and whether they enjoy this 

experience or fear it, are good at it or otherwise is purely personal 

but can at times have serious career implications. They may be called 
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also to give a second opinion. Forensic pathologists, especially in 

the teaching hospitals, are responsible for the majority of published 

works and also produce various papers in forensic and other journals. 

They mayor may not give public lectures, but those in teaching 

hospitals are concerned with the teaching of undergraduates and post

graduates. It may be added that a histopathologist is more concerned 

with the microscopical examination of tissues which is a speciality of 

its own. 

How a brief word about qualifications. The qualifications essential to 

forensic pathology at Consultant level are either membership or 

fellowship of the Royal College of Pathologists. Xost of the forensic 

pathologists also hold the Diploma in Xedical Jurisprudence. Other 

pathology and general medical qualifications are described by Professor 

Green as 'luxury' items, collected along the way. The basic registered 

medical qualifications (X.B., Ch.B., B.S .• L.R,C,P" X.R.C.S., and 

L.X.S.S.A.) will be defined in the appendix to this chapter. other 

examinations sometimes taken by forensic pathologists are the X.D. or a 

Ph.D. 

On the face of it, the status of a forensic pathologist would appear to 

depend on the terms of his/her appointment, experience (evidently bound 

up with Home Office listing) and to some extent upon degrees gained ami 

learned writings produced. Also evident, but not so overtly expressed 

are the grievances connected with extra fees and merit awards. 

Additional problems have been found to relate to an unsatisfactory 

career structure, distorted presentation of the profession by the 
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media, the general volume of work, and (as one Histopathologist 

expressed it in a letter), serious doubts whether forenstc pathology is 

any longer • viable as a separate scientific discipline'. All this, 

over and above some further dtstinctly sociological questions concerned 

with intra specialty prestige ratings and the extra medical label as a 

'non-healer'. The denigration of the discipline and its position as a 

so-called 'marginal medical spectalty' will later be discussed in some 

depth. At this stage, the hospital as the principal workplace of the 

forensic pathologist (apart from his/her peripatetic duties), must be 

allowed space and the role of the mortuary be focused upon. This part 

will then be followed by some essentially biographical considerations 

of the profession itself to show how its future is projected from its 

past. 

The Ho~pital Setti~g A 
Pathologi~t~·~ Seco~d Ho~e? 

Hospitals are frequently likened to hotels for the temporary 

hospitality they offer. They are also seen by sociologists as a kind 

of bureaucratic organisation that is neither completely open nor 

rigidly closed. Whether such a setting is seen as semi-total or 

relatively open, it is one on which pathologists depend as their 

operational base. The laboratory block will in most teaching hospitals 

also house the so-called 'department of morbid anatomy', with their 

interdependent regions - the Kortuary, Post-Xortem Room, Histology and 

Pathololgy Laboratories, the Coroner's Office and a Chapel of Rest. As 

Ashley (1987) (,<1) so aptly puts it: 'the emperor is untouched by the 
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macabre nature of his domain and is an exuberant, aggressive professor 

of considerable eminence, who unreservedly claims the title of head of 

department and exercises <usually) benevolent dictatorship over the 

number of N.H.S. consultants and juniors.' In Ashley's hospital, the 

mortuary can hold 54 bodies, although there may only be between 6 and 

10 occupanats at anyone time to form the steady trickle of traffic 

victims from Accident & Emergency as well as all the other sudden and 

suspicious deaths from the community within the jurisdiction of the 

coroner. Many ward deaths may also have to be reported to the coroner 

if an accident or medical mishap, alcohol or drug, contributed to the 

cause of death, or where death has occurred soon after admission so 

that there was no chance to diagnose the cause. Even if there is no 

coroner involvement, the pathology professor is keen to have as many 

cadavers as possible submitted to the post-mortem room for examination 

and it is policy at such hospitals for a house officer to seek 

permission from the grieving family to perform an 'anatomical or 

pathological audit'. The two-fold rationale for this given is 'to 

ensure that everything possible has been done and to widen the 

knowledge base'. Housemen don't like this task and some 80% of the 

non-coroner (aged and ailing patients) cases are refused by the 

relatives on the grounds that 'helshe has been through enough'. 

Ashley's reliable statistic is that 900 necropsies are performed 

annually at his hospital, of which about 50% are coroners' cases. 
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Corp~e Bureaucracy ~n the Mortuary 

One of the hospital buildings (usually unidentified) will house the 

mortuary where pathology personnel spend a good deal of their time. The 

XOH Building Regulations (No. 20, 1963) recommend separate access to 

the various parts by users of the dissecting room (Post Xortem Room), 

body store, offices, chapel and waiting room, so that visitors do not 

lose themselves in forbidden territory (XOH 20:15). In Knight's Post

Xortem Technician's Handbook (1984), the mortuary's location should be 

kept secret from public view also to avoid upsetting patients and keep 

curious onlookers away. In Prior's interpretation, the separation of 

functions within the mortuary also expresses the isolation of death in 

general. The mortuary is no longer a part of life, and like the 

cemetery before it, is placed beyond a town's boundaries. Still, the 

activities within have an important impact on the living. 

Identification of bodies (and parts of bodies) is a vital daily 

routine, with the Register representing the focal point for recording 

all the minute details that are known about the cadaver by those who 

are concerned with bringing bodies to the mortuary. The body gets a 

reference number and identification tag. If death occurred from 

radiation, the forehead of the body carries a red adhesive disk. If 

the corpse is infectious, it must also be clearly marked to signify 

this. The Xortuary book must contain the names of those who conduct the 

autopsy and of those who are present to observe, as well as the names 

of persons who remove bodies from the building. Records must be kept 

of organs removed also. When a body arrives, it is weighed and 

measured. The following visual inspection seeks to discover 
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abnormalities which might reveal the secrets of death. The police, the 

GP, relatives are all sources of information from which a history for 

an uncertified case is built up. According to Prior, the contemporary 

pathologist is forever forced to look beyond the livid body within the 

mortuary walls, into the social, occupational and political world in 

which the deceased once lived, in order to elaborate causation. 

Prior's study of the mortuary (1987)(6) therefore sees its role in a 

much wider sense than just a building in which bodies are stored or 

from which they are moved elsewhere by the funeral service. It is a 

place where the investigative powers of the state and the explanatory 

principles of scientific medicine interact to 'police' the dead, not so 

much in matters of security as in the preservation of 'social health'. 

In this setting, the forensic pathologist provides the clinical gaze 

and the inquisitive state bureaucracy the investigative rights over the 

corpse, to unveil any possible dangers to public or private welfare. 

Prior looked at the Belfast inquests of 1982 to support his case and 

found in the Coroner's Summary Statements <representing 50% of all 

inquests) references to a wide range of personal details, specifying 

not only homicides and deaths from road accidents, but also a mention 

of drinking and eating habits, physical living arrangements, previous 

illnesses, family relationships, emotional states, sleeping habits, 

even political beliefs and leisure interests. All this, apart from the 

routine data of marital status, occupation,· age, place of residence, 

social class and place of death. 
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The Patholog~st ~o lo~ger the Sole 
Arb~ter o£ Cause (0£ Death) 

The pathologist's concern is with damage to the body, at the basic 

level because there has been damage to groups of cells. Pathology is 

the study of what goes wrong and why. Briefly, the main causes of 

damage occur by means which are: microbiological (bacteria, viruses, 

fungi>; chemical <poisons, drugs, toxic gases); physical (burns, 

cold, irradiation); nutritional (lack of vitamins, proteins, trace 

elements); hypoxic (lack of oxygen through reduced blood supply>; 

immunological (where the body reacts against itself, usually producing 

antibodies); and genetic <where the body has an inbuilt failure to 

develop normally to perhaps produce the wrong types of substances -

Haemophilia, for example, where no clotting factor is produced to stop 

a body from bleeding), Dr. Lindley (1989)(6) stated in a lecture that 

one person in five dies in a mysterious way. It is likely that a post 

mortem will follow. The Coroner will be involved if a doctor has not 

seen the deceased or does not know the cause of death; any death which 

is unnatural, occurred from an industrial disease, during an operation 

or under anesthesia. These precise concerns of pathology, including 

the forensic elements, needed to be established before proceeding to 

probe Prior's propositions. So, a person is either dead or not dead, 

medically speaking. If the person is dead, there will have been a 

cessation of perspiration, absence of heart sounds, loss of corneal 

reflex, fragmentation of blood and columns in the retinal vessels 

(leaving aside the complications of brain death and transplants, and 

the abortion debate). However, what Prior appears to be suggesting is 
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that the findings of modern pathology have to be 'meshed into a set of 

broader social, moral and political concerns before adequate causal 

accounts of pathological states can be constructed.' Hence, to 

discover the cause of death is not just the concern of mortuary 

pathology but has also to do with political and legal agencies of the 

modern state in which the mortuary operates. Can cause really be 

located outside of the body in a way in which deaths from natural 

causes are not? It is only in cases of unnatural death that pathology 

is forced to spell out precisely its aetiological logic, argues Prior. 

His case is briefly put below. 

A mortuary wUI store many cadavers that are merely in transit, for the 

funeral services to take charge. For other cases, the search for the 

causes of human mortality is located in two dissection orders; the 

physical of flesh and bone, but also the one that precedes it, which is 

the theoretical one. Pathology, making use of visual observation, 

looks for abnormalities in the body. But not all abnormalities are 

attended by disease. Pathology is guided, nay dominated also, by the 

concept of the normal, evident in a mortuary although the purpose of 

dissection is to discover the abnormal in the anatomy. Normality can 

be measured and Prior gives us the weights of a liver, brain, heart, 

even testicles. Thus, the fundamental assumption in pathology is that 

the abnormal is nothing but a quantitative variation on the normal. If 

therefore the abnormal/pathological is only a quantitative variation on 

the normal/physiological, then the mortuary can release all the secrets 

of organic degeneration and whatever is external to the corpse in the 

outside world would be of no concern. If, however, the pathological is 
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something qualitatively different from the physiological, it is another 

type of 'normal' entirely and must be measured in the context of the 

complete and concrete individual, and not just with organs and 

functions. 

Prior makes the claim that the causes for the pathological condition 

cannot be obtained from the body alone and that pathology is forced to 

look outside the human frame for causal factors, given such 

predisposing matters as racial or geographical factors, age, nutrition, 

social and cultural influences. If this reasoning is accepted, one is 

driven to the obvious conclusion that the power of the pathologist to 

pronounce authoritatively on cause is thereby rightly or wrongly 

severely curbed and likely to undermine status and prestige in the 

medico-legal world. Prior offers us a case illustration in support of 

his conclusion. The deceased was a 91 year old woman living alone, 

very independent and mentally alert (refusing offers of residential 

accommodation, meals-on-wheels and day centre attendance>. Some home 

help was available and a neighbour visited her regularly, as did the 

local social services supervisor. A niece helped with the shopping. 

Ample food and heating was available but the woman insisted on heating 

only the room she was uSing. The home help found the deceased lying 

unconscious on the cold kitchen floor. She died some days later in the 

hospital. The medical causes of acute renal failure and hypothermia 

were regarded as an unsatisfactory explanation of death by the Coroner 

and the pathologist was also not satisfied. In general, Coroners would 

be interested in moral blame as well as cause. In this case he has 

focused on personality traits, material conditions, personal 
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relationships and means of subsistence (additional to the somatic 

elements> in his attempt to explain the medical conditions. Given that 

the medical and the social (through medico-legal surveillance) are both 

events separated in the mortuary, Prior feels that a distinction 

between cause and verdict or between cause and mode of death simply 

does not hold, and that the vocabulary of causation must be so 

elaborated as to include the social factors outside the mortuary as a 

significant part in the chain which led up to the death in question. 

Select~~~ty ~n Corpse D~ssect~on 

According to Knight, (980) (7) it was the poor and the criminals who, 

during the early part of the 19th Century, ended up under the 

pathologists' scapels, if their bodies were unclaimed, in the hope that 

organic and possibly also the social causes of death might be located. 

With the gradual extension of medical audits, the autopsy became the 

weapon in the analysis of all forms of disease and bodily disorder. It 

is the claim of criminologists that such investigative resources are 

frequently so structured as to favour social and political interests, 

which would seem to be true for pathology also, although specified with 

such preCision as to give all of us a chance (but according to Prior, 

not necessarily an ~ chance) to end up on the mortuary slab. 

Prior's Belfast investigation in 1982(9) informs us that of the 900 

cadavers sent to the city mortuary for storage or dissection, some 680 

were Coroner cases. His 25% survey of these clients, plus a 10% sample 

of all Belfast deaths in 1981, were the tools he used to locate the 

'social characteristics of those who slide across the mortuary table' 
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to discover an emergent pattern. It is useful here to restate forensic 

pathology's concern, which is with unnatural as well as with 

suspicious, sudden or puzzling deaths. What meets this definition 

depends on the defined circumstances of each case, upon which are 

super-imposed certain informal social norms such as: what the proper 

age to die is, the proper place to be found dead is, or indeed the 

proper manner of dying. The daily routine may, therefore, evidence 

some selectivity as is qualitatively illustrated in the works of Sudnow 

(1967)<9) and Glaser & Strauss, (1985)(10), when these authors suggest 

that medical resources devoted to the dying tend to be distributed 

according to their perceived social status or estimated social value. 

This, Prior explains, is quite consistent with his Coroner data in the 

Belfast study of 1985.(11), 

Er-osio:n Dr E:nha:nce:rne:n .. t? The 
Coro:ner's Fu:nctio:n faci:ng Doth Ways 

Firstly, the eroding trend since as far back as 1926 gained momentum 

with the Criminal Law Act, 1977 which (in the wards of Mason, 1983)(12) 

emasculated the Coroner's Office by removing from his jurisdiction 

cases of murder, manslaughter, infanticide or killing by reckless 

driving. His powers to recommend safeguards against recurrence of 

actions prejudicial to the public interest were also curtailed. An 

earlier Government Report (1971)<13) on Death Certification and 

Coroners was critical about his role in the detection of homicides and 

said that the prime task of the Coroner today is to furnish the 

accurate 'medical' causes of death to the Registrar General. Mason 
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suggests that medico-legal autopsies could well be cleared by the 

Coroner to be handled by teams of clinicians and pathologists in an 

integrated co-operative effort and thereby restore manifest sudden 

'natural' death cases to academic departments of pathology, where he 

thinks they properly belong. His suggestion excludes research-oriented 

autopsies. Xant (1986)(14) likewise agrees that natural death cases 

should be a part of the routine duties and indeed the main function of 

the National Health Service pathologists and not be dealt with by the 

Coroner. 

Prior's interpretation, however, could be understood as an enhancement 

of the Coroner's role. The evidence he gathered from W.H.O., Belfast 

and Census statistics lead him to conclude that Coroners appear to 

focus their investigative resources on particular segments of the 

population and possess the power to distribute their verdicts (at least 

partly so) in accordance with socio-political judgements. Thus, men's 

deaths are more likely to be investigated and their death regarded as 

'unnatural' than that of women. The same is true of middle-class as 

against working--class; married as against unmarried, widowed or single 

status; and the economically active as against the inactive. He also 

found (if lnterpreted in the broadest of terms) that resources are more 

readily directed towards the observation of married male and non-manual 

workers than to any other group. One such resource is, of course, the 

power of autopsy. Not all cadavers in the mortuary are selected for 

autopsy, although all are processed by the Coroner and have in common 

that a G. P. or" hospital doctor could not certify death. But over and 
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above that, non-clinical factors also playa part in the crucial 

decision whether or not an autopsy is performed. 

Age is found to correlate strongly, with the under-sixties being far 

more selected than the economically inactive age groups, as are also 

infants and children. As to gender, men in the higher age groups are 

more often autopsied than women. The evidence confirms by and large 

the expending of extra resources on the 'SOCially valued'. One must 

infer from Prior's data that the more cautious, suspicious, or 

sociallY-'minded Coroner refers more cadavers for autopsy. Whilst if 

corpse discrimination is accepted, it does also affect the forensic 

pathologist, who reserves.his scalpel as an investigating instrument 

for distinct and specific segments of the population. But the 

selection is in the hands of the Coroner, which in the view of more 

than one writer on the future of forensic medicine (Xason, 1983, Mant, 

1986) is merely maintaining an expensive tradition in its present role. 

What does the present day inquest do, Mant asks, except provide copy 

for the local press and rubber-stamp investigations in cases of public 

interest which have already been carried out by specialised bodies as, 

for instance, in cases of aircraft or train accidents? 

One recognises the distinction between a natural/unnatural deathj 

normal/abnormal death; sudden and suspicious death; and that at some 

stage within the mechanisms of apportioning pathology work, the Coroner 

will become involved. But as concerns forensic pathology, Prior's view 

is that the practitioners of this speciality cannot distance themselves 

from the convergence of the medical and legal interest with the social 
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residing in the corpse. He makes the point that medical advances 

continue to focus on new clinical special isms which make such earlier 

and vague diagnostic specifications as 'immaturity' in infants or 

'cardiac debility' and 'myo-cardial failure' in adults as cause of 

death no longer acceptable. His evidence has suggested that such 

factors as age, gender, occupation and marital status, are widely 

utilised to signify potential pathological states, so that the social 

cannot be divorced from the clinical in the selection of cases for 

autopsy, and so also in its search for the origins of death by the 

forensic pathologist. 

Counter to Prior's view that new clinical specialisms make such former 

simplistic diagnoses that exclude the social elements surrounding the 

pathological condition unacceptable are some views of practising 

forensic pathologists I have gathered. To begin with, the retardation 

in the development of forensic medicine attributed by Camps (1968)(15) 

to the Spilsbury tradition of individualism, has occurred alongside the 

scientific advances in this field. As explained by Cameron (1980)(16) 

later, there is an underlaying financial philosophy which exemplifies 

this state by a Coroner paying autopsy fees only to establish cause of 

death and not to do investigations of interest. The latter might well 

allude to the attending social circumstances leading to cause. 

Dr. Hunt (1989)(17) points out that the Coroners' system in this 

country existed before the Norman Conquest and if William could not get 

rid of it, what chance do we stand? The background information 

required about the dead in England has not that much changed during the 

last thousand years and is still influenced among other historical 
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incidents by the Norman Xurder Tax. Dr. Hunt, who is a 

Histopathologist, thinks that Dr. Prior's idea of the Pathologist in 

England is a false one. There is no influence upon him by the State. 

He is entirely an agent of the Coroner and the Coroner is only partly 

an arm of the State. Dr. Hunt disagrees with Dr. Prior also on other 

matters. For example, on the proposition that the 'deaths of men are 

regarded as unnatural more often than that of women', this is not so 

much a socia-political phenomenon as the simple fact that more men die 

an unnatural death than do women. He would accept that there is a 

somewhat decreased percentage incidence of reporting of natural deaths 

to the Coroner in patients from Socia-economic Group 1, but this is 

explained <partly, at least) by the fact that GPs are more likely to 

visit patients in that group, and to feel able to sign death 

certificates. 

lotwithstanding these views of the cash nexus in autopsies hampering 

professional development and a heavy work load confining the forensic 

pathologist to the stricter limitations of anatomical dissection at the 

cost of research and contributions to social, legal and industrial 

medicine (as well as the debate over corpse discrimination in the 

mortuary), we are still left with the one big question that Prior 

poses: ' .... . death cannot be investigated in terms of the body 

alone ..... ' (1987:357), which demands further discussion in depth on 

the stance a pathologist may be obliged to take. 
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The Vul~erability of a Coro~er·s 

Pathologist 

If Prior's pronouncement that 'the cadaver ..... is at once a solution to 

a riddle and an obstacle to knowledge' (op.cit., p 360), is accepted, 

the implication is that Coroner's Jury, for example, would be much 

wiser in giving their verdict on the deceased for having known his/her 

peculiarities and life-style. It is not unreasonable to assume such 

information would help the forensic pathologist in arriving at an 

opinion as to cause which is IlIOre than just 'obvious'. That view is 

not, however, shared by all forensic pathologists in the investigation 

of cause of death. A well-know (but unnamed) such doctor of former 

years is quoted as having claimed that autopsies should be performed 

'blind', so that pre-knowledge could not bias his eventual conclusion. 

Given that a verdict on cause can be tested by cross examination in 

Court, the position of the medical witness can take on precarious 

dimensions (Leadbeatter and Knight, 1987).(19) The implications of the 

slings and arrows of expert evidence and the dangers to professional 

reputations if miscarriage of justice results will be considered in a 

later section of this chapter. For now, the question posed by 

Leadbeatter and Knight - 'how much in a medico-legal autopsy the 

pathologist's knowledge of the antecedent circumstances should 

influence him in offering a cause of death' - will be of prime concern. 

It is the view of these authors that whereas case history may be a 

dominant factor in clinical medicine in arriving at a diagnosis, in 

forensic pathology the situation is much more Qomplex because (a) the 
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history does not come directly from the deceased; (b) the circumstances 

of death may be such as to affect the reliability and veracity of the 

witnesses; and (c) the investigation may be inadequate and yield a 

history which, although not inaccurate, is significantly incomplete. 

These doctors consider such knowledge of prime importance in 

determining the conduct of an autopsy. They are against a 'blind' 

examination on the grounds that it would have to cover all possible 

eventualities and, moreover, require prohibitively expensive and time

consuming techniques, embracing the need for 'blanket' investigation of 

each autopsy to include full toxicology, microbiology, virology, 

radiology and such. Economic restraint, and the desperate shortage of 

forensic pathologists, would make such a policy not only impracticable 

but also impossible. At the same time, the authors are alive to the 

obvious dangers in simply omitting parts of an investigation by 

reliance on inadquate histories. They cite experience of two recent 

instances where autopsy findings of natural disease were consistent 

with history, but where belated information about self-poisoning forced 

an urgent second autopsy before the bodies were taken from the 

mortuary. 

If, say, multiple diseases are found in a autopsied body, knowing the 

history is helpful in assessing what might have been the likely cause 

of death. The situation is just as problematic when only one disease 

is found. In death from a hepatic failure from cirrhosis of the liver, 

for example, without the availability of an ante-mortem biopsy and 

post-mortem histology (tissue structure) revealing only mixed-nodular 

cirrhosis without any evidence of the aetiology, a little social 
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background information can go a long way. In this case, the mortuary 

technician's wife's brother owned the local liquor store and the 

technician informed the pathologist that the deceased had been his 

brother-in-Iaw's principal customer. Is the case of death now to be 

reported as 'cirrhosis of liver, aetiology unknown', or is it to be 

'alcoholic cirrhosis', ask the authors? Were there to be an ante

biopsy available and reported on as 'alcoholic hepatitis', the 

situation would be a different one if the pathologist's biopsy review 

could exclude perhexiline maleate <cardiac variation control) from the 

patient's pharmacopeia (accepted drug standards). 

Quite often an autopsy reveals the second of the two alternatives -

findings or no findings. Take the case of a patient admitted to 

hospital in winter time with a rectal temperature of 26° C who dies two 

days later. At autopsy, there were signs of hypothermia, yet the 

clinical records could not be disputed. Similar deaths are known also 

to arise from epilepsy and asthma, where there may be a clear history 

but no relevant autopsy findings. The question the authors now ask is 

whether it is valid to use history almost exclusively in arriving at an 

opinion as to cause of death, in contrast to signing out all such cases 

as 'unascertained', To further illustrate the ramifications of this 

question, these doctors provide interesting examples associated with 

cot deaths. Usually, the 'Sudden Infant Death Syndrome' (known as 

SIDS) reveals no lesions sufficient to account for death. In former 

years, such deaths were speculatively reported from • suffocation' to 

'capillary bronchiolitis' (inflamed lung and breathing affected), none 

of which true in the majority of cases. Thus, in cot deaths, the 
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purists would simply certify them as 'unascertained', although this 

often engendered undesirable social repercussions. To still label many 

thousands of such cases so today is unacceptable, especially as SIDS 

now has international recognition as the most cammon cause of post

perinatal mortality, although the designations SIDS is really a 

diagnosis of exclusion, based an a typical history and absence of 

positive autopsy findings. It appears that a pathologist has to 

(seemingly with the legitimate connivance of the Coroner) use hearsay 

knowledge of the circumstances to arrive at a speculative, though prima 

facie reasonable cause of death. How with autopsy findings of SIDS 

being nil and autopsy findings in most infant suffocations also nil, 

the pathologist is faced with the obvious dilemma of how to tell the 

difference. The question here posed is whether he should even attempt 

to do this or leave judgement in the hands of the law. Leadbeatter and 

Knight know of a recent case where multiple, sudden infant deaths 

occurred in the same family. Whilst the autopsy findings were 

consistently negative, the repetitive circumstances persuaded the 

pathologist that the latest death was due to suffocation. Lengthy 

legal proceedings followed because the pathologist used his knowledge 

of the circumstances, rather than 'pathological lesions', to form an 

opinion as to the cause of death. This has been challenged on the 

basis of a different interpretation of the circumstances. 
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The Pathologist 
Situation? 

a Catch 22 

By and large, pathologists like to adhere in the presentation of their 

autopsy reports to the format prescribed by the World Health 

Organisation in its rule book on 'Xedical Certification of Cause of 

Death'. This WHO (1978)(19) booklet directs doctors concerned 'in the 

case of accident, poisoning or violence, to enter a brief description 

of the external cause on the line immediately below the description of 

the type of injury or poisoning'. On another page, even more specific 

directions are given as for example in relation to poisoning, where the 

doctor is required to state on the certificate whether this was 

' ..... accidental , suicidal or homicidal'. The authors say that in the 

instances of some Coroners they have encountered, such autopsy reports 

would very likely be seen as prejudicial to the legal category of death 

and possibly even matters of culpability. Indeed, recent changes in 

coroners' legislation (Coroners Act, 1980)(2()) puts the legality of 

this into question. There are at present still great variations in the 

practices different coroners and pathologists adopt, as there are also 

between an individual coroner and his pathologist at different times 

and in different circumstances. Xoreover, the public are not averse to 

challenging contentious inquests, which for the pathologist means 

utmost care in deciding and recording the opinions he gives. These 

writers have also recognised the major dilemma for a pathologist to 

define the threshold below which he is not prepared to pronounce cause 

on the basis of circumstantial hearsay evidence if anatomic findings 

are not also available. He could take the road of erring on the side 
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of caution and use the term 'unascertained' as the cot death example 

has shown. But if he adheres too rigidly to the stance that he can use 

only the evidence of his own eyes in assisting the legal authorities, 

he risks (say the authors) accusations of 'abdicating his 

responsibilities and even being obstructive', 

A good illustration is the case of a body brought to autopsy with a 

history furnished by the police. The man fell from a low factory roof 

whilst doing the work of window cleaning. The autopsy clearly 

demonstrates severe head injuries and the pathologist uses the format 

of the WHO on cause of death when writing his report. If he is (a) 

purely anatomic, he will write 'fractured skull and lacerations of 

brain'. If he opts for being more circumstantial, he would add (b) 

fall from a height; and if he wished to be much more precise, he would 

replace the words in (b) by 'fall from a factory roof'. The 

pathologist cannot tell from the examination alone how the man came by 

his injuries. They might well appear classically pathological of a 

fall from a height, but not only are injuries often not as specific, 

also the autopsy alone can never reveal to the pathologist that the 

victim fell from the roof of a factory. The authors make it very clear 

that some Coroners in England and Wales request their pathologists to 

use the more precise version of the WHO in their autopsy reports whilst 

others specifically forbid it and hold that 'the sole function of the 

pathologist is to discover the anatomic cause of death, and to leave a 

decision as to the means by which that cause came to operate to the 

legal authority charged with categorising and disposing of the case', 

The path to be trodden seems to be narrow and tortuous between 
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'unwarranted speculation' on the one hand and 'obstinate caution' on 

the other. Is history always reliable as a signpost along this path? 

Additional stages in the chain of an investigation may bring 

information to light for a history to be changed. Should then a 

pathologist change an opinion already given? In any event, original or 

subsequently changed circumstances are capable of interpretation in 

several ways. \1hy then <ask the authors) should a possibly inaccurate 

or incomplete history dictate the view that the pathologist chooses to 

give? 

Another example is given to illustrate that all circumstances are 

capable of more than one interpretation. Taking the death of an old 

person, there is nothing in the pathological evidence to exclude 

plastic-bag asphyxia, even though sufficient natural disease is present 

to account for death. The pathologists in this case realistically 

assumes the absence of circumstances to indicate that breathing was 

ob..structed by a plastic bag over the deceased's head if there is no 

reasonable suspicion and see the cause as, say, a 'coronary artery 

disease', In the view of the authors, this is not 'abdication of 

responsibility' but native prudence to be cautious when offering an 

opinion in cases where the legal process obviously indicates such 

opinion to be based on hearsay evidence. A pathologist is not 

precluded from an identification of the various possibilities in his 

report under a heading of 'differential diagnosis'; but, what he 

should not do in the absence of objective pathological evidence, is to 

give anyone of the possibilities his seal of approval by specifying it 

as a definite cause of death, The authors prefer the ultimate decision 
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and responsibiUty to be in the hands of the appropriate investigating 

authority, which in England and Wales is the Coroner, and the duty of 

the pathologist and clinicians to be merely advisory to that authority, 

alas as fully and as accurately as possible. It therefore follows (in 

these author's opinion) that the pathologist should base his 

conclusions of the cause of death on his pathological findings, wtth 

the history serving only to show up a need for special investigation. 

Thus, dilemmas abound for the forensic pathologist in cases of sudden 

or unexpected death. He may have to satisfy relatives, the police, 

coroner, registrar, often the Courts and he may even have to account 

for a discrepancy between a clinical and autopsy cause of death. He 

has, moreover, to ponder upon the social circumstances entering into 

his deliberations. which causes these authors to ask: 'In a Coroner 

system as it operates at present, should the pathologist sttck his neck 

out and in these litigious days risk having his head chopped off?' . 

One typical case, where knowledge of the social circumstances leading 

to an extinction of life would be of no help to the pathologist, is 

where a man of 36 and a girl of 14 had died together by drinking a 

mixture of cyanide and sulphuric acid. The jury at the inquest 

returned a verdict that the man killed himself but that the girl had 

been unlawfully killed. A pathologist would not, of course, be able to 

say whether she died of her awn free will or not (Times 11.4.1984).(21) 

Vere this country to operate a medical examiner system as in some parts 

of the United States, a so-called 'pathologist-coroner' would combine 

the various parts of an investigation and in the use of both autopsy 

findings and antecedents reach a decision without an inquest. 
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Leadbeatter and Knight recommend that the best available evidence be 

used to base an opinion on and then, if the need arises, be prepared to 

defend it in the legal arena. They are not satisfied with some of the 

instructions on death certification in the WHO booklet as far as 

coroners' pathologists are concerned and advise a revision in the next 

edi Uon. 

The determination of 'cause of death' is riddled with complexities. 

The forensic pathologist's autonomy in giving a verdict has obvious 

limits and stress is not confined to handling the remains of a body 

whose anatomy he shares; disputed findings by colleagues and the 

Courts may often arouse media attention to taint professional 

reputations and the cycle ending with the stigma of incompetence and 

career destruction. The Clift case,(22) which started with the body of 

a woman found in a wood and ended some nine years later with the 

retirement of the pathologist 'in the public interests', rocked the 

English forensic science establishment to its foundations. Such new 

principles as this important case established will be examined in a 

later part of this chapter. 

The Do~~hill Progre~~io~ of 
Foren~ic Pathology 

It will be noted from later data analysis in this chapter that this 

profession faces today some key problems, serious enough to affect is 

scientific credibility, its recruitment and the public image of 

forensic pathololgy itself. And yet, the role played by these 
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practitioners has never been exposed to systematic sociological 

research as could (and it is my belief would) illuminate its position 

and clear the path towards a better understanding of its current 

difficulties. Forensic science as a regular practical discipline is 

not yet a hundred years old, although in its empirical form it has 

exisited for many centuries. Hence the down-grading tendencies, of 

which the despisal of the 'corpse examiner' in the late 19th Century 

Europe is an example, must be placed into an earlier historical context 

to show how certain occupational blemishes emerged. 

Prior to the 16th Century, there was no separate speciality of legal 

medicine, no practitioners or medicologists, no writings on the subject 

and only spasmodic influences of the law on medicine. The first known 

law codes in the earliest annals and sacred books of primitive peoples 

provide evidence for this. In the last few years of this Century 

records became more frequent and study more intense, until at last a 

separate discipline arose whose origin and development through the 

centuries was capable of being studied in a more systematic fashion in 

different countries. From the earliest times, medicine and law were 

first united by the bonds of religion, superstition and magic. The 

functions of the physician and jurist were combined in the priest as an 

intermediary between God and man, to promulgate God-given law and 

judging breaches of that law. Disease and death were seen as divine 

punishment for the non-observing, or caused by magic or evil spirits. 

But the priest also functioned as physician and witch doctor, so that 

direct treatment <through knowledge of toxic plants), supplemented by 

sacrifice and prayer, gave him considerable power. (Camps, 1968).<23) 
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From what we know of many countries j there was ignorance, apathy, 

parsimony and conflicting interest which caused reverses to progress in 

the forensic field, but many of these were local or temporary and 

advancement seemed to continue. Under the old law codes in Babylon a 

physician causing death in error could have his hands cut off; in 

Persia criminal abortions were heavily punished; Greece had no 

autopsies because dead bodies were sacred; early Rome provided that 

the bodies of dying women in confinement should be opened to try to 

save the child's life; in India the diseased were not permitted to be 

witnesses in court; and in Egypt it was the priest who pronounced on 

the cause of death. From the late 16th Century onwards, there was to 

be found a mass of literature on deaths from wounds, abortion. 

infanticide, deaths by lightning, hanging, drowning, feigned diseases, 

and the differentiation between ante- and post-mortem wounds. Poisons 

by carbon monoxide and by corrosives were also written about. Many 

"model reports became available and ethical standards were then seen as 

high. The subject itself was already recognised as a separate entity 

in medicine. (Mant. 1984).<24) One might add to this outline that the 

17th and 18th Centuries were periods of rapid advance across Europe and 

in other parts of the world, as evidenced by the mass of publications 

and the establishment of Chairs in Universities. It was also in 

continental Europe where by the 19th Century the era of modern legal 

medicine commenced, although individual men of letters everywhere (and 

not least in Scotland) had kept in close touch with the centre of 

learning there. 
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The Rise a~d Fall of Legal Medici~e 
i~ Britai~ 

Whilst the detailed landmarks of the developing forensic sciences in 

Asia, the Middle East, Europe and America have had to be omitted, a 

discussion of how the scalpel fell upon forensic pathology in this 

country is highly topical for this research. Whilst Italy in 1312 had 

its first public dissection and experienced prejudices against such 

practices for the next 200 years, people like Fidelis of Palerma and 

Zacchias of Rome produced case notes on drowning, cardiac deaths, knife 

cuts, bullet wounds, and asphyxiation. infanticide and so made their 

mark. Bonet in Geneva performed 3000 autopsies and by the 16th Century 

managed with the publication of his work to vanquish the distaste felt 

for post-martems at this time. Both the Dane, Batholinus, and Schreyer 

from Bratislava experimented on the content of all' in the lungs of a 

child to determine whether it was born alive or as a corpse. Primitive 

courses in forensic medicine were started by Bohn at Leipzig University 

in 1704 and thereby bestowing academic respectability upon a previously 

despised science. Kajar universities in Prague and Vienna followed. 

The French physician Fodore, a former surgeon in Napoleon's armies in 

publishing in 1908 the 'Code Napoleon' put the administrative flesh on 

his theories and established the occupation of 'Medical Examiner' as a 

vital public service, rather than a secret ghoulish ritual, as 

perceived before. That, in a nutshell was the state of play in Europe. 

The teaching of medical jurisprudence in British universities lagged 

somewhat behind the European continent. The first chair in the UK was 
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not established until 1807, when Andrew Duncan was appointed Professor 

of Medical Jurisprudence and Xedical Police at Edinburgh University. 

Prior to this, Samuel Farr wrote the first systematic book on 

jurisprudence in English, of which the later edition in 1815 included a 

chapter on the 'Observation of Signs of :Murder in the Case of Bastard 

Children'. Duncan, like his fellow surgeons, was hampered by the 

restricting laws on the use of bodies for dissection. These were also 

the main cause leading to the 'body snatching' or 'resurrection' 

practice as it was called. Burke and Hare were two of those who 

murdered victims for sale to the Edinburgh Anatomy School. When Duncan 

left, the main occupant of the chair became Sir Robert Christison at 

the young age of 24, who later enjoyed international fame and took part 

in the Burke and Hare trial. His 'Treatise on Poisons' remained for 

long the best work in English on the subject. Professor Traill next 

occupied the chair for thirty years and made the subject compulsory for 

medical students long before the Xedical Act of 1858 required it for 

all medical schools. At that time, a Coroner in England still had no 

power to pay for medical evidence at inquests and doubt existed also 

whether he had power to order a post-mortem examination. Whilst more 

chairs were established in Scotland <such as at Glasgow and Aberdeen), 

the development of legal medicine in England was less satisfactory 

although there is evidence of important books and outstanding men. It 

was the organisation and general recognition of the subject which still 

left a lot to be desired. 

The Smethhurst case in 1859(25) did little to help the subject to keep 

abreast with the advances in Europe. This Doctor was charged with 
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poisoning Isabella Banks. A leading toxicologist examined the tissues 

of the body and discovered traces of arsenic in them. At the trial to 

follow the magistrate's hearing it emerged that the arsenic had come 

from faulty testing equipment. There were also wrangles in Court 

between the toxicologist and two other forensic experts. When 

Dr. Smethhurst was still convicted, there were protests in the Lancet 

and the Times publicly denigrated the evidence from toxicology. The 

Home Secretary then referred the case to independent specialists and in 

the end Dr. Smethhurst was acquitted. The Dublin Xedical Journal 

accused the toxicologist of having brought disrepute upon this branch 

of the profession that it would take many years to overcome. That 

prediction had in fact come true until such time as toxicological and 

pathological evidence helped to convict Crippen 40 years later, when 

'orthodox' med:i.cal views of the world and of the British press, felt 

able to accord some recognition to this branch of science. This case 

helped to restore some degree of public confidence and trust through 

three brilliant scientists at St. :Mary's Hospital in London. These 

three, to be later joined by a young medical student <Bernard Spilsbury 

to gain worldwide fame), encouraged the latter's enthusiasm for and 

interest in toxicology and histology. Spilsbury never wrote the book 

he promised from his copious case notes, but it was he and one of the 

three (Dr. Pepper) who destoyed the Crippen defences, He was typical 

of the charismatic individuals rather than forensic medicine as such to 

make their mark, and his reputation grew to such an extent that his 

appearance for the prosecution was said to be able to sway a case. One 

of Spilsbury's main contributions was the encouragement of offshoots to 

his craft - forensic physics and chemistry. Another, the introduction 
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of the 'murder bag', containing all the essentials needed when called 

out. The idea came to him when at one case he was horrified to see a 

local police superintendent handling the dreadful remains with his bare 

hands. The murder bag was subsequently adopted by police forces all 

over the world. No one knows whether it was occupational stress that 

caused Spilsbury to gas himself in his laboratory at University College 

London in 194'7, his headquarters at the time. 

If Spilsbury made his mark in the medico-legal field, another man to 

achieve equal fame for his pioneering efforts in forensic medicine 

following his medical studies in Edinburgh, was the New Zealander, 

Sidney A.lfred Smith. A. great admirer of Sherlock HaInes, he adopted as 

his dicta of successful detection the 'power to observe and deduct' and 

the 'possession of a wide range of precise knowledge'. Smith was 

something of a social scientist because, in addition to amassing 

medical knowledge of a wide range, he was also interested in the way 

people dress, their different cultural eating habits, attitudes and 

postures of frightened as against angry attackers, and the mode of 

defence their victims adopted. Such extended interests would seem to 

be missing from the approaches of the latter-day pathologists, whose 

reasons for this narrower somatic perspective warrant careful 

deliberation at a later stage. By the early 1920s, Dr. Smith became 

medico-legal adviser to the Egyptian Government and later founded the 

Forensic Department at the University of Cairo and also became the 

first professor there. The incidence of crime in the country provided 

him with scope to experiment and he soon acquired expertise in 

ballistics and toxicology; building his own special microscope when 
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unobtainable from America. Eventually the association with Edinburgh 

University was resumed and Professor Smith turned it into one of the 

leading centres of the world for the study of forensic science. His 

textbook, published in 1928, ran into many editions and he attracted 

students world-wide by his witty seminars. Widely mourned when he died 

in 1969 as Emeritus Professor and Rector of the University he is said 

to have made this branch of medical science a respectable 

discipline. (26) 

As can be seen from the foregoing, a small number of individuals helped 

to carve the reputation of British forensic medicine up to the second 

world war. Another such personality was Professor John Glaister of 

Glasgow University who made his mark around the same time as Sidney 

Smith, this mainly by writing authoritatively on the subjects of 

Xedical Jurisprudence and Toxicology. This text, first published in 

1902, ran into many revised editions and was so highly regarded that it 

has today become the 'Bible' for criminal pathologists in Britain, 

Australia and America. Glaister was not merely a theoretician, as was 

shown by his complex reconstruction in 1935 of the Buck Ruxton case, 

with which he and a colleague were closely involved. A concisely 

presented illustration of the case will demonstrate how forensic 

pathologists work. The two doctors had the grisly task of piecing 

together the seventy human remains found in the gully off the 

Edinburgh-Xoffat road. The killer had gone to enormous lengths to 

avoid discovery by cutting strips of fatty tissue and flesh off the 

body, removing eyes and lips, and scattering the portions over a wide 

area. It was established that there were, in fact, two murder victims 
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and that they were women. Some novel methods were used in the forensic 

investigation: like superimposing a picture of one of the victims over 

the skull to assess the fit; like making flexi-castes from the two 

left feet found in a reasonable state of preservation among the remains 

and measuring the fit in the shoes of the murdered woman; like 

examining the drains in the suspect's house to obtain blood tissues 

which matched those of the corpses; and obtaining dermal prints from 

hands already badly decomposed, a procedure never adopted before. (27) 

This case showed also how forensic science can be advanced by the 

enlistment of other specialists. Physicists and other experts helped 

with a microscopic examination of parts of the cotton sheets to trace 

the loom in the suspect's house. In the end, the evidence was so 

conclusive that Dr. Buck Ruxton (formerly Bukhtyar Makin> was convicted 

and in 1936 hanged for the murder of Nrs. Ruxton his wife, and Xary 

Rogerson her nursemaid. One of the major reasons why so much 

importance attached to the case was the employment of team work in the 

investigation. It provided an impetus for the development of highly 

specialised professional disCiplines in scientific criminology, which 

now include Immunology and Serology (the study of blood. urine, saliva 

and sperm); Odontology <the study of teeth as a most durable part of 

the body); Ballistics, a field in which medical examiners are closely 

involved; Toxicology and Chemistry which have long been important 

areas in the history of this science (see for example Orfila who in 

1787 catalogued poisons and their effects already then); and in more 

recent times, Psychiatry, where mentally unbalanced or psychotic cases 

are concerned. At an experimental stage still is the exciting new 
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specialism of Voiceprinting, sometimes known as 'Articulators', which 

brings electronic engineering into crime detection. (2S) 

Proble~ ~ith Recognition and 
Research 

The take-off of legal medicine was more pronounced in Scotland than in 

England, although excellent books and outstanding men existed. Of the 

thirty-seven medical schools providing instruction in the bigger cities 

of the United Kingdom by the mid-19th century when the subject was 

obligatory, status and recognition vanished in later years when these 

established chairs lapsed. How, there are only five personal Chairs of 

which three are at the University of London and the others at Leeds and 

Sheffield. In Scotland, the Chair in Aberdeen has lapsed but the 

Regius Chairs in Edinburgh and Glasgow still exist. According to 

Cameron (1980),(29) prior to the Second World War few if any thought of 

forensic medicine as an academic domain and painfully little research 

came from those who specialised in, or had any experience of, the 

subject. Far from enjoying the respect and help it needed from its 

elders in academic pathology, the specialty was despised by them for 

its divorce from the University Schools (Simpson, 1963),<30) Too many 

untrained specialists grew by the secretion of innumerable autopsies, 

allowing for the notable exception of the charismatic personalities 

like Spilsbury and Smith, ably supported later by such well-known names 

as Simpson, Camps, Teare, Glaister and Polson. A Xedico-Legal Society 

was not forn~d until 1903, which was the only learned society devoted 

to the subject. Untrained practitioners in Coroners' and police 
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pathology enlisted adv.ice and help only when poisonings demanded such 

analysis which would enable them to furn.ish more precise answers. 

Similarly serology and stain analysis, of what little there was, rarely 

challenged existing knowledge, practices, proceedings in pathology and 

then only in more personal terms. 

Thus, until the post-war years, the reputation of 'English' forensic 

medicine rested largely in the hands of one or two highly reputed 

individuals. Thereafter, however, a change occurred. Legal medicine 

received the recognition it had lacked before. After 1950, the British 

Association in Forensic Xedicine was founded and the Forensic Science 

Society saw the light of day. The British Academy of Forensic Sciences 

also came into being. There was, at last, a realization that the 

investigation of medico-legal cases frequently requires collaboration 

with specialists in other disciplines. The media has always seen to it 

that sensational cases were brought to the attention of the general 

public. In this way, the average citizen can relate reality to 

fictional television. Notwithstanding these developments, it is feared 

that academic forensic medicine has gone steadily downhill until there 

is now a danger (according to same opinions conveyed also in my data> 

of its extinction. Already some university departments have been made 

sub-departments and others abolished (as explained to me in an 

interview with Professor Cameron, )fay, 1989),(31) The present 

situation was predicted by the late Professor Glaister as early as 

1951, when he addressed members of the BAFX, during which he talked of 

the difHculties which would arise from the exclusion of forensic 

medicine as a constituent of the then newly-formed state medical 
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service in 1948, either unintentionally or by design, and the absense 

of any specialists practising the subject. In his presidential address 

to the BAFS in 1980, Professor Cameron makes it clear that not all the 

blame can be attached to the universities for this wane in academic 

legal medicine. Their only need is to teach undergraduates the 

essentials of forensic medicine and they could claim, with considerable 

justification, that the provision of forensic medicine for the 

community is not their concern, particularly so when money is short and 

the new medical specialties (such as mentioned on page 40) are 

clamouring for recognition and upgrading. (32) In most universities 

forensic medicine is virtually self-supporting, thus forming, in the 

view of Knight (1967), the only basis for its toleration. (33) 

A Diagno~i~ of the Pre~ent Cri~is 

A review of courses in 1951 in medical jurisprudence revealed a great 

variation in the length devoted to this subject, taken by Cameron as 

the practical reflection of particular attitudes held by some of the 

bodies in question. For example, the Report in 1944 of the Inter

departmental Committee on Xedical Schools(34) offered only a brief 

comment that instruction to students in some medical schools on 

forensic medicine seems excessive, having regard to the needs of 

general practice. On the other hand, the General Xedical Council <in 

connection with the Goodenough Committee's Report) held that since 

every G.P. is liable to be called upon without notice on questions 

within the province of forensic medicine, it is imperative in their 

judgement that due weight should continue to be attached to this 
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subject in the curriculum. A later report (the Todd Report on Medical 

Education in 1968)(35) made no reference to forensic medicine at all. 

At the very least, these are some indicators of an ambivalent approach. 

Cameron gives voice also to the anxiety that the lack of availability 

and quality of medico-legal experts now (in 1980) causes, as these 

properly trained experts are rapidly disappearing from the scene, as 

are, likewise, the future prospects of postgraduate training. This, in 

the opinion of Cameron (1973)(36), is at least partly due to the accent 

that is placed on pathology rather than medicine, because the modern 

medico-legist should be more concerned with the broad discipline of 

legal medicine than just the limited field of morbid anatomy. Given an 

approximate 56 million people in the UK (inclusive of IoN and Channel 

Islands) in an area of some 95 square miles, there are at this time 

(the time of Cameron's address to the Academy in 1980) barely 50 fu11-

time 'professional' forensic pathologists in total (Johnson, 1979), 

that is, just one medico-legal expert per some 1,120,000 persons, or 

approximately one such expert per 2,000 square miles. Thus, this small 

number of doctors regularly carry out thousands of investigations into 

homicides or possible criminal cases for Coroners and Fiscals in the 

entire UK, making, indeed, autopsy a 'dying art'. 

Francis Camps, looking in 1968(37) for a reason for this state of 

affairs, attributed it to the 'Spilsbury tradition of individualism'. 

Although to some extent persisting, this position may posibly have been 

instrumental in producing some outstanding personalities, even if it 

has done little to encourage suitable prospects for the occupation and 
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its practitioners. In the view of Cameron, it may also be responsible 

for the general lagging behind of forensic medicine relative to the 

forensic scientific advances <indicated above), in part at least 

demonstrated by the attitude that the Coroner pays for an autopsy 

solely to establish cause of death, and not carry out investigations of 

interest. Presumably the latter includes the kind of extra-cadaver 

associations of a social nature that Prior had in mind. This cash

nexus philosophy might well explain the reason for the substitution of 

~ cause of death which is 'obvious', for iha cause of death which is 

'correct', Suspicion is the first line of detection in England and 

Wales under the present Coroners' system where murder is concerned, as 

is also the need to recognise death which is unnatural (Johnson, 

1969),(38) When sudden or unexpected death occurs, a medical 

practitioner is virtually always required to pronounce that life is 

'extinct', Hence, the doctor should have a low threshhold of suspicion 

if danger of an erroneous diagnosis, possibly unchallenged by a 

Registrar, is to be avoided. Once the body is disposed of by either 

burial or cremation, it may be too late to discover that a crime has 

been committed. 

Cameron, in his presidential address to the BAFS, also discusses the 

serious consequences likely to arise in cases of misdiagnosis. While 

such an occurrence in cases of natural deaths is to be regretted, there 

are seldom any far-reaching consequences unless it be that a case is 

treated as an unnatural death, But the mistake in certifying an 

unnatural death as due to natural causes can be much more serious. The 

law requires doctors not only to issue a death certificate but also to 
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state the cause of death, whether a case is reportable to the Coroner 

or not. (Incidentally, old age is not acceptedd as a cause and refusal 

to certify a medical cause means reference to the Coroner), All kinds 

of troublesome complications can ensue should unnatural cause be 

signed-up as natural. Najor crime may remain uninvestigated and there 

may also be problems of insurances, pensions and civil litigations, all 

stemmdng from incorrect or incomplete causes of death. This practice 

has been widely criticised in the medico-legal literature over the 

years <Havard, 1960(89) on the Detection of Secret Homicide is an 

example of a comprehensive review). Professor Cameron points also to 

recent surveys which have shown up to a 50% discrepancy rate between 

the clinical and autopsy recordings of death. He suggests, indeed 

recommends with some urgency, that the remedy for this is proper 

education of the future doctor during medical training in the pre-

registration phase as an 'embryo' police surgeon, and in all branches 

of postgraduate medicine education. There is, he points out, great 

variation in the present teaching on the subject. (40). 

Qu al i :f i ca"t::. i. on. 
Frag:m.enta t i o:n 

Specialisation and 

Earlier discussion above connected with status and incumbency has led 

me to touch upon the confusing sets of medical qualifications displayed 

by members of the BAFX and the labelling of the forensic pathologist as 

a 'non-healer' engaged in a 'margin specialty'. Xoreover, among the 

other stresses experienced by these practitioners as briefly indicated 

in the introductory observations on page 1, is also cross examination 
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in Court that causes a great deal of dread and apprehension. The 

position of the doctor as a forensic witness must now be more closely 

examined, of which an orderly re-assessment of the maze of 

qualifications would appear to form an essential part. The main reason 

for this examination is the discrediting effect this often has upon the 

witness in terms of competence and career, to say nothing about the 

danger of having the profession debunked in the media. Parallel to a 

strictly scientific exposure runs the accusation that the <overworked 

and understaffed) profession of forensic pathology does not 

sufficiently appear to take account of the social circumstances 

surrounding cause <Prior, 1989).<41) An obvious consequence might well 

be, I would argue, the establishment of new professions to fill this 

gap, only to add to the fragmentation of a territory which was 

previously that of forensic pathology alone. Two examples will 

illustrate this trend. 1971 saw the birth of the youngest member of 

the family of Royal Colleges, the Royal College of Psychiatrists, which 

founded in that year a Section of Forensic Psychiatry to facilitate an 

increased understanding between lawyers and psychiatrists. (42) But 

another most interesting example originated in the Argentine and found 

a write-up in the New Zealand Journal of Funeral Directors. It dealt 

with the disappearance of 90,000 Argentinians during the period of 

military rule in the 1970s. A team of young medical and anthropology 

students got to work one morning at a cemetery in the outskirts of 

Buenos Aires to painstakingly scrape away earth to expose decomposed 

cadavers, some in plastic bags or coffins and others simply dumped into 

the ground. It was slow and tedious work to find the clues of how each 

person died. A glint of metal suggested a bullet was usedj tiny 
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fragments of skull bones indicated a blow to the head to produce the 

fatal injury. Their mentor was an American academic sent in 1984 to 

advise Argentina's Human Rights Commdssion on the scientific means to 

document abuses committed during the dirty war. Thus came into being 

the E.A.A.F., the Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team (F.S.J., June, 

1989).<43) How long before we shall be blessed, or some opinions might 

say cursed, with a Royal College of Forensic Anthropology? The 

Americans already have forensic anthropologists. 

A Glance at the Intricacies of 
Medical E"Va]~uation(44) 

The forensic pathologist comes into contact with lawyers and other 

eminent lay persons not always initiated in the intricacies of medical 

evaluations. The various letters which a doctor can legally append to 

the surname need to be correctly interpreted as to whether their number 

directly reflects skill. experience and efficiency. Host of all, do 

they indicate forensic proficiency? The significance of degrees and 

letters operates as soon as the doctor qualifies, following a 

designated training curriculum and passing the prescribed examinations. 

Table A below lists these in the order of increasing merit. 
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Iable A ~ UK Graduating Nedical Degrees 

Awarding BQ~ Degree Obtained WllJ:i 

SOCiety of Apothecaries Licentiate in Medicine L,N,8,S,A, 
of London and Surgery 

Conjoint Board of the Ne~ber of the Royal M,R,C,S, 
Royal Colleges of College of Surgeons 
Surgeons and Licentiate of the Royal L,R,C,P, 
PhYSicians, England College of Physicians 

Individual Universities Batchelor of Medicine M,B, 

Batchelor of Surgery B,S, or B,Ch, 

Source: Adapted from D, Blair, The Criminologist, 1974, Part 9, Vol, 32, p, 14 

University degrees are the most valuable but carry the fewest letters. 

Postgraduate degrees, as a next stage, can vary in their importance. 

Xost cherished is membership of the Royal Colleges, achieved by doctors 

with ample experience in their speciality passing requisite 

examinations. Surgeons become fellows, but fellowship of any other 

Royal College can be gained only after several years of membership and 

recognition of outstanding professional achieven~nts. It is bestowed 

by the President and Council on a discretionary basis without the need 

to take a further examination. It is accepted that a young surgeon who 

has obtained a fellowship of his own Royal College would not be able to 

obtain a fellowship of any other Royal College until possibly his 

forties. 

Universities also award postgraduate degrees in Xedicine or Surgery, 

either by an acceptable thesis or searching examination. Furthermore, 

the Faculty of Radiologists grant higher degrees by examination and 
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award a fellowship of the Faculty. Table B will :make the position 

clear. 

Table B - UK Postgradyade Medical Degrees 

~rufu~ aExamjnatioD Li.till.s. Bv Election L!illJu.i 

Royal College Fellowship F,R,C,S, 
'Jf Surge,)ns Fellowship of 

the Faculty of 
Anaesthetists 
of the Royal 
College ,)f 
Surgeons F,F,A,R,C,S, 

Royal Collge Membership M,R,C,P, Fellowship F,R,C,P, 
of Phys i ci ans 

Royal College Membership N,R,C,O,G, Fellowship F,R,C,O,G, 
of Obstetricians 
and 
Gynaecologists 

BQ~il CQllege Qf Membership tLlLC,edb, Eel h'lI/sb.ip LB.,C,fatb, 
E.a1hol£).gisls 

Royal College of Membership M,R,C,Psych, Fellowship F,R,C,Psych, 
Psychiatl'ists 

Royal College of Membership N,R,C,G,P, Fellowship F,R,C,G,P, 
General 
Prat ti Uoners 

Individual Master of M,S, or 
Un! vel's i ties Surgery M,Ch, 
(with fIledical Doctor of M,D, 
schools) Nedicine 

Faculty of Fellowship F oF, R, 
Radiologists 
-~~-~-~-------~-----Q-~-----~-~_q~ ____ = ___ ~m~rn=~~~ ___ ~ ____________ ~ ___ ~ ______ ~_~ __ ~ _____ q _____ ~ 

Source: Adapted frora 0, Blair, The Criminologist, 1974, ibid, p, IS 
~-- ___ ~ _____ ~m ____ ~_~ ________ ~~~_~_~ __ ~~~ __ ~~Q __ ~~ __ ~ ___ ~ __ ~_~~ _____ ~~~_~_~ __ ~ _______ ~~~~ __ ~_~~ 

Dr. Blair, who is a Psychiatrist, informs us that 1974 was a year of 

grace for the medical profeSSion in which it indulged in secret 
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procedures of which the legal profession was probably unaware. It was 

a ISecret :Merit Award' to which. with the approval of Government, a 

Iational Health Service specialist may have been entitled. It is 

usually secretly bestowed on him/her by a hierarchy of peers. .lieither 

degrees nor diplomas guarantee a doctor an increase in salary but a 

secret award, <which can be C, B, A and A+) accordingly to grade, can 

reach a figure of £'1,000+ at the top scale. The unfairness of this 

arbitrary benefit is recognised but tolerated by the medical 

profession. It is not possible, officially. to discover which doctor 

gets which merit award. Lawyers certainly are kept guessing. There 

are, however, consultants who may have held Fellowships of Colleges for 

many years and do not get merit awards whilst there are others with 

only a few years of Xembership of certain other Colleges who get C

grade awards or perhaps an even higher distinction. 

In order to appreciate the value of forensic pathology qualifications 

in context, the existence of postgraduate medical diplomas must also be 

explained. The Diploma of Xedical Jurisprudence (D.X.J.), which 44% of 

my respondents hold, is considered to be a reliable indicator among 

pathologists, police surgeons, prison medical officers and concerned 

others, that they have a certain amount of forensic knowledge in this 

field. Some highly qualified consultants, however, may well have 

received only meagre education and training in forensic medicine in 

their entire career. Table C sets out details of the currently 

recognised diplomas, to which, in the current climate of 

specialisation, others are added from time to time <of which, as 
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indicated below, the new Diploma in Crime Scene Investigation approved 

in April, 1989 is one example). 

Table C - Some E~amples of UK Postgraduate ~igical Diplomii. 

awarding BQ~ 

Royal College of 
Surgeons 

Conjoint Board of 
the Royal Colleges 
of Surgeons and 
Physicians, England 

Royal College of 
Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists 

Society of ApQtheCities 
~ 

BQyal CQllegi of 
f.ill!ll~ 

hpe of DiplQma 

Orthodontics 
Dental Public Health 

Publ ie Health 
Tropical Medicine and 
Hygiene 
Ophthalmology 
Laryngology and 
Otology 
Anaesthetics 
Chi Id Health 
Industrial Medicine 
Psychiatry 

Obstetrics 

Industrial Health 
MediCi! lyrispryd~DC~ 

~athQlogy 

I.itiui 

D,Orth, 
D,D,P,H, 

D,P,H, 

D,T,N, & H, 
0,0, 

D,L,D, 
D,A, 
D,C,H, 
0, I, M, 
D,P,M, 

D,Obst,R,C,D,G, 

0, I,M, 
IL.ttL. 

OJLC,Patb 

Source: Adapted from 0, Blair, The Criminologist, (op cit" P 16) 

Other diplomas found to be held by forensic pathologists are the 

Diploma in Clinical Pathology. the Diploma in Criminology, 

the Diploma in Firearms Examination and the Diploma in Document 

Examination. As from April, 1989, following the completion of the 

planning stage, the new Diplgma in Crime Scene InvestigaiiQn will be 

available. This is a diploma sponsored by the Forensic Science Society 

(F.S.S.) and recognised by the Council of National Academic Awards 
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(C.N.A.A.). The F.S.S. Professional Awards Conrnnttee decided in 1985 

to concentrate on those areas of forensic expertise not covered by 

other educational qualifications or formal course preparation and 

examination and set up its own professional qualifications in these 

subjects. <4S) 

There are seven diplomas for the forensic pathologist now and there 

will probably be more to come. If any specialist discovers a need not 

catered for, all helshe has to do is to submit a scheme to the F.S.S. 

Awards Co~ttee for consideration. The general effect is likely to be 

specialised qualifications for the few who are so motivated to acquire 

this expertise on a voluntary basis, but not widely enough spread among 

the professional membership to be able to wrest (or in some cases 

reclaim) the expertise from those who perform it now and who came by it 

through those areas of specialisation which made the fragmentation (and 

incidentally the loss of power and control) an inevitable consequence 

at the cost of a loss of status and prestige. In some cases functions 

not catered for by one Royal College may be assumed by another. Courts 

have needed to rely on valid evidence by psychiatrists, which caused 

the Royal College in 1971 to set up a Forensic Psychiatry Section. It 

also means a dependence on this expertise by forensic pathologists from 

other specialists on occasions if the true cause of a crime or homicide 

and the circumstances leading up to the event are to be established. 

On an i.ndividual level, a forensic pathologist can become a member of 

an existing society whose aim it is to increase the mutual 
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understanding and respect between his profession and those of lawyers, 

and so evidence a real interest in medico-legal matters. The British 

Academy of Forensic Scie~, The Xedicp-legal Spciety and the 

Forensic Science Society are organisations in point. The path to 

forensic proficiency begins with one or more degrees as indicated in 

Table At then to be followed by such a postgraduate qualification as 

the X.R.C.Path., the D.N.J. and other selected specialist diplomas and 

prolonged membership of one of the learned societies. It is also 

understood that research and publications enhance the road to 

Fellowship. The formal norms as here described will later make an 

interesting comparison with the actual <and perhaps typical) careers 

data obtained from my respondents. 

The Patholog~st as a W~tness ~n 

Court 

lany doctors, other than the most experienced in medico-legal matters, 

are apprehensive of cross examination when acting as a witness in 

Court. Forensic pathologists in particular may be called upon as 

experts for the defence or prosecution to give an opinion in a great 

variety of cases involving murder, homicide, violent crime, rape and 

those where injury occurs. It is unavoidable, therefore, that the 

question of assessing the legal significance of medical evidence 

arises. The professionals in the legal field need criteria by which to 

judge the status of the doctor, and so must take account of his/her 

years of experience and position as Consultant, Senior Registrar, 

Registrar or Houseman, as the case may be. In this context not only 
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are degrees and diplomas relevant, but also interest (possibly 

evidenced by publication of research papers) and experience in matters 

forensic. The number of letters after the name are not by themselves a 

reliable measure of specific competence in a field. A person with 

higher degrees ntay not bother to mention first degrees. Also posts in 

teaching hospitals are held in greater esteem than those in non

teaching hospitals, although an entirely academic career can leave a 

doctor wanting of the very special experience needed by the Court. It 

is Dr. Blair's opinion, for example, that a general consultant 

pathologist who may have wide experience of ordinary causes of death 

would not really best replace a forensic pathologist in such cases as 

suspected murder, homicide and poisoning, which require a narrower but 

more precise knowledge of the field. Hence the wider use of general 

pathologists (recommended by the Brodri.ck Report in 1971)<46) and the 

further reduction of the already small number of forensic pathologists 

is not favoured by the critics of this report. Dr. Blair, in common 

with later opinions by such experts as Professors Knight (1975), 

Cameron (1980), Xant (1986) among others in the profession, expressed 

his concern that the national facilities for forensic education are 

inadequate. (A.7) 

Understandably, pathologists are highly sensitive towards having their 

expert opinion challenged in a public arena, such as a Court, and 

exposed to the press. But much the more delicate and wide-ranging can 

be the problems when a consultant pathologist acts for the defence. In 

many homicide cases, the trend is now to prefer these to the employment 

of psychiatrists, as was the practice in previous years. 
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Knight (1975)(A8) offers three reasons for this change: firstly, a 

great awareness of the legal profession that it can challenge the 

medical evidence gathered by the prosecution and the possibility of a 

solicitor to require a second autopsy as soon as the client is 

arrestedj secondlYt whilst there has been a decline of full-time 

forensic pathologists, the National Health Service has expanded 

pathology staff as such in the post-war period, although the available 

clinical experience was not also accompanied by a competence in the 

forensic fieldj and thirdly, the advent of legal aid has made it 

possible for those in need to enlist expert witnesses in their defence. 

Knight favours this turn of events since natural justice is better 

served if a second medical view on a homicide is available which may 

provide vital evidence in criminal trials to assist counsel for the 

defence. Xoreover, the very fact that a fellow expert may challenge 

the findings of the prosecution pathologist largely prevents a belief 

that his evidence is infallible, and also stimulate the latter to 

meticulous examination of and reporting on a case. 

This experienced Professor has a number of practical matters to 

disclose, one of which concerns the incidence of a second autopsy. 

Time and circumstances will influence this. For example, a local 

solicitor not used to major criminal charges may not be aware that 

early medical advice can be made available in a homicide case. The 

Coroner's autopsy as a part of the prosecution's evidence may have 

taken place and the body disposed of long before counsel's view that a 

second autopsy is possible. Cremation will not yet have taken place, 

but a possible demand for exhumation is beset with problems and is 
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rare. Thus, a defence consultant may have no chance to examine the 

body. A criminal charge of homicide is usually conditional upon the 

autopsy results and no legal representative may have been appointed. 

At the same time, delay will grossly hinder the preservation of the 

physical evidence needed for the second autopsy. Even if refrigeration 

is good, a corpse deteriorates more rapidly after anatomization at the 

first post-mortem. Additionally, points out Knight, injuries such as 

abrasions or lacerations and the effects of any decomposition when a 

body is first discovered will make the job of the second pathologist 

even more difficult and his conclusions less valuable to the Court. At 

times, neither the presence and co-operation of the first pathologist 

nor his findings are available to the second, whose experience then 

plays a vital part in marshalling all the available details from the 

disordered body with not a clear idea of what he is seeking. If it is 

the case that parts of the corpse have been removed by the first 

pathologist, either as exhibits or for further examination <such as 

skin with stab and gunshot wounds or strangulation marks), these would 

have had to be preserved in formalin and so undergo change from their 

original condition. Parts such as fractured skull vaults or brains 

with attached membranes may have to be transported over long distances 

and cause delays for the defence pathologist before reporting. In 

other instances, body fluids such as urine, venous blood or stomach 

contents, may have been removed for dispatch to the Home Office 

Forensic Science Laboratory, leaving virtually nothing for the defence 

to present. At times, no post-mortem may be possible due to lapse of 

time and all that is then left for the defence expert to get hold of is 
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the available documents for supplying a SUBWlary of findings to the 

solicitor. 

Thus, the relationship between pathologists for the prosecution and 

defence is quite a delicate one. Once in Court, shrewd counsel may ask 

the defence expert to sit close by for consultation when the 

prosecution medical evidence is probed. Occasionally, explains Knight, 

the pathologist on the opposite side takes exception to this practice, 

but, seen objectively, it balances the scales and should not be 

regarded as ungentlemanly behaviour or unethical sniping as all 

witnesses are there to assist the Court in its endeavour to admdnister 

justice. It has on occasions been the case in the past that 'partisan 

emotions have run high and fair criticism degenerated into biased 

distortions', Such harm is now avoided by the high standard of 

forensic expertise which does not tolerate any 'wild, unsubstantiated 

theorising and should be destroyed by the medical witness for the other 

side'. In some trials there is a distinct imbalance of expertise and 

reputation between defence and prosecution, accentuated, says Knight, 

by a lack of professional forensic pathologists. Very good clinical 

pathologists from hospitals can sometimes experience problems when 

medico-legal matters are at issue and it is then not logical to 

complain about the 'unequal size of guns' if better expertise should 

have been obtained. On the other hand, it has not been unknown in the 

past, that counsel praised the stature, qualifications and impressive 

appointments of a charismatic medical witness who had the ability to 

out-shine the opinion of a lesser-famed pathologist. However. 

beneficial side-effects are possible even in contentious cases, Knight 
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gives the example of how a controversial case of stabbing led to some 

hurried but quite valid research on the dynamics of knife wounds. He 

also relates from his personal experience that quotations from standard 

textbooks by well-known authors are resorted to by either side, but 

more often by the defence. In his view, it is an ethical obligation 

not to push this too far, since quotes can be taken out of context, can 

run counter to accepted opinion, can be from an outdated edition and, 

in any case, need not make something 'Professor X' said sacrosanct. 

Knight quotes from a well-known forensic figure in this country (not 

named) the suggestion that there is a 'hard way' or an 'easy way' in 

which defence and prosecution pathologists may proceed. If by common 

consent each side is completely open with the other and discloses all 

findings and opinions, friction will be highly unlikely. The hard way 

is playing the cards close to the doctor's chest, as obviously lawyers 

are accustomed to do. Knight much prefers for the medical witness the 

frank way: 'doing it the hard way may well present the second 

pathologist with a shambles of a semi-decomposed body and be invited to 

get on with it', Friction is also a possibility if pathologists on 

either side work in the same area or even meet up in the same post

mortem room, but take a different view of a case in court. Diplomacy 

and tact is obviously needed in avoiding a reference to the case when 

working in such close proximity. One final point which possibly 

borders on the political is the attitude of the Home Offi.ce to 

disfavour their retained consultants acting in a trial on opposite 

sides. It seems to the Professor (who is himself on the Register) that 

this Home Office disapproval arose from a Civil Service dictum that no 
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section of the Establishment should be seen to criticise another, but 

would not be applicable here as the second pathologist is as much there 

to assist the Court as he is to help the legal representative of the 

accused to understand the medical evidence, and not to discredit a 

colleague. But, with this practice condemned by the B.X.A. as unduly 

restrictive and unethical, and forensic departments in universities now 

severely reduced, it appears that it is no longer strongly adhered to. 

The PathologiE3t· E3 Involve:m.en.-t in 
Major DiE3a..E3terE3 

Two American doctors <Reals & Cowan, 1979),(45) in discussing the role 

of forensic pathology in mass disasters, point to the instant headlines 

of a plane crash whilst the carnage of the modern highway is largely 

ignored. Their paper recounts the Tenerife collision of two 747 jet 

aircraft in 1977 which resulted in the deaths of hundreds of people 

with whom, in a large modern city such as Santa Cruz, there were no 

facilities to cope. To be precise, 577 badly burned human bodies were 

recovered, needing under Spanish law either to be embalmed or buried 

wthin 48 hours after death. There were no refigeration facilities for 

holding this large number of bodies and the dead underwent embalment by 

Spanish morticians within the space of two days, thereafter to be 

housed in individually numbered coffins. As the large hanger at the 

airport was completely unsuitable for performing the forensic tasks, 

and other facilities also inadequate, it was decided to move the bodies 

to the original boarding countries <America and Holland) following 

certification of death and release of the bodies by the Spanish 
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authorHies. The American bodies were dispatched one week after the 

accident and the necessary clear-up of the wreckage and damaged runway. 

The authors then discuss how the American authorities set about the 

forensic work concerned with identification. A task force of 120 

individuals, consisting of an FBI fingerprint team as well as military 

medical and forensic dental experts, supported by a graves registration 

unit, was mobilized the same day to proceed under more ideal conditions 

with the meticulous task of identification. It took three full weeks 

to positively identify 212 of the dead, using body post-mortem, X-ray 

film, fingerprinting, dental examination and total body inspection. 

Airline staff helped with records and documentation from the families 

of the victims, enabling checks to be carried out at the large military 

mortuary at the Air Force Base in Delaware. Dental records alone 

allowed the largest number (some 70%) to be identified. Combined with 

fingerprinting, some 80% of the persons could be traced. California 

State requires all drivers to be fingerprinted and since most of the 

victims came from there, this helped In at least 10% of the cases to 

name them. UnIdentified bodies were buried on a Californian Common 

Site in individually numbered graves, but allowing for reburial 

elsewhere should later identification come to light. It speaks highly 

for modern forensic science skills that 220 badly .mutilated bodies 

could be positively identified. 

These writers then draw attention to the long-standing prediction by 

forensic experts that wide-bodied jet aircraft disasters would find 

aviation authorities unprepared. This accident confirmed the 
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prediction, although the Spanish authorities tried very hard within 

time, distance, resources and the ambit of Spanish law, to deal with 

the immediate needs of the 69 people who survived the crash. The then 

ad hoc assembly of a forensic team required long distance communication 

on a weekend and American Xilitary experts to travel from distant 

locations to help. The entire ·forensic involvement as a humanitarian 

activity (from which clearly embalmers cannot be excluded) brought much 

comfort to the victims' fandlies. as well as assisting the legal 

formalities that inevitably have to follow. Since our culture requires 

the careful identification of dead bodies if mass burial is to be 

avoided, efficient disaster management is rudimentary. Unlike the 

long-standing expertise in this country evolved through the good 

offices and active participation of the old-established funeral 

directors, Kenyon Securities PLe, now a world leader in this field (see 

chapters above on Funeral Directors and Embalmers), (SO) there was at 

the time no such group in the US to function quickly in an emergency 

other than the forensic experts of the Armed Forces. The authors 

expect, either by human action or mechanical failure, mass casualties 

to increase in the future and suggest the establishment of a worldwide 

forensic pathology system, sponsored either privately by industry or by 

government, as the obvious lesson to be learned from the Tenerife 

maleur. 

Concluding Observations 

This chapter is designed to provide a basic framework for those 

interested parties who aim to discover more about the ways and means of 
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a profession whose fluctuating fortunes have taken a downward turn over 

the years. Indeed, the Weberian view may be shared that medical 

science need not be restricted to doctors or pathology to be the sole 

concern of pathologists. This study endeavours in particular to inform 

about what the uninitiated think of forensic pathologists and about 

what the profession thinks of itself. In attempting this task its 

segments have been operationally defined, dramaturgical scenery has 

been constructed in work settings, attitudes revealed and the various 

connected associations identified. 

In tracing the vicissitudes of this profession in a historical context, 

a key purpose was to ferret out a whole range of stigmas, some largely 

manifest, but others merely potential and not so blatantly obvious, 

that could be elicited only by closer examination on the part of the 

researcher. The indicators that taint, place a slur on or discredit 

were so far mainly obtained, drawn or inferred from a variety of 

secondary sources which forced themselves into view at the various 

stages of the discussion. The chapter now to follow continues the 

illumination of these anatomists, but in a different form, in that it 

will be set against or verify the details so far presented by 

qualitatively testing a central hypothesis (embodying the emergence of 

the occupational stigmas) with the help of the survey data collected. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

HOW THE DEAD PROVIDE A LIVING 
Focus 0:0. the 
A:o.ato:rnists· 

INTRODUCTI 0.11 

self-perceptio:o. 
-work 

of 

There is a general awareness among most of us that the concept of 

'career' is still an elite institution in Western society if the term 

signifies a graduated sequence of increasing responsibilities within an 

occupation or profession. Such careers imply not only patterns and 

directions, choice and change, often associated with certain 'rites of 

passage' (as the previous chapter has signified) but also a way by 

which a person is judged and, more significantly, judges himself. 

Although careers imply this elevated position in society, there are 

certain occupations and professions which are beset by contradictions 

and dilemmas of status. This professional 'marginality' (to borrow 

Robert Park's(l) term 60 years ago to describe disaffiliated 

immigrants) attaches much so to death work as such and to anatomists in 

particular. Nany years of study for the pathologist there may be, but 

then in recent literature to be referred as 'the weevil in the flour 

sac of Medicine', and more humouristically be described as a despicable 

creature vilified by his interest in the morbid, depraved by prolonged 

exposure to evisceration and dismemberment, must be disconcerting and 

disillusioning for a member of this speciality. (Surgeon-writer Richard 

Selzer, 1985).<2) 
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What of self-perception? Doctors have it. We all normally have it, an 

awareness of, and attitudes toward, our own psychic and biologic 

person. Such perception is part of the process of socialisation and 

learned in social interaction through the medium of language. It was 

Xead (1934)(S) who alerted us to the possibility of putting oneself 

mentally in the place of another when assuming a role, and Blumer, a 

student of Xead and Chicago School affiliate, who took to elaborating 

his mentor's ideas, particularly suggesting that what is meaningful to 

oneself is not so much reacting to stimuli as engendered by various 

forms of interaction. (Blumer, 1962).(4) These concepts enabled us 

better to understand an individual's life events in terms of careers 

and the way in which subjectively attitudes, aspirations and actions 

are linked objectively to opportunities and circumstances. Around the 

years of Hughes (1958),(6) with his prolific output of writings on 

work, occupations and professions, and Blumer, along came Goffman with 

his magical 'mini-concepts', whose point of departure from the by now 

impoverished symbolic interaction tradition, was the theatrical 

perspective of face-to-face relationsh:i.ps, defining a situation and 

managing an impression. (Drew & Wootton, Eds., 1988),(6) The 

dramaturgical aspects of forensic pathology work, as also the frankest 

revelations about the subjective exper:i.ences of these incumbents to be 

presented here, will lend further credibility to the concepts from the 

masters of social theory mentioned above and enrich such supporting 

evldence as already exists. 

The discusslon In the previous chapter leaves one In little doubt that 

the profession has in recent years acqUired a damaged, if not a 
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spoiled, ident1ty. The survey responses now to follow deal 1n part 

with such critical issues as lack of recruitment, the ageing of 

specialists and vulnerability in Court, which continue to bother the 

leaders and membership of this occupational group. They also address 

more personal questions that reach rather deeply into the self of 

incumbents, of which the reminder, through the very nature of their 

activity, that they themselves are merely mortal, is a fearsome 

example. But before embarking on the analysis of this data, it appears 

at this stage to be the proper place per contra to introduce 

inforl~~tion from a random selection of doctors who had deliberately 

chosen ~ special isms than the forensic pathology field, and so 

illustrate by the reasons they give how post mortem and related work 

can be vUifled with additional stigmas in the public mind. 

TESTAMENTS OF REJECTION 
Cli~icia~s de~nd Bodies ~ith Souls 

This part investigates how :rion-Forensic Pathologists feel about 

Forensic Pathology. The purely random selection of doctors here - 36 

individuals in all - is not in the strictest statistical sense intended 

to serve as a control group. It is much more a barometer of antipathy 

towards a specialty that is apparently devoid of a patient orientation 

and healing properties. The responses were gathered through personal 

and patients' contacts <the latter willingly presenting my 

questionnaire to their doctors), with the sole aim to discover (a) why 

in their opinion recently qualifJed doctors do not wish to specialise 

in the field of forensic pathology; and (b) why these respondents 
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themselves have not been attracted to this particular branch of sub-

disciplines. The personal details requested from this group were 

confined to age, gender and medical speciality. 

Resp':lDdents' SpedaWlli: 11 l (Wtm: Ag~ Groups 1 (H/El: 

Orthopaedic Surgery 10 - Male 72~ 25 - 44"""" ,58 
General Practice 8 4 
Radiology 1 Fema Ie 28% 45 - 65",,,,,,,31 
Psychogeriatrics 1 
Paediatl'ics 1 2 65+ I I I I I I I I I I I I III 
Anaesthesia 
Community Medicine ag~s Hale ~: Aglis Eemale 1: 
Optha 1810 logy 2 
Cardio!o';jY 1 25-44, , , , ,56 2,s-44 , , , , ,N i 1 
Psychiatl'Y 2 2 

45-65"",19 4.5-65, , , , , , 14 

26 10 65+ I I I I I I , ,3 65+ I I I , I I I I ,8 

EirQt of the two questions addresse~o the lon-Forensic PatholQgLsts: 

It has been posited that there is currently a reluctance of newly
qualified doctors opting to specialise in the field of Forensic 
Pathology. Please give your opinion why this might be so. 

In answer to this question a fivefold classification of the responses 
is attempted. 

1. Lack of Inspiration or Information during Training_ 

(a) Lack of Information concerning this speciality. 
(b) Undergraduate pathology lectures not inspiring. 
(c) Little undergraduate teaching to whet one's appetite for the 

subject. 
(d) In my day in college. it was a dull subject taught without 

inspiration. 
(e) Exposure to forensic pathology rather limited. during medical 

training. 
(f) We were left in ignorance about the nature of this kind of work. 

2. Negative Experiences. 

(a) Option unattractively portrayed. 
(b) Hated. pathology at XD exams. 

3. Obstacles encountered in choosing this Subject as a Career. 

(a) Difficulties with finding a suitable training position. 
(b) Too much competition for places OIl training schemes. 
(c) Too few jobs available and a career structure not obvious. 
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4. Actual Dislike of Forensic Pathology Work. 

(a) Forensic pathology remote, gruesome and unrelated to day-to-day 
medicine. 

~ Positive Choices in other DirectioIM;i. 

(a) students enter Xedicine to treat live patients. 
(b) Subject too far removed from the mainstream of clinical work. 
(c) Pathology itself has been the more popular of choices. 
(d) 4 (a) above also relates to this category. 

Comments: given the variation of the specialties of these respondents, 

the expressed sentiments about the subject matter of forensic pathology 

have been remarkably similar across age and gender of the respondents. 

Unattractive presentation of this sub-discipline at medical school, if 

at all offered as a choice, a shortage of training places, lack of 

career structure as well as the acknowledged gruesome nature of the 

work, show clearly through as the perceived reasons for giving this 

specialty a miss. Not a single response expressed retrospective regret 

that forensic pathology had not been chosen, although a small number 

(some 5%) would have considered this option if their 'appetite had been 

whetted' at the point of making a choice. 

Second question addressed to Non-Forensic Patho~sts: 

Please can you say why Forensic Pathology has not attracted you as an 
area in which to specialise. 

It is once more convenient to establish categories and limit them to 
§1x. this time. 

1. Patient Involvement a significant variable. 

(a) Enjoy treating patients and seeing the result of the treatment. 
(b) Xy concept of practising Xedicine was (said a retired GP) to 

treat, heal and comfort the sick. 
(c) In forensic pathology work there is no continuity of care. 
(d) I value patient contact and feel I am at my best when working with 

children and their parents. 
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2. Career Information and Opportunities. 

(a) Small number of jobs available. 
(b) ~inimal undergraduate exposure. 
(c) Lack of suitable training posts. 

3. Distastef~Work Content. 

(a) Dislike for dissecting specimens and autopsies. 
(b) Too squeamish for Forensic Pathology. 
(c) Prefer to use my technical skills in surgery. 

4. Unsuitable Working Conditions. 

(a) Preference for shared work than isolation. 
(b) Working conditions <irregular hours, pay differentials, often the 

work environment) known to be poor. 
(c) No choice to go into private practice (Hew Zealand Doctor). 
(d) Not keen to embark on a life in the Civil Service (American 

Doctor) . 

5. Stressful ancillary Requirements for Success. 

(a) Cross examination in open Court can be very stressful. 
(b) A great deal of learning of law in addition to Pathology required. 
(c) I don't wish to spend much time giving evidence in Court. 

6. Adverse Images of the Job. 

(a) I am repelled by close contact with crime and violence over one's 
whole working life. 

(b) Forensic pathology deals with thoroughly unattractive situations 
and people. 

(c) This specialty appeals only to a minority. 
(d) Clearly an area of Xedicine too close to the darker side of 

people's problems. 
(e) One is isolated from colleagues as well as involved with ghoulish 

murder cases and there seems to be no positive aspect, such as 
Preventive Health. 

<f) One assumes an increased :mortality among those practising Forensic 
pathology (although this may be a trend relating to other doctors 
as well). 

COmments: patient contact and the healing aspect of their work is 

clearly of great importance whatever the age group, gender and 

specialist category. Equally I the indication is that the harrowing 

image of forensic pathology work has not attracted them at the point of 

choice, whilst the essential legal studies and Law Court appearances 
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also have no appeal. The one exceptlon was a woman General 

Practitioner who, although she enjoys clinical medicine, sees forensic 

work as an interesting specialty and has actually worked as a Police 

Surgeon for a couple of years and done post-graduate work in forensic 

medicine. 

Concluding Observations: here and there in the responses to both 

questions one notices from the occasional chance remark by these non-

forensic pathologists that a propensity to stigmatize exists as the 

examples below will show: 

Ii ••• a detached scientific attitude for Pathology and )(orbid 
Anatomy is essential, and a twisted mind to enjoy Forensic 
Pathology in particular ... ft <Female GP, 67 years of age); 

..... there is also an impression that 'unusual talents' are 
required. I think a lot of people would find it very 
unpleasant .. ,Ii <Kale GP, 45 years of age); 

"., . Forensic Pathology is a sub-speciality that is deeply 
disturbing to one's own psychic equilibrium ... " (Kale, 
specialising in Psychlatry, 46 years of age.> 

..... presumably appealing to only a 'small group' as it has little 
to do with sick, live people ... n (Kale, Orthopaedic Surgeon, 31 
years of age); 

" ... those who choose it seem to wish to deal with the unhappier 
and more unpleasant face of medical life ... " <Female GP, 51 yeras 
of age). 

As far as these non-forensic pathologists are concerned, the whole 

tenor of the views expressed attaches unmistakably an avowed label of 

deviance to the profession of forensic pathology and to its indivldual 

members the stigma of a spoiled identity (to borrow Goffman's term), 

The responses show the choosers of options on offer to the medical 

orthodoxy of healers to regard those 'different others' as distinctly 
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atypical careerists fram the accepted narm, if nat actually somewhat 

peculiar types. Mare aver , there is a clear inference in the main an 

the part af the live patient apters that they thenEelves are to. be seen 

as the narmal anes in the prafessian af dactar. By camparisan, the 

data analysis naw to. fallow. will reveal haw farensic pathalagists have 

came to. make their specialist chaice, reflecting as it daes no. 

circunEtances that wauld substantiate the clinicians' notian that there 

is a distinctive breed making the dead their lives' wark. 

THE FORENSIC PATHOLOGIST'S SELF 
Dra~~~g the Ore fro~ the Data 

As this discussian proceeds, these dactars (as yet 'distant athers' 

because we do. nat at this stage knaw their inmost feelings abaut the 

work they do.) will emerge with a two-pranged sacial identity that 

reflects self-perceived attributes af narmality at the same time as it 

daes an acute awareness that the image af a sa-called spailed identity 

is also. there. In ather wards, ane envisians in the twa-phased 

sociolagically depicted self the individual as a unique, creative, 

experiencing biolagical being alongside a socially canstrained, 

regulated, predictable creature. (Plummer, 1985). (7). 

A Brjef Ward abaut the Wasserman Repo£i.(8) 

The previaus chapter has shawn the steps that must be tradden to. 

qualify and in due caurse attain in same cases Hame Office recagnitian. 

As individual aspirants, a degree af accupational mobility may be an 
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essential endeavour - or as Durkheim would have it: 'For to live by a 

metier one must have clients, and he must sally forth from his house to 

find them ... ' (Durkheim, 1902)(9) ... though they be quite dead when he 

has found them (my words). But as Hughes(lO) reminds us, there is 

another kind of occupational mobility relating to that organised group 

members belong, namely of the occupation or profession itself. This 

profession already experienced problems in 1971, when the Brodrick 

Committee(11) was appointed. An adequate number of forensic 

pathologists was not available to the police and the whole service 

needed to be put on a sounder footing. Chapter VII of this study 

traced the problem and analysed the causes for the deteriorating 

position into which this profession has been allowed to slide. Leading 

members are not to blame for they have in articles of their journals 

and in meetings expressed their concern over the years. By the year of 

1984, the alarming state of the service had reached Parliament and the 

Home Secretary established a Working Party to review the present 

arrangements and make recommendations with regard to organisation and 

funding; appoi.ntments and conditions of servicej training and quality 

assurance. The Report became available in April, 1989, and a personal 

letter from a member of the Working Party advised me as on February, 

1990 that a formal statement from the Home Secretary in the House 

accepting the recommendations is now awaited. This has been promised 

weekly since October last year and nothing will happen until this 

occurs. 
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Internals and. Exterrillls of the Corpse - Distinguishing 

Specia~. 

Before grappling with the data, it is convenient at this point to 

reaffirm the distinction between a pathologist per se and a pathologist 

in the forensic field. The former as physician is interested in the 

causes, processes and effects of disease. He explains the living being 

by examination of the corpse and as soon as the dead cease to be human, 

they no longer hold any interest for him. That at any rate is Dr. 

Gonzalez-Crussi's view, himself a pathologist, and he adds that 'the 

long and continued list of contributions of pathological anatomy to 

medicine, stands as proof - a fact not researched enough by 

epistemologists - that, in conducting inquiries, it often pays to 

bridle the horse by the tail'. (Crussi, 1985).<12) Pathologists as 

such are essentially laboratory people, described more vividly in 

phenomenological terms by Dr. Ashley thus: 

'Each working morning three or four naked corpses lie on the 
gleaming slabs equipped with hoses, sponges, bowls and knives, 
awaiting the duty pathologist. The examination probably takes 
about an hour, and is conducted with meticulous respect. The 
external appearance is particularly important in forensic work, 
less so in hospital cases. In the latter, it is the internal 
organs which are of interest and these are removed through a long 
incision from the pelvis to the neck. Individual organs are 
inspected and weighed: tubes such as the intestine, the windpipe, 
the bile duct, the coronary arteries, followed and opened through 
their length. Abscesses, tumours, blood clots, haemorrhages, 
deformed heart valves will all be noted and anything unusual 
discussed with colleagues from neighbouring tables.' (Ashley, 
198'7).<1~). 
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Whether the eventual findingB explain the anatomical cause of death and 

tally with the clinical diagnosis, or whether perhaps obvious clues 

have been missed, the post-mortem room or even the laboratory might 

well be regarded as medicine's 'Court of Final Appeal'. That is 

Ashley's view. From a sociological perspective, status enhancement 

through this quality control <and thus in a sense medical policing) 

enables pathologist to elevate what is often thought of by physicians 

as 'the dirty and obnoxious work of medicine', if not also reminding 

the graduates of their dissection routines during student days. So, 

proudly then. the pathologists see themselves as the 'Doctors' doctors 

in their perceived role as consultants to the clinicians. 

As to forensic pathologists, with whom we are already well acquainted, 

they also are not seen as healers by the medical fraternity. Worse 

still is the dilemma when it is questioned whether indeed they are to 

be regarded as 'doctors'. They too act in a medical policeman's role, 

not only when they are on opposite sides in Court, and interpretation 

of evidence varies - as in a case where three defence pathologists 

performed separate autopsies on the same body (Kaint, 1986)(14) - but 

also when there are discrepancies between an empirical setting of a 

homicide and the evaluators in the laboratory. Forensic, as other 

pathologists, are forever sensitive to forms of quality control and 

watch-dogging as they do not relish unpleasant publicity, becoming 

'frozen out' of colleague networks or possibly infringing ethical 

codes. Prestige-wise, forensic pathologists have now been on a 

downward spiral over a period of 35 years, following the loss of their 

earlier historical status as medical fact finders and mediators between 
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the basic sciences and their application to matters clinical. The 

causes for the more recent demise of this profession have already been 

considered in some details in the previous chapter and the shortly to 

be presented evidence from the current generations of practitioners 

will be seen within the variety of subjective responses to affirm the 

state of concern. The distinction of the internals and the externals 

as sub-specialties within a specialty tend to become blurred in the 

environment of the mortuary. This has latterly found practical 

expression by the insistence of the term 'Forensic Kedicine" for 

Forensic Pathology in some medical faculties of teaching hospitals. 

(Duckworth, 1989).<15) 

Having earlier shown how Ashley perceives pathology work per se, 

Crussi's view on forensic pathology now forms a suitable comparison, 

perhaps not only to demonstrate how this activity appears to him, but 

also how this anatomist-writer <like the revered Goffman) manages to 

join words to sculpt refined meanings. 

'The anatomical concept of disease has long consolidated, but its 
cultivation still requires as :much conviction and scientific zeal 
as stomach. Perhaps in no other area is this more true than in 
the field of forensic pathology. There would be much to say of 
its proud record as a science. The investigation of poisoning, 
for example, extends from the naive Chinese coroners who used to 
test for poisons by placing a fistful of rice in a cadaver's 
mouth, then feeding it to chickens to observe untoward 
effects ... There would even be :much to say of the moral 
contribution of this science, since an essential part is ... to 
uphold the rule of justice in human transactions. I 

When physical death is perceived, the marks and signs of it are 

normally taken as visible 'on' and 'in" the body and viewed as a 
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container of all manner of facts, explanations and data on mortality. 

(Prior, 1989)(16) It is this aspect of visibility and observation in 

forensic pathology work that is so well brought out by Crussi's further 

expressed thoughts: 

' ... but our concern is here exclusively with externals. To the 
forensic pathologist, the outward structure of death is usually 
the horrid effect of violence on the frailty of the human body. 
The field of study is men, women and children, cut into small 
bits, bludgeoned into amorphous, bloody tatters, carbonized by 
high temperatures, immersed in tanks of corrosive acids, bloated 
by prolonged immersion in water, half eaten by rats, tunnelled by 
maggots, skinned by abrasives, blue from asphyxia, cherry red from 
carbon monoxide, inconspicuously pierced with ice picks, or blown 
into irrecoverable shreds by industrial explosions. I confess to 
lackirig the mettle requisite for looking beyond these externals 
into legal, moral and scientific considerations. Yet one aspect 
of these externals I find fascinating, and it is a central 
preoccupation of the forensic pathologist: it is the systematic 
study of the formalism of death, the careful canvassing of 
posture, gesture, and all extrinsic circumstances that surround 
individual deaths ... the ways of entering into this world are 
limited, but those leaving it seem infinite ... •. (Crussi, 
1985). (17), 

FORENSIC PATHOLOGISTS 
and Response Rate 

Population 

Total Humber of Forensic Pathologists in Year 1987 
<England & Wales) ............................................ 48 (100%) 

Less Hon-responders giving no Reason, although requested ..... 12 (25%) 

36 

~ Non-responders offering an Explanation or Reason ......... 9 (19%) 

Total Humber of Responders ................................... 27 (56%) 

1lo.:t.e.: The Source for the Total Number of Forensic Pathologists in 
England and Wales is the List of Fellows and Kembel's of the 
British Association in Forensic Medicine as obtained from the 
Hon. Secretary. 
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lion-responders I Reasons for not completing the Ql!estionnaire: 

1. Overwhelming pressure of work. If another copy could be sent the 
respondent would endeavour to help in the next few weeks. 

2. This answer claims that it does not appear that my questionnaire 
has been received and the respondent would be pleased to have 
another. 

3. Research questionnaires are no longer this doctor's flavour of the 
month and he is sorry to be the wrong person to be asked for a 
reply. 

4. Some of the data requested seems to be of a personal and 
confidential nature to which this doctor is reluctant to 
reply ... and more so as these were to be computerised ... 

5. From the Consultant's Secretary: Dr. X. has asked me to let you 
know that he is relatively inexperienced on the forensic side and 
does not feel able to complete the long questionnaire. 

6. This respondent stated succinctly that he does not complete 
questionnaires of this nature. 

7. Another claim that the questionnaire had never been received. (No 
response to the replacement copy sent). 

8. The questionnaire will not be completed as the information 
requested is of a personal and confidential nature. 

9. This answer states that all information regarding sudden deaths 
carried out in the department is strictly confidential and not 
therefore divulged to persons other than medical colleagues with a 
special interest in the case. 

Observations. 

Of the 21 respondents who have not completed the questionnaire the 9 

above have at least given reasons after receiving two follow-up 

letterB. Even so, considering that this is an overworked profession 

<which hard evidence confirms) the completion of the questionnaire from 

56% of the whole population of Forensic Pathologists practising at that 

time <and not just a sample) may be considered a good response. Those 

asking for a second copy of the questionnaire (1,2 and 7) did not 
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complete this copy either. As to answer 4, the small number involved 

and the qualitative nature of the responses obviates the need for 

computer analysis. A special letter advised the doctor to this effect. 

Concerning answer 5, only one person with this respondent·s initials 

could be traced on the Home Office List on which nor:mally only 

experienced forensic pathologists appear. Finally, non-responder 9 has 

been advised that the medical caUSes of death are not a part of this 

research but this has not resulted in co-operation with the infor:mation 

originally requested. The following additional comments regarding this 

survey :may be helpful: 

(a) The number of 48 Forensic Pathologists was :made up from the BAFX 
Register as already advised on the previous page and this source 
supplemented by doctors from the Home Office List. 

(b) Each of the questionnaires sent was accompanied by a personal 
letter explaining in concise terms the rationale of the research. 
A special paragraph also stressed the confidential nature with 
which the names of persons and names of institutions are to be 
treated. 

(c) To those who have not responded (21 of the 48), a follow up letter 
was sent and if then no reply, a further letter requesting that 
reasons be given for their non-response. This has attracted 9 
replies. 

Proflling the~pulation of Respondents. 

Uar;e of Birth: 

Age Groyps: 

tiara;l Statu;: 

ChildU.n: 

!J.K. 
21 

Sl)ytb Af rita 
I 

Aystra lia 
I 

SingapQr.i 

(Male & Female) 
24 - 44",26% 
45 ~ 65" ,63% 
65+, , , , , , , II~ 

~""..4,," f\; u;,.; "'" 
ILSiJJ.I,lJiJ ... J,I.U:,,!.iI.J.:.I.tt, 

Hale: 26 

Female: 
~: Qj~orced or Separat~: s.i.ngk 

2 23 2 
(85%) plus 4 (1St) make up the IOO~ 

4. or mor~: 
II 

~ Children: 
7 

2 Children: 
s 

(85~ have two or more children) 
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lnd.ii 
I 

Sbri lanka 
2 :: 27 

Ayerage Age: 
Hale: 52,S years 

Female: 30 years 

Uhild.: 
2 

Cbildless: 
2 



Hhnicaad~: ~: tWJ.Jl 

25 2 

(92%) appr, 

Selig!,;)!;!; AUiliatiQns: Church of England"""""""""""""" 14 
R09Hln Ca tho 1 i C I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
Me thad i $ t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 2 
Nan-conformist Congregational"""""""" 1 
Presbyter ian I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I , I I 1 

Hindu I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I , I I I I I I 1 
Buddh i $ t I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
Non .... practising" I I I II II I I II I I I I I 1III t II I 111'1 4 

Church of England (521) slightly outnumbers all the other catergorles, 

AQe at 'IIhiW fQrfllill Forensic PathologywDlng \II , T " as completed' 

Stating a definite age between 31 and 40 years""""""""""" ,21 appr, 771, 
Assumed average age for completing formal training""""""""" ,36 years but the majority of the 
respondents stated that further studies had been undertaken (such as for the Diploma in Medical 
Jurisprudence) thereafter, Most of the answers also attached such additional comments as 

(a) Education is a continuing process; 
(b) Education finishes only upon retirement; 
(e) One assumes if asked, many would say It does not finish even then, 

Occupatioo of SR~: Housewife (or no occupation given)"""""", 13 
Nursing Sister or Nurse, full or part-time"", 2 
Medical Practitioner (various Branches)"""" 4 
Secretary or Medical Secretary"""""""", 2 
Professional Artist"""""""""""""" 1 
Laboratory Technician (when working)""""", 1 
School Mistress (retired)"""""""",,,,,, 1 
Dietician, 11111 II IIII 1IIII III IIIII III' III IIII II 1 

521 of the wives are not in paid employment and at least 9 work in a medical or related field (361), 
leaving just the two wives employed as Secretary and Artist, and the School Mistress, now retired, 

Leisure Activities 
(Forensic Pathologists) 

Age 6rQup 25 - 44: 

Natural History, Photography, Writing, Reading, Running, 
Skating, Swimming, Dog-walking, Eating-out, Visting Pubs, 
Home & Family, Orchid-growing, Music, Travel, Languages, 
Sailing, Hockey, Model Trains, Walking, 

£4lil GCQuP 45 - 65: 

CI'ickei, Carpentry, Music, Hockey, Running, Golf, Reading, 
TV and Radio, Homellfs, Climbing, Cycling, Gardening, 
Wine, Silver, Cars, Boats, Model Railways, Farming, 
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Antique and Art Collecting, Writing a Journalism, Walking, 
Photography, Snooker, Contract Bridge, Motoring, Reading, 
Judo, Mineralogy, Literature, Military History, Choral 
Singing, Fell Walking, Church Affairs, Rotary, Model 
Ships, 

AQe Groyp 65 ~1~: 

Fly~fishlng, Philately, Gardening, Walking, Piano~playing, 

Golf, Cooking, Shooting, Holidays, 

Some Observations on the Profile. 

If one could identify a typical forensic pathologist from this profile 

at all, the weight of the data from a 56'% response rate of the 

population indicates that: 

(a) the doctor is likely to be of masculine genderj 

(b) born in the UKj 

(c) with an average age of 53 years; 

(d) often married to a spouse from the medical fraternity; 

(e) with three children; 

(f) of white caucasian background; 

(g) and a religious affiliation of (mainly) the Church of 
England; 

(h) having completed formal training at 36 but undertaking 
further study; 

(1) engaged (time permitting) in at least 3 active or passive 
leisure interests. 

Outward ApproxUI!g:Uons towards a Stereotype. 

The profile projected from the predominant outward characteristics 

shown above is a good match of a forensic pathologist that the media 

has presented us with in the recent past. Of course there will be 

deviations, clearly due to differences emerging from the facesheet data 
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on display. But, much the more significant will be the subjective 

experience of their work from these doctors, and the values, attitudes 

and opinions reflected in the responses as defined by themselves. 

Before attempting this analysis, some annotations on the profile need 

to be made. One notes that very few women in this profession not 

(according to Dr. Green, 1990)': HOI) because the males wish to dominate, 

but more because the limited career prospects and the irregular hours 

make it unattractive to females. One observes also a trend towards an 

ageing profession of which members .have long been aware, but their 

concern has only recently gained formal recognition in the Wasserman 

Report. There is an indication of the need for strong family support 

and a possible desire for the company of children as a therapeutic aid. 

('10'% of the respondents have 3 or more children). No signifj.cant 

active religious participation is apparent, evidenced by such 

accompanying remarks as: C of E lapsed; very loose C of E; non

practicing; or, agnostic as time proceeds. There appears also a 

popularity of spouses to work in some capacity in the arena of 

medicine. As to leisure activities, this research does not attempt to 

discover the finer correlations, although a broad classification has 

been shown above as relative to age. No definite association (other 

than the over 65s engaging in less strenuous activities) has been 

detected that connects the work of a forensic pathologist per se 

directly with the leisure pursuits undertaken. 
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THE REALITY OF AGGREGATE STIGMAS 

A Fea~ible Propo~ition to be te~ted 

by qualitative Means 

The details gathered together in the previous chapter and the 

discussion in this one so far :makes it quite feasible to erect a 

central hypothesis which has already earned credibility from a large 

variety of secondary sources and the fears expressed in speeches and 

writings about the declining state of this profession by a number of 

its leaders. To subject this central proposition to further scrutiny, 

§ix searching questions have been put to these doctors country-wide and 

the respondents encouraged to write down as it comes into their minds 

their innermost feelings about the issues posed. To restate, they 

touch on career choice and specialisation, the grisly nature of the 

work, consciousness of incumbents' own mortality, vulnerability as a 

witness in Court and perceptions of the public image the profession 

has. Whilst space here can be spared for edited extracts and a 

categorisation of the vital constituents only, Appendix elaborates 

more fully the fears, feelings and concerns grounded in the data. 

THE PROPOSITION 

THE FORENSIC PATHOLOGIST, BEING BY REASON OF HIS WORK, A MEMBER OF A 
SMALL SELECT AID SEEXINGLY HIGH-PRESTIGE PROFESSIONAL GROUP, 
EXPERIENCES (nevertheless) AN ACUTE STATUS AMBIGUITY ON THE GROUNDS OF 
HIS AMBIVALENT IDENTITY ARISING FRON A LACK OF FEEDBACK, RECOGNITION, 
IDEOLOGY, AS WELL AS LAW COURT TRAU1aS AID UNSOCIAL DEMANDS OF TIME, 
WICH IH CONSEQUENCE RESULT IH A .NEGATIVE PERCEPTION (and frequently 
self-perception) OF HIS SOCIAL LOCATION WITHIN OTHER MEDICAL 
PROFESSIONS IH PARTICULAR AND IH A DISTORTED PUBLIC lUGE GENERALLY. 
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FOCUS ON THE QUALITATIVE SURVEY 
RESPONSES 

Section I. Generation of Interest in Forens~athology and 
eventual Choice. 

" ... born and brought up in a hospital where my father was the 
superintendent, I became interested in morbid anatomy after 
(secretly) watching post mortems through an air brick in the 
mortuary when I was aged ten ... " (Professor V.). 

Before constructing a question why someone might be interested in 

forensic pathology and opts to specialise in such an unwholesome field, 

a researcher might well ask whether there is a fascination with death, 

a macabre interest in seeing blood, perhaps a slant towards 

investigative matters or an inherent aggressive instinct, later 

redirected to the cut and thrust of legal questioning and debate in 

Court. Whilst the seeds of aggression or a morbid anatomic curiosity 

might well be present in a small number, the data obtained yielded a 

bewildering variety of reasons, best divided into two main parts and 

conveniently summarised under categorised headings. 

How early interest emerged: Appr. %. 

1. Parent associated with medicine or law ........... 11 

2. Interest in science and laboratory work at 
school, .. II • 1\ II II •• II II • II II •• II til' , II II II ••••• II •• II ••• II II ••• II 22 

3. No specific early interest in medico-legal 
matters .......................................... 6'7 

Iota: the words 'early interest' refer mainly to pre-medical school 
life. 

1. 

~er choice to specialise in the work: 

lfudical Sch!J.Ql: my original interest in 
pathology was sparked off at 
Cambridge and St. Thomas' 
Hospital; 

interested in the diagnostic side 
of medicine got 'hooked' during 
my trainingi 
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2. Derived Interest: 

attracted by histopathology - it 
is more precise than clinical 
medicine and has a high status; 

attended a guest lecture by Professor 
Simpson and emerged determined to 
become a forensic pathologist; 

my undergraduate training offered a 
rull course in forensic medicine; 

my external examiner, the late 
Professor Sir Sidney Smith encouraged 
me to specialise in this field; 

interested in forensic medicine but not 
my original ambition, which was to 
become an obstetrician and 
gynaecologist; 

I went to medical school to become a 
doctor in order that I could then 
specialise as a forensic 
pathologist and eventually get on 
the Home Office List; 

Professor Webster first generated my 
interest as an undergraduate; 

my interest dates back to student days 
and on return from Jlational Service 
was advised by the Dean to enter 
this branch; 

was always interested in pathology as a 
medical student and forensic pathology 
seemed a rewarding challenge and had 
benefi ts to the community; 

became involved in forensic pathology Appr. % 
as a young Government Kedical Officer 22 
in Xalawi and later Zambia as an initial 
interest but never to return to the 
previous role; 

as a consultant Jleuropathologist had an 
interest in and desire to research into 
head injuries which reqUired autopsies 
for the Coroner who then asked me to take 
on cases of crime associated with such 
injuries; 

my interest is morbid anatomy, but had no 
choice as no one else was available to 
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3. ~Ja Vacancies: 

Comments. 

deal with the forensic sidej 

original interest and challenge, aided and 
abetted by necropsy work as a HHS 
Consultant Pathologist, and later on 
behalf of the Coroner, got me more and 
more involved with the local Constabulary. 
This mainly because the local Home Office 
Pathologist was some distance away; 

a chance vacancy at my own medical 
school drew me into forensic 
pathology and I decided to try it 
for a year because I liked the head 
of Department ... : 

App. % 
8 

chance: my first appointment was with a 
Home Office Pathologist who took me 
with him on many 'call-outs'. Xy later 
career after more study took me to 
Canada as a consultant in the field for 
the Department of Justice. 

In questions of occupational choice, the early endeavours of the 

Americans Ginzberg (1951)(19), Blau (1956)(20), and Super (1957)(21) 

spring to mind. In their theorising the individual is subject to a 

process of stages in the course of which he becomes gradually aware of 

his interests and capacities and the social environment within the (as 

yet) vague conception might later come to fruition. As is usual, 

pioneering ideas attract criticism by those who attempt to refine them. 

So in this case, Ginzberg's scheme, though narrowing choices through 

time, ties it too closely to age and the US educational system. 

Roberts (1975)(22), a British sociologist, does not favour the stage 

process at all and instead stresses the importance of opportunity as a 

key concept. Super believes in the self-concept when a decision is 
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made, but this is to be related to work roles to achieve an 

equilibrium. Holland (1959)(23) argues similarly. His and Super's may 

be seen as a 'chicken-egg' approach. Work and personality may 

sometimes be compatible, altbough it is also true that the latter and 

the self-concept exhibited are often shaped by the nature of the work. 

Others also have made useful contributions to theory (](usgrave, 

19'14(24), for example, attaches great importance to anticipatory 

sociaU.sation). By and large pre-work influences cover family, class, 

education, gender, race, peer group and media. These variables may 

then be related to the person in terms of attributes such as his 

aspirations and knowledge, and these linked to the environment - the 

occupational structure and finding a place in it. 

The intention in presenting a brief view of where we are with our 

knowledge of occupational choice <and 'choice' is not always the 

appropriate term as not every seeker has a choice}, is merely to relate 

it to the survey responses of the doctors in ~ ways: firstly. to 

show that parental and school influences played a part but not a large 

part in the emergence of early notions of choice and also, on this 

evidence at least, that a large body of school leavers had not even 

then formulated any definite vocational objective. Possible reasons 

may be (a) lack of exploration because students were immersed in the 

educational demands needed for advanced studies, and/or (b) that no 

suitable vocational guidance was available to them. Secondly, there is 

the question of what motivating influence it is that causes a doctor to 

opt for a partiGular speciality. Whilst some models of occupational 

choice touch on the problems of initial and subsequent job choices 
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<Timperley' s, 19'74(25:' I is one) t no concept seems to be offered by any 

of them that would help to explain theoretically why '70% of doctors in 

this study opted for forensic pathology as a career path to follow. 

The data shows that these decisions were made in medical college. It 

would appear that they were stimulated, attracted, interested, advised, 

encouraged, prompted, even urged, by enthusiastic and charismatic 

tutors. It is (to coin a term) socialisation by 'mentoring'. This 

influence can occur at the induction stage, at tutelage, at lecture 

periods or field work, career interview, and a formal or informal 

permeating one throughout the course. It may be transmitted on a 

subject basis (as a contribution to medical knowledge) or social basis 

(to project the detective image). 

What is also clear from the evidence obtained, in contrast to the 

stigmatizing allusions by the non-forensic fraternity discussed earlier 

in this chapter (that those who enter this field are likely to be 

peculiar personalities or odd types) is that these discrediting 

suppositions or labels are quite speculative and present at best some 

scope for separate psychological research. 

~tion II. Why young doctors avoid this Speciality - A 

Egrensic Pathologists' V~. 

" .. career prospects poor; few full-time posts in the subject; 
unsocial hours; dealing with decomposed bodies; hanging around 
Courtrooms; fear of cross-examination; fear of infection 
(Hepatitis, Aids); poor paYi 11 ttle relief cover; need to 
perform many autopsies; few facilities for research." (Professor 
K. and Dr. H.). 
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M ••• all these influences and probably many more interact and cause 
a series of self-destructive vicious circles ... in my view, the 
reasons for the crisis in forensic pathology are multiple and 
inextricably mixed ... " (Dr. L.). 

Whilst the commitment of those practising is not in question, the 

feedback from over half the incumbents in England and Wales confirms 

that they are only too aware of the conditions that have accelerated 

the decline of the profession. Hence, the effect on recruitment 

continues to cause general concern, has long alarmed the seniors and 

more latterly also the establishment, who had been told that both the 

universities and the National Health Service (the twin sources of this 

advice) were no longer prepared to provide forensic pathology services 

as a 'by-product' of their principal activities. At the present time 

the Wasserman proposals for a unified, centrally-directed country-wide 

service, setting out specified conditions of work, quality control and 

funding are now one year old and still awaiting action. The tenor of 

the answers in this research is clearly one of exasperation and despair 

that this erstwhile prestigious occupation has been allowed to become 

(what Dr. X. has called) an 'orphan' profession. 

Blemishes related to Work. 

(a) Career Structure and Prospects: 

No proper career structure - lack of posts and 
prospects 
Universj_ty Departments in the field are closing 
down 
The old part-time NHS Pathologists are not being 
replaced 
Government Bodies are freezing jobs 

(b) Training: 

Undergraduate provision for this specialty are 
dwindling 
Students are less exposed to the subject, less 
chance to develop an interest in it 
No training is given in Court Work Behaviour 
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(c) Attitudes: Appr. % 

students are initially more clinically oriented and 11 
interested in healing 
There is an intra-professional status debasement -
Forensic Pathologists are often denied the status of 
'Doctor' 
Students are viewed as not so dedicated these days - and 
also reluctant to accept the pressures placed upon 
Forensic Pathologists by the Police and Post Xortems 

(d) Work Organisation (including Work Content and 
Working Gandi tions): 

Appro % 

Financial Insecurity - Arbitrary Pay Structure 64 
Overdependence on Coroners' Work 
Shortage of Staff -- 11 ttle chance to spread the work 
which means overwork for some 
Mortuaries not centralised - thus much travelling day 
and night 
Large amounts of time spent in Court - often wasted 
Autopsies - history scanty or unhelpful, or often not 
available 
No paid holidays, sick leave or pension provided 
Little opportunity for part-time work 
No cover for those out on a case 
Not much visible research done - which normally 
attracts students 
Income depends on Police and Coroner who can withhold 
support without giving a reason 
Lack of variety in everyday work - many routine 
autopsies 
stress of Cross Examination in Court - Counsel 
challenging one's opinion 
Mutilated Remains - autopsies very unpleasant 
A high-risk profession - Contamination of Disease 
The Self-funding nature of some departments makes 
for excessive bureaucratic paper work 
Forensic Pathology not a part of the NBS, hence no 
central direction 
Difficult to transfer from Pathology into the 
Forensic field. 

Comments: 

An elaboration of all these points can be found in Appendix __ which 

makes for interesting reading. The responses make it very clear that 
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virtually the whole profession is extremly unhappy with its status in 

society generally, and within the whole medical fraternity in 

particular. Further, the evidence suggests members to be acutely aware 

of the deficiencies in career prospects, recruitment and the conditions 

under which they are employed. A grim future for the service is 

predicted unless the Wasserman proposals of April, 1989 (see page 8 of 

this Chapter) provide the conditions for urgent remedial action. All 

the answers were obtained from practising forensic pathologists who 

were asked to draw on their contacts, knowledge and experience to 

explain what are, or might be, the reasons why young doctors are 

relucatant to specialise in the profession. 

The self-perception of some of the respondents reveals an acute 

awareness that their chosen profession is tainted by stigmas. 

Incumbents believe that the non-forensic practitioners are critical (at 

times with justification> of the dubious scientific quality of some of 

the opinions and practices of certain members. The specialty is also 

rather frowned upon as inferio~ by Histopathologists <who specialise in 

the microscopical examination of tissues) involved in the training of 

junior pathologists whose values they may influence. In this way 

candidates have been known to be dissuaded from entering this field. 

There is a mention also of a supposed prevailing view in the community 

at large that working with the dead is 'infra dig'. Poor public 

relations (suggest some answers) can be traced to forensic pathologists 

from the past, who could be seen as 'publicity-seeking' individuals for 

whom personal aggrandisement was more important than the specialty. 
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Dealing with decomposed bodies, fear of infection, high risk of 

reputation in Court, lack of research, bad press <e.g. the case of 

Helen Will, Helen Smith and Lindy Chamberlain), resentment by academics 

that forensic pathology has a place in a university at all <and often 

labelled a 'Cinderella Subject' with no academic status by medical 

students), or seen as a miserable, low-morale department in the 

university setting, having been voiced as only some of the multiple 

characteristics that attach stigmatizing propensities to this 

profession. One quote, typical of the prevailing state of morale is 

'that the senior forensic pathologist in the Second City has no 

department, not even a secretary, and the whole service is a sort of ad 

hoc arrangement quite unlike other medical specialties in the National 

Health Service', 

It will be appreciated that the respondents answered in the light of 

their own experience. Thus, if one or two only complain about the 

absence of a provision for holidays. sickpay and pension, it does not 

mean that the rest is unconcerned. It merely suggests that others feel 

more strongly about matters to which they attach priority. Dr. L.(26), 

a very experienced pathologist, attended in 1988 a meeting of the 

Presidents of Pathology Colleges from the United States, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. The views about the state of 

the discipline expressed by these leaders were somewhat different from 

those obtained in this country and make for an interesting comparison. 

Firstly, the decline of the specialty is attributed to: 
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(a) the lack of any modern scientific content in forensic 
pathology, and the fact that such advances of science as come 
to the fore do not seem to apply to this discipline; and 

(b) the poor quality of the practitioners. 

The absence of a career structure (often put forward for unsatisfactory 

recruitment) was discounted by the South African President because (he 

said) there were at least six Forensic Pathology Chairs which, on 

account of a dearth of suitable candidates, they are unable to fill. 

The Australian representative expressed a similar sentiment. One 

assumes, however. that the reasons for the crises in the different 

countries will clearly be multiple and inextricably mixed, as well as 

relating to local conditions not necessarily similar to those in this 

country. 

Section I I I. How Forensic Pathologists cope with the 'grisly' 

and 'polluting' work. 

• After 20,000 autopsies I still wonder, when slicing a brain, what 
it was thi nki ng some hours earlier'. (Prof essor N.). 

' ... overtly the job has no effect on me, but I have discovered 
that other colleagues share with me disturbing dreams, usually of 
performing autopsies on my own family, when one cannot replace 
their organs and they are still alive!'. (Professor N.). 

I remember asking Professor W. how he coped with decomposed 
bodies. He said he had no trouble at all, except when people near 
him were vomiting. That made him feel nauseous', (Dr. V.). 

This kind of work is often referred to as grisly and polluting, 

particularly in the media. (One good example is drawn from Sue 

Lawley's conversation with the late Professor Simpson on BBC1, 

transmitted in March, 1982). 
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Sue: It is thought inevitable, isn't it, that the first 
thing that strikes a layman, when hearing about the 
sort of things that you do, that he is, to some extent 
disgusted, revolted? 

Professor Simpson: Yes, I think that's true, but he doesn't 
come round with me before he looks at it as a 
disgusting, revolting, smelly, nasty sort of job. 

In conversation the Professor let it be known that he doesn't really 

like the word 'grisly' and that in his opinion forensic pathology is 

one of the most fascinating subjects that any young medical student 

could look at. At the age of 74 at the time, he continued to work his 

'slab side' (Lawley's words). as opposed to his bed-side manner ... 

The question posed to the doctors in this survey refers to the effect 

on incumbents HOW and in the earlier stages of their career in the 

field.l{ost of the answers concentrated on the first part and those 

who touched on the second part of the question simply suggested (a) 

there had never been a problem, or (b) that familiarity and experience 

soon enabled them to make a satisfactory adjustment. The more detailed 

responses will be found in Appendix 4, but one or two quotations of the 

less usual kind may be of interest here. One such answer claims 

interest in anatomical dissection from an early age that started with 

plucking and pulling chickens at 9 years of age. Another suggested a 

process of natural selection whereby those who find the work offensive 

either never enter forensic pathology, or, if they do, they soon give 

up. The approximate ratio betwen (a) and (b) is 62:38. 

Coping propensities as experienced practitioners now may be suitably 

categorised under three headings: 
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1. Interest of the Problem-solving Klnd, 1. e. challenge and interest 
Ap~ in the task outweighs the 

unpleasant factors, e.g. 

After undergraduate medical education now well aware and mentally 
attuned ... 

After Illl'.my years working on • grisly' cases, I do not find such 
scenes upsetting ... 

One accepts this and gets on with the work ... but I do get 
irritated when people give one funny looks and think I 
IllUst be some sort of pervert to enjoy this work ... 

At least overtly no problem ... the alleged 'grisly' and odorous 
aspects are of no consequence as the intrinsic interest 
of the job far outweighs any distaste ... 

The realisation that one can perform autopsies and remain 
physically safe by taking appropriate precautions ... helps 
in coming to terIllS with this aspect; early contact with 
formalin-fixed anatomy specimens soon reveals interest ... 

Now less disturbing and a challenge ... I am able to switch off 
and not ponder over details of each case after an 
autopsy ... 

2. Koral and Social Value of Forensic Pathology Work, emphasizing 
Appro 22% values, e.g., 

In a nutshell. you have to be able to relate your work to the 
welfare of the living to overcome the effects of working 
with the dead 

I tend to have sympathy with the accused as well as for the 
victiIllS, however. someone has to do it - it's like 
emptying dustbins or cleaning sewers - a necessary social 
service 

I think that many of us doing forensic work find (the extreme 
degrees of man's inhumanity to man) this the hardest aspect 
to face, particularly crimes against children. However, face 
them we must, to establish truth and bring about justice 
without which the fabric of our society would crumble ... 

Kuch of forensic work is routine, yet by being observant we 
may save lives. Hence a triple purpose is served: 
detection and prevention of crime, as well as discovering 
a future threat of (or previously undiscovered) disease. 
This work is an adventure of exploration ... 
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3. The Scientific and Professional Approach, stresses self-control 
Appr. 33% and the professional 

role as a scientist, 
e.g. 

It is no problem, nor was it ever one. Pathologists are primarly 
scientists 

... when the average person sees his first surgical operation, 
serious accident or attends his first autopsy, he often feels 
squeamish ... one must assume a detached attitude to these things 
and grisliness is largely suggested by the lay press or novel 
writer. One must not become emotionally involved, which 
applies to all branches of medicine 

I am too busy worrying about the scientific problems these things 
pose ... you will find that most forensic pathologists have a 
well-developed sense of humour, which is very necessary if one 
is to preserve even the outward semblance of sanity ... 

The only true risk of disease at post mortem level is 
Tuberculosis. Hepatitis B and Aids present no real threat to 
the pathologist provided he practises a good technique ... the 
so-called grisly aspect is not noted in one's desire to be 
completely factual and scientifically correct. One is thinking 
all the time of the possible Courtroom in 3 to 6 months' 
time ... 

As a young doctor I had to examine exhumed corpses, mangled bodies 
from explosion and tribal warfare ... in the same year as medical 
officer in charge of a famine relief camp. I saw hundreds of 
people (mostly children) dying from illness and starvation. 
I cannot remain indifferent to unpleasant events. but one very 
quickly achieves - partly as a result of the investigative and 
analytical process - an attitude of detachment which 
normally means one is rarely affected 

... one suppresses one's mental anguish in an attempt to record the 
facts accurately and in detail to ensure that the evidence 
presented in Court is as good as possible ... 

Comments: The frankness of these answers <of which a fuller account 

is to be found in Appendix 4) is at once commendable and revealing. 

After all, these doctors let their 'professional hair down' without 

ever having personally met the researcher, who, moreover, is not a 

person in the medical field. There is hardly any concealment of 

possibly the gri:mmest of any activities in a job (to an outsider, at 
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least) namely that of cutting up a dead body. Hal' have most of the 

responses attempted any kind of ego-protection in the sense in which 

the admirable Hughes (1958) (:27) coined the term' Blinders' - meaning 

value-laden, high status collective pretentions evolving occupational 

groups tend to seek. Of course, the reason must surely be that one is 

considering the social drama of the work and not matters encroaching 

upon their specialty. The claim is that the dirty work cannot be 

delegated to others, although it has been suggested that some of it can 

(see 57). Such work is normally readily accepted as an intimate part 

of the very activity which tended to give the incumbents of earlier 

decades their charismatic public image, in contrast to the healer

doctors, who are frequently not averse to wounding the egos of those in 

the humbler hospital occupations by passing the dirty work to them. 

(See Hospital Porter Case Study, Saunders, 19'79, Appendix 3). 

The professional socialisation of medical students is somewhat 

peripheral to this study, although answers to such questions of what 

factors sparked off early interest in forensic pathology and later 

decision to specialise in the field, are not inconsistent with the 

researches of student physicians in America initiated by Merton in 

1952(:29), or the study of 'Boys in White' began in 1956 under the 

direction of Howard Becker(30). Both these investigations illustrated 

how, during the course of becoming a doctor, ideologies tended to be 

subject to variations. Remarkable in this section of the responses is 

that some 84% have been able to cope and come to terms with this work 

during the earlier stages of their careers. It is probably dangerous 

(without further research) to claim - as some answers ventured to 
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suggest - that this stamps them as a special breed, separate from the 

rest of the medical fraternity. 

Doctors in general seem to regard lay people as emotional reactors to 

anything that relates to the human body. Hence, such people find 

bodily fluids disgusting and mortality frightening. In contrast, the 

pathologist's response is towards coming to terms with the gruesome 

nature of the work, to act 'professionally'. to put emotions and 

personal feelings aside, or exercise control over them as learned in 

medical school. Such answers as: becoming attuned mentallYi treating 

the activity purely as a job; seeing it as a necesssary service like 

cleaning sewers; cultivating a detached attitude; and treating the 

work as an exploration on an intellectual level, could all be seen as a 

replacement of the cultural taboos with a modicum of rationality and 

emotional detachment. A good 70% from the three categories appear to 

take such a position, but would include also those who see the role of 

crime detection and prevention as a necessary social service or a 

contribution to the welfare of the living. 

Close to 30% <in the full appended responses) concede that they are 

psychologically affected by such answers as: feeling sad about 

unnecessary violence; the work causing distaste; distress caused by 

child murder and sexual abuse; incumbent worried about own normality; 

mental anguish has to be suppressed; sympathy with the accused; 

finding the glee in senior colleagues disturbing; needing a sense of 

humour; sharing with colleagues disturbing dreams; active imagination 

visual ising the pain when death has obviously been agonising; in 
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heart-rending cases it is possible to do the job and still retain a 

real sense of pity and humanity. A small number of replies could be 

grouped under broader philosophical rationalisations, examples of which 

are: life has to be accepted as a whole, with its pleasant and 

unpleasant aspects; or, there are psychologically threatening elements 

in all branches of clinical medicine. Over and above this tentative 

classification arising from the various responses, incumbents will 

clearly also be affected by the conditions prevailing in individual 

work settings and the personal impact of their experiences and 

seniority. 

~ion IV. How to cope with the Dilemm8 of being reminded 

of their own Kortal~. 

I;A lot of the time I don't (have not learned) to cope. I develop 
a glib humour as a protective skin. Also, I smoke too much, drink: 
too much, burn the candle at both ends, and do not expect to enjoy 
(if that's the word) a long and happy retirement. Xore seriously, 
I do not fear death - it's just that some modes of dying aren't 
very nice, so I shall try to choose mine in due course". 
<Dr. J.). 

nOnce they are dead - or even terminally unconscious - I find no 
further interest in this aspect. To me, a body is merely a 
machine for transporting sentience, the latter expiring when the 
machine fails ... as a convinced atheist, my own mortality is a 
matter of complete indifference to me. I am no concerned with 
death, only with the manner of dying ...... (Professor N.). 

The professional role of the respondents requires that dead bodies are 

handled frequently and in doing so it is likely that they are reminded 

of their own mort ali ty. This may well be regarded as a kind of in-

buil t dilemma with which these doctors have to learn to cope. Appendix 

4, contains the more detailed edited answers which in this section are 

briefly identified under three distinct categories. 
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1. Reminded or not reminded of own mortalitY- through their work. 

Reminded -

Hot -.a.i.fected -

Yes, possibly the reason for choosing 
this career 

One wonders about one's own 'quietus' 
I feel it more than most, I imagine 
It does affect me - I burn the candle at 
both ends 
TheSEl problems are not restricted to 
forensic pathologists 
Yes, I am reconciled to the idea of death 
I am well aware of death as I get older 

The work does not make me worry about 
death 
I can remain detached, job and mortality 
of self are separate 
Too busy to dwell on this question 
I am an atheist - ludicrous to think 
otherwise 
At heart I am a fatalist, so do not fear 
death 

Reminded, but by other factors thlJ,n the work. 

2. Degrees of Coping. 

Coping less well -

Don't need to handle dead bodies to be 
reminded 
It is my religious upbringing that 
reminds me 
Xore potent is the increasing loss of 
one's friends 

By saturation with death in the course 
of work 
By the 'it couldn't happen to me' 
approach 
By simply regarding the body as a 
machi.ne that fails 
By enlisting religion - Christianity, 
Buddhism 
By getting support from non-medical 
friends 
By resorting to glib humour for 
protection 
By keeping the psyche stable through 
one's way of life 

death affects me; have never learnt 
to cope 
forensic pathologists are prone to 
suicide 
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3. Using philosophical (or sociological) rationalisations. 

lote: 

Comments: 

One copes as tomorrow may never come 
As a rule, the emotional interferes with 
the rational 
The death of a colleague makes a greater 
impact 
Some cases affect me more, but the job 
must go on 
Depends on one's outlook of horror and 
triumph 
One learns to live with these problems 
I guess a corpse hasn' t much to think 
over 
As Gabby Hayes (in the early Westerns) 
said: 
'if the bullet's gotton your name 
on it, it's gonna git you!' 
Qualifying in forensic medicine leads to 
alienation from the rest of medicine 

It is pointed out that those who say they have not learnt to 
cope are in fact coping as they are in the job and doing it. 
It may also be noted from the detailed responses that there 
is often an overlap of or justification of a contradictory 
feeling. For example, the professor who may regard the body 
as a machine with sentience expiring when that machine fails, 
may still have great compassion, feel despair or agonise over 
certain cases where the manner of dying is involved. This 
may be the case whether he is an atheist or not. 

Degrees of Coping - Approximate Percen~: 

Coping by various means ................................. 63% 
Employing philosophical rationality ..................... 22% 
Coping less well ........................................ 15% 

Once again, the candour and sincerity of these doctors is particularly 

striking. They do not, as they might easily have done, slide over or 

shirk matters that go to the very root of one's soul - their life and 

death. The value of the answers is not just in the discovery how the 

respondents cope with the daily reminder of their mortality, but in 

their attitudes towards death that are being revealed through visually 
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encountering it (via the dead bodies) on every day of their working 

lives. One can only express surprise that coping propensities in a 

psychological sense have not yet found their way into the curricula of 

medical education in death-related work. It has been a puzzle for some 

time to discover why (as some respondents have claimed) the suicide 

rate among Imthologists is higher than that of other members of the 

medical profession (see A. Keith Mant, 1987(~1), A. C. Hunt, 1987(32» 

as well as why some of the erstwhile charismatic leading lights in this 

profession commdtted suicide at the very end of their working lives, 

when it may be presumed that stress arising from it is no longer a 

problem. Maybe the answer to this question can be read into a clue 

offered by Doctor J.: 

'I do not fear death - it's just that some modes of dying aren't 
very nice, so I shall choose mine in due course', 

intimating intention of an action really carried out by at least four 

in recent years (whom Professor N. said in a personal letter to this 

researcher he could name). The reasons for and the extent of forensic 

pathologists' suicides is, however. beyond the scope of this research. 

One of the respondents <Dr. V.) perceives the qualified in forensic 

:medicine as alienated from the rest of medicine and remarked on how few 

would be wil1ing and able to remove an appendix (from a living patient) 

or stop at an accident. This is topped up by some other responses 

which suggest that the forensic pathologist's authority is merely over 

the body as an 'object' rather than a live person. To quote: ' ... when 
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your life has finished the body is left for a short time and that is 

that .. ,r guess the corpse hasn't much to think over ... ' (Professor 

C,), '" ,if anything, my work has reassured me as I find that a dead 

body does not really resemble a living person'. (Dr. E.>, Responses 

of this nature clearly deny the forensic pathologist doctor status by 

his own cohorts, who may perhaps be unaware that by following the ethos 

of the body as a lifeless object, they therefore <rightly or wrongly) 

are abstracting it as a 'non-patient' and so themselves as non-healers. 

And yet, as an interesting counter-paradigm, there are also frequent 

references in the answers to mortality as a concept that affects all 

those practising medicine and therefore reflecting a 'doctor' identity. 

This obvious ambivalence conjures up once more the 'JANUS EFFECT' that 

served us earlier (see Chapter 2, p.90) to illustrate a condition which 

at one and the same time symbolises what is publicly esteemed (e.g. the 

profession of doctor> and what is culturally offensive <e.g. 

manipulating dead bodies>. 

Sectio~V, The Forengic Pathologist as an Expert Witnegs in Court, 

" ... we practitioners are at the moment isolated and 'one-man
bands', which is unhealthy. Also expert witnesses are often used 
as 'scapegoats' by lawyers when sensational events happen in 
Court ... ". (Dr. A,). 

", .. the facts of a case are seldom in dispute between the 
prosecution and the defence pathologist, but the interpretation 
may be. This should be resolved before the case comes to Court so 
as to avoid • tria.l by ambush' ... Ii • <Dr. B.). 

This question refers to the extreme vulnerability of the professional 

member when giving evidence in a Court of Law. This has indeed 

presented problems in the past as, on occasions, discredited opinIons 
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have harmed and even destroyed careers. Respondents were asked for 

their views how such a role might best be played. The answers divided 

broadly into general statements on suitable conduct in Court as well as 

specific, meaningful narratives or personal, and at times, stressful 

experiences, imposing a blemish upon the professional credibility of 

the incumbent concerned, which may permanently undermine his reputation 

and career. (Appendix 4 offers an account of the detailed responses 

obtained). This survey question was meant to be addressed to Forensic 

Pathologists rather than to Forensic Scientists, although a small 

number of answers made references to the latter. As these two 

functions are often confused, it may be helpful to clarify the 

distinction once more before the categorisation of the responses is 

attempted. 

Forensic Scientists and Forensic Pathologists - the specialist 

role distinguished. 

According to the Home Office Research Report 92 <198'7) (33) I the 

Forensic Science Service (FSS) exists to provide impartial information 

about cases submitted to it involving physical evidence from scenes of 

crime. such as broken glass or blood-stained clothes. Staff of the FSS 

ar not medically qualified although some, as biologists or chemists 

trained to degree level or beyond. carry out sophisticated analyses of 

human remains. These scientists do not normally d.eal with 

fingerprints, considered by and. large a most clear-cut form of evidence 

at the scene of a crime. The FSS is not a secret organisation but has 

tended to adopt a low profile towards the outside world. Even some 
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police officers (who have made use uf it) feel unsure about what it can 

or can not do. The FSS does not produce an annual report and little 

has be",n publ1shed regarding its work. 

The 'Hurk of the Forensic Pathology Service has been discussed in detail 

already and constitutes the main area of this research. To distinguish 

it briefly from the FSS, it is a small, separately organised group of 

doctors, called upon by the Courts to provide medical explanations of 

causes of death. The Brodrick Committe(34) (set up to report on Death 

Certification and Coroners), already referred to in the previous 

Chapter, in its 1971 Report points to the erstwhile role of forensic 

pathologists (a century ago) as the principal adviser to the police and 

the coroner, but later uses the term 'forensic pathology' in a more 

restricted sense as a responsibility simply to undertake the post-

mortem examination of bodies found in 'suspicious circumstances' in 

order to establish, as far as possible, the cause of death. The 

Vasserman Report of 1989(35), which also contains this information, 

stresses the forensic pathologists' vital role in the criminal justice 

system of this country. 

1. Cri tical of thlL.lSystem. 

The vulnerability of the professional member (expert witness) is a 
direct consequence of the adversarial system 

Under the present system practitioners are isolated (from 
professional inter-checking) and work as 'one-man-bands' 

I do not believe that the witness box in a Crown Court is the 
correct place for differences of interpretation and opinion to be 
debate(l. 

The scientist as an expert witness in Court is on foreign 
territory ... it is not in the interests of the profession for 
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experts to be seen squabbling in open Court - when they are merely 
being used as tools by the legal profession. 

Secret technical defences are now no longer allowed - I managed to 
start the agitation which led to Section 81 of the Police and 
Crind.nal Evidence Act, requiring scientific evidence to be 
declared beforehand 

2. Opinions on how the job (of acting as an expert witness in Court~ 
Mould be done. 

Should expound only proven theories and make no unsound scientific 
observations 

'To thine oneself be true' - it has from time to time made me 
unpopular 

The stress of Court work is more difficult to cope with than the 
intrinsic medical side of the job 

If the general standard of forensic pathology were higher. room 
for disagreement would be much smaller 

The forensic pathologist must be prepared <in Court) to • put his 
mouth where his pen was' (justify what he put into his report) 

The standard of proof or justification for an opinion is so much 
higher in Courts than it is in a therapeutic or diagnostic 
situation ... 

The forensic pathologist cannot possibly be expected to keep up 
with the explosion of knowledge, even in his own field ... 

I have always taken the view that the position is analoguous to a 
professional boxer, no one wins them all and if you take the 
money I you may also have to take the stick that comes with it 

One is unfortunately not in a position to correlate wounds to any 
blows. as one often has to do the job without the benefit of 
evidence in front of the Court 

Court appearances are undoubtedly the most harrowing aspect of a 
forensic pathologist's duties. but there are ways to minimise the 
anxieties ... 

The eminence of one's status makes the acceptance of one's views 
more likely 

In the witness box, one problem is often to answer difficult 
scientific questions 'off the cuff' 

It is often not a matter of 'true' or 'false' but weighing up 
probabilities 
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3. ~rassment or other unfair Treatment by Counsel. 

Expert witnesses <such as forensic pathologists) are often used as 
'scape goats' by lawyers when sensational events happen in Court 

'Trial by Ambush' would be avoided if the interpretation of fact 
were to be discussed and agreed upon between the prosecution and 
defence witness before the case comes into Court 

It is not unusual for counsel to ignore facts which are not 
helpful to their case - I have now adopted a far more cynical 
approach to giving evidence ... 

There is a general undercurrent in the profession that the 
forensic pathologist may himself be placed 'on trial' in the 
witness box to win a case for the defence ... 

It is all a game for the legal profession and the barristers are 
no more than actors on a stage .. , 

The Clift Case as indicative of legal threats to occupational status 
of Forensic Scientists and Forensic Pathologists. 

Dr. Alan Clift<36:. himself as the (then) Secretary of the International 
Association of Forensic Sciences advised this researcher in 1984 that 
the unwillingness of candidates to enter this specialism has <in his 
view) at least partly to do with the possibility that their 
professional status may be undermined and damaged without an adequate 
opportunity to reply in defence of one's case. This undermining and 
damaging is done by members of other professions (such as the law) who 
in our society have privileged or other favoured opportunities to 
provide unilateral comment. Dr. Clift has been accused of simply 
trying to aid police by not including vital evidence on blood groupings 
in the case of John Preece, the lorry driver jailed for life for the 
murder by strangling of a woman from Aberdeen, but later freed. (37) 

The lessons that emerged from this tragic case appear to be: 
withholding some evidence, giving opinions not backed by scientific 
evidence, and giving evidence that lacked accuracy and scientific 
detachment on the part of Dr. Clift. Problems with the legal adversary 
system can also be identified: conflicting scientific evidence from 
expert witnesses confuses a jury, who are inclined to accept more from 
the one who holds himself out to be an advocate of his cause as against 
that expert who is less famous but objective. Also, under the present 
system, the parties are at liberty to choose what expert they wish to 
call to give evidence, and expert witnesses are not obliged to state 
what their evidence does not prove, which in any case may be difficult 
under a question and answer system in cross examination. Further 
points to note are that. unwittingly, volunteering inadmissable 
evidence may lead to a mis-trial, whUst, additionally, neither 
prosecution nor defence lawyers may be clear about complex scientific 
evidence and reluctant to ask for clarification in the course of the 
trial in Court. 
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One grievance of Dr. Clift is that he could not properly defend himself 
because Home Office employees are bound by the Offical Secrets Act. No 
one of the (then) 87 scientists working there were able to speak 
publicly about the Clift case. It was known that they were angry about 
suggestions that implied that his alleged faults were in fact the 
standards of the profession as a whole. {(ore over , they were also upset 
by the implication that Dr. Clift was victimised as a relative newcomer 
by those who wanted his position as biology head of the section. Dr. 
Clift firmly believes that he was the victim of a fundamental change of 
attitude in the top levels of the Home Office about the way forensic 
scientists should do their work. Following his training, he always 
believed it to be his duty as a scientist investigating crime to draw 
conclusions where they are justified and be prepared to tell the Court 
his expert opinions. But now, says Dr. Clift, it seems experts are 
discouraged from giving any firm opinion to the Court. They must 
restrict themselves to the bare facts, even if this means dumping on to 
a jury a load of technical - to them probably incomprehensible -
information, to make of it what they can. 

Comments: concerning the attitude of the way in which a forensic 

scientist should do his work is interestingly stated (in relation to 

Dr. Clift) by Xiss Margaret Pereira(39), head of one of the Home Office 

Forensic Science laboratories, then assigned to work on some of Dr. 

Clift's past cases. She said in a passage of her final report that ... 

' ... in many ways Dr. Clift's attitude reflects those of the very 
early forensic scientists who saw their function as helping the 
police and not as, I would believe, a modern forensic scientist 
would see it, namely to assist the police in their investigations 
and secondly, to assist in the cause of justice in the Courts. He 
does not seem to have turned his mind to the possibilities of his 
evidence incriminating innocent people, trusting that the police 
were always right in their initial suspicions'. 

It will have been noted from some of the responses to Court appearances 

that a number of doctors have suffered from lasting psychological 

damage to their self as will mark them for the rest of their 

profeSSional lives. Probability plays a large part in the 

reconstruction of a case and should forensic science prove to be 

fallible by evidence that later comes to light in just one single 
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instance of a man's career, no matter that he has had years of 

experience and been right in hundreds of cases in the past, a career is 

tainted and can result in a diminished status vis-a-vis one's 

colleagues andlor removal from the Home Office list. The circumstances 

are often not in any way comparable with those of the Clift case when, 

for example. an experienced professor is asked to assess long after the 

event whether a cut in. a piece of material amounts to homicide. This 

has more recently occurred in the 'Dingo Baby' case (1980(39>, which 

shows how matters can take a wrong turn when (for whatever reason) the 

surrounding social factors are not taken into account. 

The survey answers from these doctors, together with the Clift and 

Chamberlain cases, clearly show why it is that the majority (some 74%) 

expresses much apprehension at an appearance as expert witness in 

Court. On this question of survival in the legal jungle, Professor Gee 

in his paper to the BAFX (1988)(4) has said that the forensic 

pathologist has almost no training for that role and how difficult it 

is to get experience in advance of actual exposure in cross examination 

of a major case. There are often changes in Court procedure and the 

medical profession does not take enough notice of the needs of lawyers 

and the Courts. There is a need for formal training in witness 

techniques, especially in the light of changing attitudes towards 

expert witness evidence. The doctors who say they have no fear and 

cope confidently (some 10%) are in the main senior people who by reason 

of their personal disposition, good preparation <frequently obtained by 

study for additional, legal qualifications) and years of exposure, have 

:most likely been fortunate enough not to have encountered an 
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extraordinarily difficult case or bullying barrister to discredit their 

evidence in a public domain and fracture their ego permanently, as well 

as damage the status and public image of forensic pathology as a 

profession. 

Section VI. Probing the Public Image of Pathologists in 
Fore....'I)J;Lic Xedicine. 

"At the present time, the Royal College of Pathologists, in its 
Silver Jubilee year, is spending a small fortune employing a firm 
of PR experts to try to foster its public image ... I think it will 
be IDOney down the drain as public attention is totally fickle and 
evanescent ... ". (Professor N.). 

I. In many ways, the fickle public image matters less than the image 
held by the medical and legal professions. But to answer the 
question, the public image is, first of all, confused. Forensic 
Pathologists, Police Surgeons, Forensic Scientists, are all lumped 
together like an interesting stew, with good bits and not so good 
bits...... (Dr. F.). 

In this final section respondents were asked to say what factors, in 

their opinion, affect the public image of the profession and how they 

view this image at the present time. The raw responses from the 

doctors, written in qualitative terms onto the answer sheets, are 

accompanied by a good deal of obiter dicta and can be found (in a 

slightly trimmed down version to avoid repetition) in Appendix 4. Two 

main categories of answers emerged to project, on the one hand, adverse 

indicators and, on the other, characteristics seen as favourable. A 

very small number of the responses (some 12~), not perhaps warranting a 

separate classification, opted for statements with a more neutral 

flavour, suggesting that the profession's public image is shaped by a 

mixture of influences and that this image can vary in accordance with 

:media representations tbat happen to be of current interest, whether 

this be a press report of a court case (e. g. Dr. Clift), film (the 
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Dingo Baby Case) or Home Office Report obtainable from IDISO (the 

Wasserman Report). 

1. Adverse Indicators. 

Opinion affected not only by my professional work and reading the 
press, but also in social contacts: 'Oh how revolting, how could 
you work with dead bodies, doesn't is smell awful'; or 'Don't you 
think the pathologists have made fools of themselves in the Dingo 
Baby case?". 

Public image of forensic pathology is conditioned by ignorance of 
the job and by such television programmes as 'Quincy', 'The 
Expert', etc, which often bear little resemblance to reality. Xy 
wife's nursing colleagues have a very bizarre idea of what I do: 
'He cuts up people for the Police.'. 

The old days when Spillsdury, Simpson and Camps were household 
names have gone. The public is too overwhelmed with the tidal 
wave of the media so that, except for passing excitement when some 
gruesome multiple or sex murder comes along. they are too 
concerned with Page 3 of the Sun and sports news to care about 
pathologists. 

If Royalty were assassinated and they couldn't find a decent 
forensic pathologist to help in the investigation, then for a 
couple of days the public may notice us (e.g. Dallas); but short 
of that, we are a non-starter in terms of public interest. 

The profession is regarded by some in a poor light. The main 
factors include n~dia coverage. The press and television have 
recently got into the vendetta against wrongful conviction ... 
casting serious doubts about the evidence given in some cases. 

At the moment, the universities wish to see the back of us, the 
police accept any pathologist they can get hold of ... the public do 
not know much about us and their need of doctors in the Courts has 
led them to an unflattering image. 

To my mind, totally disagreeing about either the facts or the 
interpretation of them, is most harmful as it raises the image 
that one or the other, or perhaps both, is bending the evidence to 
suit the side he appears for. 

2. Favourable Indicators. 

I hopefully believe that our public image at the present time is 
good ... the public looks for the competent expert who will give an 
unbiased opinion and exudes honesty ... 
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The lay public image of forensic pathology at the moment is 
probably good ... but the image of the profession in the eyes of the 
medical world is low and probably still sinking ... 

Forensic pathology retains a good image in the eyes of the public 
who are interested ... I have encountered nothing but respect for 
the position I hold .. . 

I have no doubt that the profession is highly regarded ... I am 
often called upon to speak to a range of lay audiences and the 
resultant discussion as well as the reaction from friends leaves 
me convinced that this is so ... 

The present image of forensic pathologists in the eyes of the 
public is reasonable ... they are not thought to be imbued with God
like quanlities ascribed to some of our predecessors ... 

Some television series of romantic portrayals present the forensic 
pathologist as too clever an oddity ... 

The image of forensic pathologists is still riding high an the 
reputation of such personalities as Professors Simpson and even 
Spillsbury ... 

The Home Office will now allow its pathologists in certain 
circu~stances to act for the defence. Prior to this, the police 
divided them into two great camps - those an the List were always 
believed to be extremely honest and competent ... 

Comment: There is little doubt from the bulk of the full and sincere 

responses that an approximate quantification of '18% assesses 

realistically the great concern members feel about how the profession 

is being evaluated. As shown earlier, a spate of recent cases (Clift, 

Chamberlain, Arthur, Kelly and Helen Smith) revealed mistaken 

professional attitudes about the way the work should be donej 

disagreements on the interpretation of evidence between prosecution and 

defence experts; impaired credibilitiy when privileged information is 

nat disclosed, or medical facts known to one side only and sprung 

suddenly upon the ather in courtj risks to reputation in genuine 

mistakes when inferring from exhibits what has ocurredj or when 
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scientific laboratory findings turn out to be falliblej and when 

exhi bi ts cause culleages totally to disagree. 

Neither, of course. is oGcupational image enhanced when the term 'bent' 

pathologist is used or legitimate fears about the less qualified 

expressed. Also given that the public image is confused by incongruous 

media presentation. the image problem is compounded by the antagonism 

of the wider medical fraternity, namely the clinicians, who tend to 

deny the so-called 'cadaveric' group the esteemed status of 'healer', 

although it has been found that in the eyes of some forensic 

pathologists at least, their work is much to be preferred to the 

'living death' of general practice as undertaken by most GP's in the 

country - 'no risk, no responsibility, no pleasure!'. 

DISCUSSION. 

The detailed qualitative evidence obtained suggests strongly that the 

various segments of the central h)[ppthesis (status ambiguity, 

occupatonal stigmatisation, ambivalent identity, law court traumas and 

unsocial demands of time) have been substantially verified and by a 

large major:ity of the incumbents surveyed, the consequential negative 

perception of their social location within the professions of medicine 

confirmed. That, moreover, a confused public image prevails is also 

not in dispute. Whilst some of these stigmatising tendencies have come 

strongly to the fore, there are (as evidenced also in the other 

occupations focused upon earlier -- Funeral Directors, Embalmers and 

Gravediggers) a number of countering forces to be identified to lessen 
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the ad'Jerse status position as these doctors perceive it. They have 

not earned the strong recognition they possibly deserve and will be 

presented alongside the catalogue of latent and manifest stigmas at the 

end of the chapter. 

Forensl~thologists as Types. 

An attempt at a typology of this professional group proves somewhat 

speculative, but the term is a useful tool for linking the empirical 

findings to a higher order of classification that takes chronological 

age at particular points of time in a career progression into account. 

It also distinguishes t~Q principal pathways, those of 'town' and 

'gown', of significance in the roads embarked upon between hospital and 

university. But before presenting these, it is as well to point out 

that t.he small number of professors in the country (some 10 and 

reducing through retirement) constitute the formal elite, although a 

lack of departmental research or discredit in a court (and the 

resulting publicity) at some stage, could endanger personal prestige. 

Sociologists have attempted career typologies in the past. Xiller and 

Form selected some classifications which could be suitably applied to 

personal work histories in which social class is distinguished: the 

climbers (slow and steady progress); the Brahmins (probably starting 

at the top and stay there); the skidders (whose class position 

steadily deteriorates); the proletariet <whose total work career is at 

a low level); and the irregulars (who shift from one level to 

another). nUlleI' 8; Form, 1964)(<11), Another, more general 
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classification is that used by Hughes (1958)(42) to differentiate 

career patterns between the 'itinerants', who believe in moving from 

place to place for progressj and the 'home-guard', who choose to 

operate in a narrower orbit or remain loyal to a particular 

institution. Found tn the survey of this research are the doctors that 

to Hughes are the 'true missionaries', sectarians who have no judge 

except God himself. The number of those committed to this belief is, 

however, small. 

In his discussion of what makes a 'physician', Hughes identified three 

components which make an ideal patient: amenability to treatment, a 

good interactional relationship. and a good influence on the doctor's 

career. This leads one to wonder about an ideal autopsy, on which no 

view has been expressed by my respondents, other than the desirability 

of a clean and efficiently--run mortuary. One of the younger 

pathologists in the survey offered three versions of what he thought 

were the role-styles in the minds of the general public: 

(a) The old Spilsbury Image - winged collar, Homburg Hat, 
Gladstone bag, manner authoritative and pompous; 

(b) The Dynamic Enthusiast - endless high-powered technological 
resources instantly accessible, like the American 'Quincy' 
programmesj 

(c) The Introverted Expert - likened to the Xarius Goring 
programmes of BBG TV during 19'70-'75. 

Note: Xarius Goring's role was almost the opposite to the 
extroverted Quincy. representing him as the self
effacing pathologist in police mystery stories with a 
dry medical flavour. The so-called 'Gladstone Bag' came 
into literary use from about 1882 as a light kind of 
portmanteau or travelling bag, but gained prominence as 
the 'Spilsbury Xurder Bag', to include all the tools and 
equipment needed at the murder scene. This type of 
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murder bag was subsequently adopted by every polic(~ 
force in the world. 

Careers and Qualifications. 

Returning now to the problems of qualifying as an 'expert' in forensic 

medicine, the general view expressed by leading members of the 

profession (Green, 1974, 1988(,<1.;3), Wecht, 1977(44), Cameron, 1980UiS > , 

Knight, 1985(46), }(ant, 1986(47» still is that there is no proper 

career structure. The information obtained from Dr. Kellett 

(1988) (4E;) , who is a Consultant Histopathologist and Home Office 

Pathologist, is that of two distinct ways in which a newly-qualified 

doctor can set off on a career in forensic pathology: he or she can 

try to get into an academic department of forensic medicine and work up 

the ladder, or take up a career in histopathology (specialising in the 

microscopical examination of tissues) in the N-ational Health Service 

and be based in a hospital, become experienced in forensic medicine, 

and then apply to become a Home Office Pathologist. The two schemes 

are shown below. 

Career Path in Forensic Pathology. (The two schemes assume that the 
medical qualification has 

:lcMlilfLA, 

House Jobs (at 26) 
Academic Medical Department 
HRC(Path) Examination 

plus 
DMJIPath) Examination 

plus 
E:<perience 
Home Office Recognition 

~ir EorensiLtathologist (84) 

been obtained at the 
approximate age of, say, 
24 years). 

~heflle B" 

House Jobs (26) 
N,H,S, Based 
MCR (Path) Examination 

plus 
Experience 

N,H,S, Consultant (36) 
DMJ(Path) Examination 

plus 
Experience 
Home Office Recognition 
fal't-time !:!!.lme Of f i,e Pathologist (~Ql. 
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OrawbilCki..in S~helll.e.j" 

Very f~w training posts in forensic 
pathology outside London, These have 
to be University-based, and if the 
NRC(Path) examination is taken in 
forensic pathology, the holder is 
only qualified to practice forensic 
~edicine, As the job opportunities 
are so few, this may lead to a dead
end in career prospects, 

Drawback! in Scheme e, 

Most of the histopathy consultants 
in the N,H,S, have no experience, or 
indeed Interest, in forensic pathology, 
If one has an interest, the applicant 
must either approach, or be approached 
by such authorities as the Police, the 
Coroner, or even the Home Office itself, 
Having once gained the necessary 
experience and qualifications, he or she 
may then practise as a part-time Home 
Office provided a post is vacant within 
the region, and the Home Office gives 
recognition to the post, 

Additi~nal Problems with Scheme B. 

Dr. Kellet stresses (i) the difficulty of an H. H. S. --based pathologist 
to obtain the necessary experience and training in homicide cases, 
essential to perform the work and, at the same time, take the DIU 
examination; (iD furthermore, such pathologists experience hostlli ty 
from their N.H.S. COlleagues, who dislike to cover for them when they 
are absent from work, either on a case or acting as witness in Court; 
(iii) some employing authorities do on occasion demand that the :i.H.S.
based forensic pathologist must switch to part-time work in his/her 
N.H.S. post, resulting in a significant drop in salary as well as 
pension entitlements, merit awards and other possible financial 
benefits. 

Pronenruas to Suicide - An additional HazaDl. 

Section IV in this chapter has already touched on the question of 

mortality for the lncumbents in this professlon. (see page 38). The 

higher than average suicide rate among these doctors has yet to be 

further researched, in particular why it is that this occurs at times 

at the end of a working life, when one would assume the stress elements 

no longer to be there. One of the responders pointed to a possible 

clue that, having had to deal with modes of dying which are 'not Vf~ry 

nice', he wlll choose his own when the time comes. Dr. L. (a very 

senior member of the profession, who has also glven evidence for the 

recent Wasserman Report) writes in a personal letter to this researcher 
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that he can recall five forensic pathologists who have committed 

suicide in the last couple of decades (apart from the famour Professor 

Spilsbury, who gassed himself in his laboratory at London University on 

the eve of his retirement), among them a Glasgow Professor and two 

doctors, one of whom by an overdose of drugs and the other by hanging. 

Dr. Sakinofsky. from the Institutae of Psychiatry, published brief 

research findings on the 'Suicide of Doctors and their Wives' and 

established in the case of male doctors thrice the rate of the general 

public. ten times that of Members of Parliament and senior civil 

servants, and six times that of university teachers and the clergy. 

Two controversial reasons are suggested in this article: (a) that the 

special knowledge of toxicology and surface anatomy that doctors have 

may mean that impulsive suicide attempts are usually nDre fatal than 

those attempted by the public generally; and (b) that the stresses 

related to the practice of medicine may possibly interact with 

personality flaws in vulnerable doctors, and so playa part. 

(Sakinofsky. 1980)(49), An incidence of suicide in later life has also 

been discovered among holocaust survivors, attributable (at least in 

part) to the guilt and torment of being alive when others had to die. 

This research is still in its infancy but has also relevance to 

survivors of disasters who then need counselling and psychotherapy 

treatment for possible relief. (Ashurst I 1989) (.sO). The name g1 ven to 

this recently recognised condition is 'Post Traumatic Stress Disorder', 

and might afford an additonal clue to explaining the suicide!:. of the 

forensic pathologists. 
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Science and Law in Forensic Vork - Is it a Narriage of Opposites? 

If a professional :member in this field wants to avoid the influence of 

lawyers, court appearances and crlme scenes, all he needs to do ls to 

isolate himself in his laboratory. A good many have chosen to do that 

and so contributed to break-throughs in medicine by handling compounds 

or devising formulae and solutions which help to enhance (and sometimes 

harm) the quality of our lives, although the scientists in this 

position have probably never seen a patient or handled a corpse. Such 

contributions as are made in the laboratory do not invalidate earlier 

findings but build on them and achieve a continuation of scientific 

progress in this way. I(oreover, argues Anita Ky Vonder (1989) (57), 

that is precisely why progress in forensic science is being impeded by 

the criminal justice system. Whereas science continues to change (or 

ceases to be science), the law rarely changes, for, if it did, it would 

cease to be law. It is because the courts and large doses of the law 

are at the final stage in the application of forensic science, that 

demands are continually placed on laboratories to adapt to a legal 

philosophy. It just isn't possible to aquiesce completely, says Kiss 

Ky Vonder. 

Whilst scientists testify within the ambit of their changing 

discipline, the lawyers want solid, unshakable answers and a adherance 

to precedents. But some sclentists prefer to take an inflexible stance 

and adhere to basic premises long refuted by later knowledge and so 

can, as independent experts, earn a good deal of extra income from 

their appearance in Court, The majority, however, do feel branded if 
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they are not allowed to take account of acquired knowledge, change or 

modification and therefore make an active contribution in evidence to 

foresnsic science. 1tiss Ky Wonder does not suggest that scientists 

become lawyers or the reverse, but wants the two disciplines to 

compromise on both, roles and philosophies, in cases where forensic 

evidence is introduced and also in meetings to establish a freedom to 

disagree if injustices and stifled development are not to result. 

Forensic science, she feels, needs a good parental relationship in this 

marriage or the offspring will be denied future success. This 

sentiment certainly invites sympathy but one also recalls that an 

Australian scientist, connected with the Dingo Baby case, failed to 

adhere to the manufacture's instructions for handling a substance in 

the laboratory test, which resulted in a confusion of copper dust with 

human blood and the (temporary) conviction of Lindy Chamberlain - a 

case of human error in science misleading the law. Or as Dunn 

(1981) (52) informs us - technical rationality is one thing and legal 

rationality another, requiring to reconcile the reasoned choices of the 

former with the legal conformity of the latter. 

Rationali ty, Probability and Certainty. 

There are standards of routine and behaviour which a forensic 

pathologist adopts when he is confronted by a corpse. Garfinkel calls 

these descriptions of conduct 'rationalities', to include on the part 

of the incumbents as scientists feelings of 'affective neutrality' -

being detached, unemotional, disinterested, impersonal. He also holds 

that there occur tolerable errors when assessing the degree of fit 
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between what is observed by a person and what that same person intends 

as his findings. What errors are tolerable in forensic work may well 

become intolerable later, as we have seen. Garfinkel applies 

rationality to coroners who must try to construct from the evidence a 

recognisable rational account of the course of events which produced 

the body of the deceased as its end result. (Garfinkel, 1974, 

1967)(63)(6.<1.), One could argue that there are in any evaluation 

degrees of scientific credibility which will consist of one or more of 

three different kinds of certainty: one that is similar to 

mathematical probability, deducible from a relationship between a known 

proposition and an other that may not be; another may be an inference 

from what has been observed and from which an abstract model may be 

constructed; the third kind relates to a credibility which is not 

capable of numeration but can be subjectively adjudged by way of a 

scale or continuum. Whereas the scientist in evidence will wish to 

have regard to the first two, the forensic pathologist (who 

incidentally also regards himself as a scientist) will often be faced 

with the third in an attempt to opine from visual clues action to which 

he was not a witness. In Court an expert's opinion is usually 

scrutinised whether or not it agrees with that of another expert, but 

the dilemma of degrees of credibility has not yet been solved. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS: 

~~l_and Potential Stigmatising Propensities Attaching to 
the Profession of".I'Jll'ensi{L_Pathp~ 

Having regard to a certain number of status-enhancing characteristics 

<shown below), there has in the two forensic pathology chapters been 
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produced enough evidence to substantiate that the major elements of 

stigma contained in the central hypothesis (see Page 19) attach to this 

profession. These elements and the enhancing points are now presented 

in summary form. 

1. The unattractive image that medical students and other specialties 
in Xedicine have is well in evidence. 

2. On the stigma of occupational function, there is an apparent 
denial to these professional members, the status of 'doctor' or 
'healer' by the rest of the medical fraternity. 

3. On the question of character blemishes, there are allusions to 
'bent' pathologists. 

4. Stigmas relating to peculiarities of personality on the part of 
those who opt to specialise in it have also be identified. 

5. Stigmas originating in the courts from discredited evidence for 
whatever reason. 

6. Stigmas associated with the nature of the work itself - the 
handling of dead bodies, performing autopsies, for example. 

'7. Stigma.s of recognition - there is a distinct lack of recognition 
of the subject's importance by universities and the establish:l1lent. 

8. The effect of this lack of recognition has resulted in 
unsatisfactory working conditions (shortages, anomalies in the pay 
structure, poor working environments, few research facilities or 
opportunities). 

9. The stigma. of devaluation of the discipline itself - frowned upon 
as inferior and lacking scientific quality. 

10. There is a tlrreat of disunity between town and gown <relating to 
prestige and location of incumbency) as well as between the 
laboratory specialist and the 'field-worker' - antagonism arising 
from an informal dictum that the laboratory pathologist is 
policing the forensic pathologist. 

11. The press and other media have in the past <and ma.y do so in the 
future if the opportunity presents itself) projected the 
profession in a unfavourable light. 

stat~hgnci~haracteristics. 

1. Forensic Pathologists are doctors after all and have gone through 
the same rigorous training as other doctors, in addition to 
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obtaining specialist qualifications in l~athology and Xedical 
Jurisprudence. 

2. The recent Wasser1i!an Report (April, 1989)(5.5:' of the Working Party 
on Forensic Pathology has recognised the key role this specialty 
plays in our criminal justice system, and there is hope that the 
review of the present <unsatisfactory) arrangements will result in 
such reorganisation of the service as will be to its benefits. 

3. In the main, respondents have adjusted well to this kind of work 
and say they find it no more grisly than do doctors in other 
branches of medicine, surgery or pathology. 

4. No definite indentifiable ideology has come to light on a distinct 
social attitude towards forensic pathology work, but the sentiment 
expressed by one of the respondents could well reflect that of 
colleagues in the field: 'All doctors have a duty to humanity and 
society. Rather a body past suffering and an object of detecting 
the criminal before he can cause such suffering again, than no 
patient at all! I • 

Comments: 

The above identified main stigmatising characteristics emerging from 

the responses of the incumbents and from the published discussion in 

the quoted journals are also subj ect to a large number of derivations. 

For example, the label from other medical people that this is a 

'marginal specialty' to choose for anyone's life's work is sinfully 

nailed on those who, peculiarly to them, seem disaffected by 'proper' 

:medicine, or (according to Rose, 1965(66) have some kind of 'divided 

conscience' after internalising conflicting values. Pathologists have 

the problem of wanting to pass as doctors most of the time, but have 

obvious difficulties in how to ideologically adjust to not being 

healers. As a collective, the profession 1s too small in number to 

make an impact as an 1nterest group. Although there is a Royal College 

of Pathologists, it represents also other groups allied to this 

specialty. The British Associaton in Forensic Xedicine is an organised 
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body for those practising forensic pathology and its ailllS include the 

advancement of the study and practice of the discipline as well as to 

act as a negotiating and advisory body when required. It has little 

clout as a pressure group or its influence would long ago have halted 

the profession's downward progression. 

That the work itself if stressful has not been denied and a number of 

responses pointed at the proneness to suicide. Those in the know are 

also aware of the trend towards fragmentation into such sub-specialislllS 

as pSYChiatry, anthropology and the use of new scientifjc methods by 

other experts than forensic pathologists - genetic finger-printing, 

electronic sound analysis, the now much used facial identification 

techniques, computerised mathematics, sophisticated toxicology, laser 

microscopical techniques, gas chromatography, polaroid photography, 

advances in ballistics and such (to assist forensic scientists to 

distinguish between striae from safe-breaking and those from bullets), 

stomach contents, lasers burning small craters into metal to then 

analyse the given-off vapour, chromography for testing materials where 

arson is suspected, polaroid cameras now used by most police surgeons, 

dactyloscopic finger-printing and much progress in forensic 

odontology), As juries have become more reluctant to convict on the 

evidence of police officers alone, scientific evidence has gained in 

importance, although it is not infallible as has been shown in the 

Dingo Baby case. The enormous impact of scientific progress in the 

detection of crime and its diversity have meant that the forensic 

pathologist's territory of work is considerably reduced <insofar as it 

has not also been sloughed off as dirty work to the less-qualified, to 
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use Wilensky's words in 1964(67) as he or she has to rely on the help 

of many other specialties in performing his/her role. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION PART I 

SETTING THE SCENE 

Quite early on in my investigations, I saw it as an essential task to 

probe the origins of stigma. The choice of what to include in a 

lengthy historical period stretching from about 450 B.C. to the Xiddle 

Ages was somewhat eased by an awareness of the multi-faceted complexity 

of the concept in its variability, ambiguity, historical, cultural and 

environmental associations, and so permitting the freedom to highlight 

facts, incidents and events of my personal choice. Xy detailed, but 

selective analysis in Appendix II, has attempted this task (not tackled 

before in this way) to include a perception of stigma in Classical 

Greek literature, mythology and rituals in the Testaments, 

anthropological concerns with dirt, defilement, impurities and 

pollution, the intellectual impact of some sociological interpretations 

of stigma and questions connected with other discrediting attributes 

such as race, ethnicity and the origins of anti-semitism. If one 

wished. to extend this wider perspective, one might perhaps conclude 

that stigma can have a stabilizing influence also in countries where 

rigid social divisions emphasize a system of castes. In Indian 

society. for example, everyone has his/her place right down to the 

Shudras <labouring caste) and the Untouchables, and where the rules 

regulate mar-riage; occupation, even diet. At the same time, clinging 
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to tradition in this way lllE!diates against change and hinders social 

develop1llE!nt. Whilst, on the other hand. equally strong traditions can 

be observed in Japan, status categories operate in a culture of 

discipline and deference, which enabled that country industrially to 

develop apace. 

Another important endeavour in this research has been to make 

theoretical sense of the concept of stigma as a historically persisting 

discrediting attribute which from the earliest of centuries branded 

slaves, marked criminals, imposed pagan symbols on Jews, placed women 

in subordinate positions, discrimtnated against the poor and the 

physically deformed. That task proved most difficult for me, but was 

aided by a critical evaluation of the principal writings on the 

subject. Here, all credit to Goffman, whose original insights provided 

the clues and leads for attempts at subsequent definitions and 

interpretations of stigma. Xy theoretical chapter presents in concise 

form the ideas of seven main authors and the peripheral, but relevant, 

thoughts of others. I hope to have done them all justice in my 

presentations before offering some synthetic conclusions of my own. In 

the course of their deliberations, however, all these works on stigma 

and social marginality related the topic to phyiscal or mental 

disability, racial questions and character, although earlier 

contributions from the Chicago sociologists during the 1920s and 1930s 

under Robert Park<l) studied as only a by-product of an omnivorous 

interest in urban life some socially 'disreputable' occupations - the 

hobo and the thief, for example - which formed the basis for other 

carefully researched occupational studies. Since the last World War, 
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the study of work, occuptions and professions, was advanced by Everett 

Hughes <:2) in a most brilliant fashion and a whole generation of 

students benefited from his teachings. A series of monographs then 

followed on the railroader, the janitor, the restaurant worker, the 

real estate agent and the physician. In this country, the ethnographic 

studies of the nightwatchman, the deep-sea fisherman, the long-distance 

lorry driver and the coal miner among a number of others, provided 

important findings in the emerging speciality of the sociology of 

ocupations. 

In some boroughs of London the familiar sight of the street sweeper is 

no more. Instead, one sees men pushing motors on small wheels, picking 

up rubbish automatically by means of a revolving brush. They are 

machine operators now where the menial work has been upgraded thereby 

enhancing the self--esteem of the incumbent. However, many work 

activities are not blessed in this way and I became aware during the 

early eighties that there are particular, perfectly reputable, jobs 

which for certain, not always obvious reasons, seem to attract a more 

permanent and persistent blemish or social discredit. It struck me 

forcibly then that stigma could be related to occupations and 

professions. Xy studies of the specific work roles of the kitchen 

porter, the hospital porter and, the contrasting head hall porter in 

hotels (among other occupational roles> have already found a mention in 

the Xethodology Chapter of this thesis and in Appendix III,where case 

studies enlarge on them. This now brings me to the core subject of my 

new research, the principal occupations in thu death industry of 

England. It occurred to me that work stigmas do not just touch those 
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in culturally lowly-perceived occupations which by reason of their 

image and their work routines are seen as flawed, tainted t blemished 

and discredited in SODE way. but more so those whose role in life it is 

to be preoccupied with the experience of the death of others and the 

handling of corpses in all manner of condition day in and day out. In 

general, over and above the social taboos, they have in common that 

they do not often relish the work; may suffer psychological traumas; 

experience dilemmas of role conflict; are constantly reminded of their 

own mortality; society pities them, scorns them, makes fun of them; 

avoids contact with them, and questions their motives for doing this 

kind of work. If undertakers, they serve as handy scapegoats for the 

guilt and wrath of the living also if they are seen to run a profitable 

enterprise. Newcomers to death work quickly realise the psychological 

cost of stress involved and suffer nightmares, loss of appetite and 

nausea. Embalmers particularly are affected in this way. Nor is the 

occupation often disclosed in personal Ufe for fear that it may 

attract such common reactions as revulsion, teasing or morbid 

curiosity. These fi.ndings tally with what had at an earlier period been 

discovered from casual questioning of citizens in Los Angeles by 

Reynolds and Kalish. (1974)(:3) Although death itself as an event 

displays the oppposites of being able to disrupt the social order at 

the same time as it enhances social solidarity, whilst customs and 

practices <such as responses to grief or cremation, for example) have 

tended slowly to change, the work roles associated with death continue 

to carry· this timeless taboo element (a stigma) which seems to persist 

across cultures and national boundaries. 
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Contemporary society still tries to lessen the disruptive potential of 

death in all sorts of ways: denying it; routinizing it in retirement 

ho:mes and hospitals; erecting rules of succession and so preserving 

roles when an incumbent has gone; or elimilwting risks to prevent 

premature death. But our mode of life is largely shaped by the way 

others have died, and if that has been under suspicious circumstances, 

it will bring one of my researched occupations - the FORENSIC 

PATHOLOGIST - to the scene. It is one of the smallest professions in 

number and is currently plagued by status ambiguity (do they belong to 

a university or the National Health Service?); by an ambivalent 

identity (they are doctors but not healers); by occupational 

stigmatization (they perform post-mortems and all that entails); by 

law court traumas (which has ruined careers); as well as by a general 

demise of the profession itself. Recruitment has declined, chairs in 

universities have lapsed and the scientific credibility of the 

diSCipline been questioned, whilst all this time other specialities 

encroach on its territory to cause fragmentation. For a decade now 

this situation has alarmed members and leaders in this speciality. The 

measures proposed to arrest the decline will be considered later in 

this chapter. As far as the general public is concerned, the forensic 

pathologist is a hidden persona as is the EKBALIrnR (another of my four 

occupations under review), which are the only two legitimately using 

the surgeon's knife on the dead human body. Embalmers are the next 

smallest group with a mere 1,100 members to the forensic pathologists' 

50, energetically aspiring to achieve professional status. They have 

little clout financially and the law does not as yet require e:i.ther 

pr-ofessioIlB.l qualifications nor a license to practise. Embalming 
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usually means temporary preservation, but at the highest level it also 

involves the restoration of mutilated bodies, duties of exhumation and 

disaster vmrk (If the most gruesome kind. Even so, the funeral 

directors appear to regard themselves as the seniors in the realm. of 

body disposal. They act as the retailers of the service with shops in 

the high street for whom (metaphorically) embalming is the icing on the 

cake. FUNERAL DIRECTORS are my third researched occupation with a 

membership of some 3,000 in different organisations to distinguish the 

owners from the employees. Their glumness of expression and matching 

dress is clearly an insti tuticmalised requirement that the grief 

stricken clients expect. To be fair, this profession (or quasi 

profession) has its problems, being accused of hefty billing against 

the bereaved and serving as the cultural scapegoats for failed 

immortality, among others. However, undertakers removed from their 

professional identity have a sense of humDur, as the attached TEN 

COMJ(ANDJrnNTS show. ](y fourth investigated occuption is that of the 

GRAVE DIGGER. The 1981 Census groups them together under the heading 

of construction workers of some 9,800 in number, which makes tt hard to 

dtscover how many grave diggers that includes. Few undertakers tn 

rural districts now employ full-time diggers. Kany of them, 

particularly tn towns and cities, are employed by local authorities and 

often deny the association of the work they do with the dead by holding 

themselves out as gardeners, maintenancemen or JCB drivers, which part 

of the time they in fact do. The adverse image of grave diggers in 

literature and popular culture as discussed in Chapter VI is unlikely 

to be sustained for two reasons: the activity as an identifiable 

occupation is in the process of being phased out partly by an extreme 
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shortage of space, which tends to give way to other means of disposal 

such as cremation, burial at sea, or where appropriate in common 

graves; and secondly. the use of mechanical means, which is likely to 

be no more that a part-·time occupation. In urban areas where the grave 

digger as such in a part-time capacity survives, he is likely to be 

represented by an interest group with a potential for industrial 

action. (The situation in Liverpool past and present, is a case in 

point). The association with death for men no longer designated as 

grave diggers is therefore becollling more remote and will (stigma-wise) 

make Ii ttle di.fference as compared with other manual work, 

As this project progressed, I soon realised that my four key 

occupations do not function in isolation and that wider social issues 

of moral, religious, psychological and anthropological interest - death 

attitude, the place of rituals, dirt and pollution, to mention some -

are involved. These matters have been assigned some space in the 

chapters. In addition, an hitherto unresearched area was uncovered 

when I attempted to place my selected occupations into the context of a 

constantly changing industrial structure. The opportunity to 

contribute something new as a social dimension by tracing the 

structural segments of the market for funeral services and defining the 

various grades of the labour force in terIllS of their organisation and 

activities proved difficult to resist. 
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION PART II 

DISTORTED CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS OF 
DEATH THE NEED FOR DEATH 
ED1.JCATION 

The perceptive analysis by Goffman of how a patient may manage his or 

her stigma (see Chapter 2) and thereby ease the efforts of the normals 

may be seen as a personal dynamic that has been culturally reinforced 

in death denial. In the words of Aries (1974),(4) it helps to 

'minimise the disturbance and the overly strong and unbearable emotion 

caused by the ugliness of dying .. ,', 'If we can expel death from 

everyday life, the subject becomes taboo as a topic of disapproval and 

shame' , (Gorer, 1965),(5) If the prevailing culture prescribes that 

we hide the fact of the inevitability of death, the cultural 

preoccupation with youth is equally a kind of self-deception, or let us 

call it a collective pretence of death denial. Large sums spent on 

cosmetic surgery to obscure the aging process and the spenders' own 

mortality is best evidence of this trend. But there is another, and 

very serious cultural problem, as discussed by Brian Kasters, author of 

the book 'Killing for Company' (The Nilsen Case). (6) He expresses 

extreme concern about how the entertainment industry is able to 

contaminate the mind of the public. There are, for example, far too 

many fil.ms portraying psychopaths, homicidal maniacs and serial killers 

and the audience is spared none of the morbid details. One of a number 

of examples he gives is 'The Silence of the Lambs', to be released in 

the West End of London in Xay I 1991. This film is currently the hit of 

Hew York and depicts the killer Dr. Hannibal Lecter as a genius who 

displays all the characteristics of a psychopath: he is civilised, 
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articulate, :manipulative, proud of his superiority and teasingly 

sarcastic. Lecter, a practicing psychiatrist himself in prison for 

horrible crimes, is enlisted to help a floundering FBI agent to find 

another serial killer. But one of Lecter's victims was a musician from 

the Baltimore Philharmonic Orchestra, whose body was found minus its 

pancreas and thymus, which organs had been served up by LeeteI' in a 

dinner he gave next day for the conductor and president of the 

orchestra. It appears, he also liked to skin the bodies of his victims 

and has a capability of swallowing eyeballS. To Masters this film is a 

vivid parable of the very notion of contamination and a badge our 

species wears with shame. 

Such cultural :manipulations of the public mind begs the question of the 

kind of death education that is presently available in our schools. 

Although more people are aware of the term 'Euthenasia' and what this 

entails, general attitudes about death are at best still as ambivalent 

as they are also in America, but where there is evidence of a 

burgeoning of death courses in schools, colleges and universities since 

the 1960s. One supposes that educators in this field are treading 

sacred ground and expose themselves to accusations that they create 

unrealistic expectations or that they encroach upon the territory of 

other professionals. As to schools, a spokesperson at the Department 

of Education and Science let it be known such concerns are left to the 

Local Education Authories (LEAs) and that studies of this kind are 

likely to be a part of religious education. I then examined the 

curricula of twenty LEAs and found the word 'death' included in a third 

of the 8cheIT~8 for the variou8 age grou~s for 7 to 14; but tucked away 
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under such general headings as • Beliefs, Practices, Customs; and 

Artefactsij 'Rites of Passage (e.g. Initiation through Baptism, Burial 

Rites)'; 'Self-understanding (e.g. Integrity, Pride, Humility, 

Loneliness, Suffering, Bereavement and Death)'. For younger children 

the syllabus contents included 'Xysteries and Puzzles of Life', taking 

in birth and death, or 'Exploring Death through Stories', death of pets 

and such. One assumes that where the subject of death is touched on 

the actual time given to it will be very short. Some of the schemes 

thought out are, however, in a general way quite impressive. 

An incident more affecting adult education in respect of death has 

recently come to light. Two curators at the Victoria and Albert Museum 

have spent months preparing an exhibition entitled 'The Art of Death', 

to be supported by a lecture on 'Tarnished Coronets and Rotting Velvet' 

and followed by a mourning supper of hippocras and cinnamon cakes in 

the museum's restaurant, with members suitably attired for the 

occasion. Ruth Guilding now reports on the sudden demise of this 

planned educational event (see London Evening Standard, 14.3.1991, 

p.24).<7) The short press release announced the decision by the 

trustees to postpone the exhibition on the ground that the potential 

loss of life in the Gulf made it insensitive to proceed. An earlier 

instruction to a staff member forbidding further publicity meant that 

little was known by press or public about this exhibition. The art 

world condemns the decision as excessively cautious, suggesting an 

embarrassment about the subject of death which people never felt in 

previous centuries. There is however hope for a re-scheduling of this 

event for the next year. 
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The Sociology OI Death A Life 
I~~ue a~d an I~~ue for the Living 

The current cultural climate, reflected by the manner in which we all 

respond to reports of war casualties, famine, accidental death, 

ho~tcide and Aids, appears to make the subject of death less tabooo, 

just so long as such occurrences are remote from one's personal social 

networks. We avoid death, fear it, deny it, deritualize it, and in 

demographic terms make it more and more the property of the old. By 

and large, we do not want to dwell on death or seek to be educated in 

the :meaning of it. The very subject repels us and clearly represents a 

countering force to an accepted cultural ethos that makes it disruptive 

of normal life routines and our conception of order. Clearly. the far 

from stable cultural orientations towards death and the manner in which 

we respond to these is very much a problem of sociological interest. 

Thus, many questions arise. For example, Kellehear (1984) (8) ar/?;ues 

that we are not a death-denying society. He feels that we confuse and 

project private ideas with public behaviours and end up with an over-

simplified and reductionist view of the relationships between the 

individual, society and death. It is true that individuals express 

emotions, but societies organise for death and around it, exert forms 

of social control through sanctioning myths and rituals, culturally 

determine the conditions, circumstances and frequently the nature of 

death. Xoreover, they set in motion processes of conflict, 

reintegration and the adjustment of roles and all this despite the rich 

variety of lndlvidual attitudes and values in relation to death, 

because the needs of living together dictate that group goals take 
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priority over individual ones. This merely illustrates that the 

sociology of death is subject to continuing debate, very much a 

separate subject for research, although clearly a causal element from 

which the stigmatization of roles in death work derives. As an 

indicator of the rich pickings open to sociological research, an 

American, (John W. Riley, Jr., 1983)(9) describing himself as a 

consulting sociologist, poses the following questions: In a society 

where <short of war) death is increasingly postponed, will 

socialisation for death become a recognized reality? Will dying 

persons seek to maintain a greater sense of autonomy? Will passive 

euthanasia create fewer moral dilemmas? Will suicide continue as the 

'final alternative' for an increasing number of older people? Will new 

patterns of bereavement emerge for the future population of widows? 

Will caring environments for the terminally ill be institutionalised? 

Will the concept of a 'good death' gain wider acceptance? Will new 

medical technologies develop in response to the changing needs of 

geriatric populations? Are meanings of death in a process of 

continuing transformation? 

Dev~ant Work The Debunk~ng of 
Death Occupt~ons 

Even though we leave the task of dissecting a dead body or stitching 

together an autopsied cadaver to the specialists, who would want to do 

the more mundane work like washing down a corpse and keeping it at home 

until it can be removed? Whilst the concept of death itself tends to 

repel a wider public through its fearful association with the 
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termination of life, there are the grim or unpleasant practical tasks 

entailed in cadaver disposal in the triadic process that affects the 

deceased, the bereaved and those engaged in the roles of death-related 

occupations. Just what would happen if we lived by a different 

culture, with the Thames like the river Ganges, and we had no 

thanatological specialists? Millions of litres of human excrement 

poured into the river; sewage thrown into it; grieving relatives 

disposing of corpses into iti but despite this, Indians up and down 

the 1500 mile long river, bathe, play or paddle in it every day for 

spiritual purification, and the floating corpses are to ensure the 

sal vation of the soul. The conflict between • fai th and filth' is a 

problem the Indians appreciate, hence the creation of the 'Ganga Action 

Plan'. in which experts of the Thames Water Authority have been 

involved for some years. <BEC 2, Forty :Minutes: Thames Wallah, 

February, 1988).(10) 

However, cross-cultural variations have to be understood so as to 

appreciate not only the dilemmas connected with contamination and 

pollution, even death, but also that each society has its own well

defined purification rituals, for which precise observation the 

economic order and a large population may not be able to provide. 

Vestern culture is not without its own disposal problem.s. Selectivity 

in corpse dissection (discussed in Chapter 7) is one. Hospital deaths 

with its procedures for wrapping, ticketing, binding and cataloging the 

corpse, referred to by staff as 'the dirty work', are another (Sudnow, 

1967), (11) These are not just examples of efficiency being more highly 

valued than hUJilan dignity, but relate a flawed. perception to death work 
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itself: the irony of passing up to others some most unpleasant tasks 

"¥le do not ourselves want to perform and at the Slime time stigmatizing 

those who are perforrlttng them for us. 

Altogether, the very idea of 'dirty work' raises a number of complex 

questions of definition and meaning which have to be tackled now. In 

an ascriptive society, the ranks people attain are given them at birth. 

The Indian child born into the sweeper caste holds the pm:;i tion for 

life. Some such occupations \-/ller-e, say, there is contact with dirt and 

human excrement, are clearly associated with ritual uncleanness and 

stamp the lncumbent as an untouchable. A modern European dustman has 

the means to avoid this contact and his work may be less messy than 

that of a slaughterhouse worker or surgeon in the operating theatre. 

Thus, the answer to what constitutes di.rty work is not immediately 

obvious. Previous research in this field revealed such common 

characteristics as low prestige, low rewards, insecurity or tenure, the 

absence of training and a career structure among such occupations as 

janitor, dustman, hospital porter and kitchen porter, over and above 

the physical dirtiness of some of the work (Saunders, 1(81). (12) Can 

the accompanying characteristics to the instrinsic work tasks not also 

be a symbol of degredation? Thus, Hughes (1958), (13) one of the 

pioneers in the sociology of work- research, became aware that the 

deeper value in a study of lowly-evaluated work lies also in the 

insights that it yields in behavioural terms and not just that one is 

in a position to debunk others. He feels that processes hidden in 

other occupations come more readily into view in a study of these lowly 

ones, and indeed that we may be dealing here with the fundamental 
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:matter of method in social science, namely that of finding the best 

possible laboratory for study of a given series of mechanisms. Apart 

from other causal dimensions in the stigmatization of certain 

occupations <and that does not exclude those associated with death), 

there is also a morality angle built into the designation of 'dirty 

work' which is well illustrated in the paper of Emerson and Polner 

(1975) I (ILL) to be discussed next. 

Their research setting was a regional community mental health clinic in 

which psychiatrists, psychologists, psychiatric social workers, public 

health nurses and psychiatric technicians worked. There was also a 

psychiatric emergency team (PET) to deal with crisis intervention. In 

contex.-t, it is explained that the moral division of labour in 'dirty 

work' may well entail processes whereby higher status professionals 

specialise in desirable moral cases and shlft the messy and 

stigmatizing work to others with less standing. (Pathology professor 

to mortuary technician or funeral director to embalmer could be 

examples in the death industry,) Equally, the conception of dirty work 

would apply to the stresses and strains faced by incumbents whose work 

invol ves <what these authors call) disgusting, degrading' or shameful 

tasks, to which occupational members may react by developing (in the 

words of Hughes, 1971)(15) 'collective pretensions' or 'dignifying 

rationalizations', which the 'dirty workers' use to mitigate what :may 

be the degrading implications of the job. It will be highlighted a 

little later in this part of the discussion how funeral directors, 

embalmers, grave diggers and forensic pathologists have done exactly 

that in some of their responses. But to return briefly to the moral 
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aspects of dirty \vork, Emerson and Polner point out that dirty work is 

not just • one-task' work since one occupationis dirty work can be 

another's most desirable prerogative (physician handling a live body is 

a case in point)j and further, that the designation implicates the 

worker's perspective as it also does the quality of the work. In 

addition, the particular dirty work perspective is a means through 

which it is enacted and perpetuated, so is not simply a verbal mirror 

of the qualities inherent in a task. If a task is designated as dirty, 

a worker nay morally distance himself or herself from the dirtiness 

like someone (says Goffman, 1967)(16) caught in a shameful situation 

and signalling by his/her embararassment that it was not the real self 

that was performing. The authors found PET members using the term 

'shit work', when it entailed the plight of hopeless cases involved in 

recurring hospitalization with few personal and social resources: they 

were the 'chronic patients' with a bleak chance for successful 

treatment, the 'losers', Such patients were contrasted with those 

referred to as 'clients', who whilst currently undergoing psychiatric 

crises, are willing to accept help and allow PET staff to use their 

psychological skills in the therapeutic enterprise. 

The EngliE:>hW;ay of Death 
Occup;ation;al Differences fro~ the 
.A:rneric;an" Scene 

Judging by the methodology Reynolds and Kalish used, their study of a 

wide range of death-related occupations in Los Angeles was clearly only 

exploratory. Their interviews of some 50 individuals were neither 

quantitati ve nor rigorously controlled and pro"bed only 
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i1!lpressiontstically into the four key areas of job satisfaction, the 

business versus service di le1!l1!la , relationships in the job and attitudes 

towards death. Nevertheless, their findings do not in any way 

contradict those in this research. Quite apart from 1lIY use of the more 

conventional methodologies (depth interviews, case studies and the 

survey) for my data in this country. there are also some structural and 

cultural variations to be noted. I intend now to take my four 

occupations in turn (starting with funeral directors) and evaluate the 

findings briefly at two levels: one, the likely fortunes of the 

respective occupation or profession itself and two, the possible 

implications for the individual membership of these bodies. The 

English scene of funeral direction is structurally divided into 

corporate, co-operative and independent sectors, each holding a share 

of the 1!Iarket. The dread that virtually all independent family 

businesses would be duly absorbed by the larger companies has not 

1!Iaterialized, although thousands of s1!lall undertakers have been taken 

over during the last decade. One can now discern a hardening of 

attitudes among the re1!laining fa1!lily concerns towards takeovers, of 

which the very recent for1!lation of the Society of Allied and 

Independent Funeral Directors and its successful recruitment provides 

good evidence. Another recent structural development is the opting out 

of the industry by the well-known Howard Hodgson who, as will have been 

noted in Chapter 3, built up Britain's biggest quoted funeral directing 

group. Hodgson's company merged with Kenyon Securities in 1989. the 

other company (out of four) sharing a big slice of the lnarket. A 

further very recent event is the 1!Iulti-national interest of P01!lpes 

Funebre Generales, now the largest shareholder in the group following 
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the acquisition of Hodgson's shares. PFG Hodgson Kenyon has warned 

that profi tabUl ty for the full year will be below expectations as the 

results of the merger have been slow to come through. The whole 

situation must now be seen in the light of the predictions as to the 

fortunes of this industry advanced in Chapter 3. 

Practising funeral direction in this country is still open to all 

comers, but the professional association (If. A. F. D.) limits entry by 

examinations and practical experience. As thanatological specialists, 

undertakers thirst for greater professional recognition sttll far too 

slow in coming. Whilst the proclaimed values of service-giving and 

compassion for the bereaved tend to unite members everywhere, the 

profession has reeled from the blows administered to it by JiUtford's 

bi ting description of the American way of death in 1963. (17) which 

included a chapter on funerals in England also. This book more than 

any other alerted protective agencies in both countries and brought to 

the surface client dissatisfactions about the high cost of dying that 

had been simmering before. Ve in this country did have a critical 

report from the Office of Fair Trading early in 1989 that made clear 

that not every funeral director offers proper care. Hodgson among 

other spokespersons in the industry criticised the report on the claim 

that the cost of funerals has risen faster than the cost of living in 

recent years. The ADlertcan funeral industry being more affluent than 

the British promptly responded by setting tn motion its substantial 

publicity machine to tmprove the public image. Technical innovations 

in this country have been few. The idea of cryonics, experimented on 

in America, is at best still utopian. Nore sophisticated ovens at 
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cremation centres and the use of mechnical diggers at cemeteries are 

more peripheral to undertaking than the, currently fashionable, space

saving burials at sea; but press reports of bodies washed up and 

recovered off the West Country, with all the indications that they had 

previously been buried at sea is likely to slow this practice unless 

techniques are improved. 

lastenbaum (1981)(18) has a definition for the death system ' .. . as a 

socio-physical network by which the relationship to mortality is 

:mediated and expressed'. The funeral director is seen as a permanent 

and conspicuous person-component of this system in the sense that there 

is a daily role to be maintained, and which does not necessarily :mean 

that the profession will not be transformed or absorbed into a new 

constellation of death-related behaviour at some future date. 

lastenbaum gives no indication of how this may occur. With a stable 

number of dead annually, no drastic functional changes are anticipated 

in the immediate future. Attempts at embalmer deskilling <discussed in 

Chapter 5) have been abandoned and the predicted mass production of 

see-through plastic coffins has also not come to pass; but there is 

another conception of a more ritualistic division of labour concerned 

with the management of the corpse which rests in the definition of a 

dead person. Such a homo totus (explains Prior, 1989)(1'9) is present 

in three dimensions, namely the corpse, the soul and the social being. 

Soul care belongs to the spiritual professionals, the clerics who, 

depeuding on the religious practice, will perform the funeral rites. 

Death has destroyed the social being that was grafted upon the physical 

individual comprising the body. Ylhat we are left with is the 
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professional preserve of the body handlers, the funeral directors. 

Given the trends of the deritualization of mourning and the 

rationalization of funeral practices (that is, keeping the proceedings 

brief, simple and private), there are still a large number of functions 

funeral directors would claim for themselves over and above the actual 

corpse care. )[ore prevalent tn America is charging for services not 

utilized - chapel, visitation room, public lounge, parking and body 

deodorants, as well as embal:miug without permissiou, aud money for 

clergy who uever attended. At the persoual level of my interviewing 

experience, I found among the senior partners of the old-established 

family firms (France and Leverton) the strongest professional 

CORrnutment and an eagerness to talk about the job, the key criteria 

being pride in the family tradi tiou, versatility and quality of service 

and a feeling for clients' grief. In my contact with the area manager 

of the Co-op aud the branch manager of Seaward, both employees rather 

than partners, I was struck by thetr expertise, interest in the 

technical aspects of their work and a greater detachment. In the 

context of Elias' reasoning (1956),<20) the corpse presenting more of 

an object than a subject, with the subjective perception more the ethos 

of the s:mall family firm thau the manager's vision of a van load of 

cadavers just arrived from the local hospital. It would, of course, be 

wrong to infer that close involvement and personalised service is 

necessarily the same since the tasks subsequently delegated :may be to 

people with a more functional approach. Indeed, the question is 

whether a greater involvement is necessary in order to meet a client's 

needs. Of my mix of cases, Kenyon Securities was the largest funeral 

company. This group's principal activity is the supply of funerals, 
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but also a wide variety of ancillary services that include coffin 

manufacture and monumental masonry. Old-established as it is, its 

status in the industry derives from the expertise in assisting 

authorities at a time of major disasters, an emergency service in which 

it is a world leader. Less known are its services to Royalty, which is 

a function not publicised. Similar to the other three large 

undertakings discussed in Chapter 4, there are many acquisitions, but 

insti tutionalisation and the public persona remain somewhat hidden, 

with local management often kept in place and the goodwill of the 

locality preserved. Kenyon is now merged with Hodgson, as mentioned 

earlier in this chapter. 

This brings me to the science of body preservation and disinfection, an 

occupation still grouped in Census classifications as service workers, 

together with catering, cleaning and hair-dressing; or under an 

alternative code as service, sport and recreation workers. The 

Department of Employment Directory of Occupational Titles offers under 

a heading of burial and related services a good job description but 

which presents embalming as manual work. Purely so described would 

make the surgeon also a manual worker. It is only if one delves more 

deeply into embalmer work that one finds the reality of the 

responsibilities more elaborate than the formal official classification 

would indicate. One paradox about this quasi-profession is that the 

high status it enjoyed in the early days, when only the famous and the 

privileged were embalmed, has slumped alongside the increased 

popularity of embalming. For example, Holmes (known as the father of 

IDDdern embalming) gave strict instructions upon his own death in 1900 
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that he should not be embalmed, trusting no one but himself. It was, 

of course, the skilled anatomist who mostly practised this scientific 

treatment of the body at that time. Holmes confined his clientele to 

officers for whom under a government contract he was paid a hundred 

dollars each. To understand this occupation's status position, one 

needs to know of the changed purpose of embalming. As described in 

Chapter 5, it is now essentially a matter of short-'term preservation, 

which Turner and Edgley (1975)(21) concisely express for those who want 

to know what happens in a embalming room: the corpse is 'washed, 

shaved, sprayed with disinfectant, sliced, pierced, creamed, powdered, 

waxed, stitched, painted, manicured, dressed and positioned in a 

casket. With the help of other chemicals the flesh is softened, 

stretched, shrunk, restored, coloured and even replaced'. 

Despite the vicissitudes of historical evolution, funeral directors 

appear to see themselves as the senior profession in the industry, 

largely because they are the entrepreneurs providing the opportunity 

for the embalmer to be a part of the rites. Prior explains this well 

in sociological terms by using Ven Gennep's tripartite framework of 

social rituals <e.g. separation, transition and incorporation), by 

which one can adapt the rites of passage to the travels of the corpse. 

As soon as death is certified, the prevailing custodians seek to rid 

themselves of the body, at which stage its status is of the lowest, for 

it may well be the repository of disease and a source of danger. It 

will be initially nurses that care for the body, which is only later to 

be placed into the custody of porters and mortuary attendants, regarded 

(by Pine, 1975) (:22) as low-status work, to be performed by juniors and 
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subordinates. Higher-status individuals do not often come into 

physical contact with the dead, although the polluting nature of the 

corpse as a state of death may (in anthropological terms) be perceived 

as a social pollutant. To Douglas (1966),(23) for example, death is 

polluting where it is not meaningfully integrated into the cosmos, or 

alternatively to be seen as in a state of transition; and for Turner 

(973) (24) liminal spaces and the actors inhibiting them, to play 

important roles in the social process because margins, borderlands and 

thresholds, defining different social areas, are charged wlth ambiguity 

and power. In this sense, the historically stigmatized often function 

as social intermediaries, such as healers, traders, magicians (and I 

would suggest funeral directors and embalmers), to occupy ambiguous, 

Illultivariant terrains to make their position as intermediaries 

particularly vulnerable to the stigmatization process. Forensic 

pathologists also may be regarded as intermediaries (say, between the 

accused and the Courts) and by their activities and means of 

institutionalization reveal structural stigmatizing similarities to the 

other death occupations. I shall return a little later to the 

borderline, liminali ty or marginality aspect of death occupations. For 

the moment, the corpse is I thing-like' and on the 1llOve, having 

previously by custom or rite bElen subject to concealment. Prior 

observes: 'Whatever the source of pollution. ,.the collection of 

bodies, carried out surreptitiously ... there is an emphasis on hiding 

the face of death, curtains drawn around the death bed, face of the 

corpse covered with a sheet, bodies enclosed in coffin shells, the 

shells carried in closed vans'. Finally, Prior explains, 'the body 

arrives at the undertaker's premises, where it is usually dumped in a 
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rather disorderly preparation room and the disorder of the body often 

reflected in the general disorder of the room. The corpse takes on the 

character of a commodity, to become value added in the process of 

production' , 

I may say that it has not been my experience at the premises of funeral 

directors to see corpses in disorderly preparation rooms, although 

there were refrigerated storage cubicles made of steel, to be pulled 

out on rollers for transporation to the embalming chamber. Xy 

impression was (with Prior) that the cadaver's status is about to be 

elevated by a skilful application of science and art to restore a 

steady stream of bodies in all manner of condition. Embalming 10 or 

more cases per day is gruesome and stressful work. Xuch more than 

cosmetising is involved, with mutilated organs having to be stitched. 

blood drained, torsos cut open, the saw applied to the skull, and 

diseased or contaminated bodies handled, no matter what the 

circumstance or cause of death. Apart from the pathologist, no other 

occupation or profession is in such direct contact with the dead body. 

Those personal implications of embalmer work may be publicly 

embroidered by manufacturers of chemicals or debunked by medical 

people. The chairman of Pierce Chemicals in America regardS the 

embalmed body as the cornerstone of the industry. Without it, there 

would be no need for a slumber room, elaborate coffin or funerary 

apparel. (Pierce, 1985),(25) The National Disease Control Centre in 

Atlanta has found no health reasons for embalming, other than a few 

communicable diseases; but in America (as in this country>, the 

practice is poplular for the majority of deaths, although the industry 
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has resisted attempts to dlscourage embalming by way of cremation or 

refrlgeration. <Kearl. 1989).(26) Pierce has con~lained that human 

bodies were cremated when still alive, and he knows of reports that 

several bodies are cremated at the same time, so that families were not 

able to distinguish the remains. Hot only that, there was also the 

adverse publicity that heart-pacemakers had exploded during cremation. 

As against that, funeral directors have given consumers the impression 

that embalming is required by law. 

As to the profession itself, what can one say about its future? 

status-wise, it is in a position to meet a large number of the 

attributes that sociological classifications have from time to time 

suggested to reside in a profession. (See, Carr-Saunders, 1928,(27) 

Hughes, 1965,(28) Xillerson, 1964,(29) Freidson, 1970,(30) Johnson, 

1972,(31) Dunkerley, 1975(32) and Go1dthorpe and Colleagues, 

196819,(33) Saunders, 1988/1990,(34) aIDOng others). Although the 

predominance of these is a useful mark of historical advancement, it 

implies that some essential criteria remain to be met. What might be 

the mission of embalmers in the coming years is to aim at targets that 

the older professions have already achi.eved. One is strict quality 

control of the service, and another control over members, to ensure 

that clients' interest is served and that definite means exist for this 

interest and. protection to be effected. It is also essential that th.e 

public support the claim for the activity to be recognised as a 

profession and that there are comparative levels of educational 

attainment with thIC} older bodies. As a long-term measure, endeavour to 

become a Livery Company by Letters Patent has been suggested (Poole, 
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1990),(35) with a view to eventually trying for a Royal Charter. As to 

progress on the technical side; initiatives by an independent 

organisation in America (rather than a manufacturer of embalming 

chemicals) currently propose by way of research and seminars to change 

a situation 'where 19th Century techniques are still used with the 21st 

Century upon us'. The Fountain National Academy of Professional 

Embalming Skills has already started to hold three-day seminars in 

IIssouri which has aroused wide international interest. Seminars deal 

with such topics as new chemicals, mouth closures, bleaching 

techniques, pre and post treatment of swollen eyes, embalming 

techniques for highly infectious cases, hospital induced swelling, 

infant embalming, autopsied and organ donor cases, surgical purge 

prevention treatment, facial lacerations and restoration of head 

trauma, forensic autopsies and decomposed cases, surgical reduction of 

swollen neck and restoration of gunshot wounds to the head. (The 

Embalmer, November, 1990). Status enhancement of any death occupation 

is highly contingent on what that occupation can do <and is publicly 

acknowledged in so doing) for the livjng community. That is a view I 

seem to share with this occupation. 

By now the status of the body has gained an uplift from the restoration 

skills of the embalmer and is ready to re-emerge from the previously 

hidden state. Hardly any counselling appears to be available to help 

the embalmer with the stresses of the work, which can often mean brutal 

death and 'bad remains', prone to unsettle the undertakers themselves 

if they are not embalmer-trained. Incidentally, Calhoun, Selby and 

Steel1nan (1989) (36) found that when the cause of death has been an 
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unnatural one, such as suicide, the bereaved feel more shame and 

embarrassment, greater difficulty in coping with death, and a greater 

HkeHhood of guilt. There are unanswered questions and funeral 

directors in the sample indicated that others <including themselves) 

feel more uncomfortable in expressing sympathy to the survivors in such 

circumstances. Allowing for certain religious customs <Jews do not 

usually embalm their dead, for example>, there is generally a great 

reliance on embalmers to present a peaceful last look to the next of 

kin. Thus, the cause of death presents ethical issues and the 

preparation of the body to effect a life-like view in the 'slumber 

room' or 'funeral parlour' a formal recognition that there is a 

bereavement role for the survivors. Critics of the industry see the 

embalming service as a 'foot in the door' for the supply of other 

elaborate services, but as already pointed out earlier, proponents 

stress the therapeutic benefits of viewing and reaffirm (rather than 

disguise) the reality of death. 1(y case studies give information how 

embalming work affects the incumbents. It suggests on this evidence 

the most traumatic psychological effect <such as nightmares and loss of 

weight> during the earlier stages of training. A recent letter from an 

embalmer with 22 years experience <and having consulted COlleagues at 

my request> had this to sayan the subject of coping: 'When dealing 

with the dead, the obvious knowledge that they are persons was not 

forgotten, but there was an ability to detach oneself sufficiently to 

be able to carry out the work. (I am now no longer connected with the 

profession.) As far as general attitudes towards death are concerned, 

I haVE! always been aware that it could be 'just around the 

corner'" ,and keep my paperwork in sufficient order that others may 
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cope ... 1 am sure that this morbid attitude is the result of dealing 

with many sudden deaths over the years. ](any people from outside this 

industry remark upon the happy and jolly nature of funeral directors 

and embalmers, especially when congregating in large numbers ... in fact, 

there have been many rowdy sessions at Keele ... and it must seem to 

outsiders that 'we enjoy life to the full'.' (Kaye, 1991)(37) 

Attempts at professionalization are frequently accompanied by 

pretentiousness in occupational titles. The Americans are particularly 

good at that. <Undertakers have become funeral directors and window 

cleaners transparent wall engineers, for example.) Hot all occupations 

manage to succeed in this changing of their image. at least as found in 

formal categorizations. There may even be an effect in reverse, 

blurring familiar stereotypes. \1hilst the Standard Occupational 

Classification (1990)(38) also groups embalmers with food carvers, pest 

control surveyors, bingo callers, croupiers and amusement park 

indexed at all, but can be tracked 

down under related occupations with drainage worker) fence erector and 

building labourer. Thus, the mystique accorded in timeless drama and 

literature to the grave digger as the erstwhile jester, skull-tosser, 

grave robber and tainted handler of corpses, is virtually lost. 

Shakespeare in Hamlet's graveyard scene, the Scottish anthropologist 

Frazer and. later Freud aIllOng other writers, had great fun in supporting 

or re-creating tl.le myths which are prevalent in relation to this 

occupation. 
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• 

• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • • • • • 

cren Commanaments 
On now !J{{YI to run a :Funeral t])irector s 'Business 

(Compiled by a reader. who wishes to remain anonymous. but who maintains that 
all of these things have happened within the organisation for whom she worked) 

1) :](ave no one wno is fu££y trainei anti mak!- sure tfiat 
vefiides neei deaning, especia££y wfien out on a funeraL 

2) Insert tfie notice in tfie paper witfi tfie wrong 6rancfi 
name ani tefepfwne num6er. 

3) Wfien tfie family arrive to view, eitfier ion 't turn up to 
fet tfiem into tfie Cfiape' or sfiow tfiem tfie wrong 60iy. 

4) 'Don 't 600tan OTl/anist for tfie fiymns, anti fOTl/et to taR!
tfie fCowers for tfie coffin into tfie Cfiurcn. 

5) Inform tfie officiating priest tfiat tfiere are tUf re£ations, 
wfien tfiey are present as mem6ers of Iiis congregation. 

6) (jive tfie wrong time or tiay to tfie priest or graveiigger, 
so tfiey ion 't turn up for tfie funeraL 

7) 'Ensure tfiat every one of tfie firm s 6earers are iressei 
iifferentCYi if in tfie same kinti of trousers, tfien one wears a 
jack!-t ani tfie otfier a raincoat or overcoat. 

8) 'Don't cfiect tfie route 6eforefianti so tfiat you are Cate a:' 
tfie Muse anti Cfiurcfi ani Cater sti£[ at tfie crematorium. 

9) ::Mak!- sure tfiat tfie grave is tfie wrong size anti try to 
force tfie coffin iown, or mak!- tfie family wait wfii£e tfie 
graveiigger enCarges it. 

10) Senti tfie 'Bi££ out on tfie iay of tfie funeral anti iemanti 
payment after it s 6een settCetf. 

Two years after implementing these rules the business will be 
halved. and after two more years you will be able to close down 
- if the receivers haven't been called in. 

• 

• 

• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June 1991 53 
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Petrillo (1989)(29) argues that although these myths persist into the 

20th Century, their form has now altered in certain respects, and at 

least in America has been replaced by the hardened, apathetic union 

member, whose sole concern rests upon the dollar he earns and not upon 

the lives he buries. There has been the odd grave digger strike in 

this country too (see Chapter 3, for union organisation and Chapter 6 

on strikes), but one can still find him to operate in small towns and 

villages or an occasional dynasty to exist, although many are now 

council employees and partly charged with other duties around the 

cemetery. :M:y investigations have not encountered a person who has made 

this Dccupation a particular career choice. Limited space in urban 

areas seens to encourage the idea of vertical graves created by means 

of a mechanical drill, or the restricted use of the JCB, proximity of 

graves permitting, and an increasing practice of cremation or burial at 

sea. Culture and religion prescribe a wide variety of funerary ways 

for departure and the respective rituals reinforcing social bonds, but 

there is renewed controversy over whether such constant and often 

expensive reminders of the dead (and the very cemeteries themselves in 

our future-time-orientation) are necessary. With the advent of 

geographical mobility, a growing segment of the population seems to 

leave no funerary memory whatsoever. The demise of one single 

indi vidual (if not a public figure) does not disrupt the order in mass 

society in any case. Funerals have become briefer, simpler and more 

private, and mourning deritualized. People now query the relative 

costs, which Blauner (1966) (dO) regards as a barometer of concern for 

the dead. It appears that the public perceives the peace and beauty of 

the crematorium gardens as more attractive than the 'chill' of the 
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cemetery. Where then does this penetration of temporal nonra leave the 

occupation of the grave digger? Thanatological research has not 

accorded him much of a role in the mourning process, as we shall see 

below. Grave diggers no longer handle bodies, so the supernatural 

myths of the corpse as the harbinger of evil spirits no longer makes 

the incumbent evil. Time converted him into a labourer/handyman, now 

mainly in the employ of a local authority. 

Similar to others who work with death, the grave digger cannot isolate 

himself from its association with what are perceived as the waste 

products of society and the stigma attached to it. He too has a self

concept about the workj and he too often suppresses anger at the 

communi ty that fails to appreciate the psychological stress of a daily· 

exposure to people in grief, apart that is, from the intrinsic nature 

of the manual aspects of the job itself. With some local communities, 

negative images still exist. There the grave digger has not been able 

to rid himself of the moral perceptions of his 'turf': that he is a 

figure of evil, corruption and mystery. Aside of the myths and biases, 

h.ow does the grave digger come to terms with his work? Petrillo's 

recent survey confirms my earlier case findings on the least favoured 

characteristics of the job: having to bury children, working in bad 

weather, disinterring bodies and seeing families mourn. 1(y respondents 

(unlike Petrillo's> did not complain about hectic work schedules, but 

found winter weather to affect thetr health despite the 'governor 

paying for protective clothing'. My interviews confirm that incumbents 

like working out in the open, but are aware that they dig holes and 

bury coffins not people, that they are integral to the funeral service 
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yet distant from the rituals and that their invisibility I minimal 

involvement in decision-making and the constant reminder of their own 

1llOrtali ty I requires that they develop their 0","11 individual mechanism to 

help them to cope. 

Although one can refer to a sort of 'conjugal; social network relating 

to occupational roles as part of the body disposal package only 

metaphorically (as Batt, 1971), (4',) the loose-knit connectedness 

brought into this marriage between undertaker and embalmer will 

probably make for a closer dependency relationship. This means in many 

cases that an embalmer serves one major client (the funeral director) 

but may have other assignments to supplement the field. The grave 

digger is a more distant constituent as he usually works under the 

control of the superintendent of the cemetery concerned. By the time 

the funeral party arrives at the grave, the (while-coated) embalmer is 

no longer a part of the scene. Instead, one can spot in this new 

setting grave diggers in wellington boots and working apparel in 

visible contrast to the meticulously attired undertaker and mourners, 

which makes the social differention all too obvious. 

Eru::.e.:ill;:dc pgtholo.gi.:;;Lts operate on a different level entirely and have no 

involvement in burials or cremations. As fully-fledged doctors of 

medicine, they are high up in any occupational status scale. But their 

sub-specialty makes them an ambivalent breed, that is among other 

specialists in medicine and vis-a-vis the public. Professional 

disuni ty in pathology may £'evol ve around the que:::>tion of Ivho ore and 

who are not hi:!alers, may be aeound the spl it of 'tmm and gown', may 
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l~e-volve around sci<::!ntific concepts such as the challenge of the 

:morphological paradigm by the biD-chemical! or it may be political and 

involve condttions under which forensic pathologists will work if the 

hospi tals tbat employ them opt out of Nl-l..B control. Some of these 

matters have been discused in some detail already (see Chapters 7 and 

8), but there is still no news about the implementation of the (now 2-

year old) Wasserman Report,'A2) which leaves the profession in limboi 

but more of that later. 

In relation to public image it is interesting to note that following 

the Silver .Jubilee of the British Association in Forensic Xedicine some 

years ago, the College employed a public relations firm whose message 

about the profession did not take the direction the doctors wanted and 

I miffed' them more than a little. The publicity began by saying that 

pathology must rid itself of the image of Sherlock Holmes or Quincy. Dr 

words to that effect, and the campaign was markedly directed towards 

empbasi.sing to the public that its perception of pathology as being 

autopsy work \'ms ill founded. Senior members of the profession feel 

that the campaign went a little too far in trying to dissociate it from 

autopsy work, and tbey have little idea how successful the venture has 

been, for in spite of a large number of press notices having been sent 

out this seemed to have aroused only a meagre response. 

The question is how forensic pathologists want to present themselves to 

the world. The (then) President of the International Association of 

Forensic Sciences at the Triennial Conference of 19B4 in Oxford(48) 

lilade this very clear: 
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'Vie can work hard towards the perfection of our crime 
investigation and legal procedures so that the advances of 
science :may be cautiously and efficiently incorporated in 
them. Vie can do much towards education in the forensic 
sciences lind towards the definition of criteria for the 
qualificlition of experts. Vie can oppose vigorously the 
efforts of any government to use pseudo scientific and :p-seudo 
medical criteria and practices to further its own political 
doctrines. Vie can support those of our colleagues who find 
themselves in a position where oppressive authority, benign 
or malign, chooses to exert power to make the individual 
expert give an opinion more to its liking. Vlithout falling 
into the snare of believing that we ourselves are the sole 
custodians of truth we should seek, as often as possible, to 
provide a factual basis to crime investigators and courts 
upon which decisions :may be based. Not that such decisions 
will always be right but at least a conclusion based on 
correct axioms is more likely to be a correct conclusion than 
one based upon factual error!' 

One would assume from even that short paragraph that public relations 

specialists could build a good case. Also, one would have thought that 

the Holmes and Quincy association with crime detection would help <and 

has helped.) in the elevation of esteem and public interest that the 

profession has malli3ged (over the years), and still manages now to 

convey. A lay person may be quite vague on how a gift of forensic 

detection, based on science. can help the police to establishd whether 

foul play is involved. An example :may best illustrate this. The 

remains of a number of adult men were discovered down in the New York 

underground transport labyrinths and taken to the city morgue for 

establishing the cause of death. These deceased were homeless 

derelicts known to the local police for vagrancy. As the bodies were 

found on, or close to the tracks, and badly mangled by the passing 

trains, suicide or homicide seemed plausible explanations. The city 

has many homeless and suicide seemed a ready possibility. The 

destitute also run the risk of the brutish sadtsm of other outcasts and 
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:murder could not be discounted, Accident was not likely as the 

paSE-:"iges of the subway system were too familiar to these men who 

obtained cOJflfor-t from this fixed domicile, The anatomical finding 

co:m:mon to all the victi:ms was an utterly carbonized penis. A 

reconstruction established that the location provided nightly shelter, 

accompanied by drinking sessions of hard liquor. Without the need to 

establish scientific physiology it was plain that frequent libation and 

a cold-ambient temperature would stimulate the urinary function. With 

bladders full to capacity, the men had looked for a secluded spot down 

the subway to relieve the:mselves of the fluid by the edge of the 

platform when no passengers were around. The stream of urine jetted 

from their bladders to the tracks and as soon as it touched, thousands 

and thousands of the volts of electricity that is normally needed to 

move commuters, conveniently found an alternative route in the salt

rich fluid by lightning speed into the bodies of these unwary vagrants. 

<Abbreviated version from Crussi, 1986).(44) 

Forensic pathologists are quite literally medical detectives whose work 

concerns the outward structure of death, with frequently the horried 

consequences of violence on the exposed human body, apart from the 

moral contribution of their science, of which an essential part is to 

gather evidence that may be questioned in court. There is much risk 

and there are many imponderables even in scientific respectability as 

for example: was a window open or shut; was the right hand raised; 

did the victim at the moment of death look right Dr left? Facts 

related by a Consul in a talk to a group of lawyers and doctors will 

make this clear. It was the case of a young man who died in an African 
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Gountry of a fall froID the window of a locked third floor hotel room. A 

local pathologist concluded from an initial examination that the 

injuries were the result of an assault before he either fell or was 

pushed from the window. The body was returned to this country with the 

case file. on condition that the matter was fully investigated. Later, 

three forensic pathologists disputed not only the original conclusions 

but also each others. One of the three, an acknowledged expert, was of 

the opinion that the injuries were totally consistent with having dived 

head first from the window. But the major dawback to this conclusion 

was the location of the body when discovered, which was too close to 

the building for this opinion to be acceptable. Subsequently British 

police visited the country (at great expense to local ratepayers) and 

discovered that it had started to rain when the deceased was found, 

causing the police 011 the scene to move the body for convenience into 

shelter, only later to return it, although not to its original 

position, and thus inadvertently misleading the crime investigators. 

(Lindsay, 1990), (45) 

The nature of forensic pathology work and the position of its 

incumbents as it is today (1991) I can be further illuminated by 

information just to hand of what is the typical working day of a senior 

consultant at a university hospital in that field. He has diaganostic 

responsibilities for doctors in training; teaches medical stUdents; 

supervises the work of young- pathologists and medical technicians; 

lectures to outside organisations; participates in research projects; 

writes papers; does administrative and committee work in the hospital 

and in the medical school; participates in the activities of other 
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bodies, such as the Royal Institute of Public Health and Hygiene, the 

British Xedical Association and as a member of a Government Advisory 

Committee to a foreign government and in industry. Of course, his work 

as a coroner's forensic pathologist may also require attendance at a 

Crown Court, and when difficult diagnosis is involved, consultations 

with colleagues affecting other specialities and quality control. It 

would be rather difficult to quantify the time spent on all these 

activities and the consultant makes the point that colleagues may 

apportion their time quite differently. I now come to discuss the 

implications of the Wasserman proposals as these are likely to 

profoundly affect the conditions under which the specialty will operate 

in the future. 

The Wasserman Committee, appointed by the (then) Home Secretary Leon 

Brittan deliberated for five years and issued a report in April, 1989. 

The current Home Secretary at that time accepted the report in July. 

1990 and senior members of the profession have been pressing for action 

since. The Royal College of Pathologists informs me that the first 

meeting of the Advisory Board (PABFP) includes a representation of the 

Chief Police Officers (ACPO), Coroners, the Crown Prosecution Service, 

a number of leading practitioners from the universities and the 

National Health Service omS). and its aim is to oversee the changes 

recommended in the report and guide this vital part of the criminal 

justice system towards a healthy future. As Xr. Wasserman explained in 

his lecture to members of the Kedico-Legal Society last year in April, 

the word 'service' may be a misnomer since there exists no actual 

forensic pathology service. There is only a limited number of 
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practitioners who acquired. a certain level of expertise in the 

investigation of suspicious death and are willing to apply their skills 

in the investigation and detection of crime. But there is still no-one 

in charge, no management, no full-time employees, no structure, no 

forward planning. Thus, although there wasn't a 'service' to provide, 

the 'service' was running well - 1,500 cases handled each year, with 

negligible costs, no Home Office resources and the .N:etropolitan Police 

obtaining the information absolutely free of charge. It worked well as 

a by-product of a good forensic medicine curriculum in medical schools, 

where it was an integral part of training for undergraduates in eight 

provincial universities and six teaching hospitals in London. That was 

the situation as recently as 25 years ago and by 1984, 27 of the 46 

pathologists held university appointments. 

The downhill progression started at about 1953, when the academic 

interest in this subject began to wane. Xr. Wasserman reminded those 

present of how it came about: other subjects taking the place of 

forensic pathology in the curriculum and subject lecturers' places 

beginning to contract, there were fewer lectures, fewer posts and no 

exalIli.nations; these are among a number of reasons already discused in 

my chapters. The consequence of these changes was that departments 

could not be sustained on the basis of police work alone, especially so 

on Ii pay of ;t39.50 for the first 90 minutes and ;t19.70 for subsequent 

hours or part thereof. The fall of appointments in this specialty 

outside London was dramatic, but IlHS consultants came to the rescue to 

take up the slack. The Wasserman Committee did not feel that it made 

:much sense to rely on the NHS as in any case its terms of reference do 
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not provide for such a service. Hospital pathologists' :main function 

is to give a pathology and post-:mortem service for hospital patients, 

but they were willing to help out and allowed to keep their fees. 

However, the Committee argued in the report that they did not wish to 

see the Forensic Pathology Service in England and Wales become the 

exclusive preserve of the HllS. The Committee want to see a retention 

of a strong university interest in this subject to encourag(~ the next 

generation of practitioners to be trained and the frontiers of the 

subject to be advanced. The aim is to achieve a balance between NRS 

practitioners and those based in the medical schools. The philosophy, 

underpinning the proposed changes needs to be explained as this takes 

us right into the present. 

Hew thinking in Whitehall on the concept of 'service' is based on the 

Ibbs Report (Improving Management in GovernIT~nt, 1988)(46) and the 

Wasserman proposals needed to fall into line with this report. The key 

ideas are that service delivery must be improved by increasing 

accountability in a particular way; that is by a greater 

responsiveness to customers' needs, by using the price mechanism as a 

signal for these needs and by using competition as a spur to better 

value for money. These, said :Mr. Wasserman, are very important 

concepts: the concept of the market, price mechanism, competition, 

flexibility, the customer being king. The Goverment believes very 

strongly that these concepts should underlie the delivery of services, 

including that of forensic pathology. This would mean that the costs 

of the service, now borne largely by the HHS, the universities and the 

London IT~dical schools, should in future be charged fully to the 
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custOlr;er who benefits (the police, including the Home OFfice), and that 

should be the case without any sacrifice of quality. The Home Office 

is to ensure that the ':ma.rket' for a Forensic Pathology Service is such 

that supply and de:ma.nd are equated. I should like now to discuss 

briefly the responses to these proposals from some senior members in 

the profession. 

It is clear to all interested parties that the downward spiral of 

despair in which this specialty is trapped, and the various 

manifestations of an inner career angst that individual members feel, 

has to be arrested, However, the philosophy of the :ma.rket and the 

general ethos of commercialisation of the service, does give Gause for 

concern, not least becauses it implies competition and advertising 

one's wares, Hence, it is easy to visualize a hospital to placard its 

offerings thus: 'Police, Coroners, come to X-hospital for best 

autopsies, modernised mortuary, speedy service by experts, discounts 

for quantities', Forensic pathologists have welcomed the more 

constructive parts of the Working Party's Report. They have no 

objection to professional accountability, maintenance of standards, and 

a discipline and complaints procedure. One of the leaders in the 

specialty forsees departments and common interest groups in different 

areas concluding exclusive negotiations with their client police 

forces, so that a reasonable standard of service in return for a 

reasonable level of payment is assured, and any attempt to introduce 

'cut price cO\,lboys' is nipped in the bud. Another very important and 

respected senior person speaking for the profession advises that the 

doctors are generaly happy with the Wasser:ma.n proposals, realising it 
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is the best deal obtainable in the present state of the economy, They 

have assuaged the worst potential effect frOID 'market forces' by 

insisting on strict criteria for admission to the Home Office list, 

which will keep out the 'cowboys'. There is also an informal agreenent 

on the level of fees, so that really they have sabotaged the 'free 

market' by forming a cartel of financial uniformity. The extra income 

is mainly to departments rather than individuals in the full--time scene 

(though so far, the NilS Home Office pathologists seem to be on a good 

wicket, being allowed to keep their fees). Already there are 

indications that new junior recruits are attracted and that the promise 

of several Wasserman-funded Senior Lecturersid ps may rescue several 

departments from decline. 

Geeu tional Margil'l.ality A 
Consequence OT the Janus Function 

Groups and :l.ndividuals within any particular system may well rank high 

on one dimension of stratification and low on another. The social and 

psychological consequences of such structun~d inconsistencies in 

status-sets often cause strain and may result tn deviant adaptation. 

In 1lmerica for example, pathologists are the 'marginals' of medicine. 

Not only do most physicians associate their routines as the 'dirty 

work' in medicine, the folklore of the medical subculture portrays 

pathologists also as social misfits who couldn't 'make it' in another 

special ty. In contrast, the values of American society are said by 

sociologists <like Parsons) to be • activist' or 'action-oriented', with 

this subculture awarding high prestige in medicine to those who 'do' or 
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'cut and sew'. The surgeon is an activist in this case, Pathologists 

de:monstrate their marginality also by their uncertainty as to whether 

they should identify with basic science <academic medicine, research) 

or the clinicians (Schiller, 1977). (47) M:argina.lity can bE~ reflected 

in intra-professional rivalry too. One eminent professor in thh:; 

country is of the opinion that there is not so much tension between 

forensic pathologists and laboratory pathologists as there is sneering 

and rivalry between full-time forensic pathologists and IRS consultant 

pathologists in hospitals, the latter Cbased mainly on th~..! standard of 

'production-"line' forensic autopsies tIl London) alleging that they do a 

quick, supl:H'ficial autopsy. In fact, the reverse is often true, 

certainly in respect of the non-London departments. M:any of the 

coroners' autopsies performed by NIlS pathologists (who incidentally 

retain the money as Category II fees) are so bad as to be al:most 

fraudulent and the professor hopes to persuade the Home Office to set 

up a quality control survey to monitor standards. In a sense, all 

pathologists need the laboratory and my informant does not think that 

one can apply American criteria in Britatn, as the former are largely 

in private practice syndicates with endless rivalry and commercial 

backbi ttng. 

lllirginal jobs used to be identified by the :minimal training required 

and poor conditons of work. Some empoloyers may seek a small 

establishment of such workers because they can thereby conveniently 

keep the relatioDship loose, notwithstanding the higher labour turnover 

costs. Deviant, unstable, part-time or black-economy work. fall into 

this category and marginaHty usually arises through job content, job 
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ohsolescence or a deliberate creation of such work. I have included in 

Appendix 3 case examples of occupations which :may be defined as 

:marginal, outsider, borderline, peripheral or li:minal. They are seen 

as flawed in society and members discredited by the attachment of a 

stigma label. The association with death adds another fearsome 

dimension to this marginality because the work is gruesome and 

repUlsive to a lay person, and to incumbents carries the danger of 

contamination, damage of health in other ways, various risks by way of 

mistakes in work routines and a resulting reputational discredit. 

Death work is taboo work mainly through handling what is perceived as 

the waste products of society. Job holders often attempt to suppress 

alienation directed at a community which is unappreciative of the 

psychological stress their work entails, and for which a provision for 

counselling does not yet seem to exist. Incumbents have also to cope 

with image problems and the question is frequently posed by those 

researching the field as to how much public dissatisfaction has to do 

\'l1th a death orientation that makes this industry a cultural scapegoat 

for our failed immortality. 

The idea of the 'marginal man' was first developed by Roberl; Park 

(1928) and defined as a person on the margin of two cultures and hm 

socJeties, who could never adapt to either. It was Everett Hughes 

however (one of Park's students) who later related the concept to the 

SOCiology of work (1958). The dimensions of marginality in death 

oCGupations and professions have been shown to express themselves in 

various waYE; that can generate (and .have so generated) stigmatization. 

Chapter 2 gives an indication of the complexities of stigma and how it 
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can be viewed from a number of theoretical perspectives. I will 

finalise my concluding discussion by suggesting below how this concept 

provides some scope for further research. 

The COIlcept of st j~ g::m.a. 
or' SYT.Lclro:mi c? 

SuDsta..rJ.ti ve 

The term 'Janus Function' has been used in Chapter 2 above to reflect 

the existence of forces which act to weaken or minimise the stigmas 

attaching to the respective occupation or profession (or work) to 

enhance the status of the latter. Examples may be found at the end of 

Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 8. As it is possible for more than one kind of 

stigma to attach to an occupation, one is iI!lIllediately confronted with a 

poser that there may be different kinds of stigma. To illustrate with 

the help of the fine semantics of language, we can have physical 

stigmas, mind stigmas, situation stigmas, moral stigmas, natural 

stigmas, acquired stigmas, temporary stigmas, gender stigmas, race 

stigmas, habit stigmas, transmitted stigmas, pseudo stigmas 

(pretended), power stigmas (oppressive), needs stigmas (deprivation), 

occupational stigmas and death stigmas. Clearly. this jumble of 

possibilities begs for a classification. One could think of several 

ways in which some kind of categorisation Wily be achieved. Ascribed. 

and achieved stigmas may form a core. Goffman's basic types of 

physical, conduct and tribal stigmas and the manner in which these may 

be carried (in either discredited or discreditable fashion), anatomize 

the causal elements from which he later abstracted derivations. By and 

large, journalistic practices have been confined to make substantive 
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use of the concept (as the assembled journal and newspaper cuttings in 

Chapter II. (P. 30-A)show, with the kind of stigma only discernible in 

context. But the complexity of stigma does not end there. One can 

also distinguish stigma variations, namely causes, characteristics, 

effects, responses, levels and dimensions. The latter two allude to 

possibilities of measuring the stigma. (A short paper of such 

possibilities is included in Appendix 5.) other more recent attempts 

by some sociologists (following Goffman) to make sense of stigma took 

the form of breaking the term down into related elements: Jones and 

his trinity of casual encounters, role-based and close relations and 

Schoham enlisting a psychogenic association (an illness with no organic 

basis), as well as presenting the actor as an object of blemish and 

stigma as an act of power. Chapter 2 elaborates on the ideas of these 

authors further. :My own attempts at identifying the attributes of 

occupational stigmas in the hospitality industry might also be 

mentioned in context at this stage. (See Chapter 1 above and previous 

research, Saunders, 1981, 1982 and 1987).(48)(49) 

There is ample scope for researching the concept of stigma further, 

each subsequent contribution adding to its theoretical refinement. The 

social values relating to death are in a state of transition and need 

to be looked into further. The suicide rates of those in death 

occupations are about three times as high as the average in most other 

occupations and this calls urgently for new research initiatives in 

this field. Physicians (in America, by way of example) have an 

inordinate fear of death; is this so for this country also? Should 

death-related professionals seek help from vocational psychologists to 
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cope better- with their anxieties? \;Illy are death-related occupations 

still mainly male-dominated? We are not sure. Psychologists might be 

interested to discover whether a low score (or orientation> on death 

anxiety indicates either low anxiety or high denial. Or, whether the 

greater a forensic pathologist's experience, the more he tends to 

beco:me insulated from a sensitivity to the handling of cadavers; and, 

whether a greater experience in the profession makes him immume from 

pathological grief"? Since forensic pathology work entails probability 

and risk, can this be mathematically calculated? The possibilities 

for further research in all four occupations examined in this thesis 

are innumerable. Then there is also the question of :measuring the 

stig:lfla effect. Chapter 2 above <pages 94 and 117)gives an indication 

how this had been attempted by soliciting responses from a sample of 

'normals' (Ainley et aI, 1986), or by deviations from a given list of 

traits to locate a (so-called) ideal person (Schur, 1979), A more 

recent attempt at :measuring stigma took place at the Addenbrooke 

Hospital in Cambridge by way of grading so:me 40 diseases in a 

hierarchical order on the basis of public attitudes to establish the 

location of the various stigmas deriving from these diseases <Davies 

and Xorris, 1989-90),(60) I myself have suggested six further methods 

(Continuum Scale, Divergency Diagram. Venn Diagram. Unsealed Xeasure of 

Occupational Prestige, Attitude Xeasure of Stigma and a Xeasure using 

Weighted Indicators of Stigma), All these methods are experimental and 

untested and could be the subject for further research. They are 

discussed tn greater detil in Appendix 5. 
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l!tr previous research has already shown how the use of certain tools and 

materials in a job can deKean the status of the user, and how the 

handling of particular waste products can carry symbolic ratings which 

reflect on incumbents handling them in such a way as to confer stigma. 

(Saunders, 19B1). It remains to be seen whether (in the Addenbrooke 

Study, for example) such stigma characteristics applying to diseases 

engender also occupational stigmatization in this case on the death 

professions associated with the various body-handling processes such as 

those discussed in detail in the chapters of this thesis. Further 

investigations would clearly prove fruitful into this segment of the 

sociology of occupations and the burgeoning sociology of death which 

transcends mere morbid curiosity and fears which we all share (and have 

been discussed earlier) with regard to tb.e social mechanisms devised by 

societies to deal with its most painful and irrevocable event - death. 

Such concerns raise more profound questions that could only be touched 

on here as to why and how social values, norms and occupational roles 

associated with death, become subject to reappraisal and redefinition 

within the complex processes of social change endemic in modern 

society. 
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